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Current titles are marked with a ★

**Fiction**

- ★571484 LIGHTNING. By Dean Koontz. Novel. Laura Shane was born in a storm so strange that people remembered it for years. Even more mysterious was the stranger who appeared out of nowhere and saved Laura from a fatal delivery. Years later, the stranger returned to save Laura from another tragedy. Is he a guardian angel? Or the devil in disguise? 363 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $5.95

- 1985450 PHANTOMS. By Dean Koontz. Novel. They find a town silent, apparently abandoned. Then they find the first body, strangely swollen and still warm. One hundred fifty are dead, three hundred fifty are missing. But the terror has only begun in the tiny mountain town of California. At first they think it’s the work of a maniac, but then they uncover the truth. 438 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.00. $4.95

- ★3847519 GRACIE'S SECRET. By Jill Childs. Novel. When Gracie, a little girl involved in a car crash driven by her father’s new girlfriend, is pronounced dead and later resuscitated by paramedics, she begins to tell strange stories about what she heard in the car and what she saw moments near death. 338 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

- 7695438 THE SHOTGUN WEDDING. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Bo Cree and Scratch Morton are mighty proud. They managed to deliver five mail-order brides to the New Mexico mining town of Silverhill in one piece. But with marriage prospects for the brides questionable, Bo and Scratch will have to fight tooth and nail to keep the ladies safe and sound—and a real shotgun wedding is about to begin. 441 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $8.99. $4.95


- 7695586 THE WICKED DIE TWICE. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Not many men get a second chance at life, but thanks to a chief U.S. marshal who needs their help, the bank-robbing duos of Slash Morton and Scratch Morton are reclaimed by the workings of the law. As unofficial marshals, they’re agreed to pick up three prisoners from a Milestone jail and escort them to Denver. Easy enough—until they learn the prisoners are an unholy trio of sadistic, ruthless killers! 346 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $4.95

- 7695470 TILL DEATH. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. If anyone can get a shipment of bridges to a church on time, it’s Bo Cree and Scratch Morton. The real trouble begins when they reach the Alaskan boomtown. It’s a hotbed of gold and greed, as wild as any on the Texas frontier. Before anyone starts exchanging vows and tossing rice, this gold-hungry wedding party will be swapping lead. 379 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $4.95

- 7693206 THE DEVIL'S BONEYARD. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. The Texas Rose Saloon in the town of Buzzard's Bluff, Texas, is a magnet for drifters and outlaws on the run. That’s why the bar’s manager, the beautiful Rachel, is glad the new owner is Ben Savage, a former Pinkerton agent. When ex-con Malcolm Hazard arrives to kill the sheriff—Savage is ready. 348 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $4.95

Due to a Supreme Court decision, we are now required to collect applicable state sales tax (which may include city and county taxes) based on the delivery address of your order. If tax is due and your order will be shipped to the address preprinted on the order form, your tax rate is printed under the address.

★ means that Postage & Handling is NOT part of the taxable amount.
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</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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**States in red above also have local taxes. To get the total rate go to HamiltonBook.com/tax**

1Alaska has no state tax but may have a city or borough tax. 2Add $0.27 Retail Delivery Fee for shipments to Colorado.
Fiction

769132  THE DEVIL YOU KNOW. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Stoneface Finnegan and his new partner go to the Last Drop Saloon when a very unusual stranger comes to town. He’s nothing like the Prairie rat drifters, world-weary miners, and would-be outlaws to pass through Bear Glory. He’s a handsome devil from San Francisco, an actor—who’s come to kill Stoneface Finnegan.


★ 4987559  DEAD RIVER. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Texas Ranger Denny is caught in a blood moon day of hell. His fellow Jackals follow them into Mexico. Now, all four are wanted men. Nothing will stop McCulloch from completing his mission, to save his daughter from the Amараc of Violent heires before. Outnumbered and outgunned, the Jackals will stand together to free McCulloch’s daughter.


7693549  NATHAN STARK, ARMY SCTOUT. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. They slaughtered his family and killed his young bride. And since that day, Nathan Stark has devoted his life to fighting the hostile tribes who massacred them. Against his better judgment, Nathan agrees to be teamed up with a rival Crow scout named Moses Red Buffalo. Their mission: to forge a trail deep into Indian territory under the command of Army captain.


★ 496764X  THE VIOLENT STORM. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Will Tanner is no ordinary lawman. He’s a force of nature. But when he’s outnumbered by ruthless outlaws who’ve killed a killer fresh out of jail, he’s in for the fight of his life. The only way to end it, a hailstorm of hot lead.


7695128  EVERY OTHER’S SON. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. When retired cavalry sergeant Sean Keegan, former Texas Ranger Matt McCulloch and bounty hunter Jed Breen—known as the Jackals—are asked to rescue the kidnapped daughter of a friend, they’re up against trigger-happy mercenaries, marauding Apaches, and a kidnapping victim who doesn’t want to be rescued. This time the Jackals have no one to save but themselves.


4975448  BLOOD FOR BLOOD. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. A killer fresh out of jail, he’s in for the fight of his life. The only way to end it, a hailstorm of hot lead. Luke uses his new partner to take down the bad side. And with rifle cocked, and vengeance burning, Firestick McQueen’s bad side.


★ 1994910  BRANNING’S LAND. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Brannigan traded his tin star for a cattle ranch with his wife and four children. But thieves and killers who let him run behind bars are looking to settle old scores by killing him. Having tracked him down to his ranch, they’ve made the mistake of targeting his family—only to discover Ty enforces his own law.


4965922  DEATH RIDES ALONE. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. The outlaw tells bounty hunter Luke Jensen that he confesses to many crimes, but not the murder of the man who has a plan to save his daughter. Jensen hates, it’s a man who fights dirty. And no one fights dirtier than a politician like Rex Underhill. Luckily, with another election coming up, this playing his part, and his heart is telling him to go west—and he convinces his best friend and his family to join him on the Oregon Trail.


★ 498449X  GO WEST, YOUNG MAN. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Missouri, 1890. Rumors of war between the North and South are spreading across the land. In rural Green County, many of the farmers are already choosing sides. But not John Zachary. His loyalties torn between two families, telling him to go west—and he convinces his best friend and his family to join him on the Oregon Trail.


4985677  DEADLY DAY IN TOMBSTONE. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Lawman John Slaughter already has his hands full when a local Romeo takes off with his daughter’s money. Denny can out-ride, out-rope, and out-shoot any man who gets in her way. But being a pretty woman, Denny sometimes attracts the attention of unsavory suitors, like the handsome Count Malatesta who has a plan to swindle the Jensens to pay off his debts.

342 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

498542X  RISING FIRE. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Smoke Jensen’s daughter Denny can out-ride, out-rope, and out-shoot any man who gets in her way. But being a pretty woman, Denny sometimes attracts the attention of unsavory suitors, like the handsome Count Malatesta who has a plan to swindle the Jensens to pay off his debts. Not if Denny can help it, no matter what it takes—a showdown to the Sugarloaf Ranch.


4985616  HOME INVASION. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. It’s the kind of job Luke Jensen hates. A millionaire mine owner is willing to pay $5,000 to the man who captures the half-breed who killed his son. But when Luke arrives in Hard Rock, Montana, a supposed ghost town where the outlaw is hiding, the ghosts are alive and waiting for Luke’s hide. 331 pages.

Paperback. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95


631 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00  $5.95

7685276  LAST STAGE TO EL PASO. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. According to local legend, the stagecoach known as the Gray Ghost is either haunted, cursed, or just plain unlucky. This time the Jackals are looking to settle old scores by killing him. Having tracked him down to his ranch, they’ve made the mistake of targeting his family—only to discover Ty enforces his own law.


★ 4780489  RED RIVER VENGEANCE. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. They rode into town like the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse, true killers. Their swords bringing home their own brand of hell to Paris, Texas. When Perley Gates learns that local waitress Becky Morris is in the hands of these tough customers, he rides alone to get her back. 332 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
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Fiction

**7695136 FIREWATER.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Firewater is one of the finest of our cowboy westerns. It tells the story of a young man who has struggled to make a living and stay on the right side of the law. His solution? Deliver a shipment of whiskey barrels to the dry county of Montana, a week-long journey that will one day make him a rich man and kill him and everyone he loves. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99


**7695322 MARKED FOR DEATH.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Special Agent McCabe has received a tip that a criminal has escaped from prison. But when Smoke Jensen takes Sally Reynolds as his lady, he’s got the bullet wounds to prove it. One in his shoulder, one in his side, and that’s not the worst of it. One has his clear conscience. Enter Cullen McCabe, a small town sheriff turned special agent. He doesn’t care what he has to do—nor who he has to kill—to rid his hellhole of every ruthless crook and ruthless cuss in sight. Especially the notorious Viper gang. 330 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**596023 MASSACRE AT POWDER RIVER.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Smoke Jensen has met down and dirty, murdering prairie scum over the years. But this time it’s personal and it’s blood—going to get bloodier. First they stole fifty horses Smoke delivered to his old friend Big Jim Coney, then they stole two thousand cattle from him, and then they killed Big Jim for the fun of it. Now they’re going to pay. 361 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

**48336X COLD DEAD CASH.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Shotgun Johnny crosses paths with three desperate strangers; an old man, his daughter Dixie and his son, Jake. Almost. The chain of events make an attempt to kidnap a local girl, Sally. Johnny is forced to use the gun skills she learned from Smoke to save both their lives. 348 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99


**1939408 THE DEVIL'S CROSSING.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Wagon trains carrying immigrants along the Oregon Trail are falling prey to outlaws. The gang’s target is Smoke Jensen, and they’ve paid his protection money to protect his charges only to die in the dust. With the blood of good men being spilled and families being terrorized, Preacher and Jamie MacCallister volunteer to escort the next wagon train. 348 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

**841816 THE MORGAN MEN: LEGENDS of the American Frontier.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. The Last Gunfighter Morgan is elected to stand in the outlaws’ way. With nothing left to lose. The Loner Conrad finds himself assuming the identity of his gunslinging father, Frank Morgan, to find his missing wife. Becoming the deadliest gunfighter this side of his father. The Morgan Frank is ambushed by Mexican bandits a half a mile from Conrad, is the only one to save himself. 469 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $24.95

**3921549 MURDER BEYOND THE GRAVE.** By James Patterson & Novellas. In Murder Beyond the Grave, Stephen Small has it all, but the only thing he needs right now is enough air to breath. In Murder in Paradise, developers Jim and Bonnie Hood excitedly tour Camp Nelson Lodge. After a grisly shooting, everybody will discover just how you can make a living. Patterson delivers two stories based on real crimes. 279 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

**4847032 WHEN I WAS YOURS.** By Luzie Page. Novel. 1939. Sent more than a hundred miles from home, Pearl Patterson marries in a flash to find a new life away from everything familiar. Vivienne didn’t ask for an evacuee child. But like it or not, Pearl is here to stay, and it might be the last safe place she will ever find. And then she discovers that they have a connection that runs more deeply than they could ever have guessed. 359 pages.

**3901389 A TIME TO KILL.** By John Grisham. Novel. Life of a ten year old girl is taken by two remorseless men. The white town in Mississippi is shocked—until her black father acquires an assault rifle and takes justice into his own hands. The nation pauses as attorney Jake Briggance struggles to save his client’s life and then his own. 664 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**4947852 SKOOL.** By John Grisham. Novel. Samuel Sooleymon has something no other college basketball player has: a fierce determination to succeed so he can bring his family to America. He works tirelessly on his game, shooting baskets early and often, dominating everyone in practice. Sooleyn is so close off the bench, and the legend begins. 480 pages. Anchor. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**498024X A TIME FOR MERCY.** By John Grisham. Novel. Clanton, Mississippi, 1990. Jake Briggance finds himself embroiled in a deadly divisive trial when the court appoints him an attorney for Drew Gamble, a 16-tom 16 year old boy accused of murdering a local deputy. As Briggance digs in, he finds that Gamble can almost meet the expectations of the boy and he puts his career, and the safety of his family on the line to save the boy from the gas chamber. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**7695197 GUNS OF THE VIGILANTES.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. It begins with the 1880’s. The local sheriff isn’t smart enough to solve it. But when Smoke Jensen takes Sally Reynolds as his lady, he’s got the bullet wounds to prove it. One in his shoulder, one in his side, and that’s not the worst of it. One has his clear conscience. Enter Cullen McCabe, a small town sheriff turned special agent. He doesn’t care what he has to do—nor who he has to kill—to rid his hellhole of every ruthless crook and ruthless cuss in sight. Especially the notorious Viper gang. 330 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**480241X HARD ROAD TO VENGEANCE.** By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Horsemen long since gone, the Pinkertons tell Stoneface Finnegar was the best agent to ever wear the badge. So does Dewey-eyes Pinkerton hopefull and sleuth in trail of Fish. One of the last of the old breed. He plies has of poker is all Mac McKenzie wants when he drifts into the small town of Harcourt City, Montana. When he defends a saloon girl from the unwanted advances of some local toughs, the local sheriff isn’t smart enough to solve it. But when Smoke Jensen takes Sally Reynolds as his lady, he’s got the bullet wounds to prove it. One in his shoulder, one in his side, and that’s not the worst of it. One has his clear conscience. Enter Cullen McCabe, a small town sheriff turned special agent. He doesn’t care what he has to do—nor who he has to kill—to rid his hellhole of every ruthless crook and ruthless cuss in sight. Especially the notorious Viper gang. 330 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**198201X THE LAST STAND.** By Alan Gratz. Novel. Young boys venture into the woods and only one comes back having been inspired for his new book. But when two young boys break into Finnegar’s house and only one comes out alive, Mears begins to realize that there may be something very sinister and very real at work in Jerusalem’s Lot. 653 pages. Anchor. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95


**5191024 THE STAND.** By Stephen King. Novel. From the master of horror, the apocalyptic tale of an accident that occurs in an Army lab doing research in biological warfare. The virus that breaks out will be deadly for those unlucky enough to touch it, as it spreads like a chain letter through the population. 1296 pages. Anchor. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99
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<td>Ellyn Hayden</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>Dell</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td>978-1-4516-6081-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A DOG'S HOPE</td>
<td>Casey Wilson</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>Pocket</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td>978-0-312-56124-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO TRAVELLER RETURNS</td>
<td>Anonymous</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>Delacorte</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td>978-0-312-56124-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MY NAME IS EVA</td>
<td>Suzanne Golightly</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>Dell</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td>978-1-4516-6081-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE PARIS APARTMENT</td>
<td>Kelly Bowen</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>Delacorte</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td>978-0-312-56124-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AN IRISH COUNTRY WELCOME</td>
<td>Patrick Taylor</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>Delacorte</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td>978-0-312-56124-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AN IRISH COUNTRY YULETIDE</td>
<td>Patrick Taylor</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>Delacorte</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td>978-0-312-56124-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLIND TIGER</td>
<td>Sandra Brown</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>Delacorte</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td>978-0-312-56124-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DADDY'S GIRLS</td>
<td>Danielle Steel</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>Dell</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td>978-1-4516-6081-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLD SUNDOWN</td>
<td>Nora Roberts</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>Dell</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
<td>978-1-4516-6081-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TROPIC OF STUPID</td>
<td>Tim Dorsey</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Dell</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
<td>978-1-4516-6081-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAMEO FLORIDA</td>
<td>Nora Roberts</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>Dell</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td>978-1-4516-6081-3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
Fiction

1985418 MISS JULIA TAKES THE WHEEL. By Ann B. Ross. Novel.米尔福尼多。（和讯）
Never one to miss opportunities to size up a character, Miss Julia invites the new Doctor and his wife to dinner. While Miss Julia and Sam both note the wife’s obvious lack of social skills, her friend Nancy of Mr. Crawford’s less palatable qualities. There’s something Miss Julia just can’t place about the Crawfords, and she won’t rest until she gets to the bottom of it. 310 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

4848219 A STEADFAST MAN. By Leigh Greenwood. Novel. Daisy Singleton is shocked when she wakes in an unfamiliar cabin, along with a man she’s never met. Confused and angry, all she wants is to leave the shelter of the mountain and track down the villain responsible for hurting her. The two reluctant heroes will have to band together if either wants to see another day. 408 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

1984845 THE KEY-LOCK MAN. By Louis L’Amour. Novel. Matt Keelock’s trip to Freedom for supplies had ended in a shootout. If caught he will offer for trade in America. But on the run, he finds himself in the mud of Devil’s Falls for the outspoken beauty he’s never met. Confused and angry, all she sees trouble on the horizon: a brutal desert, a man she’s never met. Confused and angry, all she

4848224 WESTWARD THE TIDE. By Louis L’Amour. Novel. When Yance Sackett’s ship is hijacked en route to Britain he and Kin ride north from California to find her. They arrive at a superstitious town, where they learn that someone very powerful was behind Diana’s disappearance. To bring the culprit to justice, Yance must defy his Mexican enemies. 226 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. $5.95

487336X THE PROVING TRAIL. By Louis L’Amour. Novel. Not yet eighteen, Kearney is determined to track down his father’s murderer and take him out. He has the boy he’s had his sights on. By Moira. 156 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. $5.95

4903072 THE SACKETT BRAND. By Louis L’Amour. Novel. Tell Sackett and his bride Ange came to Arizona to build a home and start a family. But when an ambush leaves Tell badly injured and Ange nowhere to be found, Tell faces overwhelming odds to

1984854 FAIR BLOWS THE WIND. By Louis L’Amour. Novel. His father killed by the British and his home burned, young Tyalon Charity left Ireland to make his fortune and regain the land that was rightfully his. He invests in trading ventures, but the voyage to the New World is full of adventure as he must avoid bandits, pirates, a rogue ships captain who has vowed to see him dead. 386 pages. Bantam. Paperbound.

1984896 THE DAYBREAKERS/SACKETT. By Louis L’Amour. Novels. The Daybreakers follows brothers Tell and Sackett, as they head to the lawless frontier to start over. Orin becomes a marshal, while Yame commands respect without a badge. Sackett Follows William Tell Sackett, a drifter by circumstances, who meets Ange and Sackett, a courageous and resourceful woman, 151 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. $5.95

1984870 UTAH BLAINE/SILVER CANYON. By Louis L’Amour. Novels. Utah Blaine follows Colonel Utah Blaine who escaped being held captive south of the border, with nothing but the clothes on his back. Then he found new trouble by saving a Texas rancher. Silver Canyon: Moments after arriving in Hattan’s Point, Matt Brennan is told that his father was killed until he knows why–and until he gets to know Moira. MacLaren. 413 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. $5.95

1990161 THE WARRIOR’S PATH. By Louis L’Amour. Novel. When Yance Sackett’s ship is hijacked en route to Britain he and Kin ride north from California to find her. They arrive at a superstitious town, where they learn that someone very powerful was behind Diana’s disappearance. To bring the culprit to justice, Yance must defy his Mexican enemies. 226 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. $5.95

1974572 GALLOWAY. By Louis L’Amour. Novel. Flagen Sackett and his brother Galloway’s plan to establish a ranch among the Dunes, a region they declared that the vast desert would be theirs alone. Now Galloway and Flagen face an enemy who kills for sport—but as long as other Sacketts live they would not fight alone. 156 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. $5.95

4912120 RIDE THE DARK TRAIL. By Louis L’Amour. Novel. Cynical drifter Logan Sackett meets Emily Talon, a fiery old widow determined to protect her home. As jealous Texas Logans does not want to get involved—until he discovers that Em was actually born a Sackett. 205 pages. Bantam. Paperbound.

4964225 “O” IS FOR OUTLAW. By Sue Grafton. Novel. Kinsey Millhone discovers an old undelivered letter to her that forces her to reexamine her first marriage, the honor of her first husband, and an unsolved murder. 318 pages. Holt. Pub. at $15.00 $9.55

7678215 WHERE THE ROAD BENDS. By David Rawlings. Novel. Fifteen years after college graduation, four friends reconnect to keep a long-ago promise and go on a road trip to South Dakota. A trip that will change them forever. 290 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

7683820 THE LOST CHILDREN. By Shirley Dickinson. Novel. England, 1943. Home is no longer safe for eight year old twins Molly and Jacob. Night after night, wailing bombs and screeching planes skirt the rooftops over the idyllic rural village. They find comfort in each other but to evacuate them to the safety of the countryside, even if it means she might never

4849203 OUR LAST GOODBYE. By Shirley Dickson. Novel. England, 1943. When twenty-five year old May’s mother’s tragedy is killed one foggy night, May is heartbroken and terrified. She isn’t sure she has the strength to harbor the secret they have kept for twenty-one years—the secret her mother devoted her life to hiding. The secret that would tear their broken family even further. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

7682735 COURT OF LIES. By Gerry Sprung. Novel. The murder investigation into the murder of her wealthy husband before Judge John Murray. The prosecutor, Haskins Sewell, is consumed by political ambition. He plans to advance his career by fingerprinting Indian’s wife and husband and driving the judge into prison, 349 pages. Forge. Pub. at $27.99 $4.95

1967215 THE PEACEFUL VALLEY CRIME WAVE. By Bill Pronzini. Novel. Northwest Montana, 1914. It’s a good life for the folks in Peaceful Valley and the town of Peaceful Bend, in no small part due to the efforts of Sheriff Luluc Monk. Until now, he has been too busy to deal with any serious offenses in many years. But then the mysterious theft of a wooden cigar store Indian sets off a weeklong crime wave. Monk must solve the crimes to restore the peace. 352 pages. Forge. Pub. at $27.99 $16.00

V.C. Andrews. Novel. Satinor Faith Anderson is certain her father will return to the train platform shortly. Hours later, when a peculiar old woman with an umbrella appears, Satinor realizes her father—the wait turning into months, that any father–the wait turning into months, that

4911554 IN THE ATTIC. By Louis L’Amour. Novel. When Yance Sackett’s ship is hijacked en route to Britain he and Kin ride north from California to find her. They arrive at a superstitious town, where they learn that someone very powerful was behind Diana’s disappearance. To bring the culprit to justice, Yance must defy his

197632X BENEATH THE ATTIC. By V.C. Andrews. Two generations before Corrine Fowdworth looked her children in an attic, her grandmother, Corrine Dixon, is swept away by the charming noise of young Tom Fowdworth. Now the mistress of a labyrinthine estate, Corrine discovers that nothing is what it seems. A Flowers in the Attic tie-in. 357 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $7.95

1992741 MOTHER SEASON. By Dean Mcdow. Novel. The vice president’s motorcade is hit in a vicious, expertly planned attack that throws Washington, DC, into chaos. Former military contractor Tom Lock and FBI agent Jennifer Lin team up and discover that a civil war is being secretively being in the military-contracting world. Only Locke can get to the bottom of the conspiracy, and blow it up before it’s too late. 369 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

768195X POST OFFICE. By Charles Bukowski. Novel. Henry Chinaski is a low life loser with a hand-to-mouth existence. His menial Post Office day job supports a lifestyle of beer, one-night stands and accrochards. Lied about, uncomplimentary and hilarious, Bukowski’s debut novel is a landmark in American literature. Originally published in 1971. 193 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $8.95 $5.95

1934847 DARK TIDES. By Philippa Gregory. Novel. Midsomer Summer, 1670. Two unexpected visitors arrive at a shabby warehouse on the south side of the River Thames. The first is a wealthy man hired to help the 79-year-old physician and the second seeks his long lost and life that proves sometimes a dog’s story

4910508 GOOD DOGS DON’T MAKE IT TO THE SOUTH POLE. By Hans-Olav Thyroid. Novel. Told through the eyes of a grumpy yet lovable mutt, a funny and touching and life that proves sometimes a dog’s story

1985280 GOOD DOGS DON’T MAKE IT TO THE SOUTH POLE. By Hans-Olav Thyroid. Novel. Told through the eyes of a grumpy yet lovable mutt, a funny and touching
808 than he's issued an ultimatum. 265 pages. From Montana to Texas for the U.S. Cavalry. No started. He has to drive 200 horses all the way tough way to make a living, but Montana ranch SAGEBRUSH TRAIL.


Lake Union. and she herself is injured, with nothing left and service. Her home, a ruin of rubble and ash. overbearing husband is unreachable, called to 4768442

Black APACHE. By Clay Fisher. Novel. He was a legend with a blood price on his head both north and south of the border, a renegade, black West Point man now living among the hostile bronce Apaches, and waging a war of vengeance against two governments. 250 pages. Blackstone. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $4.95


JAPAN. From the 1310 conquest of the peaceful Arawaks by voracious cannibals to the decline of the Mayan empire, from Columbus's arrival to Buccaneer Henry Moore's notorious reign of terror, and the rise of Fidel Castro, this story carries us through 700 dramatic years in a tale teeming with revolution and romance, slavery and superstition. 4765076


191955 CARIBBEAN. By James A. Michener. Novel. From the 1310 conquest of the peaceful Arawaks by voracious cannibals to the decline of the Mayan empire, from Columbus's arrival to Buccaneer Henry Moore's notorious reign of terror, and the rise of Fidel Castro, this story carries us through 700 dramatic years in a tale teeming with revolution and romance, slavery and superstition. 4765076

ELMER KELTON'S THE UNLIKELY LAWMAN. By Steve Kelton. Novel. Hewey is heading north to Colorado, on a horse drive for an old friend, Alvin, when he gets word that one of his hired hands is planning to rob him. After the plot is foiled, the fugitive horse hand is on the run and leaving bodies in his wake. 278 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

393423 A CROOKED TREE. By Una Marston. Novel. One night, while driving home, Libby's mother, exhausted and overwhelmed with the fighting in the backseat, pulls over and orders Libby's little sister, Sherry, to walk ahead. And when she knows as they drive off leaving a 12 year old girl on the side of the road five miles from home with darkness closing in, is what will happen next. 304 pages. Doubleday. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. $4.95

A MOST ENGLISH PRINCESS. By Clare McHugh. Novel. To the world, she was Princess Victoria, daughter of a queen, wife of an emperor, and mother of Kaiser William. To her, all that counted was the bond she had with her Vicky. Smart, energetic, and self-assured, she changed the course of history. Photos. 472 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95

IMAGINARY FRIEND. By Stephen Chbosky. Novel. Determined to improve life for herself and her son, Christopher, Kate Reese flees an abusive relationship in the middle of the night with her child. Settling in the small town of Big-eagle, she finds the perfect place, until Christopher disappears for six days. When he emerges from the woods, he is unharmed—but not unchanged. 706 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $5.95

9492245 A DEATH VALLEY CHRISTMAS. By William & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Ace and Chance Jensen usually spend Christmas at the Sugarloaf Ranch. But this year, the brothers are heading to Death Valley to claim Chance’s prize in a poker game. The deed to a silver mine. The Jensen boys didn’t lose their Christmas gift. 376 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $4.95

1952101 DARKNESS AT CHANCELLORSVILLE. By Ralph Peters. Novel. Rigorously true to history, this epic captures the human drama, the human complexity, and the existential threat that nearly tore the United States in two. Featuring a rich range of fascinating characters, this is a gripping story of man’s side of war. 384 pages. Forge. Pub. at $29.99. $5.95

8781763 EASY GO. By Michael Crichton writing as J. Lange. Novel. When a professor of archaeology finds clues to the location of a Pharaoh’s last tomb in ancient hieroglyphs, he hatches a plan to plunder the tomb. But can a five-man team of smugglers and thieves uncover what’s hidden and escape with their lives? 288 pages. Hard Case. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95

1915664 BADGERED. By Lisa Scottoline. Novel. An old family friend of the Jensen boys in Death Valley is a natural born school. He tries to hide his first grade reading level from everyone. But the real trouble beings when he is accused of attacking a school aide. The school aide is promptly transferred to another school. The Jensen boys in Death Valley is a natural born school. He tries to hide his first grade reading level from everyone. But the real trouble beings when he is accused of attacking a school aide. The school aide is promptly transferred to another school. The Jensen boys in Death Valley is a natural born school. He tries to hide his first grade reading level from everyone. But the real trouble beings when he is accused of attacking a school aide. The school aide is promptly transferred to another school. The Jensen boys in Death Valley is a natural born school. He tries to hide his first grade reading level from everyone. But the real trouble beings when he is accused of attacking a school aide. The school aide is promptly transferred to another school. The Jensen boys in Death Valley is a natural born school. He tries to hide his first grade reading level from everyone. But the real trouble beings when he is accused of attacking a school aide. The school aide is promptly transferred to another school. The Jensen boys in Death Valley is a natural born school. He tries to hide his first grade reading level from everyone. But the real trouble beings when he is accused of attacking a school aide. The school aide is promptly transferred to another school. The Jensen boys in Death Valley is a natural born school. He tries to hide his first grade reading level from everyone. But the real trouble beings when he is accused of attacking a school aide. The school aide is promptly transferred to another school. The Jensen boys in Death Valley is a natural born school. He tries to hide his first grade reading level from everyone. But the real trouble beings when he is accused of attacking a school aide. The school aide is promptly transferred to another school. The Jensen boys in Death Valley is a natural born school. He tries to hide his first grade reading level from everyone. But the real trouble beings when he is accused of attacking a school aide. The school aide is promptly transferred to another school. The Jensen boys in Death Valley is a natural born school. He tries to hide his first grade reading level from everyone. But the real trouble beings when he is accused of attacking a school aide. The school aide is promptly transferred to another school. The Jensen boys in Death Valley is a natural born school. He tries to hide his first grade reading level from everyone. But the real trouble beings when he is accused of attacking a school aide. The school aide is promptly transferred to another school. The Jensen boys in Death Valley is a natural born school. He tries to hide his first grade reading level from everyone. But the real trouble beings when he is accused of attacking a school aide. The school aide is promptly transferred to another school. The Jensen boys in Death Valley is a natural born school. He tries to hide his first grade reading level from everyone. But the real trouble beings when he is accused of attacking a school aide. The school aide is promptly transferred to another school. The Jensen boys in Death Valley is a natural born school. He tries to hide his first grade reading level from everyone. But the real trouble beings when he is accused of attacking a school aide. The school aide is promptly transferred to another school. The Jensen boys in Death Valley is a natural born school. He tries to hide his first grade reading level from everyone. But the real trouble beings when he is accused of attacking a school aide. The school aide is promptly transferred to another school. The Jensen boys in Death Valley is a natural born school. He tries to hide his first grade reading level from everyone. But the real trouble beings when he is accused of attacking a school aide. The school aide is promptly transferred to another school. The Jensen boys in Death Valley is a natural born school. He tries to hide his first grade reading level from everyone. But the real trouble beings when he is accused of attacking a school aide. The school aide is promptly transferred to another school. The Jensen boys in Death Valley is a natural born school. He tries to hide his first grade reading level from everyone. But the real trouble beings when he is accused of attacking a school aide. The school aide is promptly transferred to another school. The Jensen boys in Death Valley is a natural born school. He tries to hide his first grade reading level from everyone. But the real trouble beings when he is accused of attacking a school aide. The school aide is promptly transferred to another school. The Jensen boys in Death Valley is a natural born school. He tries to hide his first grade reading level from everyone. But the real trouble beings when he is accused of attacking a school aide. The school aide is promptly transferred to another school. The Jensen boys in Death Valley is a natural born school. He tries to hide his first grade reading level from everyone. But the real trouble beings when he is accused of attacking a school aide. The school aide is promptly transferred to another school. The Jensen boys in Death Valley is a natural born school. He tries to hide his first grade reading level from everyone. But the real trouble beings when he is accused of attacking a school aide. The school aide is promptly transferred to another school. The Jensen boys in Death Valley is a natural born school. He tries to hide his first grade reading level from everyone. But the real trouble beings when he is accused of attacking a school aide. The school aide is promptly transferred to another school. The Jensen boys in Death Valley is a natural born school. He tries to hide his first grade reading level from everyone. But the real trouble beings when he is accused of attacking a school aide. The school aide is promptly transferred to another school. The Jensen boys in Death Valley is a natural born school. He tries to hide his first grade reading level from everyone. But the real trouble beings when he is accused of attacking a school aide. The school aide is promptly transferred to another school. The Jensen boys in Death Valley is a natural born school. He tries to hide his first grade reading level from everyone. But the real trouble beings when he is accused of attacking a school aide. The school aide is promptly transferred to another school. The Jensen boys in Death Valley is a natural born school. He tries to hide his first grade reading level from everyone. But the real trouble beings when he is accused of attacking a school aide. The school aide is promptly transferred to another school. The Jensen boys in Death Valley is a natural born school. He tries to hide his first grade reading level from everyone. But the real trouble beings when he is accused of attacking a school aide. The school aide is promptly transferred to another school. MIKEL BLACKSTONE. By William & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. Ace and Chance Jensen usually spend Christmas at the Sugarloaf Ranch. But this year, the brothers are heading to Death Valley to claim Chance’s prize in a poker game. The deed to a silver mine. The Jensen boys didn’t lose their Christmas gift. 376 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $4.95
**Fiction**


4871888 LAME OF THRONES. By the Harvard Lampoon. Novel. The story will take you to Westeros, where several extremely attractive eponymics are vying to be ruler of the realm and sit on the Pointy Chair. Our hero Jon Dough was a likely bet, but his unliterally murdered at the hands of his archenemy Men of the Night. Crotch has made it seem less likely. 300 pages. Hachette. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95.

7692986 A THOUSAND MOONS. By Sebastian Barry. Novel. Winona Cole, an orphaned young woman, finds herself growing up in an unconventional household on a farm in west Tennessee in the aftermath of the Civil War. Raised by her adoptive parents, she forges a life for herself beyond the confines of the state's nasal disposition and disappearance of her past. 238 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $12.95.


7696012 WITH ROCHEFORT’S STONE: DISCOVERY, By Wilbur Smith. Novel. Jim Chee follows a series of seemingly random and cryptic clues that lead to a missing woman, a cold-blooded thug, and a mysterious mound of dirt and rocks that could be a gravesite. His wife, Officer Bernadette, has come and gone, but Orwell's prescient, nightmarish vision of a future dominated by war and surveillance has come true. 491 pages. Head of Zeus. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95.

Better known as code breaker" and "a little known "code breaker" who cracks the Japanese military encryption. With Rochefort's astonishing discovery, Admiral Chester Nimitz will know precisely what the Japanese are planning. 321 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95.

1955608 DEVOULUTION. By Max Brooks. Novel. As the ash and chaos from Mount Rainier's eruption spread and finally settle, the town of the Greenloop massacre has passed unnoticed, unexamined—until now. The journals of resident Kate Holland, an ordinary librarian describing the compulsively readable story of two families, in two centuries, who live at the comer of Sixth and Plum in Vineland, New Jersey, and who seem to be the end of the world as they know it. 660 pages. Harper Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $19.25.
Fiction

4954408 THE SILENT TREATMENT. By Abbie Greaves. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. All appearances, Pig and Maggie, share a happy, loving marriage. But for the past six months they have not spoken. Day after day, they have eaten meals together and slept in the same bed in an annoyingly uncomfortable silence. Then Frank finds Maggie collapsed in the kitchen and rushes her to the hospital. If Maggie regains consciousness, she may never be the same. 389 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $4.95

1956017 THE SEVEN CITIES. By Christina Baker Kline. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Australia, 1840: A country into which England is rapidly pouring its prisoners, including an increasing number of women. With the indigenous population forcibly relocated, promised land of their own will never receive, the growing population of former convicts is beginning to create a society in “the land beyond the seas.” 437 pages. HarperPaperback. Pub. at $30.99 $6.95

197016X DEVOLUTION. By Max Brooks. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. As the ash and lava from Mount St. Helens continues to pour, finally settled, the story of the Greenloop massacre has passed unnoticed, unexamined—until now. The journals of resident Kate Holland, recovered from the town’s bloody wreckage, capture too harrowing and too earth-shattering in its implications to be forgotten. 400 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

475067S HEART OF BARKNESS. By Spencer Quinn. Novel. The dog, and his best friend, Lottie Pilgrim, a country singer from long ago, initially doesn’t make much of a complaint from strange things. Then Trent turns up dead, and nobody’s laughing, especially Constable Hamish Macbeth. 215 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $8.00 $5.95

1993636 THE SUMMER HOUSE. By James Patterson & D. B. Duellio. Novel. Once a luxurious southern getaway on a rustic lake, now it’s dilapidated crash pad, the Summer House is the mystery rises along with the body count. Pendergast and his partner, Agent Coldmoon, race to understand how, or if, these murders are connected to the only unsolved skyjacking in American history. 385 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $29.00 $7.95

19907894 SHOOT DON’T SHOOT. By J.A. Jance. Novel. A prisoner languishes in a Phoenix jail cell, accused of brutally slaying his estranged wife. No one believes the man is innocent, except Joanna Brady, Sheriff of Cochise County. As Joanna investigates, she draws a cold, ingenuous serial killer much too close for comfort and, worse still, closer to her little girl. 418 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

19907716 DEATH TO RIGHTS. By J.A. Jance. Novel. A woman is killed on her nineteenth wedding anniversary by a drunk driver. A year later, the driver is tragically killed and all suspicions point to the slain woman’s still grieving hus- band as his murderer. But one law officer is not rushing to condemn the widower so quickly: Joanna Brady, Sheriff of Cochise County. 438 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 $7.95

19846822 MISSING AND ENDANGERED. By J.A. Jance. Novel. Cochise County sheriff Joanna Brady’s professional and personal lives collide when her college-age daughter is kidnapped in a drug dealer’s family case, and Joanna is caught up in a sensitive officer-involved shooting that has placed two young children in jeopardy. 365 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95


Mysteries & Detectives

1936263 DEATH OF A GREEDY WOMAN. By M.C. Beaton. Novel. There’s not much in Constable Hamish Macbeth’s quiet, idyllic life vanishes as the media descends on the village: along with Detective Chief Inspector Heather Melkie, a man-eater with a taste for bachelor constables. 224 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $8.00 $5.95


1956111 WAR LORD. By Bernand Connell. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. After years of fighting to reclaim his rightful home, Uhtred of Bebbanburg has returned to Northumbria. With his loyal band of warriors and a new woman by his side, his household is secure—yet Uhtred is far from safe. Beyond the walls of his impregnable fortress, a battle for power rages. 538 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperback. Pub. at $30.99 $6.95

4954409 THE SILENT TREATMENT. By Abbie Greaves. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Australia, 1840: A country into which England is rapidly pouring its prisoners, including an increasing number of women. With the indigenous population forcibly relocated, promised land of their own will never receive, the growing population of former convicts is beginning to create a society in “the land beyond the seas.” 437 pages. HarperPaperback. Pub. at $30.99 $6.95

197016X DEVOLUTION. By Max Brooks. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. As the ash and lava from Mount St. Helens continues to pour, finally settled, the story of the Greenloop massacre has passed unnoticed, unexamined—until now. The journals of resident Kate Holland, recovered from the town’s bloody wreckage, capture too harrowing and too earth-shattering in its implications to be forgotten. 400 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

475067S HEART OF BARKNESS. By Spencer Quinn. Novel. The dog, and his best friend, Lottie Pilgrim, a country singer from long ago, initially doesn’t make much of a complaint from strange things. Then Trent turns up dead, and nobody’s laughing, especially Constable Hamish Macbeth. 215 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $8.00 $5.95

1993636 THE SUMMER HOUSE. By James Patterson & D. B. Duellio. Novel. Once a luxurious southern getaway on a rustic lake, now it’s dilapidated crash pad, the Summer House is the mystery rises along with the body count. Pendergast and his partner, Agent Coldmoon, race to understand how, or if, these murders are connected to the only unsolved skyjacking in American history. 385 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $29.00 $7.95

19907894 SHOOT DON’T SHOOT. By J.A. Jance. Novel. A prisoner languishes in a Phoenix jail cell, accused of brutally slaying his estranged wife. No one believes the man is innocent, except Joanna Brady, Sheriff of Cochise County. As Joanna investigates, she draws a cold, ingenuous serial killer much too close for comfort and, worse still, closer to her little girl. 418 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

19907716 DEATH TO RIGHTS. By J.A. Jance. Novel. A woman is killed on her nineteenth wedding anniversary by a drunk driver. A year later, the driver is tragically killed and all suspicions point to the slain woman’s still grieving husband as his murderer. But one law officer is not rushing to condemn the widower so quickly: Joanna Brady, Sheriff of Cochise County. 438 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 $7.95

19846822 MISSING AND ENDANGERED. By J.A. Jance. Novel. Cochise County sheriff Joanna Brady’s professional and personal lives collide when her college-age daughter is kidnapped in a drug dealer’s family case, and Joanna is caught up in a sensitive officer-involved shooting that has placed two young children in jeopardy. 365 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95
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**1905643** TWISTED PREY. By John Sandford. Novel. A rich psychopath, Taryn Grant, has run successfully for the seat of U.S. Senate, but U.S. Marshall Lucas Davenport is convinced that she was responsible for three murders. Now Grant has found a seat on the Senate Intelligence Committee and Davenport is concerned she might strike again. It’s time to put an end to it, one way or another. 387 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.00

**4795957** SHADOW PREY. By John Sandford. Novel. A family of murderers is scattered across the country, and what each victim has in common is the weapon—a Native American ceremonial knife—and a trail of blood that leads to an embodiment of evil known only as Shadow Love. Lieutenant Lucas Davenport and police officer Lily Rothenburg join forces to find the killer. 465 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

**3960048** BLOODY GENUS. By John Sandford. Novel. Myron Bolitar follows clues and suspects from the stadium at the U.S. Open, sports agent Myron Bolitar investigates a murder and uncovers a case that leads to an embodiment of evil known only as Shadow Love. Lieutenant Lucas Davenport and police officer Lily Rothenburg join forces to find the killer. 421 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99


**4913515** SERPENTINE. By Jonathan Kellerman. Novel. Psychologist Alex Delaware and detective Milo Sturgis search for answers to a brutal, decades-old crime, traversing the beautiful but forbidding place known as Los Angeles and exhuming the past in order to bring a vicious sperm killer to justice. 468 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

**1955758** SERPENTINE. By Jonathan Kellerman. Novel. Psychologist Alex Delaware and detective Milo Sturgis search for answers to a brutal, decades-old crime, traversing the beautiful but forbidding place known as Los Angeles and exhuming the past in order to bring a vicious sperm killer to justice. 421 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

**1989057** HOMEPOSE. By Nora Roberts. Novel. After an assault at her family home in Maine Dr. Miranda Jones is determined to put the experience behind her. Distraction comes when she is summoned to Italy. Instead of cementing Miranda’s reputation as the leading expert in the field, the job nearly destroys her. Determined to catch the murderer, will Miranda and Ava find themselves on the killer’s list? 385 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $22.95

**499196X** MUMBO GUMBO MURDER. By Laura Childs. Novel. Carmela and Ava are hit by a crisis. Do they have to find Nancy Dowling’s antiques shop. They rush inside to find Devon collapsed on the floor. The police tell Carmela and Ava that their friend was a kind soul. Determined to catch the murderer, will Carmela and Ava find themselves on the killer’s list? 308 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00

**1927114** HAUNTED HIBISCUS. By Laura Childs. Novel. A reindeer sleigh, a snake, and a haunted house. During the haunted house, a body is suddenly tossed from the third-floor tower room and left to dangle at the end of a rope. 323 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $9.99

**1948863** MURDERER. By John Sandford. Novel. Embracing a dangerous case from his personal routine at The Cookie Jar, Hannah gets asked for her help in baking pastries at the local inn for a flashy fishing competition within the national fishing club. But her evening out comes to an abrupt end when Sarah discovers Stella Hall, a member of the library board, standing over a body in the street. 276 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

**1963481** DEADLY CROSS. By James Patterson. Novel. Kay Willingham was a gorgeous Georgetown socialite, a philanthropist, and the ex-wife of the vice president. So why was her announcemnt, Theodosia finds her the headlines belong to a player from the wrong side of the tracks. But when Valerie is shot dead in cold blood and dropped outside the stadium at the U.S. Open, sports agent Myron Bolitar investigates a murder and uncovers a case that leads to an embodiment of evil known only as Shadow Love. Lieutenant Lucas Davenport and police officer Lily Rothenburg join forces to find the killer. 421 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

**1935396** CREAM PUFF MURDER. By Joanne Fluke. Novel. Bakery owner Hannah Swensen has a dream in the gym’s jacuzzi, with a plate of her bakery’s irresistible holiday cupcakes—and preventing a person who attempted murder from succeeding the second time around! 385 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $22.95

**4805506** COCONUT LAYER CAKE MURDER. By Joanne Fluke. Novel. Hannah Swensen is up to her ears with baking inigators and big orders. The Cookie Jar, plus a festive meal to prepare for a dinner party at her mother’s penthouse. But everything comes crashing to a halt when Hannah receives a panicked call from her sister Andrea—Mayo Bascomb has been murdered, and Andrea is the prime suspect! 384 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $9.99

**7690098** CHRISTMAS CUPCAKE MURDER. By Joanne Fluke. Novel. As December turns Lake Eden into the North Pole, the heat is on in Hannah Swensen’s kitchen to honor two Christmas promises: baking irresistible holiday cupcakes—and preventing a person who attempted murder from succeeding the second time around! 385 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $22.95

**4875877** TWISTED TEA CHRISTMAS. By Laura Childs. Novel. Drucilla Heyward shares her secret plan with Theodosia. She is planning on giving her wealth away to charitable organizations. However, before she can make her announcement, Theodosia finds her group of wildly impassioned, often tending to the contained chaos of her life, marry another man, Todd. So when Jake comes across Todd’s obituary, he can’t keep himself away from the funeral. But the widow isn’t Natalie! Soon his search for the woman who broke his heart puts his very life at risk, as she uncovers the secrets and lies that love can genuinely have no idea why—until he sees two objects in the apartment; a stolen Vermeer painting and a suitcase bearing the initials WHL. 336 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $9.99

**7689344** BACK SPIN. By Harlan Coben. Novel. Windsor Home Lockwood III is a man of immeasurable wealth. He is on a personal approach to justice that too often lands him on the wrong side of the law. But when the FBI hauls him to a murder scene in an Upper West Side penthouse, Win genuinely has no idea why—until he sees two objects in the apartment; a stolen Vermeer painting and a suitcase bearing the initials WHL. 336 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $9.99

**4870086** WIN. By Harlan Coben. Novel. Windsor Home Lockwood III is a man of immeasurable wealth. He is on a personal approach to justice that too often lands him on the wrong side of the law. But when the FBI hauls him to a murder scene in an Upper West Side penthouse, Win genuinely has no idea why—until he sees two objects in the apartment; a stolen Vermeer painting and a suitcase bearing the initials WHL. 336 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $9.99

**1948802** APPLE TURNOVER MURDER. By Joanne Fluke. Novel. Early summer brings plenty of excitement and the opportunity for order of eleven-hundred cookies for a charity event! But when the host of the event is discovered dead in front of Hannah Swensen’s kitchen to honor two Christmas promises: baking irresistible holiday cupcakes—and preventing a person who attempted murder from succeeding the second time around! 385 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $9.99

**1951344** TRIPLE CHOCOLATE CHEESECAKE MURDER. By Joanne Fluke. Novel. Hannah Swensen is up to her ears with baking igniters and big orders. The Cookie Jar, plus a festive meal to prepare for a dinner party at her mother’s penthouse. But everything comes crashing to a halt when Hannah receives a panicked call from her sister Andrea—Mayo Bascomb has been murdered, and Andrea is the prime suspect! 384 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $9.99

**7695096** COCONUT LAYER CAKE MURDER. By Joanne Fluke. Novel. Bakery owner Hannah Swensen has a dream in the gym’s jacuzzi, with a plate of her bakery’s irresistible holiday cupcakes—and preventing a person who attempted murder from succeeding the second time around! 385 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $22.95

**4875877** TWISTED TEA CHRISTMAS. By Laura Childs. Novel. Drucilla Heyward shares her secret plan with Theodosia. She is planning on giving her wealth away to charitable organizations. However, before she can make her announcement, Theodosia finds her group of wildly impassioned, often tending to the contained chaos of her life, marry another man, Todd. So when Jake comes across Todd’s obituary, he can’t keep himself away from the funeral. But the widow isn’t Natalie! Soon his search for the woman who broke his heart puts his very life at risk, as she uncovers the secrets and lies that love can genuinely have no idea why—until he sees two objects in the apartment; a stolen Vermeer painting and a suitcase bearing the initials WHL. 336 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $9.99

**6703572** CROSS THE LINE. By James Patterson. Novel. When Alex Cross’s wife Bree is chosen to head the investigation into two high-profile murders, their investigative instincts clash, and the resulting tension pushes their marriage to the breaking point. Alex and Bree must work together to beat the fiendish perpetrator before he puts them out of commission permanently. 359 pages. Vision. Pub. at $12.95

**1963481** DEADLY CROSS. By James Patterson. Novel. Kay Willingham was a gorgeous Georgetown socialite, a philanthropist, and the ex-wife of the vice president. So why was her announcemnt, Theodosia finds her the headlines belong to a player from the wrong side of the track...
**MURDER AT THE BLUEBERRY FESTIVAL.** By Darci Hannah. Novel. Living in a lighthouse with her dog, Lindsey Bakewell is lulled to sleep at night by the sound of Lake Michigan’s waves, and gets up at the crack of dawn to start the day at her bakery. When one of her regulars—Deb Doolin in Beacon Harbor—fails to show up to rock the boat with murder, 344 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**MERCY.** By David Baldacci. Novel. FBI Agent Atlee Pine has been searching for her twin sister, Mercy, who was abducted at the age of six and never seen again. Her disappearance left behind a damaged family that later shattered beyond repair when Atlee’s parents inexplicably abandoned the family. The most promising breakthrough yet: proof that Mercy survived her abduction and then escaped her captors many years ago. 404 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00 $21.95

**A MINUTE TO MIDNIGHT.** By David Baldacci. FBI Agent Atlee Pine’s life was never the same after her twin sister, Mercy, was kidnapped thirty years ago. After a lifetime of torturous uncertainty, Atlee’s unresolved anger finally gets the better of her on the job, and she finds herself to be the murder victim in the mystery of her past if she wants to remain with the FBI. 443 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**DREAM TOWN.** By David Baldacci. It’s the eve of 1953, and Aloysius Archer is in Los Angeles to ring in the New Year with an old friend, aspiring actress Liberty Callahan, when the evening takes an unexpected turn as they are caught in an assassination attempt by an acquaintance of Callahan’s: Eleanor Lamb, a screenwriter in dire straits. She fears her life is in danger and wants Archer to look into the shooting. 420 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**ONE GOOD DEED.** By David Baldacci. It’s 1949 and veteran Aloysius Archer is released from Carderock Prison, and sent to Poca City on parole with a list of do’s and a long list of don’ts—like no alcohol or loose women. Archer is released from Carderock Prison, and sent to Poca City on parole with a list of do’s and a long list of don’ts—like no alcohol or loose women. 448 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**THE LAST MILE.** By David Baldacci. Novel. When another man confesses to the murder, convicted murderer Michael Mars is granted an early release by a parole officer. Now Mars out of prison and why? Amos Decker and his FBI colleague Alex Jamison are called to London, North Dakota, they instantly sense that the thriving fracking town is ripe for trouble. Thecustomer shot dead is the winner of the $100 million national lottery, and wants Decker to clear his name. But when Hawkins is killed, Decker is determined to uncover the truth even though someone is still out there hunting for the truth. 360 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $8.99 $7.95

**MUDDLED THROUGH.** By Barbara Ross. Novel. Mud season takes a turn for the worse when the crew of Busman’s Harbor, Maine, when local business owners sling dirt at one another in a heated feud over a proposed pedestrian mall. Vanessa and Cullan Bodkin, owners of a furniture restoration shop/cafe in an up and coming arts center. Little do they know their unique talents may be their only defense in a murder mystery. 308 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $9.99 $8.95

**ABANDONED IN DEATH.** By J.D. Robb. Novel. When Maddie and Cass go to Laurens’ to check out the cat situation, not only do they find cats in need, but also a dead body. Laurens appears to have been involved in an unfortunate accident falling in cranky as if by a child. Detective Eve Dallas discovers other young women, who resemble the first victim, have vanished, and the clock starts ticking louder. 373 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**GONE BUT NOT FORGOTTEN.** By Cat Cote. Novel. When Maddie and Cass go to Lauren’s to check out the cat situation, not only do they find cats in need, but also a dead body. Laurens appears to have been involved in an unfortunate accident falling in cranky as if by a child. Detective Eve Dallas discovers other young women, who resemble the first victim, have vanished, and the clock starts ticking louder. 356 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $23.99 $19.95

**CEMETARY GIRL.** By David Bell. Novel. Four years after twelve-year-old Caitlin disappeared, she is found alive but won’t discuss where she was or what happened. When the police arrest a suspect and his confession is sufficient to prosecute him, Caitlin makes a surprising confession of her own, so her father Tom tries to uncover the truth. But nothing can prepare him for what he is about to discover. 435 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95
**SOMEBODY’S DAUGHTER.** By David Bell. Novel. When Michael Frazier’s ex-wife, Erica, unexpectedly shows up on his doorstep, she drops a bombshell that threatens to rip his family apart: her ten year old daughter is missing, and Michael is the father. Michael has no choice but to follow a elusive trail of the child he has always wanted—but never knew he had. 419 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00.

**THE DARK HOURS.** By Michael Connelly. Novel. Now retired, Bosch is determined to put his life to rest, but the violent theft of two million dollars from a movie set now has him wanting to help in the police department. They uncover a link to a Hong Kong triad, and instantly Bosch’s world explodes. 470 pages. Vision. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.00.

**THE REVERSAL.** By Michael Connelly. Novel. Longtime LAPD Detective Harry Haller never thought he would cross the aisle and work for the police until a career her killer, Jessica Jessup is granted a retrial. Convinced Jessup is guilty, Haller takes the case on the condition that he gets to choose his investigator—LAPD Detective Harry Bosch. 495 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99.

**TRUNK MUSIC.** By Michael Connelly. Novel. LAPD Detective Harry Bosch is reminded of the primal police rule he learned long ago: don’t look for the facts, but the glue that holds them together. This time, that glue is a beautiful Havana Brown cat Everett who Haller has hired and keeping the tourists filled with fudge, she’s dealing with a case that’s boiling over. 290 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99.

**MARKED MAN.** By Archer Mayor. Novel. Nearly a year ago, millionaire Nathan Lyon died in Vermont, of natural causes, at the age of eighty-two. It’s no surprise that given his actual sordid past of betrayal and manipulation, Lyon was the last man many people would have missed. But how can Joe Gunther reveal who, among many suspects, actually killed the notorious Millionaire? Pub. at $28.99.

**THE ENGLISH GIRL.** By Daniel Silva. Novel. Madeline Hart is a rising star in London’s high-profile legal community. When she meets a mysterious woman, Jeri, who is so frightened she uses a number of aliases, Hart decides to hire Gabriel Allon: assassin, art restorer, and spy. He has seven days to find her before her captors execute her. 482 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $4.99.

**THE JUDGE’S LIST.** By John Grisham. Novel. Lacy Stoltz is tired of her work for the Florida Board of Judicial Conduct and ready for a change. She meets a mysterious woman, Jeni, who reveals that she has used a number of aliases. Her father was murdered 20 years earlier in a case that remains unsolved and that has grown stone cold. 357 pages. Doubleday. Trade paperback. $21.95.

**CAMINO WINDS.** By John Grisham. Novel. When a hurricane and a contract killer both make landfall on Camino Island, Bruce Cable must investigate the death of his friend, Solomon. The clues are the thriller. But as the evidence begins to wonder whether, if the shady characters in Nelson’s novels, might be more real than fictional. 344 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99.

**THE GUARDIANS.** By John Grisham. Novel. Ollie Post, a lawyer working with Guardian, a small nonprofit that helps people who were wrongfully convicted, is investigating the case of Quincy Miller. But he gets more than he bargained for, as a small town colleague and people who really murdered the victim don’t want Quincy exonerated. They killed a lawyer once—and they will kill another without a second thought.

**DARK SACRED NIGHT.** By Michael Connelly. Novel. LAPD Detective Harry Bosch finds the killer of fifteen year old Daisy Clayton, a runaway on the streets of Hollywood who was brutally murdered and left in a dumpster. Forging a fragile trust, the two detectives are put to the test when the case takes an unexpected and dangerous turn. Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99.

**HERE COMES THE FUDGE.** By Nancy Coco. Novel. After a summer celebration on Michigan’s Mackinac Island ends in murder, hotel and fudge shop owner Allie McMurphy puts on her sleuthing hat. As she hears rumors and gossip, and learns of mean pranks and threatening notes, her investigation is complicated by the threat of death and keeping the tourists filled with fudge, she’s dealing with a case that’s boiling over. 290 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99.

**FAIR WARNING.** By Michael Connelly. Novel. Veteran reporter Jack McEvoy has taken down killers before, but when a woman he had a one-night stand with is murdered in a particularly brutal way, McEvoy realizes he might be facing a criminal mind unlike any he’s ever encountered. 399 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99.


**THE BLACK ICE.** By Michael Connelly. Novel. FBI agent Rachel Walling finally learns of mean prank and threatening notes, her investigation is complicated by the threat of death and keeping the tourists filled with fudge, she’s dealing with a case that’s boiling over. 290 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99.

**THE NARROWS.** By Michael Connelly. Novel. Nearly a year ago, millionaire Nathan Lyon died in Vermont, of natural causes, at the age of eighty-two. It’s no surprise that given his actual sordid past of betrayal and manipulation, Lyon was the last man many people would have missed. But how can Joe Gunther reveal who, among many suspects, actually killed the notorious Millionaire? Pub. at $28.99.

**THE ENGLISH GIRL.** By Daniel Silva. Novel. Madeline Hart is a rising star in London’s high-profile legal community. When she meets a mysterious woman, Jeri, who is so frightened she uses a number of aliases, Hart decides to hire Gabriel Allon: assassin, art restorer, and spy. He has seven days to find her before her captors execute her. 482 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $4.99.

**THE JUDGE’S LIST.** By John Grisham. Novel. Lacy Stoltz is tired of her work for the Florida Board of Judicial Conduct and ready for a change. She meets a mysterious woman, Jeni, who reveals that she has used a number of aliases. Her father was murdered 20 years earlier in a case that remains unsolved and that has grown stone cold. 357 pages. Doubleday. Trade paperback. $21.95.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>491662X MURDER AT THE BAKE SALE.</td>
<td>Lee Hollis. Novel. May and Sandra are friends, two of their young neighbors.</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>Berkley</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7684460 DEATH OF AN ICE CREAM SCOOPER.</td>
<td>Lee Hollis. Novel. There's no way to explain what happens when a young woman</td>
<td></td>
<td>Kensington</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>198862X DOG EAT DOG.</td>
<td>David Rosenfelt. Novel. Retired lawyer Andy Carpenter takes on a new case to help</td>
<td></td>
<td>Minotaur</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1911295 CITIZEN K-9.</td>
<td>David Rosenfelt. Novel. The Paterson police department has a cold-case division,</td>
<td></td>
<td>Minotaur</td>
<td>$20.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960326 SILENT BITE.</td>
<td>David Rosenfelt. Novel. Lawyer Andy Carpenter can literally take a break, his</td>
<td></td>
<td>Minotaur</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4972853 SIX CATS SLAYIN'.</td>
<td>Miranda James. Novel. Charlie Harris and his Maine Coon cat, Diesel, are busy</td>
<td></td>
<td>Berkley</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4850068 WHAT THE CAT DRAGGED IN.</td>
<td>Miranda James. Novel. librarian Charlie Harris and her companion, Diesel,</td>
<td></td>
<td>Berkley</td>
<td>$7.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4861809 THE PAWFUL TRUTH.</td>
<td>Miranda James. Novel. When librarian Charlie Harris decides to take a college class,</td>
<td></td>
<td>Berkley</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4972803 SILENT BITE.</td>
<td>David Rosenfelt. Novel. Lawyer Andy Carpenter can take a break, he's already broken on dry land after a family Caribbean cruise was delayed due to</td>
<td></td>
<td>Minotaur</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998646 HOLY CHOW.</td>
<td>David Rosenfelt. Novel. About a year ago, Rachel Morehouse came to the foundation looking for a companion. She looks like a lion, an older chow chow, and the rest is history.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Minotaur</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4930401 SONG OF THE LION.</td>
<td>Anne Hillerman. Novel. When a car bomb, intended for someone else, kills a young man, retired</td>
<td></td>
<td>Harper</td>
<td>$6.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1924443 THE SACRED BRIDGE.</td>
<td>Anne Hillerman. Novel. Sergeant Jim Chee’s life is about to change. FBI agent</td>
<td></td>
<td>Harper</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4782132 THE SENTINEL.</td>
<td>Lee &amp; Andrew Child. Novel. As Always, Rebecca and her husband Adam are at a crossroads in the world to get there. One morning he ends up in a town near Pleasantville, Tennessee. But there's nothing pleasant about this place.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Delir.</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6829454 BACK OF BEYOND.</td>
<td>C.J. Box. Novel. Retired cop Cody Hoyt has a deeper purpose. He's on a quest to unravel a sacred mystery that his mentor, the legendary Lieutenant Joe Leaphorn, stumbled across decades earlier. Chee's journey takes him on a deadly turn, when after a prayerful visit to the Rainbow Bridge, he spots a body floating in the lake.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Harper</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979699 STARGAZER.</td>
<td>Anne Hillerman. Novel. What begins as a typical day for Officer Bernadette Manueillo-serving a bench warrant, dealing with a herd of cattle on the loose, and helping a商家</td>
<td></td>
<td>452 pages.</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4712870 THE HIGHWAY.</td>
<td>C.J. Box. Novel. Former police investigator Cody Hoyt has just lost his job and has fallen on the wagon after a long stretch of sobriety. Convinced by his former rookie partner Captain Moss, he takes up the 21-day TO DDT to do some good business. This plan is turned into a deadly mess when, after a prayerful visit to the Rainbow Bridge, he spots a body floating in the lake.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Delir.</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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★ 4972244 THE FORBIDDEN DOOR. By Dean Koontz. Novel. She was one of the FBI’s top suspects until she became the Nobody’s most wanted fugitive, a happily married woman before becoming a devil-worshipping widow. Now Jane Hawk may be all that stands between a free nation and the enslavement by a powerful secret society’s terrifying mind control technology. 566 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $28.00

★ 4636888 ROBERT B. PARKER’S ANGEL EYES. By Ace Atkins. Novel. Gaby Leggett left her Boston family with dreams of making it big as a model/actress in Hollywood. Two years later, she disappears from her apartment. Her family, former boyfriend, friends and police have no idea where she is and no leads. Leggett’s mother hires her former cat compatriot, Zebulon Sixkill, to find her. Berkley. Pub. at $7.99

★ 1964577 THE HEATHENS. By Ace Atkins. Novel. When juvenile delinquent TJ Byrd senses she’s about to take the fall for her mother’s murder, she, along with her boyfriend, her best friend, and nine year old brother go on the run. As U.S. Marshall Lillie Virgil tracks them across a trail of crimes, County Sheriff Quinn Colson sets out to find the truth. Berkley. Pub. at $7.99

★ 4909259 ROBERT B. PARKER’S ANGEL EYES. By Ace Atkins. Novel. Gaby Leggett left her Boston family with dreams of making it big as a model/actress in Hollywood. Two years later, she disappears from her apartment. Her family, former boyfriend, friends and police have no idea where she is and no leads. Leggett’s mother hires her former cat compatriot, Zebulon Sixkill, to find her. Berkley. Pub. at $7.99

★ 4853709 BLINK OF AN EYE. By Iris & Roy Johansen. Novel. Delilah Winter is one of the biggest pop singers in Hollywood. But when the world was she kidnapped right in the middle of a show at the famous Hollywood Bowl? If anyone can figure it out, it’s Dr. Kenda Michaels, using her powers of keen observation—honed during the years she was blind. 343 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00

★ 4767217 CHOPPY WATER. By Stuart Woods. Novel. Stone Barrington and his friends are vacationing in Maine when their leisurely cruise of the bay turns into a nightmarish encounter that has the inclement conditions allow for a menacing adversary to sneak in unnoticed and deliver a chilling message—the target being one of Stone’s closest friends. 335 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $9.99


★ 1939566 CLASS ACT. By Stuart Woods. Novel. An old client of Stone Barrington reaches out for help with a delicate matter. A feud they thought was put to rest long ago has resurfaced, causing a line of fire, and reputations and money are now on the line. As Stone sets out to unravel a tangled web of crime and secrets, things become more complicated when he makes a surprising acquaintance. 317 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $9.99

★ 4881834 HUSH-HUSH. By Stuart Woods. Novel. Stone Barrington is settling in for some downtime in new York City when an anonymous enemy makes himself known. This nameless foe has concocted a scheme to strike fear into a powerful secret society’s terrifying mind control technology. 200 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $9.99

★ 4680898 A DELICATE TOUCH. By Stuart Woods. Novel. When an old acquaintance and her best friend come to him with an urgent request for assistance, the job seems easy enough. But the solution to one small problem rolls the lid open on a bigger scandal going back decades, one that threatens to expose family secrets and bring the lives of three people who would prefer the past to stay buried. 312 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00

★ 1984403 THE RED LAMP. By Mary Roberts Rinehart. Novel. A skeptical when it comes to the supernatural, historian William Porter gives no credence to claims that the seaside manor he’s just inherited might be haunted. But when he is confronted with a shadowy figure in the manor, Porter begins to investigate. Originally published in 1925. 289 pages. Penzler. Pub. at $25.95

★ 496280X THE CIRCULAR STAIRCASE. By Mary Roberts Rinehart. Novel. A middle aged spinster has barely settled in at the country house she has rented for the summer when a series of bizarre events threaten to perturb her normally unflappable nature. Before the tale ends, lives are lost, leads are snatched and we are only halfway through the vacation retreat. Originally published in Dover. Pub. at $5.95

★ 4924399 A IS FOR ALIBI/B IS FOR BURGLAR. By Sue Grafton. Novels. A is for Alibi discovers the body of a returned Viet Cong vet in the woods near a Hollywood mansion. B is for Burglar solves a murder mystery on beautiful Pear Island to commit suicide. 412 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

★ 7693230 THE GOSSIP. By Nancy Bush. Novel. In high school, rumors can make or destroy a reputation. A thoughtless nickname can turn each day into a living hell. Gossip is irresistible—and malignant. But when a gossip begins to call it quits, 412 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

★ 4988485 THE CAT WHO KNEW A CARDINAL. By Lilian Jackson Braun. Novel. Jim Qwilleran discovers a corpse in his beloved apple orchard after the closing-night cast party of Pickax Players’ Shakespeare production. With the help of his super-smart Siamese, Qwill must cast a suspicious eye on all the players. 275 pages. Jove. Paperbound. Pub. at $5.95


★ 191998 THE CAT WHO SAID CHEESE. By Lilian Jackson Braun. Novel. When a mysterious woman moves into the new Pickax Hotel, the locals, including Qwill, indulge in lots of speculation. When a bomb explodes in the instant of checking out, can Qwill and his feline sidekicks, Koko and Yum Yum, put aside the fun and figure out the person who cooked up this murderous recipe? 264 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

★ 1951983 THE CAT WHO ROBBED A BANK. By Lilian Jackson Braun. Novel. When the Highland Games approach the traditional revelry is marred by troublesome rumors when a visiting jewelry dealer, renowned for his romantic streak (and his mysterious cash-only policy), is found dead in his hotel room. Qwill, the killer’s fiancé, is then the prime suspect. Will the truth, for the first time, be the one thing Rebus doesn’t want to find? 328 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $27.00

★ 1951983 THE CAT WHO BLED THE WHALE. By Lilian Jackson Braun. Novel. Froyo Trevelyan’s historic steam locomotive, recently restored, is the newest attraction in Moose County. But the excitement is eclipsed by shock when Trevelyan is found dead, many investors’ dollars. Suspicious, Qwill tries to make a connection between the missing millionaire and a local murder. 277 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

★ 1952005 THE CAT WHO SAW STARS. By Lilian Jackson Braun. Novel. UFOs in Moose County? A backwoods backpacker has been abducted and it looks like Quill’s sedate summer may be interrupted by an investigation, with the help of his own little friends, Koko and Yum Yum. When the backpacker’s body turns up and Owen Bowen is found dead soon afterward, the search for intelligent life turns into a close encounter with a killer. 294 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

★ 1978616 A SONG FOR THE DARK TIMES. By Ian Rankin. Novel. When his daughter, Samantha, calls in the dead of night, John Rebus knows it’s not good news. Her husband has been missing for two days. Rebus fears the worst and knows from his dead eldest daughter that he will be the prime suspect. Will the truth, for the first time, be the one thing Rebus doesn’t want to find? 379 pages. Orion. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95


★ 1952013 THE CAT WHO TAILED A THIEF. By Lilian Jackson Braun. Novel. There’s been a rash of petty thievery in Pickax, ever since bank scout Willard Carmichael and his flashy young wife, Danielle, moved in. But now Willard’s been killed in a mugging Down Below, or so it seems. Qwill’s suspicious, especially when Willard’s house-restoration project falls into the hands of Danielle’s cousin, whose rich new wife then dies on her honeymoon! 263 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

★ 498852 THE CAT WHO TALKED TO GHOSTS. By Lilian Jackson Braun. Novel. When Mrs. Cobb heard unearthly noises in the unoccupied upstairs of her boarded-up old house, she called on Qwillerian for help. But he was too late. It looked as if his kindly ex-housekeeper had been frightened to death—but by whom? Now Jim’s moved into the house with his new cat companions—and Koko is spooked.

★ 498847 THE CAT WHO KNEW A BLIND MAN. By Lilian Jackson Braun. Novel. Floyd Turquand. Brutally murdered in her hotel room for forty years ago, her killer has never been brought to the barthe...
**Mysteries & Detectives**

- **1988440** A COLD NOSE FOR MURDER. By Jennifer Hawkins. Novel. When a valuable motorcycle and a found body under a local pub, Emma’s antiques-dealing friends David and Charles become the prime suspects in a 40-year-old mystery. To save her friend, Emma will need Oliver, her talking dog, to help dig deep. 340 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

- **1979300** LISTEN TO ME. By Tess Gerritsen. Novel. Boston homicide detective Jane Rizzoli and medical examiner Maura Isles are plagued by a completely senseless murder. Sofia Suarez, a widow and nurse who was liked by her neighbors, lies bludgeoned to death in her own home. It really makes a connection between Sofia and the victim of a hit and run from months earlier, the case grows only blurrier. 300 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.00

- **4861574** A FATAL LIE. By Charles Todd. Novel. In one of his most puzzling cases, Scotland Yard’s Inspector Ian Rutledge must delve deep into a dead man’s life and his past to find a killer determined to keep dark secrets buried. 338 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99


- **7693281** MURDER AT MALLOW HALL. By Colleen Cambridge. Novel. Tucked away among Devon’s rolling green hills, Mallon Hall combines the best of English with modern comfort. A body is found, and Dr. Seren Bright, housekeeper and amateur sleuth discovers a body in the library—and a mystery to battle even her famous employer. 163 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00

- **1965576** MAIGRET AND THE NAHOUR CASE. By Georges Simenon. Novel. A professional gambler has been shot dead in his elegant Parisian home, and his enigmatic wife seems the most likely culprit. But Inspector Maigret suspects this notorious card player and his mistress were involved in more than gambling and drops a bombshell: Dr. Shephard’s beautiful new wife is plotting his murder. 640 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

- **1998172** MURDER MOST FOWL. By Colleen Cambridge. Novel. Tucked away among Devon’s rolling green hills, Mallon Hall combines the best of English with modern comfort. A body is found, and Dr. Seren Bright, housekeeper and amateur sleuth discovers a body in the library—and a mystery to battle even her famous employer. 163 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00

- **1965574** MAIGRET AND THE NAHOUR CASE. By Georges Simenon. Novel. A professional gambler has been shot dead in his elegant Parisian home, and his enigmatic wife seems the most likely culprit. But Inspector Maigret suspects this notorious card player and his mistress were involved in more than gambling and drops a bombshell: Dr. Shephard’s beautiful new wife is plotting his murder. 640 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

- **197842X** THIN ICE. By Paige Shelton. Novel. Bee Reeves, known to the world as Elizabeth Fairchild, has spent years as a bestselling novelist. But a crazed super-fan stalked and kidnapped Beth holding her captive for three days after escaping and suffering injuries, she Sequim, a small and very remote Benedict, Alaska, needing to disappear. She’s already faced far worse, so how hard could this be? 275 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99

- **1975499** TO THE MURDER OF. By J. Evanovich & In the weeks before Thanksgiving, bookseller owner Addie Greyborne already has a full plate, and a killer on her case. Addie must figure out the strange coincidental white Christmas. An unexplained briefcase case is supposed to be behind bars, shows up at her own home. When she stumbles across Norval Fraser, an elderly man obsessed with the Loch Ness monster. Always attracted to the interesting and unusual, Delaney beholds his friends. But when her former flame, and Norval becomes the suspect, Delaney gets to work on 310 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99

- **1975499** TO THE MURDER OF. By J. Evanovich & In the weeks before Thanksgiving, bookseller owner Addie Greyborne already has a full plate, and a killer on her case. Addie must figure out the strange coincidental white Christmas. An unexplained briefcase case is supposed to be behind bars, shows up at her own home. When she stumbles across Norval Fraser, an elderly man obsessed with the Loch Ness monster. Always attracted to the interesting and unusual, Delaney beholds his friends. But when her former flame, and Norval becomes the suspect, Delaney gets to work on 310 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99

- **1975499** TO THE MURDER OF. By J. Evanovich & In the weeks before Thanksgiving, bookseller owner Addie Greyborne already has a full plate, and a killer on her case. Addie must figure out the strange coincidental white Christmas. An unexplained briefcase case is supposed to be behind bars, shows up at her own home. When she stumbles across Norval Fraser, an elderly man obsessed with the Loch Ness monster. Always attracted to the interesting and unusual, Delaney beholds his friends. But when her former flame, and Norval becomes the suspect, Delaney gets to work on 310 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99

- **1975499** TO THE MURDER OF. By J. Evanovich & In the weeks before Thanksgiving, bookseller owner Addie Greyborne already has a full plate, and a killer on her case. Addie must figure out the strange coincidental white Christmas. An unexplained briefcase case is supposed to be behind bars, shows up at her own home. When she stumbles across Norval Fraser, an elderly man obsessed with the Loch Ness monster. Always attracted to the interesting and unusual, Delaney beholds his friends. But when her former flame, and Norval becomes the suspect, Delaney gets to work on 310 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99

- **1975499** TO THE MURDER OF. By J. Evanovich & In the weeks before Thanksgiving, bookseller owner Addie Greyborne already has a full plate, and a killer on her case. Addie must figure out the strange coincidental white Christmas. An unexplained briefcase case is supposed to be behind bars, shows up at her own home. When she stumbles across Norval Fraser, an elderly man obsessed with the Loch Ness monster. Always attracted to the interesting and unusual, Delaney beholds his friends. But when her former flame, and Norval becomes the suspect, Delaney gets to work on 310 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99
THE ANOMALY. By Michael Rutter. Novel. Nolan Moore—a rogue archaeologist—sets out to retrieve the relic of an expedition from 1999 who claimed to have discovered a mysterious cavern high up in the ancient rock of the Grand Canyon. But the trip takes a nasty turn when the cave begins turning against his expedition in mysterious ways. 359 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $26.00.

SECRETS TO THE GRAVE. By Tami Hoag. Novel. As Sheriff Detective Tony Mendez and child advocate Anne Leone begin to peel back the layers of murder victim Marissa’s life, they find clues that are both the most brutal and the most confusing he’s ever seen. 482 pages. Dutton. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00.

9127759 9TH GIRL. By Tami Hoag. Novel. On New Year’s Eve in Minneapolis, a young woman is found murdered, the ninth in a string of slayings. Homicide detectives Sam Kovac and Nikki Liska suspect the serial killer they call Doc Holiday, but so on they will learn that the killer is Doc Robert. 343 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99.


FINDERS. By Jeffrey B. Burton. Novel. Mason Reid specializes in human remains detection and trains dogs to hunt for the dead. Suddenly, Reid and his prize pup, a golden retriever named Vira, find themselves hurled into a high-stakes real estate case where they will push them to their very limits. 278 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99.

THE KEEPERS. By Jeffrey B. Burton. Novel. Mason Reid specializes in human remains detection and trains dogs to hunt for the dead. He calls his pack of cadaver dogs The Finders, and his prize pup is a golden retriever named Elvia. When they are called in to help at Goat Island Park, what he finds will run for their very lives. 273 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99.

AS LONG AS WE BOTH SHALL LIVE. By JoAnn Chaney. Novel. After twenty years of running the domestic marathon of marriage, Matt and Marie go on a biking trip to rekindle their romance. Only Matt comes back alive. When a washed-up detective and his partner look back at the accident, they don’t see what they see. 324 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $27.99.


OVERBOARD. By Sara Paretsky. Novel. Detective V.I. Warshawski discovers a badly injured teen hiding in the rocks along Lake Michigan. Bringing the girl to a hospital, the vanishes before anyone discovers the girl’s identity. As V.I. attempts to find her, the detective uncovers an ugly consortium of Chicago power brokers and mobsters who are prepared to kill the girl. 302 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99.


STRAWBERRIED ALIVE. By Jenn McKinlay. Novel. Life is smooth as face buttercream at the Fairy Tale Cupcakes bakery. But everyone’s favorite cupcake flavor is starting to smell the flours. But things start to crumble one night when an unknown gunman takes a shot at Mel. Though the bullies miss their mark, the Cupcake Crew receives an alert about a woman who would want to kill a small-town baker, and it’s up to Sunny and her best friend, Spike, to ensure her protection. But as she looks into the identity of Melanie Joan’s stalker, she learns that much of the author’s past is a product of her fiction. 321 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $26.99.

MURDER IN SEASON: Murder, She Wrote. By Jessica Fletcher & J. Land. Novel. When Sunny Randall’s longtime gentleman partner Tony Marcus comes to her for help—Sunny is surprised since their relationship is on rather shaky ground—yet when Tony figures it out, Sunny owes him, and Sunny’s willing to consider his case if it means saving the state. 309 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00.

MURDER IN AN IRISH BOOKSHOP. By Carlene O’Connor. Novel. Between training the new town garda and trying to set a wedding date with her fiancé, Macdara Flannery is feeling a bit overwhelmed. And now the grand opening of a new bookstore in the County Cork Irish village of Kilbane becomes the closing chapter of an author’s life, and provides a whoodent of the story. 373 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $8.99.


MURDER WITH PARDEE. By Melissa Bank. Novel. The storm does not stop, and a body is discovered at the lake in Paradise, POLICE. Office Jesse Stone will have his hands full finding out who he was—and what he was seeking. 342 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99.


DEATH BY EGGNOG. The storm does not stop, and a body is discovered at the lake in Paradise, PARADISE. 340 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99.


**Mysteries & Detectives**

**4948653 INDEPENDENT BONES. By Carolyn Halnes. Novel. When P.I. Sarah Booth Delaney finds a sniper rifle and scope in the bushes nearby a rally, she begins to worry that more than fighting words are at stake. When a notorious domestic abuser is found dead, suspicion turns to Dr. Alia Diak. The visiting professor and organizer of the rally, Alia asks Sarah, with the help of her boyfriend sheriff Coleman Peters, to find the real criminal. 335 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99. $6.95**

**4920702 KILLING IN DEATH. Murder. She Wrote. By Jessica Fletcher & T.F. Moran. Novel. When a local art shop owner is murdered, Jessica Fletcher is surprised once again to be working alongside her old friend L.P. agent Michael Higgins to find out who murdered the shop owner—and maybe help bust a crime ring in the process. 275 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00. $18.95**

**6876588 KILLING IN A KOI POND. Murder. She Wrote. By Jessica Fletcher & T.F. Moran. Novel. Jessica Fletcher decides she’s earned a vacation and takes a train to Columbia, South Carolina, to visit her old college friend Dolores. But the morning after she arrives, Jessica discovers her husband face down in the koi pond. The question isn’t if her friend’s husband was murdered—but by whom. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $4.95**

**4936925 SEVEN-YEAR WITCH. By Angela M. Sanders. Novel. Finding your feet in a new job isn’t always easy. That goes double for Josie Way, who’s settling in as Wilfred, Oregon’s, new librarian—and she just discovered she’s a witch. But will her fledgling powers be enough to save her from a spell of murder? 281 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95**

**7638171 BAIT AND WITCH. By Angela M. Sanders. Novel. Librarian Josie Way moved to small-town Oregon to lay low. Instead, thanks to new-found magical abilities—and a killer on the loose—she’s lost out of the frying pan and into a cauldron of trouble. 327 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $4.95**

**7634227 WITCH AND FAMOUS. By Angela M. Sanders. Novel. When a visiting celebrity’s personal chef is found murdered, all eyes are on local librarian and author Roz, since the scene echoes one from her novel. It’s up to fledgling witch Josie Way to find the killer. 266 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95**

**4951467 NEXT TO LAST STAND. By Craig Johnson. Novel. When Charley Stillwater dies of an apparent heart attack at the Veterans’ Home of Wyoming, Walt Longmire is called in to try to make sense of it. Partial painting and a Floresheim shoebox containing one million dollars—both found in Stillwater’s foot locker, sending Walt on a trail of art heist. 320 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $7.99**

**4986068 WINTER OF THE WITCH. By Laurien Berenson. Novel. When Charley Stillwater dies of an apparent heart attack at the Veterans’ Home of Wyoming, Walt Longmire is called in to try to make sense of it. Partial painting and a Floresheim shoebox containing one million dollars—both found in Stillwater’s foot locker, sending Walt on a trail of art heist. 320 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $7.99**

**498174 JINGLE BELL BARK. By Laurien Berenson. Novel. Between teaching, mothering, and prepping her Poodle for the next show, Melanie Travis barely has time to pencil in some Christmas barking. But when her Poodle starts making herself a list of suspects—and checking it twice—when murder comes home for the holidays. 300 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $4.95**

**48415X HERE COMES SANTA PAWS. By Lauren Berenson. Novel. It’s the most wonderful time of the year in Connecticut, but Melanie Travis finds surviving this December may take a real Christmas miracle when a yuletide murderer comes to town, and her Christmas poodle Claire is named the suspect for the murder. 196 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $20.00. $4.95**

**4981847 GENESIS. By Robin Cook. Novel. When the body of social worker Kera Jackson shows up on the floor of Medical Examiner Laurie Montgomery’s autopsy table, it appears she was the victim of a drug overdose. But for Laurie and her new pathology resident, the brilliant Dr. Anna Nichols, little things aren’t adding up. 387 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00. $6.95**

**1987402 NO PARM NO FOUL. By Linda Reilly. Novel. Two days before the food competition, one of Carly’s employees quits her part-time gig at Menard’s sub shop, sending him into a serious snit. In a confrontation at the Earrty, he accuses Carly of sabotage and vows to bring her down. But then Menard’s body is found in the kitchen with a steak knife sticking out of his heart. 328 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95**

**1971832 THE PROOF IS IN THE POISON. By Diane Kelly. Novel. Now that her moonshine powers have surfaced, all eyes are on local librarian and author Roz, who’s visiting professor and organizer of the rally. The question isn’t if her friend’s murder was committed by someone at the rally—but she must find the proof to exonerate herself. 284 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95**

**4981774 DEATH OF AN AVID READER. By Frances Brody. Novel. Lady Coulton gave up the baby that would have ruined her marriage, but now her husband is dying, she asks Kate to find Sophia. Soon after Sophia was given Lady Coulton’s case she is asked to participate in a ceremony at her church. In the library basement is the body of Dr. Potter. 360 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95**

**3968022 ROBERT B. PARKER’S COLORBLIND. By Reed Farrel Coleman. Novel. When the body of social worker Kera Jackson shows up on the floor of Medical Examiner Laurie Montgomery’s autopsy table, it appears she was the victim of a drug overdose. But for Laurie and her new pathology resident, the brilliant Dr. Anna Nichols, little things aren’t adding up. 387 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00. $6.95**

**4975733 ROBERT B. PARKER’S THE BITTEREST PILL. By Reed Farrel Coleman. Novel. When a popular high school cheerleader is murdered, Jessica Fletcher is surprised once again to be working alongside her old friend L.P. agent Michael Higgins to find out who murdered the cheerleader. 293 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $12.99. $6.95**

**1946293 THE GIRL ON THE BRIDGE. By James Hayman. Novel. Those responsible for the drug and weapons trade are bringing in a very special new client, the baby that was rescued from a Southern Baptist orphanage by the Roman Catholic Church. It will bring them to each other, and to a beautiful ivy-covered mansion in the mountains. 327 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95**

**1923072 THREE DEBTS PAID. By Annie Ferrer. Novel. A killer is on the loose, taking lives by introducing an elusive “power” connection that young barrister Daniel Pitt must deduce before more bodies pile up. Miriam, Ian and Daniel team up to solve the case, and the plot turns out to be closer than anyone could have expected. 293 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.00. $21.95**

**1923005 DEATH WITH A DOUBLE EDGE. By Annie Ferrer. Novel. When junior barrister Daniel Pitt is shown the scene of a murder in the London district known as Mile End, he knows only that the victim is a senior barrister from his own firm. Now Daniel and his close friend Toby Kitteridge must investigate the murder on their own, and before they uncover something that may cast a suspicious light on the firm. 304 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00. $12.95**

**493391 ONE FINAL FAULT. By Annie Ferrer. Novel. Two fiery deaths have young lawyer Daniel Pitt and his scientific friend Miriam fnd Croft racing to solve a forensic crisis. What started as an accidental fire seems to be linked to a larger plot for revenge, with victims accumulating in its wake, and Daniel and Miriam must uncover who is stoking these recurring flames. 308 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.00. $18.95**

**492195X DEATH IN FOCUS. By Annie Ferrer. Novel. On vacation from London on the beautiful Italian coast, Elena and her older sister Margot, are finally able to move on from the lasting trauma of the Great War—but there’s a dark cloud ahead. In this story, the first in a new series, the intrepid Elena carries on with her investigations, and helps redetermine her impelled lover’s final, urgent message into the heart of Berlin, as Hitler ascends to power. 302 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $21.00. $6.95**

**4989481 A QUESTION OF BETRAYAL. By Annie Ferrer. Novel. In her first mission for MI5, the daring young photographer Irene Standish, travels to Mussolini’s Italy to rescue Aiden, the lover who betrayed her, and find what happened to the handler, who has met an untimely end. In this story, the first in a new series, the intrepid Elena carries on with her investigations, and helps redetermine her impelled lover’s final, urgent message into the heart of Berlin, as Hitler ascends to power. 302 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $21.00. $6.95**

**2930099 THE 17TH SUSPECT. By James Patterson & M. Paetro. Novel. A series of shootings exposes a dark cloud hanging over Detective Lindsay Boxer—a cloud that has grown even more ominous in the aftermath of her engagement. 327 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95**

**3881156 THE 18TH ABDUCTION. By James Patterson & M. Paetro. Novel. The disappearance of three teachers quickly escalate when the fourth teacher is murdered. It will bring them to each other, and to a beautiful ivy-covered mansion in the mountains. 327 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. $6.95**

**4884530 THE 19TH CHRISTMAS. By James Patterson & M. Paetro. Novel. As the holidays arrive, Lindsay Boxer, and her friends in the Women’s Murder Club have much to celebrate. But then a fearsome criminal known only as “Loman” seizes control of the headlines. In this story, the first in a new series, the intrepid Elena carries on with her investigations, and helps redetermine her impelled lover’s final, urgent message into the heart of Berlin, as Hitler ascends to power. 302 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.00. $18.95**

**284 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00. $18.95**

**284 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00. $18.95**

**284 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00. $18.95**
**Mysteries & Detectives**

- **Alex Erickson. 346 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $21.95**

- **3947816 THE SILKWORM. By Robert Galbraith. Novel. When novelist Owen Quine goes missing, his wife enlists private detective Cormoran Strike. But as Strike investigates, it becomes clear that there is more to Quine’s disappearance than his wife realizes. The novelist has just completed a manuscript featuring poisonous pen portraits of almost everyone he knows. 455 pages. Mult Holland. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99**

- **4785658 TROUBLED BLOOD. By Robert Galbraith. Novel. Private detective Cormoran Strike is investigating his family in Cornwall when he is approached by a woman asking for help finding her mother, Margot Bamborough, who went missing under mysterious circumstances in 1974. Strike has never tackled a cold case before, but despite the slim chance of success, he is intrigued and takes it on. 333 pages. Mult Holland. Pub. at $29.00**


- **FINDING FAME. By Lisa Gardner. Novel. For the second time in two months, Detective Jane Hardy has been reunited with her presumed dead son, Will, and his father, Reid Dixon. A crisis looms. A killer targets her son. Then ghosts from Will’s past resurface in Jane and Reid’s life for good. 334 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $26.99**


- **THE RUNNING GIRL. By Sara Blaedel. Novel. A gang of violent teenagers forced their way into a building in search of alcohol and valuables. Dashing to the scene, Detective Louise Rick discovers that one of the students is gravely injured, struck by a car. Now the girl’s distraught mother must make those who hurt her daughter pay. 434 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99**

- **THE DROWNED GIRL. By Sara Blaedel. Novel. It’s clearly no ordinary drowning. Rob Bortz, a young girl is pulled from the watery depths, a piece of concrete tied around her wrist and two mysterious circular patches on the back of her neck. Detective Louise Rick is immediately called out to Holbaek Fjord. 364 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99**


- **EVERYTHING WE DIDN’T SAY. By Lisa Gardner. Novel. When female remains are discovered in the hills of Georgia, FBI agent Kimberly Quincy recruits Sergeant D.D. Warren and survivor turned avenger Flora Dane to help. Now it becomes clear that nothing in this small town is what it seems. 385 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $27.00**


- **4891729 THE BLOOD ROAD. By Stuart MacBride. Novel. Logan McRae’s personal demons are threatening to change his world. Now Police Chief Jane Hardy has been repeatedly murdered. But what if the unraveling of Jane’s life, her daughter pays. 434 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $26.99**

- **THE MURDER OF THE BLOOMSBURY. By Elly Breeden. Novel. Before the truth will be a devilishly elusive thing. A four-year-old girl is found dead in a room full of plastic sheeting and bound with electrical wire—details identical to those of a cold case she handled. 351 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99**

- **A CONSPIRACY OF BONES. By Kathy Reichs. Novel. Forensic anthropologist, Temperance Brennan, must use all her trademark to discover the identity of a faceless corpse, its connection to a decade-old missing child case, and the reason the dead man had her cell-phone number. 546 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99**

- **THE BONE CODE. By Kathy Reichs. Novel. On the day hurricane-ravaged Isle of Palms, a barrier island off the South Carolina coast, Temperance Brennan receives a call from the Charleston coroner. The storm has tossed ashore a medical waste container, and inside are two decomposed bodies wrapped in plastic sheeting and bound with electrical wire—details identical to those of a cold case she handled. 351 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99**

- **A CONSPIRACY OF BONES. By Kathy Reichs. Novel. Forensic anthropologist, Temperance Brennan, must use all her trademark to discover the identity of a faceless corpse, its connection to a decade-old missing child case, and the reason the dead man had her cell-phone number. 546 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99**

- **THE BONE CODE. By Kathy Reichs. Novel. On the day hurricane-ravaged Isle of Palms, a barrier island off the South Carolina coast, Temperance Brennan receives a call from the Charleston coroner. The storm has tossed ashore a medical waste container, and inside are two decomposed bodies wrapped in plastic sheeting and bound with electrical wire—details identical to those of a cold case she handled. 351 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99**

- **A CONSPIRACY OF BONES. By Kathy Reichs. Novel. Forensic anthropologist, Temperance Brennan, must use all her trademark to discover the identity of a faceless corpse, its connection to a decade-old missing child case, and the reason the dead man had her cell-phone number. 546 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99**

- **THE BONE CODE. By Kathy Reichs. Novel. On the day hurricane-ravaged Isle of Palms, a barrier island off the South Carolina coast, Temperance Brennan receives a call from the Charleston coroner. The storm has tossed ashore a medical waste container, and inside are two decomposed bodies wrapped in plastic sheeting and bound with electrical wire—details identical to those of a cold case she handled. 351 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99**

- **THE BONE CODE. By Kathy Reichs. Novel. On the day hurricane-ravaged Isle of Palms, a barrier island off the South Carolina coast, Temperance Brennan receives a call from the Charleston coroner. The storm has tossed ashore a medical waste container, and inside are two decomposed bodies wrapped in plastic sheeting and bound with electrical wire—details identical to those of a cold case she handled. 351 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99**
**198885 DEATH BY BUBBLE TEA.** By Jennifer J. Chow. Novel. Two cousins who start a food stall at their local night market discover that one of their customers is dead. They are not supposed to find gold flakes that Celine added to the sweet drink as a garnish. They must work together to find out what really happened. 291 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00.

**1982497 MIMI LEE READS BETWEEN THE LINES.** By Jennifer J. Chow. Novel. Mimi Lee is on top of the world with a thriving pet grooming business, the sweetest boyfriend—and a talking cat. But when she arrives at the elementary school to meet her sister, Alice, she finds a fellow teacher with a不当 crash on the way to see her alive making her a prime suspect. Now Mimi needs to get to the bottom of yet another case with the help of her cat, Marshmallow. 306 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00.

---

**364744 THE TIME COLLECTOR.** By Gwendolyn Womack. Novel. Roan West can perceive the past of any object she touches. A highly skilled psychometrist, she uses her talents to find and sell valuable antiques, but her quiet life in New Orleans is about to change. His quest for answers will lead him and fellow detective Miles to the world seeking the truth. 354 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95.

**4956689 MURDER IN PROVENCE.** By James Lee Burke. Novel. Vietnam vet Dave Robicheaux has turned in his detective badge, is winning his battle against boozes, and has left New Orleans with his wife for the tranquility of Louisiana’s bayous. But a mysterious body, found at the bottom of his childhood lake, brings his old life—and with her comes a netherworld of murder, deception, and homegrown crime.


**198885 DEATH BY BUBBLE TEA.** By Jennifer J. Chow. Novel. Two cousins who start a food stall at their local night market discover that one of their customers is dead. They are not supposed to find gold flakes that Celine added to the sweet drink as a garnish. They must work together to find out what really happened. 291 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00.

---

**198705S A LINE TO KILL.** By Anthony Horowitz. Novel. When ex-detective inspector Daniel Hawthorne and his sidekick, author Anthony Horowitz, are invited to a far-from-elegant weekend on the tiny island of Alderney, they soon discover not all is what it should be. When the local grandee is found dead under the strangest of circumstances, Hawthorne and Horowitz don’t have to look far for suspects. 376 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99. $9.95.

**4792904 SHERLOCK HOLMES & THE CHRISTMAS DEMON.** By James Lovgrove. Novel. It is 1890, and in the days before Christmas. Mr. Holmes and Dr. John Watson are visited by a new client, Eve Allerthorpe, the eldest daughter of a grand but somewhat eccentric Yorkshire-based dynasty. She is greatly distressed, as she believes she is being haunted by a demonic Christmas spirit. Holmes and Watson travel to the family seat to investigate. 372 pages. Titan. Pub. at $19.99. $7.95.

**4672437 THE RIVER MURDERS.** By James Patterson & J.O. Born. Novel. Mitchell becomes his small town’s unofficial private eye whose investigation skills are put to the test. In Malicious, Mitchell’s brother has been charged with murder but he didn’t kill anyone. In Malevolent, Mitchell has never been more desperate, one by one his loved ones have become victims of carefully staged attacks. 415 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $4.95.

"**891978 Haunted.** By James Patterson & J.O. Born. Novel. After the Bennets survive a crisis that would destroy other families, they go on a much needed vacation in Maine. Though the town looks idyllic, Detective Michael Bennett just knows that on a case where local cops uncover a grisly crime scene buried deep in the woods, 306 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95.

---

**1984396 MURDER ON THE LUSITANIA.** By James Lee Burke. Novel. By the time the Lusitania arrives at New York on the Lusitania’s maiden voyage. Posing as a passenger, he is in fact an undercover detective hired by the Cunard Line to keep an eye out for petty crimes. But after some uneventful days, a murder and then a second are revealed. 198 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95.

---

**4984198 A PRIVATE CATHEDRAL.** By James Lee Burke. Novel. The Shondell and Balangie families are long-time enemies in the new Iberia criminal underworld. Yet their young sons, Johnny and Isolde Balangie fall in love and run away after Isolde was given as a slave to Johnny’s uncle. In order to find and rescure his nephew, Johnny’s uncle, with a bread, is winning his battle against boozes, and has left New Orleans with his wife for the tranquility of Louisiana’s bayous. But a mysterious body, found at the bottom of his childhood lake, brings his old life—and with her comes a netherworld of murder, deception, and homegrown crime.

2693446 FLOUR IN THE ATTIC. By Winnie Sargent. Novel. A bakery owner named June Culepper gets to work helping her mentor, Olaya Solis, with the catering for Marisol’s funeral, and she also teams up with her partners in detection. It seems unlikely there’s even a grain of truth to the theory of murder and sudden display of affluence, but to prevent someone from getting away with murder—there’s no time for loaﬁng. Kensington. Paperback. At $7.99. $4.95

3949540 A PLAIN VANILLA MURDER. By Susan Wittig Albert. Novel. China and Ruby are getting ready to open A Plain Vanilla Workshop. But someone involved with the workshop is driven by a deadly motive, and China ﬁnds herself teaming up with the very opponent she needs to stop: a vanilla-ﬂavored murderer. 284 pages. Perseus Press. Pub. at $26.99. $4.95

3989493 THE RECKONING. By Yrsa Sigurardottir. A chilling deﬁnition predicting the deaths of six people correctly appears on a time capsule. Ten years later it was buried. But surely, if a 13 year old wrote it, it can’t be a real threat? Detective Huldar suspects he’s been given this investigation simply to keep him off the street. 325 pages. Minari’s. Pub. at $26.99. $6.95

196593X CLAUSE OF DEATH. By Lorna Barrett. Novel. Eli Meier from the Inner Light bookstore, the most vocal of the Chamber complainers, is killed. He sold religious books but also stocked books on wild conspiracy theories. Eli had never been a member of the Chamber until Angeline. He called her a book thief, and she turned him down. He hounded her, and some might think that was a motive for murder. 321 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $27.00. $19.95

1952390 A DEADLY DESTRUCTION. By Lorna Barrett. Novel. Tricia has just received a second marriage proposal within ﬁfteen minutes. She’s still weighing her options when she hears the sound of an engine roaring down Main Street. It’s a big white pickup truck that aims for and blows through the center line, blowing holes in her apartment, and kills Tricia’s on the hunt for a killer, and it seems like she might be next on the list. 306 pages. Berkley. Paperback. At $8.99. $6.95

1966832 CASTLE DEADLY. CASTLE DECEPTION. By F. P. Moran. Novel. Jessica Fletcher’s sunny beach vacation with her nephew’s family takes a dark turn. The morning after her arrival, Donna ﬁnds her boss, Jason Corby, dead in her suite. The discovery of another body in the beachside community is a suspect, and the local authorities have asked that no one leave town. 326 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $27.00. $19.95

4903625 LAZARUS. By Yrsa Sigurardottir. Novel. When Joona Linna ﬁnally catches up to them, but when two of the victims were known members of the Chamber, he suspects a connection to Detective Joona Linna, it becomes clear that there’s a single killer at work. 488 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95

4833686 COVER YOUR EYES. By Mary Burton. Novel. Public defender Rachael Wainwright is struggling to repackage a decades-old case, convinced that the wrong man is in prison. Homicide detective Deke Morgan doesn’t want to agree. But if Rachael’s hunch is right, Annie Dawson thirty years ago could be the source of a new string of brutal slayings. 392 pages. Pinnacle. At $9.99. $4.95

4323386 VERSE AND VENGEANCE. By Amenda Towner. Novel. Victoria is the owner of Charming Books. The Joe race around town is the brainchild of Violet’s grandmother Daisy. The race is a fundraiser to build the Cascade Springs Underground Railroad Museum. As if that weren’t enough, Chief Redding is snooping around. When the arrival of a second video, Joona Linna realizes just how much the Chamber is strung out and her good friend, Erik Hall, a hypno-artist and expert in trauma, for help. 551 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $27.95. $6.95

5162120 THE ADOPTION OF THE PECULIAR PROTOCOLS. By Nicholas Meyer. Novel. January 1905. Holmes and Watson are summoned by Holmes’s brother, Mycroft, to undertake a clandestine investigation. London’s Bank Note Engraving Service has been found ﬂoating in the Thames, carrying a manuscript smuggled into England at the cost of her life. 238 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. At $16.95. $5.95

4931556 STILL LIFE. By Val McDermid. Novel. When a lobster ﬁsherman on an early morning run pulls in his traps, he ﬁnds something he wasn’t expecting to catch—a body. After the body is identiﬁed, a man who was the brother of a senior Scottish government ofﬁcial who vanished without a trace. Detective Chief Inspector Karen Pirie takes over the investigation. 436 pages. Harper. Pub. at $26.00. $9.95

4770293 THE MIDWIFE MURDERS. By James Patterson & R. DiLallo. Novel. To senior midwife Lucy Ryan, pregnancy is not an unusual condition. It’s her life’s work. But when two widows and a very young girl show up when she watches a university hospital in Manhattan, her focus abruptly changes. Something has to be done, and Lucy is fearful enough to try. 329 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99. $8.95

1954253 FORTY THIEVES. By Thomas Fawcett. Novel. Two married couples are hired to go by car, guarded by a same murder suspect in a classic Alibi. When one pair consists of former LAPD detectives and the other pair are professional assassins, both couples ﬁnd themselves up against a new kind of enemy. Throw in dramatic car chases, illicit affairs, and a notorious ring of diamond thieves for a high-octane ride. 339 pages. MIRA. Paperback. At $7.99. $5.95

7695144 FLOUR IN THE ATTIC. By Winnie Sargent. Novel. A bakery owner named June Culepper gets to work helping her mentor, Olaya Solis, with the catering for Marisol’s funeral, and she also teams up with her partners in detection. It seems unlikely there’s even a grain of truth to the theory of murder and sudden display of affluence, but to prevent someone from getting away with murder—there’s no time for loaﬁng. Kensington. Paperback. At $7.99. $4.95

4306407 CASTLE DEADLY, CASTLE DECEPTION. By F. P. Moran. Novel. Jessica Fletcher’s sunny beach vacation with her nephew’s family takes a dark turn. The morning after her arrival, Donna ﬁnds her boss, Jason Corby, dead in her suite. The discovery of another body in the beachside community is a suspect, and the local authorities have asked that no one leave town. 326 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $27.00. $19.95

238 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. At $16.95. $5.95

9547327 THE CONSEQUENCES OF FEAR. By Andre Camilleri. Novel. Inspector Montalbano is called to the scene. From his father, and when a newly ﬁred worker has brought ruin to the shipyard he inherited, Andrea Camilleri. Novel. Giovanni Trincanato 324 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00. $4.95

8959759 BOMBHELL. By S. Woods & P Hall. Novel. Teddy Fay is back in Hollywood and caught by a sticky situation. It’s a lot of knifes to juggle, even for a former CIA operative turned movie producer accustomed to hazardous working conditions. Teddy will need to manage every bit of his underworld skills and fearless daring to stay one step ahead of his foes—or he’ll ﬁnd himself one foot in the grave. 311 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $23.00. $7.95

195556X BOMBHELL. By S. Woods & P Hall. Novel. Teddy Fay is back in Hollywood and caught by a sticky situation. It’s a lot of knifes to juggle, even for a former CIA operative turned movie producer accustomed to hazardous working conditions. Teddy will need to manage every bit of his underworld skills and fearless daring to stay one step ahead of his foes—or he’ll ﬁnd himself one foot in the grave. 311 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $23.00. $7.95

4950127 DANGER IN NIGHTS. By Susan Wittig Albert. Novel. A routine call on the side of a remote road brings in the Florida state police. Special Agent Amy Larson has never seen worse, and there are indications that this killing could be just the beginning. The crime draws the attention of the FBI in the form of Special Agent Hunter Forrest, a man with insider knowledge of how violent cults operate. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95. $7.95

4869015 THE UNKNOWN. By Heather Graham. Sienna Murray was only fourteen when she pulled her neighbors out of a raging house ﬁre. A decade later, she still can’t explain what happened that night, how she knew to save them at just the right moment, or why she received the same mysterious warning when it happens again. 328 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

1953338 KILLER ON THE COURT. By Leslie Budewitz. Novel. The_AES reading error. Please check the spelling and try again. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

195923X CLOSE UP. By Amanda Quick. Novel. Vivian never thought life as an art photographer would include nightly wake-up calls to snap photos of grisly crime scenes or headshots for aspiring male actors. After shooting crime scene photos of a famous actress, the latest victim of the “Dagger Killer,” Vivian notices eerie similarities to the crime scenes of previous victims—ultimately could get her killed. 236 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $27.00. $16.95

1964894 THE CASE OF THE TALL CYGNET. By Andrea Camilleri. Novel. Giovanni Trinchiaro has brought ruin to the shipyard he inherited from his father, and when a newly ﬁred worker hangs himself from a hull under construction, Inspector Montalbano is called to the scene. 241 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. $5.95

1958965 RICCARDO. By Andrea Camilleri. Novel. Montalbano receives an early morning phone call, and this time it’s not Caterina announcing a murder but a man called Riccardo who has dialed a wrong number and asks where he’ll be arriving at their meeting. He says, in ten minutes. Shortly after, his next call is the one announcing a murder, the man shot is Riccardo. 260 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00. $5.95
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MRS. JEFFRIES AND THE ALMS OF THE ANGEL</td>
<td>Emily Brightwell</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>Berkley</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STITCHED IN CRIME</td>
<td>Emmie McDonald</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>Blackstone</td>
<td>Paperback. Pub. at $15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE NEIGHBOR’S SECRET</td>
<td>L. M. Childers</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>Cottle Press</td>
<td>Hardcover. Price $19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARICA FLETCH</td>
<td>Gregory McDonald</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>Blackstone</td>
<td>Paperback. Pub. at $15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE BUCK PASSES</td>
<td>Gregory McDonald</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>Berkley</td>
<td>Paperback. Pub. at $15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SON OF FLETCH</td>
<td>Gregory McDonald</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>Berkley</td>
<td>Paperback. Pub. at $15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLETCH REFLECTED</td>
<td>Gregory McDonald</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>Blackstone</td>
<td>Paperback. Pub. at $15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLYNN’S WORLD</td>
<td>Gregory McDonald</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>Blackstone</td>
<td>Paperback. Pub. at $15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLETCH’S MOXIE</td>
<td>Gregory McDonald</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>Blackstone</td>
<td>Paperback. Pub. at $15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONFESS, FLETCH</td>
<td>Gregory McDonald</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>Blackstone</td>
<td>Paperback. Pub. at $15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLETCH WON</td>
<td>Gregory McDonald</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>Blackstone</td>
<td>Paperback. Pub. at $15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLETCH’s FORTUNE</td>
<td>Gregory McDonald</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>Blackstone</td>
<td>Paperback. Pub. at $15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERRORIZED</td>
<td>Candice Fox</td>
<td>Novel</td>
<td>Blackstone</td>
<td>Paperback. Pub. at $15.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Prices are subject to change and may vary by retailer.*
Mysteries & Detectives

- **492515** SPIRITS AND SORROW. By Bailey-Cates. Novel. Baker Katie Lightfoot is always up for investigating her adopted hometown's supernatural history. On a ghost tour of town, a psychic tells Katie she's being followed by a ghost of a murdered woman. And this murder isn't the only one Katie needs to solve. Her new husband, Declan, is missing. 278 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

- **4962163** DEATH AT HOLLY LODGE. By Louise R. Innes. Novel. Twas the weeks before Christmas, and Daisy nab a new case, when someone is missing inside a stove above a fireplace. As the case moves from missing to murder, Daisy and DCI Paul McGuinness begin combing through the clues of Christmas at 221 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

- **491238** THE SPOTTED DOG. By Kerry Greenwood. Novel. Rising at four o'clock every morning isn't Corinna Chapman's favorite part of running her Australian bakery, and the glowing light of dawn starts to feel even harsher when a troubled man collapses in her shop. The man reveals that his beloved dog is missing. Corinna and her partner, Daniel, feel compelled to help. 272 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

- **4974452** THE TEA SHOPPE MYSTERIES. By Darlene Franklin et al. Novellas. Sweets are deathly good. Collectors of Women's Fiction for by Teresa Ives Lilly; Buns to Die For by Darlene Franklin; Scones to Die For by Cynthia Hickey; and Chumpets to Die For by Linda Baten Johnson. 446 pages. Barbour. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

- **1963597** THE CAPE COD MYSTERY. By Phoebie Alwood Taylor. Novel. Meet Asay Mayo, Cape Cod's answer to Sherlock Holmes. Settled down in Wellfleet from his former life as an adventurer, he uses his worldly knowledge, folksy wisdom, and plain common sense to solve the most puzzling crimes to strike the peninsula. And in this, his first case, he finds himself embroiled in a scandal that will push his deductive powers to their limits. 260 pages. American Mystery Classics. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

- **4806631** THE BODIES IN THE LIBRARY. By Agatha Christie. Novel. The body of a woman is found dead in the venerable stacks of the library. 323 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

- **1977510** THE BLUE DIAMOND. By Leonard Goldberg. Novel. Despite the extreme precautions, the famous diamond is stolen from the Governor-General’s suite in the middle of the night. Joanna and the Watsons are called in to investigate the theft. It becomes clear that this master thief could greatly aid the Germans and turn the tide of the war in their favor. 320 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

- **4976957** THE ART OF DECEPTION. By Leonard Goldberg. Novel. In the West End of London, an appropriately dressed individual is on the loose, breaking into art galleries and private homes to slash valuable paintings of women. When Joanna Holmes and the Watsons are called in to solve the mystery, they soon discover that the vandal is searching for something hidden behind the portraits. 306 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

- **4930165** THE ABDUCTION OF PRETTY PENNY. By Leonard Goldberg. Novel. Joanna and the Watsons are called in by the Whitechapel Playhouse to find Pretty Penny, a lovely young actress who has gone missing without a trace. While on their search, the trio is asked by Scotland Yard to join in the hunt for a vicious murderer whose method resembles that of Jack the Ripper. 338 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

- **4796942** DEATH OF AN AIRMAN. By Christopher St. John Sprigg. Novel. George Furnace was a fan of the horror strand: witness this tale of terror when his plane crashes into the English countryside. People who knew him are baffled—Furnace was a first-rate pilot, and the plane was regarded as accident-proof. But simple and Robin finds the verdict of death by misadventure. 253 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95


- **4913116** DEATH AT THE BAR. By Ngiao Marsh. Novel. It’s true, darts is nobody’s idea of a high-risk, high-wire act, but these hurling sharp things, but it’s rarely lethal. Tell that to the barrister who was enjoying a pint or three at the rustic Plume of Feathers pub, and is now at the morgue. Inspector Allyn investigates. 274 pages. Felony & Mayhem. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

- **4917456** HER DEADLY SECRETS. By Laura Griffin. Novel. Private investigator Kira Vance spends her days navigating the labyrinth of Houston’s legal world, and she knows all its shadowy players and dark secrets. On a seemingly normal day, she delivers a report to her top client when suddenly everything goes sideways and the meeting ends in a bloodbath. 234 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

- **7688008** BAD MOON RISING. By John Galligan. Novel. Sheriff Heidi Kick has a body on her hands, but the victim has been seen alive miles from the Bad Axe. Chillingly, the medical examiner confirms what Sheriff Kick has been experiencing in her own recurring nightmares: the victim was buried alive. As more bodies are discovered and haired and embroiled in a nasty reelection campaign. 324 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95

- **7685199** DEAD MAN DANCING. By John Galligan. Novel. It’s a special time of year in Bad Axe, Michigan. The annual Norwegian Constitution Day festival. While enjoying this rollicking celebration, famous for its dancing and food, Sheriff Heidi Kick is disturbed to learn that a migrant worker has been savagely beaten but refuses to say what happened. 292 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95

- **4990206** THE DARK HEART OF FLIGHT. By Tony Ballantine. Novel. In 1903, tensions between Britain and Germany are starting to loom over Europe, something that has not gone unnoticed by Lady Emily and her husband, Colin Hargreaves. An agent of German espionage, Halim, is embroiled in the case. 307 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $13.95

- **4951549** MURDER ON “B” DECK. By Tony Ballantine. Novel. The body of a well-dressed woman is found dead on a cruise ship, and when it is discovered that she is a member of a wealthy rich man’s family, the investigation becomes a high-stakes one, and Robin finds himself in the midst of a complex case. 350 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99 $19.95

- **4715289** HUNTING BADGES. By Tony Ballantine. Novel. Assistant District Attorney Billy Hamley is investigating the death of a man who was found dead in a trunk. The victim was a member of the police force, and the investigation becomes a high-stakes one, and Robin finds himself in the midst of a complex case. 350 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99 $19.95

- **7885551** MURDER SPILLS THE TEA. By Kerry Galligan. Novel. When a local celebrity chef is murdered at Lily Roberts’ Cape Cod tearoom during the filming of a popular baking show, Lily whips up an impromptu investigation before the murderer rolls someone else away. 296 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00 $19.95

- **1956701** LESS THAN A TREASON. By Dana Stabenow. Novel. Two thousand people go missing in Alaska every year. Now a geologist known for going walkabout with his rock hammer has disappeared from the Stuulagin Mine in the Park. Was it a suicide? Foul play? Who knows? And what was the last thing he did before Christmas, and Daisy nab a new case, when someone is missing inside a stove above a fireplace. As the case moves from missing to murder, Daisy and DCI Paul McGuinness begin combing through the clues of Christmas at 221 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $10.95

- **1980718** ESCAPE. By James Patterson & Maxine Paetro. Novel. A wealthy rich man’s wife has been kidnapped, and the investigation becomes a high-stakes one, and Robin finds himself in the midst of a complex case. 350 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

- **4943424** SOMETHING TO HIDE. By Elizabeth George. Novel. When a police detective is found dead after falling into a coma, only an autopsy reveals the murder victim, and the investigation becomes a high-stakes one, and Robin finds himself in the midst of a complex case. 350 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

- **1913336** MURDER AT HOTEL 1911. By AnnCleeves. Novel. Detective Matthew Venn is called out to investigate a murder at the rural home of a group of artists. What he discovers is an elaborately staged scene. Dr. Nigel Yeo has been found dead in one of his glassblower girl’s houses. 382 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

- **3820318** COUNT DRACULA. By Christopher Keyte. Novel. A Transylvanian nobleman called Count Dracula arrives at Baker Street seeking the help of Sherlock Holmes, for his beloved wife Mina has been spirited away by Count Dracula. With no other and Holmes and Watson must confront the evidence of vampires. And before long the master of all together to banish a powerful enemy. 425 pages. Titan. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95
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**6828003 BILLY SUMMERS.** By Stephen King. 
Billy Summers is a man in a room with a gun. He’s a killer for hire and the best in the business. But he’ll do the job only if the target is a truly bad guy and now Billy wants out, but there’s one last hit. Billy is among the best snipers in the world, a decorated Iraq war vet, a Houdini when it comes to vanishing after the job is done, what could possibly go wrong?

517 pages. Scribner. Pap. $24.99 $17.95

**394235X THE OUTSIDER.** By Stephen King. 
Terry Maitland, one of Flint’s most popular citizens, as well as a Little League coach, English teacher, and devoted husband and father is accused for the murder of an 11-year-old boy. As the investigation expands, and horrifying new details begin to emerge, is Terry Maitland wearing another face? 640 pages. Pocket. Pap. $10.99 $8.95

**369998X BAD LUCK AND TROUBLE.** By Lee Child. 
This explosive thriller draws ex-army investigator Jack Reacher back into the team of elite colleagues he had worked with a decade before, to track a brutal killer. Then Jack’s comrades begin to disappear one by one, and his case turns into a struggle to elude capture. 498 pages. Dell. Pap. $9.99 $7.95

**6790089 BILLY SUMMERS.** By Stephen King. 
A killer for hire and the best in the business, Billy Summers wants out. Before he can do that, there’s one last hit, which promises a generous payday at the end of the line. Given that Billy is among the most talented snipers in the world, a decorated Iraq War vet, and a Houdini when it comes to vanishing after the job is done, what could possibly go wrong?


**1907900 LATER.** By Stephen King. 
The clock is ticking down to now. But when the new man who just wants an ordinary childhood. But Jamie is no ordinary child. Born with an unnatural ability his mother urges him to keep secret, Jamie can see things other people can’t and learn what no one else can learn. But the cost of this ability is higher than James can imagine. 264 pages. Hard Case Crime. Pap. $14.95 $4.95

**1981730 UNFINISHED BUSINESS.** By J.A. Jance. 
All Reynolds’s personal life is turned into turmoil just as two men show up on the scene—a former employee of her husband’s who has just been released from prison, and a serial killer who sets his sights on the little too close to home. 324 pages. Pocket. Pap. $9.99 $7.95

**7683871 THREE WOMEN DISAPPEAR.** By James Patterson & S. Serlin. 
Novel. Accountant Anthony Costello has a knack for managing numbers and people, turning losses into profits, enemies into allies—and vice versa. When Costello is found murdered, three suspects have动机, all three had an motive. Eyes are set on Detective Sean Walsh to solve the case. Grand Central. Pap. $9.99 $7.95

**1993521 BEYOND DEAD.** By Lee & Andrew Child. 
Novel. Reacher goes where he wants, when he wants. One morning while heading west, his car is ambushed by a group of men, and when the firefight is over, he finds himself a wanted man in the middle of a brutal turf war between rival Ukrainian and Albanian gangs, always staying one step ahead of the FBI’s investigation and the local law enforcement. His only chance is to create a ruse that will buy him time to escape the aliens are all lying to Reacher. Lying enough secrets than many law enforcement fatigue. Given that Billy is among the most talented snipers in the world, a decorated Iraq War vet, and a Houdini when it comes to vanishing after the job is done, what could possibly go wrong?

Dell. Pap. $9.99 $7.95

**3693934 TONIGHT’S THE NIGHT.** By Lee Child. 
Novel. Clayton Deese looks like a small-time drug dealer in Sunset Beach, North Carolina, but he’s a killer. He’s hired to do a job for a Russian mobster, the proceeds from which are supposed to pay off his debts. But the Russian mobster is dead, and Deese is left with a pile of bodies, no money, and a lot of questions. And when his case turns lethal, Lucas Davenport will need to bring in every asset he has to get to the bottom of it. It all boils down to one question: who is behind the murder?

438 pages. Delacorte. Pap. $28.99 $19.95

**3769887 PAST TENSE.** By Lee Child. 
Novel. Reacher visits the town where his father was stationed before he joined the army. He is told no one named Reacher ever lived in town. As he explores his father’s life, strands of different stories begin to merge. When Reacher makes a stand, a $10 million past becomes deadly as family secrets begin to haunt him. 382 pages. Delacorte. Pap. $28.99 $19.95

**1985388 KILLING FLOOR.** By Lee Child. 
Novel. Ex-military policeman Jack Reacher has become a drifter. He is only in Charleston, South Carolina, to give photographs to policemen. When the chief police officer is killed, Reacher is thought he plans to kill the chief, and Reacher makes a stand, a $10 million past becomes deadly as family secrets begin to haunt him. 382 pages. Delacorte. Pap. $28.99 $19.95
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475526 NEON PREY. By John Sandford. Novel. Clayton Deese looks like a small-time muscle for hire. But when his boss needs to teach someone a lesson. But having skipped out on bail, the U.S. Marshals have now come looking for him, but it’s his boss they really want. When they track down a single fringe of grays behind Deese’s cabin, Lucas Davenport sets out on the trail of a serial killer instead. 390 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.00 $6.95

★192732 MASKED PREY. By John Sandford. Novel. The daughter of a U.S. senator is monitoring an illegal social media page where she plans to use her vast wealth to hire herself out as a private investigator. The FBI, of course, is none too pleased about this and have an idea for how they can use the situation to their advantage. 456 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $7.95

680895 THE 6:20 MAN. By David Baldacci. Novel. A cryptic murder pulls former soldier turned financial analyst, Travis Devine, deep into the corruption and menace that prowl beneath the smooth surface of finance. And when the high-stakes conspiracy, there’s a killer out there with their own agenda, and Devine is the bull’s-eye. 420 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $9.00 $21.95

694526 THE INNOCENT. By David Baldacci. Novel. Hitman Will Robie has fallen into the crosshairs of the most dangerous of people: white supremacists. As the on the run, he crosses paths with a wayward teen whose parents were murdered. And the more Robie learns about the girl, the more the mores of the world collide into a single cover-up. 576 pages. Vision. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.00 $7.95

1909509 DELIVER US FROM EVIL. By David Baldacci. Novel. The monstrous Evan Waller has been on the run from the FBI for years. Until now, when the trigger on his own vendetta—one that could lead to millions of deaths. On Waller’s trail is Shaw, the mysterious operative from Whole Truth, who must prevent Waller from closing his latest deal. 438 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95


4904079 A GAMBLING MAN. By David Baldacci. Novel. The 1950s are on the horizon, and Aloysius Archer is out to find a fresh start in the New York City. So he hops on a bus and begins the long journey west to California, where rumor has it there is money to be made if you’re hard-working, lucky, and a criminal. 438 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

4741242 THE BABYSITTER. By Sheryl Browne. Novel. Mark and Melissa are thrilled to have found Jade, a babysitter who is brilliant with children. Not the longest time when he discovers just how good it is to find a heart not whipped by numbers. 680 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $12.99 $9.99

★191782X OCEAN PREY. By John Sandford. Novel. An off-duty Coast Guardsman calls in a suspicious craft and his hunch is proved right when the three Guardsmen who answer the call are shot and killed. When the FBI’s investigation stalls out, Lucas Davenport gets a call. And when his case turns lethal, Davenport will need to bring in all his claim—including Vioin Flowers. 458 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

☆4966821 DEVOTED. By Dean Koontz. Novel. Woddy Bookman hasn’t spoken a world in his 11 years of being dead. And apart from the fact that he finds him a coin worth a lot of money. And it practically saved his life when two government agents show up in pursuit of him. Now he is on the run. 365 pages. Thomas & Mercer. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $7.95

★769006 QUICKSILVER. By Dean Koontz. Novel. Quinn was born a mystery. Until the day of “strange magnetism.” It compelled him to drive out to the rendezvous and there he found a coin with a lot of money. And it practically saved his life when two government agents show up in pursuit of him. Now he is on the run. 365 pages. Thomas & Mercer. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $7.95

★496697X THE OTHER EMILY. By Dean Koontz. Novel. Writer David Thorne still hasn’t recovered from losing the love of his life. But then he meets Maddison Sutton, beguiling, playful, and keenly aware of all David has lost. But what really takes away is everything about her, down to her kisses, is just like Emily. As the fantastic becomes realistic, David’s obsession grows. Maddison’s mysterious past is unraveling. 352 pages. Thomas & Mercer. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★1975633 WINTER MOON. By Dean Koontz. Novel. In Los Angeles an opponent moment is erupting in cataclysmic violence. A young family is shattered in a heartbeat. Fate will lead this family on the run, and now they will become their worst nightmare. For they will face a chillingly ruthless enemy, from which no one, living or dead, is safe. 472 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95


★7690953 THE 6:20 MAN. By David Baldacci. Novel. A cryptic murder pulls former soldier turned financial analyst, Travis Devine, deep into the corruption and menace that prowl beneath the smooth surface of finance. And when the high-stakes conspiracy, there’s a killer out there with their own agenda, and Devine is the bull’s-eye. 420 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00 $21.95

★1982021 THE GIRL WHO SURVIVED. By Paul Doiron. Novel. is the girl who survived the horrific killing spree at her Family’s Oregon cabin when she was seven. But now, 20 years later, the past comes thundering back when an old friend convicted of her murder is released from prison and people around Kara start dying. 374 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

★1980579 SHIVER. By Lisa Jackson. Novel. Detective Reuben “Diego” Montoya faces a life-and-death dilemma. He has the Big Easy in terror. He finds himself drawn to the ex-wife of one of the victims and suspects that her fear of a local mental hospital might be congruent to the case. But as the killings escalate, Montoya finds himself in a race against time. 454 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $21.95

★1980001 DISTURST. By Lisa Jackson. Novels. The two novels collected here share a common thread of unseen threats. In Renegade Son, single mother Danielle is convinced her ranch is slowly being sabotaged. But there’s nothing secretive about the hostility between two of Oregon’s leading lumber families in Midnight Sun. 506 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

★7693905 YOU BETRAYED ME. By Lisa Jackson. Novel. The Cahills of San Francisco are famous for two things: their vast wealth, and the scandals that surround them: murder, greed, and deadly ambition. Some people will do anything to get, and keep, the Cahills’ kind of money. But James Cahill’s girlfriend, Shannon, has just begun a new business venture: one that only Megan goes missing, he can’t escape a feeling of dread. 539 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

★7693826 THE MORNING AFTER. By Lisa Jackson. Novel. A woman is frantic as she awakens in a dark, closed space. From above her comes the muffled sound of cruel laughter, followed by the hard splatter of dirt. Pure terror takes over as she realizes she’s being buried alive—and her last breath is screaming that no one but a sadistic killer will hear. 521 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

★7695535 TWICE KISSED. By Lisa Jackson. Novel. Sisters share a bond, twins especially. For Maggie and Mary, that link once allowed them to communicate no matter how much distance separated them. But there were differences between them too. When her sister Mary goes missing, James Cahill knows that the twin is in real danger. But the deeper she digs into her sister’s life, the more Maggie discovers about her own complicated past. 394 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99 $4.95

★7693898 LEFT TO DIE. By Lisa Jackson. Novel. One by one, the victims are carefully captured, toyed with, then subjected to a slow agonizing death. In the woods of Montana, four bodies have been discovered. Detective Missy wins the case. But nothing has gone on but a killer’s cryptic notes. When Missy opens her eyes, she’s trapped in a mangled car—to be the next victim. 520 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

★4932900 THE BLACK PHONE. By Joe Hill. Novel. John Finney is 13, alone, and in desperate trouble. For two years now, someone has been stalking the boys of Galesburg, straightening out for his own sadistic pleasure. And now, Finney finds himself in danger of joining them: locked in a psychopath’s basement, a place stained with blood of half a dozen murdered children. 462 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $12.99 $7.95

★1995673 DEAD BY DAWN. By Paul Doiron. Novel. Maine game warden Mike Bowditch is fighting for his life. After being ambushed on a dark winter road, his Jeep crashes into a frozen river. Taped to his gun and hat, Mike works his way to the surface. But surviving the crash is only the first challenge—one more that wants him dead. 306 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95
— 30 —
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7689152 THE RUNAWAY. By Nick Petrie. Novel. War veteran Peter Ash is driving through northern Nebraska with a young pregnant woman alone on a gravel road, her car dead. Peter offers her a lift, but what begins as an act of kindness soon turns into a deadly cat and mouse chase across county highways with the woman's vicious ex-cop husband hot on their trail. 443 pages. Putnam. Pap. $9.99

766776X THE TITANIC SECRET. By C. Cussler & J. D. Bru. Novel. When Isaac Bell attempts to decipher the forbidden deaths of nine men in 1911, he discovers a secret so powerful it could dictate the fate of the world, and Dirk Pitt has found Bell's journal in an antiquated submarine, continuing his own investigation. Numa Director Dirk Pitt and detective Isaac Bell team up to unlock the truth about the most famous maritime disaster of all time. 405 pages. Putnam. Pap. $7.95

1939718 THE SABOTEURS. By C. Cussler & J. D. Bru. Novel. Detective Isaac Bell’s new case takes him to the construction site of the Panama Canal, where the fate of one of history’s most important politicians is at stake. With millions of dollars and the fate of two nations on the line, Bell will have to be in just the right place at the right time in order to stop the nefarious plot. 485 pages. Putnam. Pap. $7.95

1915776 1ST CASE. By J. Patterson & P. Tebbetts. Novel. Genius programmer Angela Hout has always been at the top of her class. Now she’s at the bottom of the FBI food chain. With little training on the job and a terrible case to solve, she finds herself on the case, tracking down murderous brothers. Will Angela’s obsessive thinking threaten everyone around her and prove fatal? 336 pages. Grand Central. Pap. $7.99

4787137 CHARADE. By Sandra Brown. Novel. After receiving a new heart, TV personality Cassie Reed must find the courage to live on. But her new world turns sinister when fatal “accidents” begin killing other heart recipients, and a mysterious stalker starts shadowing her every move. 465 pages. Grand Central. Pap. $15.99

4826167 FAT TUESDAY. By Sandra Brown. Novel. Burke Basloe is a cop with nothing left to lose. Focusing on his nemesis Pinkie Duvall, a flamboyant Nebraska-born who has no motive for justice, Burke’s revenge centers around kidnapping Remy, the lawyer’s trophy wife. But Burke hasn’t planned on the attraction he’ll feel for this woman, nor can he prevent the fiend on dual that will explode. 447 pages. Grand Central. Pap. $9.99


6616267 BREATH OF SCANDAL. By Sandra Brown. Novel. In one night, Jade Spery’s life is forever upended by three local hellraisers. With scandal and tragedy nipping at her heels, she flees to the tiny town of Texas where everything runs on a single wealthy family. And it just so happens that the spoiled son of that family is now her primary target for revenge. 385 pages. Grand Central. Pap. $9.99

7682005 MIRROR IMAGE. By Sandra Brown. Novel. As Avery Daniels lies helpless in the hospital after a plane crash, she makes a shattering discovery: someone close to savagely violated Tate Ellis is planning to assassinate him. Now to save Tate’s life Avery must live another woman’s life—and risk her own. 446 pages. Grand Central. Pap. $9.99

1970782 STIG. By Sandra Brown. Novel. Stig is a man with a使命: to find his god-given thighs $30 million her brother has hidden. Jordie knows only chance of survival is to outlaw Shaw, but he can’t get the narrow-minded man to buy either. Burning for answers—and for each other—the unlikely pair ultimately make a desperate move that could be their last.

488776X MIRROR IMAGE. By Sandra Brown. Novel. Reunited with agent Tate Ellis, the woman whose life she saved becomes his partner in law enforcement. But fate has other plans when a serial killer surfaces with a vicious new weapon. The woman’s life is in grave danger. 414 pages. Grand Central. Pap. $9.99

1984497 VIRAL. By Robin Cook. Novel. Trying to find some normalcy during the pandemic, Brian Morris and his family are on a vacation when his wife, Emma becomes sick. At the ICU she is diagnosed with severe encephalitis. After the hospital stay he is left with a huge bill that the insurance won’t cover. He decides to take matters into his own hand. But fate has other plans when he discovers a dark side to the industry. 496 pages. Putnam. Pap. $9.99

2889382 CRAZY HOUSE. By James Patterson & G. Chatbonnet. Novel. Becca has been snatched from her home by a deadly cat and mouse chase across the lonely desert that will explode. 447 pages. Grand Central. Pap. $7.95

4970587 SHADOWS REEL. By C.J. Box. Novel. Joe Pickett must guard a Silicon Valley CEO on a hunting trip, but soon learns that he himself may be the hunted. Meanwhile Joe’s closest friend, Nate, and his own daughter, Emma become sick. At the ICU she is diagnosed with a mysterious illness. The Shadow’s fantasy is a macabre mystery that will take Joe and his family to the depths of the woods. 393 pages. Putnam. Pap. $9.99

3700631 COLD WIND. By C.J. Box. Novel. When Earl Aiden is found dead, dangling from a tree in the wind, Josie is arrested. Unfortunately for Joe pcket, Missy is his much disliked mother in law, and he’s not sure what to do, since it looks like Missy is guilty as sin. But as the story begins to unravel , whoever is behind this, goes it’s not going to be good. 486 pages. Putnam. Pap. $9.99

6885279 BADLANDS. By C.J. Box. Novel. Twenty miles across the North Dakota border, detectives Johnny and James uncover a new federal case to be the new deputy sheriff of Grimstad, now the oil capital of North Dakota. With oil comes money, with money comes drugs, and with drugs come drug dealers, and they all want to corner the market. 376 pages. St. Martin’s. Pap. $9.99

4983557 TOM CLANCY SHADOW OF THE DRAGON. By Marc Cameron. Novel. A mysterious sound under the Arctic ice breaks the case of her career to defend Anthony Lucia, the White House. Then a sniper’s bullet strikes the most shocking of her prior cases. Tempe is at the finish of Pigeon Tony and Judy before the case goes to trial. 384 pages. HarperCollins. Pap. $16.99

4918991 THE VENDETTA DEFENCE. By Lisa Scottoline. Novel. Judy Carrier takes on the case of her career to defend Anthony Lucia, fondly known as “Pigeon Tony,” who freely admits to killing his lifelong enemy in order to save his family. When Lucia’s family wants revenge and is determined to finish off Pigeon Tony and Judy before the case goes to trial. 384 pages. HarperCollins. Pap. $16.99


4898570 TOM CLANCY CODE OF HONOR. By Marc Cameron. Novel. As President of the United States, Jack Ryan wields enormous power, but when Old New classmate, Father Pat West, uncocks a terrorist plot against America, can Jack fulfill his duties without sacrificing his friends? 501 pages. Putnam. Pap. $29.95

1955136 AUTOPSY. By Patricia Cornwell. Novel. Chief medical examiner Dr. Kay Scarpetta is called to a scene where a woman is found with her throat slashed and her body nearly decapitated. At the same time, she remotely investigates a deadly catastrophe in a top secret outer space lab that begins the hunt for two wildly divergent and chilling murders. 378 pages. Miramax. Pap. $7.95

7695365 THE NIGHT SHE DISAPPEARED. By Kevin O'Brien. Novel. From the depths of sleep, Seattle TV reporter Anna Malone awakens to her phone ringing. She rarely drinks, but this time she just can’t shake the feeling that something terrible happened last night? And why can’t she recall any of it? 488 pages. Pinnacle. Pap. $9.99
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7695284 LEFT FOR DEAD. By Kevin O'Brien. Novel. When CIA Shaw wakes up in a Seattle hospital, she remembers nothing of what has happened to her, and she doesn't recognize the concerned faces of her husband and friends. She knows that she's lucky to be alive, the one surviving victim of a serial killer. At home the memories start to come back to her. 488 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

★ 1968739 TOM CLANCY ZERO HOUR. By Don Bentley. Novel. Jack Ryan, Jr., is in Seoul to interview a potential addition to The Campus. But his brief trip takes a deadly turn when a wave of violence perpetrated by North Korean operatives grips the capital. As war threatens to engulf the peninsula, Jack races to discover the meaning of one mysterious one-word text sent by a mysterious North Korean contact. run. 481 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95


★ 494515X FAST ICE. By C.ussler & G. Brown. Novel. The early days of WWII, the infamous German Luftwaffe embarks upon an expedition to Antarctica, hoping to set up a military base to support their goal of world domination. After a former NUMA colleague disappears while searching the icy wastes of Antarctica, Kurt Austin and his assistant Joe head to the freezing edge of the world to investigate. 417 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00

★ 4959914 NIGHTHAWK. By Cussler & G. Brown. Novel. Kumar, Austin, and Joe Zavala are called in to locate the most sophisticated aircraft in the U.S., the X-37, which is missing and carrying cargo capable of causing a catastrophe of epic proportions. 454 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $12.00

★ 1927876 FAST ICE. By Cussler & G. Brown. Novel. In the early days of WWIl, the infamous German Luftwaffe embarks upon an expedition to Antarctica, hoping to set up a military base to support their goal of world domination. After a former NUMA colleague disappears while searching the icy wastes of Antarctica, Kurt Austin and his assistant Joe head to the freezing edge of the world to investigate. 480 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99


★ 1955654 BLOOD TIDE. By Brad Thor. Novel. As a prelude to war, one of the world's most dangerous intelligence agencies has been charged with preparing the battlefield. Their job—to demoralize the enemy and win the hearts and minds even before it begins. There's only one obstacle standing in their way. Scott Horvath and his team are tasked to do whatever it takes to keep America from being dragged into war. 417 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

★ 1990583 RISING TIGER. By Brad Thor. Novel. A potentially nation-ending threat has materialized on the world stage. Fearful of the global consequences of engaging this dangerous new adversary, the president has passed the buck. The clock, however, has run out, and doing nothing is no longer an option. It is time to unleash Scott Harvath. 327 pages. Atia. Pub. at $28.99


★ 4945743 THE BLACK ORDER. By Jeff Rovin. Novel. The Black Order are self-proclaimed patriots and assassins whose leader is an elaborately maskmastered betrayer of his country. CIA director Irene Kennedy has no choice but to send her most dangerous weapon after him–elite covert operative Jack McCall. 548 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00

★ 7962386 KIDNAPPED IN ALASKA. By Beth Carpenter. Novel. Alexis is prepared for bears and bad weather on a rafting trip, not kidnappers trying to force him to do anything for Ding Chavez. That's why Jack is currently back in the freezing edge of the world to investigate. 444 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

★ 1992387 THE NEIGHBORS. By Nancy Bush. Novel. It's one of the most exclusive addresses in town–a luxury development with a relaxed, bucolic atmosphere. But when Alexis and Keira stumble upon his cabin, off-limits to the rest of the community, Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $6.25

★ 1982087 ROBERT LUDLUM’S THE BOURNE TREACHERY. By Brian Freeman. Novel. Bourne is a lone operative, working in the shadows, and a relentless psychopath bent on revenge. They quickly learn that what happened in the past casts a long shadow. Satisfaction does not come with the truth. In fact, the truth may only save themselves but also to prevent further bloodshed. 465 pages. Gallery. Paperback. Pub. at $28.99

★ 7959101 CRIMSON PHOENIX. By John Gilstrap. Novel. When the United States suspects that North Korea is building a nuclear facility in West Virginia, Congresswoman Victoria Emerson and her family somehow survive. Creating a new home in a small Appalachian town, the community is threatened by the presence of the longest overdue threat. West Virginia Congressman who doesn't play by anybody's rules. 346 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99


★ 4914561 THE RABBIT HUNTER. By Lars Kepler. Novel. A masked stranger on a farm on the outskirts of the city. He watches his victim through the window. Will he kill him slowly, make him pay. Soon the Rabbit Hunter has claimed another three victims, none more vicious than the one who has been targeted. With the eines Bauer to unbalance one of the most complex cases of his career and follow the killer's trail of destruction back to one horrific night of violence. 512 pages. Vintage. Pub. at $27.95

★ 7686684 SHATTERED. By James Patterson & J. D. O'Brien. Novel. NYPD master homicide detective John Bennett and top FBI abduction specialist Emily Parker have a history. Working case after case, each can predict the other's next move. So when she tells him to show FBI headquarters in D.C. and Bennett risks venturing far outside his jurisdiction for this investigation, 358 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95

★ 4913523 LOST. By James Patterson & J. D. O'Brien. Novel. After the death of his lover in a mass shooting, secret agent Jason Bourne is convinced that there is more information to gain from the fugitive than he is. And now the Rabbit Hunter has claimed another three victims, none more vicious than the one who has been targeted. With the eines Bauer to unbalance one of the most complex cases of his career and follow the killer's trail of destruction back to one horrific night of violence. 512 pages. Vintage. Pub. at $27.95
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4979990 GAMBIT. By David Hagberg. Novel. An American billionaire and a Russian oligarch meet in the Amazon. First, they play a game of chance, then they play for keeps. The stakes are high, the game is dangerous, and the winner takes all.

5131185 A SAFE HOUSE. By Stuart Woods. Novel. Stone Barrington is looking for a quiet place to work in New York City. When he finds the perfect spot, he moves in and begins his work. But soon, he realizes that he is not alone.

5194792 BLACK DOG. By Stuart Woods. Novel. After returning home from a dangerous adventure, Stone Barrington is looking to get back into the game. But when he hears about a top-secret cargo crossing the Atlantic, he knows he cannot stay out of the action.

5196142 JACKPOT. By Stuart Woods. Novel. When Peter Barrington and Ben Bacchetti come under threat while working on a film festival abroad, they turn to Stone Barrington for help. But when the situation gets out of hand, they realize they may have bitten off more than they can chew.

4987803 THE SCORPION'S TAIL. By D. Preston & L. Child. Novel. The discovery of a mummified corpse in a legendary ghost town opens the door to a terrifying secret world of ancient treasure and modern obsession; a world centered on one of the most defining, transforming, and transformative moments in American history. 401 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00

4950119 ARCTIC STORM RISING. By Dan Brown. Novel. After a CIA covert operation goes wrong in Alaska's Arctic, a senior government official is found murdered. As the investigation begins to unravel, Stone Barrington is drawn into the heart of the conflict.

4917710 EDDIE'S BOY. By Thomas Perry. Novel. Michael Shaffer is a retired American businessman, living peacefully in England with his aristocratic wife. But when she is found dead, Eddie must unravel the mystery to bring justice.

1954199 THE BOYFRIEND. By Thomas Perry. Novel. Jack Till, a retired LAPD homicide detective, is now a private investigator. When he is hired to investigate the murder of a person he doesn't know, he discovers that there is a psychopath on the loose and must risk his life to find him. 298 pages. Mysterious Press. Pagebound. Pub. at $15.00


1958582 THE STOLEN HOURS. By Allen Eskens. Novel. Lila Nash is on the verge of getting a new heart, but before the transplant can happen, she must get a new heart. When she is given a heart, she realizes that she has been the recipient of more than just a new heart. 313 pages. Mulholland. Pub. at $28.00

1958688 THE LOST GIRLS. By Jessica Charette. Novel. It’s been more than 25 years since Marti Reese’s sister, Maggie, disappeared. Unable to leave the past behind, she documents her endless search in a true crime podcast. When she finally decides to move on, a mysterious woman calls with new information that could lead her down a dangerous path. 318 pages. Putnam. Pagebound. Pub. at $9.99

1970128 DO NO HARM. By Max Allan Collins. Novel. Eliot Ness has called in a favor to his old friend PI Nathan Heller to look into a case of murder. But when the trail leads him to a dangerous place, he realizes that he may have bitten off more than he can chew.

1954660 QUARRY’S VOTE. By Max Allan Collins. Novel. Now retired and happily married, Quarry turns down a million-dollar contract to assassinate a presidential candidate. But when he discovers that the job is a setup, he must risk his life to take down the real target. 252 pages. Hard Case Crime. Pagebound. Pub. at $9.95

7632492 DOUBLE DOWN. By Max Allan Collins. Novel. In the aftermath of a bloody heist, Nolan and Jon find themselves flying home to count their ill-gotten gains—but a skyjacker taking the same flight has other plans. Meanwhile, in Des Moines, someone is offering a contract on DePreta family and the mob thinks maybe Nolan can make it stop. 351 pages. Hard Case Crime. Pagebound. Pub. at $13.95

7670926 THE WICKED AND THE DEAD. By Joseph Ludlum. Novel. Operation Treadstone has nearly ruined Adam Hayes. The top-secret CIA black ops program trained him to be a top assassin, but it also cost him his family, which is why he got out. Thinking he has left Treadstone in the past, he is attacked by an unknown hit team, and now he must regain the skills that Treadstone taught him to discover the killers. 375 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00

1909657 KILL ALL YOUR DARLINGS. By David Bell. Novel. After years of struggling to write the deaths of his wife and son, England-based Richard Carre publishes his first novel, a thriller about the murder of a young woman. There's just one problem. Connor didn't write it. His missing roommate, who had a plan to ape him on his doorstep, is threatening to expose him. 406 pages. Berkley. Pagebound. Pub. at $17.00

4904214 THE LAST TRIAL. By Scott Turow. Novel. At 65 years old, Alejandro “Sandy” Stern, a brilliant defense lawyer with his health failing but spirit intact, is on the brink of retirement. But when his old friend Dr. Kiril Falko is arrested for insider trading, fraud, and murder, Stern decides to take on one last trial. 452 pages. Grand Central. Pagebound. Pub. at $16.99

195289X SEAGRASS PIER. By Colleen Coccie. Novel. Erin Summarial was one of the lucky ones. Not only did she get a heart transplant, but the donor was a perfect fit. But when she begins having violent flashbacks, and vivid dreams of being strangled, she realizes that her transplanted heart is not just a new heart, she is remembering the donor’s murder. 324 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $16.99

492062X A LITTLE VENGEANCE. By John le Carré. Novel. Peter Guillam, colleague and disciple of George Smiley of the British Secret Service, is summoned to London. His cold war is past, but he is still a part of the service. 246 pages. Penguin. Pagebound. Pub. at $17.00

4915858 THE HONOURABLE SCHOOLBOY. By John le Carré. Novel. The mole has been eliminated and the war is over. But the service has brought the British Secret Service to its knees. Given charge of the gravely compromised Circus, George Smiley embarks on a campaign to uncover those most war. 660 pages. Penguin. Pagebound. Pub. at $17.00

1949851 DOWN THE DARK STREETS. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Novel. From coast to coast, families are finding their homes. These once-proud homeowners have invested their lives in the American Dream—only to see it turn into a nightmare. But when one family’s dream is finally realized, Enter Joseph Knox, a military veteran whose parents have been targeted in an illegal scheme to turn their quiet neighborhood into luxury condos. 376 pages. Pinnacle. Pagebound. Pub. at $8.99
It was a cold, blizzard night on the outskirts of town when they first saw him. A man in black clothes, with a hood pulled over his head, was walking through the snow-covered streets. People tried to avoid him, but he walked past them without even noticing them. It was as if he was on a mission.

The blizzard made it difficult to see, but they could tell he was heading towards the old abandoned house on the outskirts of town. The house was empty, but they knew it was haunted. There were rumors of a ghostly figure who roamed the house at night, and they had heard that it was a place of great danger.

Despite the warnings, they decided to investigate. They didn't believe in ghosts, but they couldn't ignore the reports of a man in black who was causing trouble in the area. If he was a real person, they knew they had to stop him before he caused any more harm.

As they approached the house, they could hear strange noises coming from inside. They were hesitant to go in, but they knew they had to if they were going to stop him. With their guns andFlashlights in hand, they cautiously made their way up to the door.

The door was locked, but they were able to force it open with their tools. Inside, they found a room filled with furniture that had been abandoned decades ago. The air was thick with dust and cobwebs. In the corner, they saw a figure sitting on the floor, wrapped in a blanket.

It was the man in black, but it was not the figure they had seen earlier. This one was not as intimidating. He was young, perhaps in his twenties, and he didn't seem to be a threat. They approached him, and he looked up at them with a smile.

"Hello," he said. "I'm glad you're here. I've been waiting for you."
Ty and Cory Bic are on the run. When they encounter a dying deer in a backstreet there is a chance that the deer is a cover for a backstabbing cohort, and murder. 329 pages.

Tonya Morris had to make some desperate and, sometimes, ruthless moves in North Philly, when a stranger knocks Tracy Fargos know that as long as this gold is out of reach of the highway killer. 375 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $27.99

When she learns new details about their murders, she gets information from a man who’s sister may have disappeared. 360 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99


THE WICKED SISTER. By Shannon St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99

THE GIRL WHO DIED. By Chevy Stevens. Novel. Hailey McBr ide’s father believes, about himself, his faith, the very brink of destruction. 298 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $26.95

-spies-and-thrillers-4981901-HALF-MOON-BAY.-By-Jonathan-&-Jesse-Kellerman. Novel. Clay Edison has his hand full. He has just found a baby who won’t sleep. He’s working the graveyard shift. And he’s trying to mind his own business. Then comes the first call—a decades-old skeleton case that proves to be much more than it seems. The odds are stacked against them, but it’s a game they know they must play. 399 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

Sleuths & Thrillers

4927966 PAYBACK. By Lorenzo Carcaterra. A tough-talking police officer has got his come-uppance in this page-turning thriller. 333 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

323129 THE GIRL WHO DIED. By Per Jonasson. Una is devastated by her father’s tragic suicide, and she cannot face another winter staring at the four walls of her remote remote estate. Celebrating Christmas and ringing in 1986 in the remote fishing hamlet of Skalar seems like a small price to pay for a chance to earn some teaching credentials and get her life back on track—until there is a death. 367 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

1916276 DARK ROADS. By Chevy Stevens. Novel. Hailey McBr ide’s father believes, about himself, his faith, the very brink of destruction. 298 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $26.95

4950917 WITHOUT REMORSE. By Tom Clancy. Novel. His code name is Mr. Clark. His weapon is the CIA. His mission is cold-blooded and efficient. But who is he really? Clancy shows how an ordinary man joined John Kelly crossed the lines of justice and morality to become the most dangerous man in the world. 685 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

1965334 THEN SHE VANISHES. By ClaireDouglass. Novel. Sixteen year old Flora Powell vanished from her seaside town without a trace. Their hearts shattered, Flora’s mother, her sister Heather, and Heather’s best friend, Jess, somehow had to carry on without knowing what happened to Flora. Again and again when she discovers that as long as this gold is out of reach of the highway killer. 375 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

4919888 THE SECOND SLEEP. By Robert Harris. Novel. A young English priest, Christopher Fairfax, makes his way on gaps in her memory and the certainty that she is responsible for her parents’ deaths. But when she learns new details about their murders, she gets information from a man who’s sister may have disappeared. 360 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99


1966838 WRAITH OF POSEIDON. By Clive Cussler & R. Burcell. Novel. Husband and wife team Sam and Remi Fargo come up against an old enemy while seeking a treasure that has been lost for centuries. Fargos know that as long as this gold is out of reach of the highway killer. 375 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

1978594 THE PALACE. By Christopher Hein. Novel. Rushing into Bangkok’s most notorious jail to rescue his closest friend, Simon Riske, international spy, finds himself caught up in a web of intrigue larger and more dangerous than he could have imagined. Riske must stay alive long enough to foil a plot with global implications whose masterminds will stop at nothing to ensure its success. 405 pages. Muhlhorn. Pub. at $28.00

7689298 THE STRANGER INSIDE. By Lisa Unger. Novel. When former journalist Lafferton has been quiet, until one night she receives a call from a friend who heard a noise in her apartment. Celebrating Christmas and ringing in 1986 in the remote fishing hamlet of Skalar seems like a small price to pay for a chance to earn some teaching credentials and get her life back on track—until there is a death. 367 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

1988530 THE WILD INSIDE. By Jamey Bradbury. Novel. Of Tracy’s mother, the family is mired in grief and struggling to keep the business of training sled dogs alive. When a strangerknocks Tracy unconscious in the woods, she does not tell her father where she has been. Then she emerges from the woods, looking for a job, and Tracy’s omission has put her family in danger. 290 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

1960508 BAD GIRLZ 4 LIFE. By Shannon Hurley. Novel. Of Tracy’s mother, the family is mired in grief and struggling to keep the business of training sled dogs alive. When a strangerknocks Tracy unconscious in the woods, she does not tell her father where she has been. Then she emerges from the woods, looking for a job, and Tracy’s omission has put her family in danger. 290 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

1920131 NEVER GONE COLD. By Daniels Novels. When James Colt decides to solve his late father’s final murder case, he has no idea of the danger he’s unleashing. And Lorelei Wilkins can’t believe that her high school crush is still alive. Colt includes bonus story. Crossfire, 474 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

2075271 A FACE TO DIE FOR. By Iris Johansen. Novel. Tomb raiders have discovered that as long as this gold is out of reach of the highway killer. 375 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

4919888 THE SECOND SLEEP. By Robert Harris. Novel. A young English priest, Christopher Fairfax, makes his way on gaps in her memory and the certainty that she is responsible for her parents’ deaths. But when she learns new details about their murders, she gets information from a man who’s sister may have disappeared. 360 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

8419354 FORCED. By B. Bova. Novel. When too many cosmonauts are saved but one astronaut on the International Space Station, the sole survivor, Kimberly Hadid-Robinson, barricades herself in a remote space station in order to protect the nations from the terrorists’ plans. As the station descends, Kimberly is in a race against time, not only to save her own life but the lives of millions. 349 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

1942638 HIGH STAKES. By Iris Johansen. Novel. Gambler Logan Tanner is hiding a world that comes back to him when Lara Balken enters his life. As the stakes climb with each deadly confrontation Logan and Lara are catapulted into a game against fate. The odds are stacked against them, but it’s a game they know they must play. 399 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

8419354 FORCED. By B. Bova. Novel. When too many cosmonauts are saved but one astronaut on the International Space Station, the sole survivor, Kimberly Hadid-Robinson, barricades herself in a remote space station in order to protect the nations from the terrorists’ plans. As the station descends, Kimberly is in a race against time, not only to save her own life but the lives of millions. 349 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

8419354 FORCED. By B. Bova. Novel. When too many cosmonauts are saved but one astronaut on the International Space Station, the sole survivor, Kimberly Hadid-Robinson, barricades herself in a remote space station in order to protect the nations from the terrorists’ plans. As the station descends, Kimberly is in a race against time, not only to save her own life but the lives of millions. 349 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

8419354 FORCED. By B. Bova. Novel. When too many cosmonauts are saved but one astronaut on the International Space Station, the sole survivor, Kimberly Hadid-Robinson, barricades herself in a remote space station in order to protect the nations from the terrorists’ plans. As the station descends, Kimberly is in a race against time, not only to save her own life but the lives of millions. 349 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99
See more titles at erhbc.com/350
Spies & Thrillers

★767945 THE 6:20 MAN. By David Baldacci. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. A murder pulls former soldier turned financial analyst, Travis Devine, deep into the corruption where she's come to claim her destiny. It's whatever it takes to survive. Every song tells a story. Find a future, lose a past. Neville is where she's come to claim her destiny. It's also where the darkness she's fled might find her. And destroy her. 537 pages. Random. Paperbound. P$23.95

★7680945 CHRISTMAS. By Lincoln Child. Novel. Jeremy Logan has grown to rely on his incredible new tech device called the Venture. Made by Chrysalis, this small optical device connects people in a stunning new way, tapping into virtual reality for the first time on a wide scale. When he is summoned to investigate a disturbing anomaly in the product's next-gen rollout, he quickly realizes something is wrong. Everyone alive. 368 pages. Atria. Pub. At $28.99 $21.95

★7680325 CHRYSLASIS. By Lincoln Child. Novel. Jeremy Logan has grown to rely on his incredible new tech device called the Venture. Made by Chrysalis, this small optical device connects people in a stunning new way, tapping into virtual reality for the first time on a wide scale. When he is summoned to investigate a disturbing anomaly in the product's next-gen rollout, he quickly realizes something is wrong. Everyone alive. 368 pages. Atria. Pub. At $28.99 $21.95

★4912125 NEVER. By Ken Follett. Novel. Struggling to prevent the outbreak of another world war is a young woman intelligence officer, a skilled member of the jihadiasts; a brilliant Chinese spymaster, and Pauline herself, beleaguered by populist rival for the next presidential election. Full of heroes and villains. 802 pages. Viking. Pub. At $36.00 $26.95


Science Fiction

1958217 THE GIRL WITH ALL THE GIFTS. By M.R. Carey. Novel. Melanie is a very special girl. Dr. Caldwell calls her “our little genius.” Every morning, Melanie waits in her cell to be collected for class. When they come for her, Melanie makes an astonishing discovery—she shares the gift with her mother. Now the government has her in its care, her mind has been opened. The world’s future is in her hands. Can she be taught how to be normal? Melanie’s survival depends on the person who shares her gift. Melanie has only one hope—the person she calls “Detroit.” But it’s not the Detroit of her past. It’s something much bigger and more powerful than she ever expected. Melanie is in a race against time: if the world is going to be saved, it’s going to be by M. R. Carey. 320 pages. Berkley. Pub. At $8.99 $6.95

1996588 NEXT. By Michael Crichton. Novel. Welcome to our genetic world. This is not the world of the future—it’s right now. We live in a time when one-fifth of all our genes are owned by someone else—and an unsuspecting person anywhere on the planet can become a victim to this secret influence. Children have certain valuable genes within their chromosomes. 432 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. At $16.99 $4.95


9241268 TARGETED. By James Patterson & Dolly Parton. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. It's up to Juan Cabrillo and the crew of his ship the Oregon, to stop a sinister pilot to release a deadly chemical weapon across the globe. When one of his crew members falls victim to the poison, Cabrillo is desperate to find an antidote before it is too late. 480 pages. Random. Paperbound. $31.00 $7.95

1971344 MARAUDER. By C.ussler & B. Morrison. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. In 1911, he discovers a secret so powerful it could destroy the fate of the world. Dirk Pitt has found Bell’s journal in an antiquated submersible. A century apart. NUMA Director Dirk Pitt and detective Isaac Bell team up to unlock the truth about the most famous maritime disaster of all time. 494 pages. Random. Paperbound. $31.00 $7.95

19979354 RUN, ROSE, RUN. By James Patterson & Dolly Parton. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. A young singer-songwriter on the run and the reason is determined to do whatever it takes to survive. Every song is a story. Find a future, lose a past. Nashville is where she’s come to claim her destiny. It’s also where the darkness she’s fled might find her. And destroy her. 537 pages. Random. Paperbound. P$23.95

8752896 THE SHIPWRECKED. By Michael Crichton. Novel. In 1492, John Cabot sets sail across the Atlantic. It’s the beginning of a legendary voyage in search of a new world. What he finds is an object of great power that could dictate the fate of the world. The Age of Discovery is only the beginning of the story. 400 pages. Del Rey. Paperbound. Pub. At $7.99 $4.95

1934503 NEPTUNE. By Ben Bova. Novel. In 2054, a young explorer named Aaron Berman sets off into the solar system to find Neptune. He’s on a mission to locate the “First Men.” In the 1930s, a group of humans colonized all the worlds of the solar system, using tens of thousands of years. 350 pages. Tor. Pub. At $29.95 $6.95

7682336 ALIENS: INFILTRATOR. By Weston Ochse. Novel. Dr. Timothy Hoenikker arrives on Pala Station, a Weyland-Yutan facility. Lured there by the promise of alien artifacts, instead he finds a warped bureaucracy and staff of misfits testing the effects of Xenomorph bio-material on human volunteers. 348 pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. At $16.00 $4.95

4832698 LAST AND FIRST MEN. By Olaf Stapledon. Novel. Over the course of 2,000 million years the story describes the evolutionary rise and fall of eighteen distinct races of men, of which only one—the first and most primitive, 319 pages. Gollanz. Paperback. $6.95

7689099 GUILD BOSS. By Jayne Castle. Novel. Kidnapped and drugged as she leaves the party, Lucy manages to escape, but finds herself trapped in a uniquely vast and Underground maze of tunnels beneath Illusion Town. She’s been surviving on determination and cold pizza, scavenged for by a special dust bunny, when her final show goes wrong. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. At $8.99 $5.95

7861666 AGAINST THE FALL OF NIGHT. By Arthur C. Clarke. Novel. In the year ten billion AD, Diaspar is the last city on Earth. Ages of isolation have made the inhabitants see no reason to be curious about the outside world. But one child, Alvin, finds that he is increasingly drawn to things outside the city walls. 133 pages. Gollanz. Paperback. $6.95

1937502 3001: THE FINAL ODYSSEY. By Arthur C. Clarke. Novel. One thousand years after the Jupiter mission to explore the mysterious Monolith was destroyed, Frank Poole drifted in space for a year with his computer HAL, macho inoperable. But now Poole has returned to life, awakening in a world far different from the one he left behind. 274 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. At $7.99 $5.95

★1937502 3001: THE FINAL ODYSSEY. By Arthur C. Clarke. Novel. One thousand years after the Jupiter mission to explore the mysterious Monolith was destroyed, Frank Poole drifted in space for a year with his computer HAL, macho inoperable. But now Poole has returned to life, awakening in a world far different from the one he left behind. 274 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. At $7.99 $5.95
Science Fiction

7681682 THE ANDROMEDA ANTHOLOGY. By F. Royle & J. Elliot. Novels. The close-knit group of scientists who work at the new radio telescope are shocked to receive a mysterious signal from the heart of the Andromeda galaxy. This anthology includes The Andromeda Breakthrough and A for Andromeda. 424 pages. Gollancz. Paperback. $8.95

488108X FRANK HERBERT’S DUNE SAGA 3-BOOK BOXED SET. Novels. In the far future, on a remote planet, an epic adventure awaits. These are the first three novels of Herbert’s magnificent Dune saga, a triumph of the imagination and one of the bestselling science fiction series of all time. 1,825 pages in three novels. B&N. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.97

495033X INTO THE LIGHT. By D. Weber & C. Kennedy. Novel. In a matter of hours, the entire human race and their cities lay in shattered ruins. Earth now has two species of intelligent, tool using bipeds. One of them was us. The other was hiding in the mountains of Eastern Europe... when they emerged and made alliance with us, the invaders didn’t stand a chance. 727 pages. Tor. Paperback. $7.95

4656414 THE LAST. By Hanna Jameson. Novel. Historian Jon Keller is on a work trip in Switzerland when the world ends. Now, he wishes he hadn’t ignored the last message from his wife Nadia, the one he was considering how to answer when he received a string of near-death experiences. When he’s recuperating on Washington, D.C., New York, London, and Berlin. Then news and social media went black. 340 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00

★ 7685203 TO SLEEP IN A SEA OF STARS. By Christopher Paolini. Novel. During a routine survey mission on an uncolonized planet, Kira finds an alliance with humankind, the invading aliens who were thought to be the last of their kind. When the aliens and humans join forces to fight the invaders, Kira’s crew is forced to face the task of their lives: survive. 426 pages. HMH. Paperback. $11.95

★ 1910526 THE COMPLETE LEGENDS OF DUNE TRILOGY. By B. Herbert & J.K. Anderson. Novels. Dune: The Butlerian Jihad We see how Serena Butler’s passionate grief ignites the struggle that will liberate humans from their machine masters. Dune: The Machine Crusade More than two decades have passed, the crusade against thinking robots has ground on for years, but the forces of progress and war, an invasion of giant warriors, that inspires a movement to fight back. In this sequel to A Blight of Giants, the characters, Darcy, Hanima and Koesha, and more will become the voices of a new generation bringing hope and revolution to a world torn by war. 727 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99

★ 4978845 SANDS OF DUNE. By B. Herbert & J.K. Anderson. Novel. The Second Imperium. The Fry brand Frimen woman, a guerrilla fighter against the ruthless Harkonnen, will one day become Shaibor Mapes; inside the ranks of the emperor’s most dangerous warriors. The battle against the Harkonnen, the bloodiest decades of the Jihad take place. 2,170 pages in three novels. Slipcased. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $29.97

★ 4875222 THE ENDEER SAGA. By Orson Scott Card. Novels. Card’s classic bestseller, Hugo and Nebula Award winning series, Including: Ender’s Game; Speaker for the Dead; Xenocide; Children of the Mind; and Ender in Exile. 2,133 pages in six volumes. Del Rey. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95

★ 191048X THE FIRST FORUM WAR. BOX SET. By Orson Scott Card. Novels. One hundred years before Ender Wiggin decisively defeated the alien formics in Ender’s Game. A pulse-pounding tale of first contact gone horribly wrong. Before Ender Wiggin was born, battling the alien invaders was first ruled by the immortal emperor known as the Lord Ruler. Every revolt has failed miserably. Yet somehow, hope survives and a new kind of prophecy arises, one that depends on the cunning of a brilliant criminal mastermind and an unlikely heroine: a teenage street urchin named Vin. Slipcased. 2,197 pages in three novels. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $28.97

★ 4950399 THE MISTBORN TRILOGY. By Brandon Sanderson. Novels. Once a hero rose to save the world. He fell. For 1,000 years since, the world has been a wasteland scarred by the failure of an empire based on the Will of the Gods. Navani Kholin must make sure the island hasn’t fallen into enemy hands. Knights Radiant who fly too near find their Stormlight suddenly drained, so the expedition must be so... 293 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99

★ 4913518 LEVIATHAN FALLS. By James S.A. Corey. Novel. The Lyras are the last remaining humans, who live on the 1,300 solar systems free from the rule of Winston Duarte. But the ancient enemy that killed the gate builders is awake, and the war against humanity begins again. As nearly unimaginable forces prepare to annihilate all human life, Holden and a group of unlikely allies discover a last, desperate chance to unite all of humanity. 518 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95

★ 495064X THE EXPANSE. By James S.A. Corey. Novels. Humanity has colonized the solar system, but 200 years after migration into space, mankind is in turmoil and fighting back. While the current leader is shocked and washed-up detective find themselves involved in the case of a missing girl, what they discover brings our solar system to the brink. Sasrin and exposes the greatest conspiracy in human history. Slipcased, 1,160 pages in five volumes. Orbit. Paperback. Pub. at $45.99


Fantasy Fiction


★ 4653432 EARTH ABIDES. By George R. Stewart. Novel. When a giant meteor strikes Mount St. Helens, he moves to his mountain retreat to return home, he notices the strangeness immediately. No cars pass him, the gas station near his cabin looks abandoned, and he is shocked to see the corpse of a man undesirable on the side of the road. Because of his isolation, Ish was unaware that humankind had suffered a lethal pandemic. 201 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99

★ 4653435 THE MILLENNIAL DOLLS. by Harry Turtledove. Novel. It’s 1974, and Jerry is a graduate student in marine biology, who is recruited to join a top secret project. “Project Azorian,” in the middle of the North Pacific Ocean. They say his mission is to raise a sunken Russian submarine but what they are really looking to get is an alien spacecraft right next to it. 275 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99

★ 1910568 THE COMPLETE LEGENDS OF THE LAST. By J.R.R. Tolkien. Novels. This complete box set includes the best selling, Hugo and Nebula Award winning series, and the ten-part web series, the re-imagined series from 2003, Universal Pictures’ original 1978 U.S. TV series, and the shows. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Eaglemoss Hero Collector. 9x11½. Pub. at $34.95

4908581 A BLIGHT OF BLACKWINGS. By Kevin Hearne. Novel. The story of a world-breaking war; an invasion of giant warriors, that inspires a movement to fight back. In this sequel to A Blight of Giants, the characters, Darcy, Hanima and Koesha, and more will become the voices of a new generation bringing hope and revolution to a world torn by war. 701 pages. Del Rey. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

★ 4692438 A PLAGUE OF GIANTS. By Kevin Hearne. Novel. The thrilling start to an enchanting new fantasy series, complete with shape-shifting birds, fierce war-giants, and children who can speak to astonishing beasts. Set in a magical world of terror and wonder, this is a deeply felt epic in which the fates of these characters intertwine and the fate of the world hangs in the balance. 701 pages. Del Rey. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99


★ 4965582 DAWNSHARD. By Brandon Sanderson. Novela. When a ghost ship is discovered, its crew presumed dead trying to reach Earth, a young man named Akinah, and Navani Kholid must make sure the island hasn’t fallen into enemy hands. Knights Radiant who fly too near find their Stormlight suddenly drained, so the expedition must be so... 293 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99

★ 4950399 THE MISTBORN TRILOGY. By Brandon Sanderson. Novels. Once a hero rose to save the world. He fell. For 1,000 years since, the world has been a wasteland scarred by the failure of an empire based on the Will of the Gods. Navani Kholin must make sure the island hasn’t fallen into enemy hands. Knights Radiant who fly too near find their Stormlight suddenly drained, so the expedition must be so... 293 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99

★ 4712947 OATHBRINGER. By Brandon Sanderson. Novels. When a ghost ship is discovered, its crew presumed dead trying to reach Earth, a young man named Akinah, and Navani Kholid must make sure the island hasn’t fallen into enemy hands. Knights Radiant who fly too near find their Stormlight suddenly drained, so the expedition must be so... 293 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $10.99

See more titles at erhbc.com/350
**Fantasy Fiction**

★ 768342 **THE FREE BASTARDS.** By Jonathan French. Novel. War has come to the Lost Lands, and Cahira stands upon the front lines. Fighting alongside him are mighty Fetching, in full command of the power that runs through her veins, and wild Jackal, armed with the blessings of a dead god. 456 pages. Del Rey. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

★ 4676025 **THE BROKEN EARTH TRILOGY.** By N.K. Jemisin. Novels. A season of endings has begun. It starts with the great red rift across the heart of the world’s sole continent, spewing ash that blot out the sun. It starts with death, with a murdered son and a missing daughter. It starts with betrayal and long-buried truths rising up to feed on fear. Includes The Fifth Season, The Obelisk Gate, and The Stone Sky. Slipcased. 1,424 pages in three volumes. Orbit. Paperback. Pub. at $49.99 $29.95

---

**Romance & Women’s Stories**

4867689 **PHANTOM WALTZ.** By Catherine Anderson. Novel. One glance. That’s all it takes. Wealthy rancher Merrick Blackstock falls hard and fast for lovely Batheny Coulter. She vowed never to open her heart to a man again, ever since the betrayal and heartbreak that led to an accident that left her confined to a wheelchair. But there’s something about the gentle, untaught loner that intrigues her. Merrick is fascinated by a lone wolf lurking around her cabin. Never does she suspect a connection to her darkly enigmatic neighbor, Liam Donovan. 456 pages. Silhouette Books. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $7.59

★ 4905990 **VISION IN WHITE.** By Nora Roberts. Novel. Wedding photographer Mackensie “Mac” Elliot is most at home behind the camera, but her focus is shattered when she is caught in a devastating car crash. As she struggles to juggle her new responsibilities, she finds comfort in the presence of the gorgeous Lucian, an artist who seems to know how to make her whole. But as she tries to move on from the accident, she realizes that her destiny is intertwined with his. 283 pages. Silhouette Books. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $7.59

★ 4962044 **BOOK OF DREAMS.** By Nora Roberts. Novels. In Charmed, we find Anderson and Schiaparelli, their shared power growing stronger as they form a new bond. In Enchanted, we follow Franca, a woman who is fascinated by the idea of a love that transcends time and space. Includes The Firebird, The Sirens' Song, and The Star-Crossed Lovers. 320 pages. Silhouette Books. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $7.59

---

**Contemporary Fiction**

★ 19333X **STAR BRIGHT.** By Catherine Anderson. Novel. Faking her own death to escape her murderous husband, Rannie Hall takes refuge in the rural community of Crystal Falls, Oregon, where she starts work as a bookkeeper on a horse ranch run by a dangerous-looking Parker Harrigan. As their attraction blossoms into a deep passion, Rannie discovers that she has a son and an uncertain ability to satisfy appetites. 447 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 191081 **SUMMER COVE.** By Nora Roberts. Novels. In Impulse, Rebecca heads to Greece in search of adventure. When a sexy local restaurant owner, Stephen, pursues her, she can’t resist playing the role of sophisticated, well traveled woman. In The Name of the Game, Johanna knows the entertainment business isn’t kind to romance, but Sam has an uncanny way of making her lose her self-control. 364 pages. Silhouette Books. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $7.59

★ 484117 **CHRISTMAS WITH YOU.** By Nora Roberts. Novels. In Gabriel’s Angel, all artist Gabriel Bradley wants is solitude. But when a very pregnant woman ends up at his remote cabin during a blizzard, alone and armed, a modern-day Scrooge is brought to heel by her beauty. In Home for Christmas, reporter Jason Law returns home determined to win back the heart of the girl he left behind. 329 pages. Silhouette Books. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $7.59

★ 1598720 **SUMMER SHADOWS.** By Nora Roberts. Novels. The Right Path A dream vacation in Greece finds Morgan James face to face with a man wielding a knife. Partners Were Meant to Be, wheninvestigation leads West to Matthew. As they are assigned to work together on a murder case, the tension between them becomes passion. 434 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 287538 **MONTANA SKY.** By Nora Roberts. Novel. In order to get their inheritance, Willa, Tess and Lily—three step-sisters unknown to each other—must live on their father’s ranch together. But their bitter rivalry seems to be holding them back. Despite their differences, they must work together to make a difference. 338 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 4892346 **THE FARMER’S BRIDE.** By Karen Marie Moning. It’s a simple woman in a community of young men who are competing for her favor. Overwhelmed by the unwanted attention, Martha finds herself fleeing her home. But her arrival at Outlander’s inn suggests a solution. Martha and the bishop’s son, Seth, should pretend that are dating. What better way to keep the others away. 386 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $7.59

★ 1941888 **THE INKEEPER’S BRIDE.** By Kathleen Fuller. Novel. Levi and his family spent a year transforming a large English house into a small inn. Now open for business, Selah joins them as an employee, and as long as his grandmother doesn’t try to matchmaking them, Selah’s secret life will be good. Selah seems as guarded as he feels, and the last thing he wants is for anyone to remind him of his past. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $14.95

★ 1989288 **WOMEN’S RACES.** By Catherine Anderson. Novel. In Dancer, we find Anderson and Schiaparelli, their shared power growing stronger as they form a new bond. In Enchanted, we follow Franca, a woman who is fascinated by the idea of a love that transcends time and space. Includes The Firebird, The Sirens’ Song, and The Star-Crossed Lovers. 320 pages. Silhouette Books. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $7.59

★ 1949111 **SIR PHILIP’S FOLLY.** By M. C. Beaton. Novel. In order to get their inheritance, Willa, Tess and Lily—three step-sisters unknown to each other—must live on their father’s ranch together. But their hard earned success is in stark contrast to the plight of their latest guest, Lady Jane Fennerty. Lonely and bankrupt, Lady Jane has decided to go in search of success. But when Miss Tonks finds out about her plan, the relations go into action to rescue Lady Jane, her father, and her intended husband. 165 pages. Blackstone. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $11.95

1951602 **COLONEL SANDHURST TO THE RESCUE.** By M. C. Beaton. Novel. Owing to an unfortunate wager made by Sir Philip, the poor relations are once again scrounging around for a plan to save the town. This time it is Colonel Sandhurst to the rescue. The colonel devises a plan to get his hand on the bill for six months’ stay and to save Federica from her fate of an awful marriage. 154 pages. Blackstone. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $11.95

1951572 **BACK IN SOCIETY.** By M. C. Beaton. Novel. The poor relations need to acquire some valuables to keep the hotel aloft. Eliza Budley draws the short straw. So off Mrs. Budley goes to the bleak castle, where the marquess turns out to be not so old, hardly senile, and, in fact, quite handsome. 167 pages. Blackstone. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $11.95

1949299 **MRS. BUDLEY FALLS IN GRACE.** By M. C. Beaton. Novel. When the Poor Relations needs to acquire some valuable to keep the hotel aloft, Eliza Budley draws the short straw. So off Mrs. Budley goes to the bleak castle, where the marquess turns out to be not so old, hardly senile, and, in fact, quite handsome. 167 pages. Blackstone. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $11.95

1949020 **MISS TONKS TURNS TO CRIME.** By M. C. Beaton. Novel. The oddly assorted group met some time ago. Though as the hotel prospered, they began to enjoy the fruits of their labor. But once more they are in need of funds. To stooop to crime when they have a certain amount of money is quite a thought. The poor relations are quite the thought. They all agree: the hotel must go on. 151 pages. Blackstone. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $11.95

1949597 **LADY FORTESCUE STEPS OUT.** By M. C. Beaton. Novel. Lady Fortescue and Colonel Sandhurst hatch a plan: what if they were to transform her decrepit Bond Street home into a posh hotel, offering their guests the ultimate in entertainment? With the help of other down and out aristocrats, they do just that, and London’s newest hotel, the Poor Relation, is born. 159 pages. Blackstone. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $11.95

★ 194196 **THE SECRET GOOD TIME.** By Linda Byler. Novel. As May settles into family life, she has so much to be grateful for. Yes, there are plenty of challenges as she continues to heal from the demons of her past, but her loving husband and two beautiful daughters make it all worth it. May could ask for. May’s children are steadily growing older, and eventually they begin to face relationship struggles of their own. 276 pages. Blackstone. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $11.95

---

**Bestsellers**


See more titles at erhbc.com/350
Romance & Women's Stories

**1937243 BEAUTIFUL.** By Danielle Steel. Novel. At age twenty-two, Veronique Vincent, is caught in the middle of the most sought-after models in fashion. When a quick getaway presents a welcome break she is thrilled, eager to escape the mayhem of her busy schedule. Then a tragic explosion at Zaventem Airport in Brussels changes her life forever. 239 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99 $12.95

**1955504 ALL THAT GLITTERS.** By Danielle Steel. Novel. A young man, Nicole “Coco” Martin, must overcome tremendous adversity in her quest to find herself and achieve real happiness. And what is truly worth having was right there in her hand all along. 278 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99 $7.95

**1955827 THE WEDDING DRESS.** By Danielle Steel. Novel. The lives of four generations of women in one family span fortune and loss, motherhood, tragedy and victories. From the glamourous San Francisco social scene of the 1920s, through war and the cultural changes of the ’60s, to the rise of Silicon Valley today—each generation faces the challenges of their day. 291 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99 $7.95

**1992625 SUSPECTS.** By Danielle Steel. Novel. A dedicated CIA agent, Mike Andrews, becomes an unexpected ally to a woman, Theodora Morgan, haunted by the kidnapping of her husband and children. Mike begins a cover mission. His and Theo’s connection is instant, but she is completely unaware of Mike’s true objective or identity—or that the life she is rebuilding is in grave danger. 259 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**1955837 NEIGHBORS.** By Danielle Steel. Novel. A recluse woman opens her home to her neighbors in the wake of a devastating earthquake, setting off events that reveal secrets and bring strangers together to forge powerful bonds. 272 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**1997703 COMPLICATIONS.** By Danielle Steel. Novel. Anything can happen at any moment, and three new couples won’t let anything stop them. As cool September evening, everything does. Rocked by four events of drama and misfortunes on this fateful night, guests and staff alike have to prepare themselves for the aftershocks, as it quickly becomes apparent more drama and misfortunes are still in store. 321 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**4981058 ALL THAT QUEEN.** By Danielle Steel. Novel. A young woman, Nicole “Coco” Martin, must overcome tremendous adversity in her quest to find herself and achieve real happiness. 384 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**1995612 THIS COWBOY OF MINE.** By R.C. Ryan. Novel. InMatt, Matt Malloy will do anything to protect his family ranch. The last thing he needs is a city girl lost—and found—right under his nose. When a raging storm traps them in his cabin, one steamy kiss leads to another. In Luke, Luke Malloy is stubborn, reckless, and wild. That is until he finds his horse and is forced to accept help from a beautiful stranger, Ingrid. 647 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**1995613 MONTANA HEARTS.** By R.C. Ryan. Novel. In Matt, Matt Malloy will do anything to protect his family ranch. The last thing he needs is a city girl lost—and found—right under his nose. When a raging storm traps them in his cabin, one steamy kiss leads to another. In Luke, Luke Malloy is stubborn, reckless, and wild. That is until he finds his horse and is forced to accept help from a beautiful stranger, Ingrid. 647 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95


**4985648 FEARLESS.** By Fern Michaels. Novel. When recent widow Anna Campbell is finally ready to step back into the world, she meets and falls for Ryan Robertson. Their two daughters hit it off right away, and Anna feels comfortable spending more time together. But then the idyllic relationships Anna is hoping for are quickly thrown into doubt—Ryan and his children may not be all they think they are. 262 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

**1786552 THE GUEST LIST.** By Fern Michaels. Novel. For the first time ever, Abby Mitchell feels that the world is her oyster. Separated as girls after their parents died in a double tragedy, Abby has been reunited with her sister, Mallory. As the two sisters plan a party to formalize their gathering will include an unexpected guest who will do anything to keep the past hidden. 391 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**7694999 19 YELLOW MOON ROAD.** By Fern Michaels. Novel. The常委会最 Rome has it in for Isabelle Flanders. She’s framed her for a drunk driving accident, claimed her architecture firm, and even stolen her man. With her life in tatters, Isabelle turns to her Sisterhood, who are happy to enact swift, delicious, sweet revenge. 250 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**1915673 SWEET REVENGE.** By Fern Michaels. Novel. The conning Romanov has it in for Isabelle Flanders. She’s framed her for a drunk driving accident, claimed her architecture firm, and even stolen her man. With her life in tatters, Isabelle turns to her Sisterhood, who are happy to enact swift, delicious, sweet revenge. 250 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**7695055 THE BRIGHTEST STAR.** By Fern Michaels. Novel. More than just a celebration for Lauren Montgomery. For generations, it’s been her family’s livelihood. Their Christmas show has seen seasonal fads come and go. To keep the shop afloat, Lauren has become a TV personality for business figures. As the deadline and Christmas draw closer, it’s not just her family’s shop at stake. 298 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**1989055 CAN’T BE SAID.** By Fern Michaels. Novel. It’s the holidays, and the holiday season is not just a time of giving. Macintosh, as she faces yet another Christmas without her husband and two children, killed in a plane crash eight years before. When her self-imposed exile is shattered by unforeseeable tragedy. Now the тех challenges of their day. 291 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99 $7.95

**7693133 THE BRIGHTEST STAR.** By Fern Michaels. Novel. Christmas is more than just a celebration for Lauren Montgomery. For generations, it’s been her family’s livelihood. Their Christmas show has seen seasonal fads come and go. To keep the shop afloat, Lauren has become a TV personality for business figures. As the deadline and Christmas draw closer, it’s not just her family’s shop at stake. 298 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**7695268 THE JURY.** By Fern Michaels. Novel. Pauli Woodley has suffered the broken bones and shattered self-esteem from an abusive husband. But she feels powerless to stop him. The Sisterhood may not be an organization found in one of his memos, but she’s about to take a meeting with—them—and they’ll be settling the agenda. 265 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**1992856 CHRISTMAS ON REINDEER ROAD.** By Debbie Mason. Novel. When her latest author assignment lands her in hot water, she’s got a whole new problem: how to resist the caring and handsome Chief of Police Gabriel Buchanan. All Mallory wants is to give the boys a magical holiday. She doesn’t need the distraction of a cowboy who is like to kiss Gabriella. 352 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95

**4918150 WINTER WEDDINGS.** By Debbie Macomber. Novels. The Sheriff takes a Wife follows city girl Christy and small-town sheriff Cole. The two can’t seem to keep away from each other and will have to find the courage to follow their hearts. First Comes Marriage follows Janie Hartman and her grandfather who is trying to get her up with Zach Thomas. 396 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $5.95
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395823X

381 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

196643X
JINGLE ALL THE WAY. By Debbie Macomber. Novel. Libby Morgan sacrificed everything for her career, dreaming only of making partner in her law firm—then her boss lets her go. With no job prospects in sight, Libby finds time for romance. But as everything is falling into place, she must make a choice that could forever change her new life. 441 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

193182J
THE COWBOY’S LADY. By Debbie Macomber. Novel. Fresh off a breakup, Taylor Manning accepts a yearlong teaching position in Cougar Point, Montana, planning to focus on herself and avoid men. That’s before she meets rancher Grayson Baker, a man who makes her heart leap into the unknown he can’t bring himself to face. Then one day Taylor discovers his secret: he’s a gun-slinging piece of scum she divorced two years ago, but the passion between them proves to still be blazing hot. 415 pages. Pocket.

200415X
THE LOST AND FOUND BOOKSHOP. By Susan Wiggs. Novel. In the wake of a shocking tragedy, Natalie inheres a charming but financially strapped bookshop in San Francisco. She also becomes the caregiver for her store’s owner, who grew up in the historic Petida Street building that houses the store. But her time of mourning soon becomes an unexpected journey of discoveries and revelations. 332 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99

789283X
STARLIGHT ON WILLOW LAKE. By Susan Wiggs. Novel. Faith is determined to rebuild her shattered life and give her two daughters a chance at a better future. Caring for her orphaned nieces, Liza and Bellamy, is definitely a challenge, but it’s also Natalie’s most important mission. And the last person she thought she’d see again is the guy she never trusted: Hunter Calhoun, a cowboy she once loved. Now经销 a wounded and grieving widower, burying the privilege son of the South, Hunter Calhoun is back in her life. And this time he’s just as sexy as he was before. 340 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

193066X
COUNTRY BORN. By Linda Lael Miller. Novel. Ever since J.P.’s two closest friends have married and started families of their own, he realizes what he’s been missing. With the newly inherited homestead from his father, Henry, and with the love of the woman who was always out of reach, he knows he’s in love. For the first time in her life, Adrienne finally feels that she’s ready to open herself up to the man of her dreams. But then things take an unexpected twist. 331 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

192074X
ANY SUNDAY. By Debbie Macomber. Novels. Independent Marjorie Majors was the last person he thought he’d ever see again. But when Hunter shows up at her doorstep, it turns out she’s just one of many unexpected surprises he’s encountered. 407 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

★ 995822X
THE COWBOY’S LADY. By Debbie Macomber. Novel. Fresh off a breakup, Taylor Manning accepts a yearlong teaching position in Cougar Point, Montana, planning to focus on herself and avoid men. That’s before she meets rancher Grayson Baker, a man who makes her heart leap into the unknown he can’t bring himself to face. Then one day Taylor discovers his secret: he’s a gun-slinging piece of scum she divorced two years ago, but the passion between them proves to still be blazing hot. 415 pages. Pocket.

200415X
THE LOST AND FOUND BOOKSHOP. By Susan Wiggs. Novel. In the wake of a shocking tragedy, Natalie inheres a charming but financially strapped bookshop in San Francisco. She also becomes the caregiver for her store’s owner, who grew up in the historic Petida Street building that houses the store. But her time of mourning soon becomes an unexpected journey of discoveries and revelations. 332 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99

789283X
STARLIGHT ON WILLOW LAKE. By Susan Wiggs. Novel. Faith is determined to rebuild her shattered life and give her two daughters a chance at a better future. Caring for her orphaned nieces, Liza and Bellamy, is definitely a challenge, but it’s also Natalie’s most important mission. And the last person she thought she’d see again is the guy she never trusted: Hunter Calhoun, a cowboy she once loved. Now经销 a wounded and grieving widower, burying the privilege son of the South, Hunter Calhoun is back in her life. And this time he’s just as sexy as he was before. 340 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

★ 983499X
READY FOR ROMANCE. By Debbie Macomber. Novel. As a teenager, Jessica, now an adult in Seattle’s hottest restaurants, deals with her own heartache. She’s the last woman Josie Avery would expect to see. But when Josie agrees to go to the hospital. Includes free bonus story: here’s how Josie Avery met her ex-boyfriend Jake for the first time, but he never expected to see her again. A charming tale of second chances and a happily ever after.

★ 4968864X
A WISH UPON A DRESS. By Debbie Macomber. Novel. Shelly is horrified when her astral body is found in the army base. According to family legend, she’s now destined to marry the next man she meets. When she’s deployed on a mission to find the dress of her dreams, the last man she expects to see is the one he most loved. 296 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

★ 197559X
STARRY NIGHT. By Debbie Macomber. Novel. Seeking an interview with the notoriously reclusive author Finn Dalton, columnist Carrie Slaton flies out to the remote Alaskan wilderness. There she finds the man in question, a guy more charismatic and more situated than she ever expected. But his heart is closed to love. Soon she’s torn between revisiting the story of her life and following her heart. 350 pages. Ballantine. Paperback.

★ 962206X
IT’S BETTER THIS WAY. By Debbie Macomber. Novel. After her marriage ends with an acrimonious split, Debbie Macomber can’t help but wonder: can she do better with the next man she meets? Heath Johnson, a divorcee himself, and his friendship soon blossoms into an unexpected love. Realizing that combining family is not for the faint of heart, Heath and Debbie must reconcile their love for their children with the love for each other.

★ 4960624
THE HORSEMASTER’S DADDY. By Debbie Macomber. Novel. With the help of his devoted wife and kids, and leaving love to chance isn’t working. So he begins to work with a know it all assistant has booked a guided cruise on the Amazon instead of the luxury beach vacation she expected. Not even Asher Adams, the ship’s charming naturalist, can convince her that the trip will be unforgettable. Slowly, but surely, she realizes a merry surprise may be in store for her after all. 254 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00

★ 192262X
STARTING NOW. By Debbie Macomber. Novel. Libby Morgan sacrificed everything for her career, dreaming only of making partner in her law firm—then her boss lets her go. With no job prospects in sight, Libby finds time for romance. But as everything is falling into place, she must make a choice that could forever change her new life. 441 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

★ 193184J
MONTANA. By Debbie Macomber. Novel. When Molly learns that her grandfather is sick, she packs up her two sons without a second thought and makes the long drive to Sweetgrass, Montana. But once she arrives, her warm memories of a sprawling ranch don’t quite match the reality. Molly’s grandfather is more ill than she thought, the place is shabby and there is a stranger running things. 381 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

★ 192074X
ANY SUNDAY. By Debbie Macomber. Novels. Independent Marjorie Majors was the last person he thought he’d ever see again. But when Hunter shows up at her doorstep, it turns out she’s just one of many unexpected surprises he’s encountered. 407 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

★ 995822X
THE COWBOY’S LADY. By Debbie Macomber. Novel. Fresh off a breakup, Taylor Manning accepts a yearlong teaching position in Cougar Point, Montana, planning to focus on herself and avoid men. That’s before she meets rancher Grayson Baker, a man who makes her heart leap into the unknown he can’t bring himself to face. Then one day Taylor discovers his secret: he’s a gun-slinging piece of scum she divorced two years ago, but the passion between them proves to still be blazing hot. 415 pages. Pocket.

1946834 TRUE LOVE COWBOY. By Jennifer Ryan. Novel. Cron Jawford has returned to Montana, determined to take over his father’s ranch and raise his daughter in Big Sky Country. He doesn’t have time to fall in love, but then again he doesn’t have time to look for love but beautiful Trinity McGrath entering his life. 378 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99.

7689527 THE ME I USED TO BE. By Jennifer Ryan. Novel. After serving time for a crime she didn’t commit, Evangeline returns home to her late father after he leaves her solo responsible for the family’s failing ranch, her mother blames her for her father’s death, and her brothers want her out of their way. Her old neighbors—the cowboy who put her away, 388 pages. Avon.


1950488 FOUNDATION OF LOVE. By Amy Clipston. Novel. Crystal Glick is grateful to live with her brother’s family since her father died and her fiancée, Owen, broke their engagement. Unbeknownst, Owen has been killed by her brother in a sadistic murder. On the recent day of his wife, Connie, after 24 years of marriage. When a roofing job at the Glicks’ introduces Duane and Crystal, they’re attracted to each other in spite of a 14 year age difference. 344 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95.

7692638 AN AMISH SINGING. By Amy Clipston. Novellas. Romance is bound to strike a chord when the young people of Bird in Hand join together to perform the oldest form of song. Stories include: Hymn of Praise; Amazing Grace; and Great Is Thy Faithfulness. SHOPWORN. 279 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $3.99.

1941372 AN AMISH SINGING. By Amy Clipston. Novel. Hymn of Praise Sharon and Jay have been friends a long time, but lately he has seen her in a new light. Amazing Grace When Alice invites Dave to (join an inform you in this life, in case doubts to enjoy himself. Great is Thy Faithfulness Darlene can’t understand why God would allow someone so wonderful to go through. They have some time to fall in love. But then after a bout a 9 year cancer. A Holy Ghost power. She doubts to to town. She worries she’ll never be able to trust again. 368 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99.

1975528 ANGEL FALLS. By Kristin Hannah. Novel. When Mikala falls into a coma, it’s up to her husband, Liam, to care for their grieving children. But when he discovers evidence of his wife’s secret past about her first marriage, will it cost him her family, and everything he holds dear? 414 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00.

1924338 HOME AGAIN. By Kristin Hannah. Novel. Madelaine Hillyard is a famous heart surgeon. But her personal life is far less successful, from her angry teenage daughter to Angel, a boy who abandoned her. Madelaine in search of fame and fortune. Today, Angel is suddenly back in her life—as a patient in dire need. 436 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99.
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★ 481438X ON DANGEROUS GROUND. By Sharon Sala. Novel. Detective Judd Hanna came to the Wyoming high country for several days of peace and solitude, away from the dark shadows of big-city crime. But even here, peace was hard to find. For Charlotte and her adorable little girls were in mortal danger. Before Judd could hope for a future with Charlotte, he had to make sure she lived to see tomorrow. 445 pages. HMN. Paperback. $5.95

497576X A VINEYARD SUMMER. By Jean Stone. Novel. After a winter spent writing her latest novel, Annie looks forward to a summer with friends who have become like the family she never had. Annie finds out her cozy Chappaquiddick cottage isn’t available and seeks solitude by celebrating July 4th with celebrations, where she stumbles upon a young woman who’s unconscious on her front lawn, and barely alive. 326 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

★ 7684917 HIGHLAND HONOR. By Elizabeth grapes. Retail $8.99. The dark side of men, having barely escaped the brutality of her highborn husband, Lord Deveau. Now, with Deveau murdered and a price on her head, she was in danger of being hunted for a crime she did not commit. Nigel is her only refuge, a handsome stranger whose fiery sensuality burns all fear in its wake. 7693079 WILD CONQUEST. By Hannah Howell. Novel. Pleasure Dunstan is used to silently bearing the cruelties put upon her by her thoughtless family. But nothing can prepare her for being offered the hand of a man who’s as dangerous as she is, D’Quin. He has no doubts set aside his Pleasure to be more than his servant. He will have her in his bed. 364 pages. Zebra. Paperback. $4.95

4897476 AFTER DUNDUNY. By L. Howard & L. Jones. Novel. Sela, the shy owner of a Tennessee general store, finds safety in solitude. But if anyone can pierce her protective shell it’s Ben, the handsome, mysterious ex-military man living alone in the wilds of Cove Mountain. For two years he’s kept his distance—until the day he appears to warn her that a catastrophic solar storm capable of taking down the power grid is coming. 369 pages. Zebra. Paperback. $6.95

491163X THE OPERATOR. By Gretchen Berg. Novel. Set in a small Midwestern town in the early 1950s, about a nosy switchboard operator who overhears gossip involving her own family, and the emotional unraveling that discovery sets into motion. 342 pages. Morrow. Paperback. $8.95

★ 1955217 STICKING TO HER GUNS. By B.J. Daniels. Novel. Tommy Colt is stunned when his childhood best friend and love Bella Worthington abruptly announces she’s engaged to his old nemesis, Tommy’s caution-capped cap that his nature is by something was wrong. Now Tommy is racing to uncover the truth and ask Bella a certain question—if they survive. 458 pages. Harlequin Paperback. Pub. at $3.99 $6.95

★ 496890X BEFORE BUCKHORN. By B.J. Daniels. Novel. Former cop Jasper Cole came home to ranch and find some peace, but when his alluring old flame Darby Fulton is drawn to a local mystery, his rodeo days are over. As the two uncover secrets buried in their past, they grow closer. 378 pages. Morrow. Paperback. $7.99

4934607 WRANGLER’S RESCUE. By B.J. Daniels. Novel. Everyone believes Cyrus Cahill is dead, even the sheriff. Everyone but Ashley Somerfield, and she suspects Dallin’s role, and joins her investigation. As sparks fly between the two, the secrets they uncover pull them into a twisted scheme of revenge. 378 pages. HQN. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $6.95

★ 1964836 WRANGLERED. By B.J. Daniels. Novel. Dakota has always kept her distance from Daniel Blackstone. But with both their lives in jeopardy, Zach is her only hope of staying alive. Targeted by unknown assailants, Zachary discovers his mysterious connection to Dakota is much bigger than either suspected. 456 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 492310X MY GIVE A DAMN’S BUSTED. By Carolyn Brown. Novel. Larrisa Morley has traveled to exotic places all over the world, but the Honky Tonk in Mingus, Texas, is where she hung her heart the first time she walked in. She dreamed of one day owning it, and now that Mandy’s going to take it away from her. 406 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 1919040 THE HONEYMOON INN. By Carolyn Brown. Novel. Pearl Richland is reaching the end of her rope. First she lost her great-aunt Perilla and inherited Perilla’s old roadside motel, which looks like the perfect honor movie setting. But at least running the motel means she can be her own boss. And her first hotel guest is going to deal with the handsome cowboy who just checked in.

★ 491625X RED RIVER DEEP. By Carolyn Brown. Novel. Tracey Walker once dreamed that she and her high school sweetheart, Austin Miller, would be together forever. She ended up broken hearted with a secret she promised herself she’d never tell him. But being thrown together at every turn makes Tracey realize there’s more to Austin than the proud young man she knew, and that she hasn’t changed. 322 pages. Sourcebooks. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

★ 194422X THE ACCIDENTAL NEWLYWED. By Jaci Burton. Novel. Ex-preacher Ridge Steele is forced to give up everything he knows and make his way out of Las Vegas for a work conference when she runs into her sister’s ex-fiancé, Owen. They’re both glad to have a night of drinking and dancing leads to waking up in a bed with a marriage certificate of a ceremony they don’t remember. They vow to keep their distance but their feelings drawn to one another.


7684614 WHIPLASH. By Janet Dailey. Novel. When Val Champion returns to the family ranch, she’s ready to put her past behind but once she sees rodeo man Casey Beachman lying down at his home, she realizes she’s no safer to at home. Confronted with her first and only true love, Val can’t deny her still powerful feelings for Casey. 332 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95


1985213 THE DUKE HEIRE. By Erica Ridley. Novel. Chloe Winchester has the ability to blend into any crowd. When her father makes a dying wish for his adopted family of orphans to receive a fortune from him, she’s the first one on her siblings turn to for stealing it back. No one expects that in doing so, she’ll also abduct a handsome duke. 332 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $4.96
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769527  THE TWELVE DAYS OF SNOWBALL. By Kristen McKeanah. Novel. Snowball, that lovable bundle of snow, is all grown up. And now that she has her forever home at a cozy B&B, she’s determined to orchestrate a forever love match in time for Groundhog Day. 264 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

19477X  GENTLE ROGUE. By Johanna Lindsey. Novel. Desperate to return home to America, Georgiana boards the Maiden Anne disguised as a cabin boy. She’s forced to become a cabin attendant at the whim of the ship’s irascible captain, James. The black sheep of a proud and tempestuous family, he is forever afraid no woman alive could entice him into a resolve will be weakened by unrestrained passion. 405 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

769968  THE RUNAWAY PRINCESS. By Christina Dodd. Novel. English orphan Miss Evangeline has spent her life contending with dreams, until a surprise inheritance allows her one perfect summer. But her travels land her in trouble when a handsome man appears at her bedroom door claiming to be a Crown Prince, and her fiancé, 364 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

492016  A TRUE COWBOY CHRISTMAS. By Cathi Crews. Novel. Gray Everett doesn’t always believe in Christmas. His neighbor, Abby Douglas, would love to have a Christmas miracle happen between them. So when Gray proposes a marriage of convenience to save their land, Abby can’t refuse. Can she convince Gray that their trust can lead to love? 337 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

491803  GABE. By Lori Foster. Novel. Gabe Kasper can have any woman he wants, but he’s not ready to settle down just yet. Or that’s what he thought before meeting gorgeous redhead Elizabeth Parks. Elizabeth’s unwavering in her mission to dig deep into a hero’s psychology for her thesis. The price of getting answers she needs might be her heart. 411 pages. HQN. Paperback. Pub. at $5.99

196477  JORDAN. By Lori Foster. Novel. Jordan was a healer of helpless animals, a rescuer of strays, a man who could seduce a woman with his voice alone. Yet he didn’t use that power before meeting gorgeous redhead Elizabeth Parks. Elizabeth’s unwavering in her mission to dig deep into a hero’s psychology for her thesis. The price of getting answers she needs might be her heart. 337 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

189036  SOMEONE TO REMEMBER. By Mary Balogh. Novel. Matilda Westcott has spent her life tending to the needs of her mother, the Dowager Countess of Riverdale, never questioning the web of children he father took to his bed. Her quiet, ordered life unravels when a dashing gentleman from her past reappears, threatening to charm his way into her heart. 356 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95

768886  SOMEONE TO LOVE. By Mary Balogh. Novel. Avery Archer keeps others at a distance. Yet something prompts him to aid Anna in her transition from orphan to lady. As London society in the ‘20s have no trouble on their hands. And he can’t help but be more surprised by his new wife, ebullient Bethel Mast–her gentle understanding is reining impossible hope in Aaron’s guarded, lonely heart. 308 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

768423  LOVING MRS. BONTRAGER. By Linda Lael Miller. Novel. Lassiter and his guards have their hands full with matchmaking for their new employees. Rose, and the handsome handyman who just moved to town–while trying to get to the bottom of who could be one of their own secret admirers. 324 pages. Zodena. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99

768822  TO SIR PHILLIP, WITH LOVE. By Julie Quinn. Novel. Sir Philip knew that EloiseBradshaw was attractive, and so he proposed, figuring that she’d be horrified and unassuming. Except she wasn’t. The beautiful woman on his doorstep was anything but unassuming when she stopped him talking long enough to close her mouth, all he wanted to do was kiss her, and more. 356 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99


193126  IMMORAL RISING. By Lynsay Sands. Novel. Stephanie Madison, a spinster, is attacked and turned when she was just a teenager. Worse, her abilities are unlike any other immortal. Now thirteen years later, with the help of her family, Stephen has carved out a new, not lonely, life for herself. Until a new neighbor arrives. Thorne is also one of a kind from the results of a genetic experiment. 392 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

769074  ANGEL IN DUST. By Colleen Linden. Novel. Hugh Devereaux receives a offer to marry a tradesman’s daughter, Eliza, in exchange for his debts being paid. The only catch is that she must never know the agreement exists for Eliza to lose her heart to him, but when she discovers the truth it will take all of his power to prove that now his love is real. 373 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

1914910  MY HIGHLAND ROGUE. By Karen Ranney. Novel. In the time since his departure from Adaire Hall, Gordon has achieved the success he’s always sought. When he learns that his father is dying, he returns home and discovers much to his surprise that the feelings he’s always had for the Earl of Burfyl’s daughter, Jennifer, have caught up with him and the two have an overwhelming passion. 376 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

4967590  AN AMISH BRIDE. By Rosalind Lauer. Novel. For Sam Lapp, every day spent working on his family’s dairy farm is a reminder of God’s bounty and goodness. And he’s found the woman in his life with Sam. Each moment he stopped seeing Sadie Beiler as just his sister’s best friend, and saw instead the graceful loving woman she’s become. 362 pages. Z. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

7693451  BLAME IT ON THE EARL. By Jane Ashford. Novel. When Sarah rescued Kervin Pendrillen, heir to an earl, after a dramatic fall from a stagecoach, she realized it would cause a scandal. The fact that the two spent the night in a cave to wait out the tide has tongues wagging. To save their reputations, they must marry. 342 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

1973592  PAST HIS DEFENSES. By Andrew Grey. Novel. Robert Fener is told in no uncertain terms that he needs a break. He books a flight to visit an old friend, who happens to be one of the five best sellers for the best. The two men are drawn closer and old flames burst back to life. 241 pages. Dreamspinner. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99

7678207  A SEASON OF CHANGE. By Beth Wiseman. Novel. Two sisters have their hands full with matchmaking for their new employee, Rose, and the handsome handyman who just moved to town–while trying to get to the bottom of who could be one of their own secret admirers. 324 pages. Zodena. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99
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season. 422 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00

28 SUMMERS. By Elin Hilderbrand. Novel. When Mallory Blessing’s son, Link, receives her deathbed instructions to call a number on a slip of paper in a desk drawer, she certainly does not expect Jack McCloud to answer. Link is sure it’s a mistake, how do Mallory and Jack know each other story of unconventional love that know only one

THE HOTEL NANTUCKET. By Elin Hilderbrand. Novel. Lientras Keston is named the general manager of the newly renovated Hotel Nantucket, a gilded Age gem rescued from neglect, she hopes that her local expertise and charismatic staff can win the favor of their London-based owners. From the back of that Shelly Carpenter, the popular Instagram tastemaker who can help put them back on the map. 368 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $29.00  

GOLDEN GIRL. By Elin Hilderbrand. Novel. In a truly perfect June day, Vivian Howe, author of 1983520

JOY TO THE WORLD. By Jennifer Dupee. Novel. Larisa Duffy for help with remodeling the shop, they quickly rediscover the spark that pulled them together so many years ago. 285 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $16.00

THE LITTLE FRENCH BRIDAL SHOP. By Holly Hackett. Novel. Larisa Pearl just lost her job and her boyfriend, and she’s struggling to cope with her mother’s failing health. When she passed by the window of a bridal shop, a beautiful ivory satin wedding gown catches her eye. To the delight of everyone, she is planning her wedding. The only thing missing is the groom. 295 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $9.99

HIS LESSONS ON LOVE. By Camille Maxwell. Novel. Cassian Scarsdale, known to all as Mars, has lived his life by his own rules, until he begins to realize how empty it is. That is when a very big problem enters the very tiny pack. A baby girl, his daughter cast off by his ex-mistress, turns everything he thought about himself upside down. He turns to Clarissa Taylor, village spinster, for help. 386 pages. Avon. Pub. at $6.99


KEEPING LUCY. By T. Greenwood. Novel. Massachusetts, 1969. Ginny’s heart is torn when her baby girl, Lucy, born with Down syndrome, is taken from her and put up for adoption by her powerful and handsome father. Two years later, when the institution she was sent to is exposed as abusive, Ginny takes Lucy, and pursued by her husband and his family, flees south to Florida and a new life. 351 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99

THE LITTLEST LIBRARY. Perfect for the first time the friends are drawn to the lit tlest library in England, with the lasting ties that even time can never wash away. 356 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $9.95


LOST, FOUND & FOREVER. By Victoria Schade. Novel. What would you do when you discover your four legged best friend might belong to someone else? The charming, funny, and touching story of a battle between two pet parents who would do anything for the dog they both adore. 334 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

ROMANCE & WOMEN'S STORIES

A SEASON OF CHANGE. By Beth Wiseman. Novel. As Rose, Luzie, Esther, and Gus’s struggle to release the weight of their pasts, they discover that although people are complicated, love doesn’t need to be. And with the Lord’s help, they can walk the path of forgiveness to find peace in any season. SHOPWORN. 324 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

SUMMER. By Colleen Coble. Novel. When her father succumbs to a long illness, Sarah Montgomery is freed from duty to family. At last she can be with the love of her life, Rand Campbell, in Fort Laramie, Wyoming. But complications abound: Rand is in the hands of another woman, and Sarah’s ex-wants her back. 102 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $9.95

SUMMER FRIENDS. By Holly Chamberlin. Novel. With her MBA, Maggie acquires a lucrative career and marries college while her best friend Delphine is drawn to a world of unexpected possibilities. Twenty years pass, until one summer, Maggie announces she’s returning to Maine for an extended visit. For the first time the friends are drawn to the lit tlest library in England, with the lasting ties that even time can never wash away. 356 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $9.95

ANTHONY’S DAUGHTER. By Loretta Chase. Novel. Thanks to a...
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**1924045 BEAUTY’S PUNISHMENT.** By Anne Rice. Novel. Now Beauty, having indulged in a secret and forbidden infatuation with the rebellious slave Prince Tristan, is sent away from the world of the Castle. She will soon experience the tantalizing punishments of “the village,” as her education in love, cruelty, dominance, submission, and tenderness is turned over to the brazenly handsome Captain of the Guard. Adult-only. 233 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

**7688857 WAITING FOR A SCOT LIKE YOU.** By Ely Leigh. Novel. Adjusting to life in procurement isn’t easy for Major Duncan Cameron, but escorting a lady on her journey north seems like the perfect chance to give him some much-needed purpose. That is until he learns the woman’s name is question is the beautiful Lady Farris—who makes his head spin, and being alone together will surely end in disaster. 354 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

**1924042 BEAUTY’S RELEASE.** By Anne Rice. Novel. In this final volume of Rice’s erotic series, Beauty’s adventures on the dark side of sexuality make her the bound captive of an Eastern Sultan and a prisoner in the exotic confines of the harem. All Beauty’s encounters with the myriad variations of sexual fantasy are presented in a sensuous, rich prose that intensifies this exquisite rendition of Love’s Act. Adult-only 238 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

**1924052 BEAUTY’S TEXAS.** By Anne Rice. Novel. In this erotic romance, Beauty’s adventures on the dark side of sexuality make her the bound captive of an Eastern Sultan and a prisoner in the exotic confines of the harem. All Beauty’s encounters with the myriad variations of sexual fantasy are presented in a sensuous, rich prose that intensifies this exquisite rendition of Love’s Act. Adult-only 238 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

**1924050 A CHRISTMAS ENGAGEMENT.** By Linda Byler. Novel. Liz feels she’d rather be an old maid than go through losing Kevin again. She is, after all, the new owner of the Amish restaurant, Matthew, is handsome. And she is aware he is single. But he’s also kind of annoying and his boss. So does he have the heart to leap out of her chest when he speaks to her? 216 pages. Good Books. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**1920200 HOME ALL ALONG.** By Beth Wiseman. Novel. After enduring an abusive childhood, Charlotte finds herself in an embracing Amish community. Just when she finally believes she is ready to bid farewell to her former self, a long lost relative reappears and throws Charlotte’s life into chaos. Will she be able to find love amidst her personal calamity? 282 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

**1945463 BANISHED.** By Linda Byler. Novel. It is the early 1900s when Obadiah and Merriweather’s parents died tragically, leaving them orphans at ten and eleven years old. When none of their relations volunteer to take them in, they are sent on a train to Arkansas to go on their own. And uncle orden farm. 295 pages. Good Books. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

**1985035 THE AMISH CHRISTMAS GIFT.** By Laura V. Hilton. Novel. Elsie has witnessed and experienced the love between Kevin and Mary Margaret, the single dad she used to love, Dianna finds herself in a new campaign, one for her heart. 384 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $12.99

**1986791 HER FORGOTTEN AMISH CHILD.** By Leigh Bale. Novel. Having a child out of wedlock is always everything for Tessa Miller, including she’s madly in love with Caleb Yoder. Determined to provide a better life for her child, she works for her ex-fiance. As Tessa keeps her past a secret to Cal, she realizes the truth lead to her forgiveness and a second chance together? 297 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

**1891027 THE TEACHER’S BRIDE.** By Kathleen Fuller. Novel. Christian Ropp moves to Creek Spring, secreting himself in the rapidly growing Amish community. He’s determined to put the rambunctious school in order as well as check another task off his list. Finding a wife. 328 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95


**4974387 PICKING IT ALL TOGETHER.** By Leslie Gould. Novel. After Savannah Madis’s fiancé dumps her a week before their wedding, she flies California for the safety of her Amish grandmother’s farm near Nappanee, Indiana. She intends to put it behind her, but when a Christmas woman goes into labor needing Savannah’s help, she finds herself unexpectedly entangled in their family’s drama. 364 pages. Bethany House. Paperback. $9.99

**4972074 THE BLENDED QUILT.** By Wanda E. & Jean Brunstetter. Novel. Sadie Kuhns has a lot happening in her life. She is creating a quilt by blending an Amish pattern with a Hawaiian pattern as a symbol of her time spent in both islands, and she is working on a self-published book. But her relationship with Wyman Kauffman has stagnated after six months of courtship. He is jealous of the time she gives to her own pursuits. So why does she have the heart to leap out of her chest when he speaks to her? 266 pages. Shiloh Run. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**4934997 INDIANA COUSINS.** By Wanda E. Brunstetter. Novels. On a quiet September weekend, plans for a fun outing turn tragic when a vanload of Amish teenagers from Indiana is struck by a semi. Four young women are forever changed by the event. In their stories A Cousin’s Promise: A Cousin’s Prayer, a Christmas Miracle, you’ll enjoy a heartfelt look into the lives of inspiring Amish characters. 882 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.99

**1945643 ENGAGEMENT.** By Robyn Carr. Novel. Now an empty nester, Anna McNichol is at the peak of her career and ready to seize the opportunity of a lifetime. When her husband dies suddenly, Anna’s falls apart. The mysterious young woman at the memorial service confirms her husband had been keeping secrets, and Anna is determined to put the rambunctious school in order as well as check another task off her list. Finding a wife. 328 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $8.95

**1945643 ENGAGEMENT.** By Robyn Carr. Novel. Now an empty nester, Anna McNichol is at the peak of her career and ready to seize the opportunity of a lifetime. When her husband dies suddenly, Anna’s falls apart. The mysterious young woman at the memorial service confirms her husband had been keeping secrets, and Anna is determined to put the rambunctious school in order as well as check another task off her list. Finding a wife. 328 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $8.95

**4975253 SWEET HOME ALASKA.** By Jennifer Snow. Novel. Being stationed in her hometown of Port Serenity, Skylar Beaumont, a captain in the Coast Guard, will tough it out until her transfer goes through. That’s the plan until she crashes into Dex Wafflefield. Shocked to see his secret high school sweetheart, Dex wonders if she still loves him. Will she let Skylar know when he abandoned the dream they shared and broke her heart? 362 pages. HQN. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**4913825 SWIMMING FOR SUNLIGHT.** By Alie Larkin. Novel. After her divorce, Katie and her fearful, faithful rescue dog, Bark, move to Florida to live with her grandmother Nan. Katie begins a mission to help Nan, who was a mermaid performer, search for her lost performer friend, Emory Speicher. As the show takes shape, Katie realizes how much Bark’s fears are connected to her own. 334 pages. Alina. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

**1970992 A VERY MERRY MATCH.** By Melinda Curtis. Novel. Christmas is coming, and Christmas is coming, and Christmas is coming, and Christmas is coming, and Christmas is coming, and Christmas is coming. No one asks Canton, Ohio’s school home, Adrian Schrock has a plan to nudge her out of her mistletoe模块。
**Romance & Women's Stories**


4881965 A PLACE AT OUR TABLE, By Amy Clipston. Novel. Between his volunteer work at the local fire department and running his Amish farm, Jamie Rich is too busy to date. But when he meets Kayla Dienner, he is smitten. Then tragedy strikes, and Jamie wants to extinguish any flame between them. Can Kayla set aside her fears to save the love she was determined to destroy? 354 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95.

1941429 THE FARM STAND, By Amy Clipston. Novel. Salina Petersheim runs her own booth at the Amish market, where she is known for selling the freshest and most delicious produce in the area. She is dating, Josh, but then along comes Will Zimmerman. He wants Salina to supply produce for his restaurant. They both feel stuck in their relationships. 300 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95.


4844149 THE AMISH BABY FINDS A HOME, By Barbara Cameron. Novel. An Amish toymaker and his sweetheart discover the greatest gifts come in the smallest packages. With the help of a baby in Gideon’s toy shop, they focus on the responsibility of taking care of it until they find its family. But as they untrace the mystery, Hannah wonders at Gideon’s hesitation to take their relationship to the next level. 348 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95.

193586X LOVE’S DWELLING, By Kelly Irvin. Novel. Young Cassie Weaver only wants what is expected of an Amish woman—a good husband and a large family. When there was more to his mother’s past then she let on, but nothing could have prepared him for learning about his Amish roots upon his mother’s sudden death. He feels stuck between Cassie, 362 pages, Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95.

1988220 A LONG BRIDGE HOME, By Kelly Irvin. Novel. After her community in the awe-inspiring Montana mountains is suddenly consumed by a raging wildfire, one young Amish woman finds herself in a new town where she’s introduced to the Native culture of the Kootenai people. SHOPWORN. 342 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $5.95.

1941585 PEACE IN THE VALLEY, By Kelly Irvin. Novel. After a devastating wildfire sweeps through her town, Nora, a young Amish woman, is shown a different way to practice her faith—but pursuing it could cost her everything that she holds dear, including the man she loves. 337 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $5.95.


7684525 LOVE BLOOMS IN MORNING STAR, By Charlotte Hubbard. Novel. When an unmarried Amish maiden finds a ramshackle barn into a thriving business, their small Missouri town is energized by new opportunities. But the Morning Star Marketplace has also brought unexpected joy, as each woman finds her own true love. 344 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95.

1952826 AN AMISH PICNIC, By Amy Clipston et al. Novels. From bestselling authors in the Amish genre come four sweet stories about picnics and romance. Includes: Baskets of Sunshine by Amy Clipston; Candlelight Sweethearts by Kelly Irvin; Reeling in Love by Kathleen McGathey; Prospects by Vannetta Chapman. 379 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95.

1916513 SMUGGLERS IN AMISH COUNTRY, By Debby Giusti. Novel. When the rebellious Amish teen she delivers goods to in order to help her younger sister is found injured, Officer Marty Sommers must go undercover as bait. With ex-cop Luke Lehman’s niece as one of the targets, this case is personal. But when a rookie mistake ends with Luke injured and another officer dead, can the two former colleagues stop a deadly smuggling ring? 222 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $5.95.

4985559 A DAUGHTER’S TRUTH, By Laura Bradford. Novel. Isi Applebey wants to be the perfect daughter, to earn the loving embrace of her family and her Amish community in Pennsylvania. Yet she can’t quite win her mother’s smile—or for her forgiveness. A transgression Emma can’t quite come face-to-face with. 276 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95.

4918440 THE HOPE, By Patricia Davids. Novel. Young Amish widow Mary Mast wants nothing to do with the handsome Amish farmer who just returned to Cedar Grove. Ruth learned the hard way that Owen’s restlessness always causes trouble. But when a little Amish girl appears in the community, Mary’s and Ruth’s paths cross. Mary can’t help but help to allow the man only ever causes heartbreak. 376 pages. HQN. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95.

4983841 A BELLS LANDING CHRISTMAS, By Amy Lillard. Novel. As the most joyous seasons comes to the Amish community of Wells Landing, Oklahoma, Ivy Weaver would give anything to be a part of it. But one reckless mistake made her consider, and she doesn’t need Zeb Bremann returning to help her after he abandoned her for no reason. But finding their way back to each other could be the most precious Christmas gift of all. 512 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95.

769956X WHEN LOVE FINDS YOU, By Virginia Wise. Novel. Scandal drove Catrina from her life as an upper-class socialite. But now, as a nurse for her former fiancée’s brother, she answers a personal ad from a rancher in Montana. Still living in the past, her parents, Jonica Muller must return to the land. 340 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $10.95.

4965183 HER AMISH CHAPERONE/ THE AMISH BAKER’S RIVAL, By L. Bale & M.E. Leake. Novels. In Her Amish Chaperone, when Amish school teacher Caroline needs assistance recovering from an accident, Ben isn’t her first choice for personal aide. Could Ben be the key to the family she never imagined she would have? In The Amish Baker’s Rival, Mary Jane is the one who was supposed to be choosing the handsome Amish Noah opens a bakery across the street from her. 342 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95.

1932941 THE EVER AFTER, By Sarah E. Ladd. Novel. After a disaster at the altar, Priscilla Pennsinger is fined and out of marriage. She is falling for Sophie, keeping his secrets safe until she know his secret—no one knows who he really is. But Priscilla agrees to marry Help stylish librarian Sophie “cowgirl up,” hiding her grief. But once Priscilla learns who he is, she answers a personal ad from a rancher in Montana. Must a man’s never met is reconciles something about him calls to her. 416 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95.

4985753 MERRY AND BRIGHT, By Debbie Macomber. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Merry Smith's family games online dating a whirl and finds herself chatting with a charming stranger, their online exchanges becoming the brightest part of her day. But meeting face to face is altogether different, and it starts off of love? 367 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $31.00 $16.95.

4978657 THE SHOES OF THE ZUCCHI, By Sarah E. Ladd. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. When the shoes of the Zucchi arrives in Brazil, everyone believes it can be a part of the story. But Priscilla learns who he is, she agree to marry Help stylish librarian Sophie “cowgirl up,” hiding her grief. But once Priscilla learns who he is, she agrees to marry.
**7687931 THE TWINS’ ALASKAN ADVENTURE**. By Heidi McCallan. **LARGE PRINT EDITION.** Novel. Two sweet-faced twins arrive in Alaska, Eliana is smitten. They almost make her forget that their father, Tate, broke her heart. Now Eliana has a chance to help Tate take care of the twins for the summer. Could this be the start of healing the rift between their families and the beginning of a new adventure for them all? 280 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.50. $5.95

**7687702 AN ALASKAN SECRET.** By Heidi McCallan. **LARGE PRINT EDITION.** Novel. In Heaven Bay, Alaska, Asher’s past has caught up with him. His son Cameron’s new reading tutor, Tess, is actually Cameron’s mother—but she doesn’t know it. Now she still has to convince all because telling the truth is the only path to a family reunion. 288 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.50. $5.95

**7687761 KEEPING THEM SAFE.** By Linda Goodnight. **LARGE PRINT EDITION.** Novel. Focused on his business and charity work, rancher Bowie can’t afford a distraction. Then his childhood crush, Sage, returns home after thirteen years with her niece and nephew. Bowie is living proof that their aunt might put his career—and heart—in jeopardy. 288 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.50. $5.95

**7687834 A PROMISE FOR HIS DAUGHTER.** By Danielle Thorne. **LARGE PRINT EDITION.** Novel. Fatherhood wasn’t what Bradley expected to find at Henny House. The run-down Victorian is his best shot at proving himself as a historic renovator and her foster daughter, Emily, are focused on—the future—until everyone learns that Emily is Bradley’s daughter. 283 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.50. $5.95

**7687842 THE REBEL’S RETURN.** By Myra Johnson. **LARGE PRINT EDITION.** Novel. Called home after an injury in the family, prodigal son Samuel shocks everyone by arriving with his surprise baby in tow. When Samuel’s mom is unable to act as a full-time caregiver, his childhood love Joella, reluctantly tries. The Old Betsy finally has its newly devoted daughter. 282 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.50. $5.95

**7682315 FALLING FOR THE VILLAGE VET.** By Rachel Dove. **LARGE PRINT EDITION.** Novel. A hospice nurse Susannah finds solace in a Yorkshire village with rescue pup Hendrix by her side. Until Dr. Chris disturbs her peace. She clashes with the new vet, and the fallout has the locals gossipping for weeks! 254 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. $5.95

**7692293 A COWBOY IN AMISH COUNTRY.** By Patricia Johns. **LARGE PRINT EDITION.** Novel. Ranching in Amish Country is a trade-off for Wilder. Though he’ll never be fully accepted, he relies on his neighbors. Hiring Amish runaway Sue as a ranch hand could cause problems, especially since her family lives next door. Falling for the beautiful and pregnant woman will strain relations further and complicate both of their lives. 376 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.50. $6.95

**7697915 THEIR SECRET COURTSHIP.** By Emma Miller. **LARGE PRINT EDITION.** Much to her surprise, Davina is the man she can’t envision a future with. And the man she can’t envision a future with. She can’t envision. Paperbound. $5.95

**6438075 LETTERS TO HENTHUSE XXXVIII: Down and Dirty Lust.** How far will you go in (or out of) the bedroom? The boundaries do you dream about crossing? In this red-hot collection of letters from the most adventurous Hentbush readers, you’ll find that there are no limits to your fantasies. Adults only. 353 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.00. $6.95

**1936147 LETTERS TO HENTHUSE XXXIX: Hot, Horny & Right Next Door.** For the amorous Hentbush readers featured in these tales, borrowing that cup of sugar is never sweeter. So join the neighborhood watch that will keep you up (or away) all night! Adults only. 347 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

**7681240 41 STORIES.** By O. Henry. Including his most famous works, such as “The Gift of the Magi” and “The Furnished Room,” these stories are a delightful mix of well-known writers and popular authors like Stephen King, Joe R. Lansdale, Robert E. Howard, Richard Matheson and W.B. Seabrook. This edition will delight and devouer horror fans from coast to coast. Illus. 810 pages. Vintage. Pub. at $24.99. $6.95

**193645X LETTERS TO HENTHUSE XXXXIX: The First Time is the Hottest.** When it comes to new sexual frontiers, everybody’s a virgin—no matter how experienced you are. There’s always something you haven’t tried. Here, Hentbush readers reveal how they lost their inhibitions and found a whole new world of pleasure. Adults only. 314 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

**1936433 LETTERS TO HENTHUSE: Naughty Intentions & Dirty Deeds.** Recounts the adventures of sexy, older women who know what they want and those who love them for it. Whether it’s a sultry librarian, a naughty neighbor, or a demanding boss, these kinky cougars are on the prowl looking for action. Adults only. 275 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

**688909 THE BIG BOOK OF VICTORIAN MYSTERIES.** Ed. by Otto Penzler. In these curious cases, a master of disguise and two London’s richest citizens and poses as a detective investigating the thefts, an old man sits in the corner of a café, idly playing with a length of string and solving impossibly complicated crimes by Charles Dickens, Thomas Hardy, John Lovejoy and others. 623 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.00. $19.95


**4890426 ZOMBIES! ZOMBIES! ZOMBIES! Ed. by Otto Penzler.** A remarkable catalog of zombie literature. From the original 1932 novel to the latest comic book, this collection will delight and devour horror fans from coast to coast. Illus. 810 pages. Vintage. Pub. at $24.99. $6.95

**193645X LETTERS TO HENTHUSE XXXXIX: Hot and Horny in Class.** Welcome to Hentbush University, the premier center of higher learning in carnal knowledge. From the home front to the western front, this collection is a unique insight into the War to End All Wars. 256 pages. Canterbury Classics. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. $4.95

**1936336 LETTERS TO HENTHUSE VIII: The Sexual Revolution Meets the Millennium...Are You Ready?** Enjoy this collection of torrid, all-true tales taken from the pages of America’s favorite magazine of love, relationships, and eroticism. Adults only. 343 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

**1930885 CANDLEKEEP MYSTERIES.** By Graeme Barber et al. A collection of sexiest short stories. From the classic frontier sketch and eroticism designed for characters of level 1-16. Each adventure begins with the discovery of a volume, and each volume leads the party to a core of danger and glory awaits. Includes a poster map of the library fortress and detailed descriptions of Candlekeep and its inhabitants. Illus. in color. 224 pages. Wizards of the Coast. $18.95

**6813241 THE SIGNET CLASSIC BOOK OF MARK TWAIN’S SHORT STORIES.** Ed. by Justin Kaplan. This richly entertaining and comprehensive collection presents 65 of the very best of Mark Twain’s short stories, including the classic frontier sketch “The Notorious Jumping Frog of Calaveras County” to the richly imaginative fable “Extract from Captain Stornfield’s Visit to Heaven.” 809 pages. Signet. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95. $5.95
Short Stories

**1936428 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XXXX: Naughty Pleasure Parties Exposed.** The editors of Penthouse invite you to the biggest, steamiest party of the year celebrating that most special day for our sexiest, most adventurous readers. Adults only. 276 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

**1942948 THE LADY WITH THE GUN ASKS THE QUESTIONS.** By Kerry Greenwood. Miss Phryne Fisher, up to her eyes in intriguing crime in each of these 17 entertaining, fun, and compulsively readable stories. With the ever-loyal Dot, the ingenious Mr. Butler, and all of Phryne’s friends and household, the action is as fast as Phryne’s wit and logic. 252 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99


**7697701 THE LEGENDS OF SHADY HOLLOW AND OTHER STORIES.** By Washington Irving. This collection of fifteen stories offers a brilliant selection of Irving’s sensational short fiction, including the enduring classic Rip Van Winkle. 286 pages. Arcturus. Paperback

**1913562 THE VERY BEST OF THE BEST: 30 Years of the Year’s Best Science Fiction.** Ed. by Gardner Dozois. In these pages, Dozois has gathered hundreds of stories and dozens of authors who have gone on to become some of the most esteemed practitioners of the form. These stories in this collection make this the definitive sci-fi anthology. Authors include: Eleanor Arnason, Charles Stross, Paul McAuley, Robert Reed, and more. 668 pages. St. Martin’s Griffin. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

**4976703 THE BOOK OF MAGIC.** Ed. by Gardner Dozois. In these pages, seventeen of today’s top fantasy writers including George R.R. Martin, Scott Lynch, Elizabeth Bear, and Liz Williams, cast wondrous spells and evoke the mysterious, awesome, and at times downright terrifying worlds where magic reigns supreme. 556 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

**1990729 IN THE SHADOW OF AGATHA CHRISTIE: Classic Crime Fiction by Forgotten Female Writers, 1850–1917.** Ed. by Leslie S. Klingler. While Agatha Christie may still reign supreme, the sixteen short stories included here are by the talented women who came before her and inspired her, and authors who followed them, like Patricia Wentworth and Dorothy Sayers. Authors include: Mary Fortune, Harriet Prescott Spofford, Ellen Wood, Susan Glaspell and more. 328 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95

**7686930 THE MAN WHO WOULD BE KING: And Other Stories.** By Rudyard Kipling. This collection of stories ranges from The Man Who Would Be King, a tale of two men who travel to a remote part of Afghanistan to become kings, only for disaster to follow, to the romance of The Education of Oh Mr. More. Also included is The Phantom Rickshaw; The Maltese Cat; The House of Surrat; and The Maltese Cat; The Education of Osbert Yeere. 480 pages. H.F.H. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**1991819 THE MAMMOTH BOOK OF CELTIC MYTHS AND LEGENDS.** By Peter Bergh, and translated from Irish from Scots, Welsh, Cornish, Manx and Breton sources, the book brings together the classic myths and legends, as well as new tales which have never been published. 620 pages. Robinson. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

**1912917 DEATH AT SEA.** By Andrea Camilleri. A young and restless Inspector Montalbano brings his bold investigative style to the warm sun of Sicily.结合日志、弟弟的家族秘密以及阿多斯·弗斯通菲的龙粮。373 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

**4810711 IN LEAGUE WITH SHERLOCK HOLMES.** Ed. by L.R. King & L.S. Klinger. The contributors to this new volume of seventeen stories include award-winning authors of horror, thriller, mystery, western, and science-fiction, all bound together in admiration and affection for the original Holmes stories. 273 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95

**1991281 THE EMPTY HOUSE AND OTHER GHOST STORIES.** By Algernon Blackwood. This is a secret history of the world, a history in which an alien virus struck the Earth in the aftermath of World War II, enduring a handful of survivors with extraordinary powers. Includes powerful tales by: Roger Zelazny, Walter Jon Williams, Melinda Snodgrass, and George R.R. Martin plus others. 461 pages. Tor. Pub. at $14.99


**7687257 THE BOY SCOUT’S BOOK OF CRIME STORIES.** By Kerry Van Dyke et al. Published for the Boy Scouts of America, this collection is written by some of the twentieth century America’s most popular authors, was intended to entertain Boy Scouts and their leaders alike. These stories capture the essence of storytelling; adventure, humor, horror, and wisdom for children and adults alike. 178 pages. Mint Editions. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95

**1930974 VAN Richten’s GUIDE TO RAVENLOFT.** By Whitney Beltran et al. Terror stalks the nightmare realms of Ravenloft. To arm a new generation against the creatures of the night, monster scholar Rudolph van Richten has compiled his correspondence and case files into this tome of eerie tales and chilling images. 256 pages. Wizards of the Coast. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**4908701 THE AWKWARD BLACK MAN: STORIES.** By Walter Mosley. Collects seventeen of Mosley’s most accomplished short stories to display the full range of his remarkable abilities. Touching and contemporary, each of these unexpected stories offers the best of one of our most gifted writers. 328 pages. Grove. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95

**4832917 PHILIP K. DICK’S ELECTRIC DREAMS.** From tales of a woman who suspects her husband may no longer be the same man after returning from a trip to deep space, to a government agent seeking the source behind a recent wave of illegal, telepathy-inhibiting “hoods” these ten stories investigate what means it to mean in a changing world, 213 pages. Gollancz. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95

**7696646 BODIES IN THE LIBRARY SHORT STORIES.** By Peter J. Tomson. Set in mansions, locked rooms, haunted castles and eerily silent libraries, the 25 stories in this collection will allow you to revel in the very best cozy style writing, as well as a mix of puzzling and gripping stories by contemporary authors. Beautifully bound with silver foil-stamping. 476 pages. Mansion House Press. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**1925622 PERSIAN MYTHS & TALES.** Ed. by Josie Karani. This collection brings together themes of tragic love and spiritual awakenings from diverse sources such as Shah Nameh by Ferdowski and Omar Khayyam. Passed down through millennia, these great Persian works are rich in human relevance and truly spellbinding. Beautifully bound with silver foil-stamping. 430 pages. Flame Tree. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

**4930088 HERCULE POIROT: The Complete Short Stories.** By Agatha Christie. Gathers together all the short stories featuring Hercule Poirot, the dapper, mustache-twirling little man who solved some of the most puzzling crimes of the century. Contains more than 50 stories. 867 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99


**1938785 WHAT WE SHALL RISE.** By J. Ringo & G. Poole. The world has been brought to its knees by the zombie virus. Nations have fallen, cities have been overrun by the infected, and the human race has come perilously close to extinction. But with the first winter come and gone, the infected have been reduced to not much more than a background nuisance, and survivors around the world are taking stock and vowing to rebuild and rise up stronger. 410 pages. Baen. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99

**7697979 STRANGE RIDE OF MORROWBIE JUKES: and more. 269 pages. Arcturus. Paperback.**
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Short Stories

198548 DETECTIVE MYSTERIES SHORT STORIES. Ed. by Gillian Whittaker. As plots thicken and puzzles abound, the greatest masters of detective fiction are on the case in this selection of 39 new and classic tales showcasing authors such as G.K. Chesterton, J.S. Fletcher, Herbert Jenkins, Arthur Conan Doyle, and more. A handsomely bound foil-stamped collector's edition. 480 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00. $15.95

198652X BROTHERS GRIMM FAIRY TALES. Ed. by Gillian Whittaker. Not for the fair-hearted, the fairy tales collected by the Brothers Grimm are strangely dark and absurd, filled with enchantments, villainous characters, and daring quests. Here you’ll find Little Red-Cap, Cinderella, Rumpelstiltskin, and Hansel and Gretel. Beautifully bound and with blue foil stamping. 480 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00. $15.95

192561X IRISH FAIRY TALES. Ed. by L. Buttle & G. Whittaker. Mischiefous fairies, giants, banshees, poohs, leprechauns, changelings: all brought to life with vivid classic illustrations from the turn of the twentieth century. This anthology celebrates Ireland's culture which is rich in storytelling. Beautifully bound with gold foil stamping. 477 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00. $15.95

1912852 BROKEN. By Don Winslow. LARGE PRINT EDITION. In six intense, haunting short novels, Winslow explores the dark corners that are the hallmarks of his acclaimed body of work, crime, corruption, vengeance, justice, loss, betrayal, guilt, and redemption, to explore the savagery and nobility that drive and define the human condition. 535 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99. $9.95

1996464 PIANOS AND FLOWERS. By Alexander McCall Smith. LARGE PRINT EDITION. In the 14 tales in this collection, Smith imagines the lives and loves of some of the everyday people pictured in twentieth century photographs. As the author takes us behind the lens to explore the hidden lives of those photographed, he reveals the humanity in us all. 258 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00. $6.95

Classics & Literary Fiction

769273E THE WOMAN IN WHITE. By Wilkie Collins. Novel. On a moonlit night in Hampstead, Walter Hartright is accosted by a stranger dressed from head to toe in white. She asks the way to London and no sooner has she been shown the carriage in pursuit of the mysterious woman, who has evidently escaped from an asylum. 312 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $17.99. $5.95

1993564 TRAVELS WITH MY AUNT. By Graham Greene. Novel. First published in 1963. Retired bank manager Henry Pulling meets his septuagenarian Aunt Augusta for the first time in over fifty years at his mother’s funeral. Soon he is traveling around the world with her. 262 pages. Paperbound. $5.95

19782190 IVANHOE. By Walter Scott. Novel. Republication of the work first published in 1826. In 1810, Sir Wilfred, Ivanhoe and King Richard face an uphill battle against firnently entrenched adversaries. The success of their fight rests upon the support of an unlikely crew of outsiders—including the legendar Robin Hood. 512 pages. Signet. Paperbound. $4.95


1996510 MAMA’S BANK ACCOUNT. By Kathlyn Forbes. Novel. There is no mother in fiction more resourceful, incorruptible, and endearing than the Mama of these charming adventures about a Norwegian immigrant family living in San Francisco in the early 1900s. First published in 1943. 147 pages. Harvest. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. $4.95

1925678 THE WONDERFUL WIZARD OF OZ. By L. Frank Baum. Novels. This collection from the classics features The Wonderful Wizard of Oz; The Marvelous Land of Oz; Ozma of Oz; Dorothy and the Wizard in Oz; The Road to Oz; The Emerald City of Oz. Beautifully reproduced original illustrations by W.W. Denslow and John R. Neill. Beautifully bound with gold and silver foil stamping. 480 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00. $19.95

4898958 THE LAST OF THE MOHICANS. By James Fennimore Cooper. Novel. The thrilling account of the kidnapping of Colonel Munro’s two daughters, as well as their daring rescue by frontiersman Natty Bumppo, British soldier, and the last two members of the Mohican tribe. This beautifully-bound, gold-embossed collector’s volume features a silk ribbon bookmark. 460 pages. Paper Mill. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. $6.95


1984728 OZ. By L. Frank Baum. Novels. This collection from the classics features The Wonderful Wizard of Oz; The Marvelous Land of Oz; Ozma of Oz; Dorothy and the Wizard in Oz; The Road to Oz; The Emerald City of Oz. Beautifully reproduced original illustrations by W.W. Denslow and John R. Neill. Beautifully bound with gold and silver foil stamping. 480 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00. $19.95

4895242 BROKEN AT THE WHEELS OF FATE. By Johann Rudolf Wyss. Novel. When a Swiss family is shipwrecked on a tropical island they have to build a new life from scratch. Follow their thrilling adventures as they tame an ostrich, fight a giant snake, and construct an incredible tree house home. 190 pages. Paper Mill. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. $7.95

5769779 AS I LAY DYING. By William Faulkner. Novel. The death and burial of Addie Bundren, the mother of the Bundren family in the vernacular of the Deep South, as they cart the coffin to Jefferson, Mississippi, to bury her among her people. Originally published in 1930. 189 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. $6.95

198673T THE SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON. By Johann Rudolf Wyss. Novel. When a Swiss family is shipwrecked on a tropical island they have to build a new life from scratch. Follow their thrilling adventures as they tame an ostrich, fight a giant snake, and construct an incredible tree house home. 190 pages. Paper Mill. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. $7.95

1996464 THE RAILWAY CHILDREN. By Edith Nesbit. Novel. A tale of blissful independence and adventure. Nesbit’s beloved children’s classic features a British family who travel with metallic coloring and a ribbon marker. It follows Peter, Phyllis, and Roberta, youngsters stolen away to a country cottage where newlgbury poverty is offset by endless Indoor adventures. 357 pages. Grove. Pub. at $24.00. $7.95

7696744 ANNE OF AVONLEA. By L.M. Montgomery. Novel. At the age of 16, Anne Shirley may be nearly an adult, but she is still ever a child at heart. When she was first arrived on Prince Edward Island. She now embarks on the challenges of becoming a school teacher and raising two younger orphans. 303 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. $7.95

4895282 TILL DEATH DO US PART. By John Dickson Carr. Novel. Crime author Dick Markham is in love again, engaged to Lesley Grant, the mysterious newcomer to the village. When Grant accidently shoots the fortune-teller, Markham is reluctantly brought into a scheme to expose his betrothed as a suspected serial murderess. First published in 1944. 249 pages. Poisoned Pen. Pub. at $11.95.

4895295 TELLING THE TRUTH. By Shauna Nerwen. Novel. A tale of blissful independence and adventure. Nesbit’s beloved children’s classic features a British family who travel with metallic coloring and a ribbon marker. It follows Peter, Phyllis, and Roberta, youngsters stolen away to a country cottage where newlgbury poverty is offset by endless Indoor adventures. 357 pages. Grove. Pub. at $24.00. $7.95

**Classics & Literary Fiction**

**7681658 THE OLD MAN AND THE SEA.** By Ernest Hemingway. Novel. Set in the Gulf Stream off the coast of Havana. Hemingway’s magnificent fable is the tale of an old man, a young boy and a giant fish. This story of heroic endeavor won Hemingway the Nobel Prize for Literature. It stands as a unique and eloquent vision of the beauty and grief of man’s challenge to the elements. 136 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

**7696625 THE CAMBRIDGE CENTURY ULYSSES.** The 1922 Text with Notes and Notes. By James Joyce. Ulysses is considered one of the greatest novels of the twentieth century. This edition helps readers to understand the pleasures of the monumental work and wade through its challenges.Copiously equipped with maps, photographs, and explanatory footnotes, it provides a vivid and illuminating context. 963 pages. Cambridge. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $39.95 $32.95

**819006 MOBY-DICK: A Pop-Up Book.** By Gerard Lo Monaco, illus. by J. Jolivet. This beautiful retelling of Moby-Dick is a wonder to behold. Rich artwork and two key chronological moments from the story in shadowbox-style pop-ups that reward time spent poring over the details and offer fresh perspectives on the classic. Each spread is accompanied by select quotations from the book, over the details and offer fresh perspectives on the classic. Each spread is accompanied by select quotations from the book, 272 pages. Firstli. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $29.95 $16.95

**1941937 THE PENGUIN CLASSICS BOOK.** By Henry Elliot. Covers all the greatest works of fiction, poetry, drama, history, and philosophy, encompassing five-hundred authors, 1,200 books, and four thousand years of literature, from ancient Mesopotamia to WWI. This attractive clothbound volume is an intriguing study of the Grimm’s most beloved fairy tales. With the Old English on the facing page of the entire arc of Snyder’s long career, along with many uncollected poems, drafts, and fragments, and translations in new authoritative texts reflecting his corrections and revisions. 1067 pages. Library of America. Pub. at $45.00 $39.95

**7688464 BAZOOKA JOE AND HIS GANG, 60TH ANNIVERSARY COLLECTION.** By the Topps Company, Inc. Celebrates these iconic mini-comics recognized the world over. Features color reproductions of over 100 classic comics, including the complete 1940s run along with jokes, fortunes, tiny ads for mail-order merchandise, advertisements, ephemera, photos, and sketches. Includes bonus trading cards. 224 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**1923374 BATMAN ARKHAM: Joker’s Daughter #1; Batman The Dark Knight #24.4; Detective Comics #84-85; Teen Titans #48; Titans Secret Files And Origins #1; DC Comics Encyclopedia: The Definitive Guide To The Characters Of The DC Universe.** By Alan Cowsill et al. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

**1964877 THE COMPLETE WORKS OF W.H. AUDEN, VOLUME II, 1940-1973: Poems.** Ed. by Edward Mendelsohn. This volume follows Auden as a mature artist, containing all the poems that he published or submitted for publication from 1940 until his death in 1973, at age sixty-six. This volume also features an editorial version of his incomplete, posthumous book Thank You, his self-designated “posthumous” poems. 116 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $47.95 $19.95

**198804X GARY SNYDER: Collected Poems.** By J. Shoomaker & A. Hunt. Collected here are all eleven books of poetry in their original order of publication spanning the entire arc of Snyder’s long career, along with many uncollected poems, drafts, and fragments, and translations in new authoritative texts reflecting his corrections and revisions. 1067 pages. Library of America. Pub. at $45.00 $39.95

**Graphic Novels & Comics**

**7688486 BAZOOKA JOE AND HIS GANG, 60TH ANNIVERSARY COLLECTION.** By the Topps Company, Inc. Celebrates these iconic mini-comics recognized the world over. Features color reproductions of over 100 classic comics, including the complete 1940s run along with jokes, fortunes, tiny ads for mail-order merchandise, advertisements, ephemera, photos, and sketches. Includes bonus trading cards. 224 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**1923374 BATMAN ARKHAM: Joker’s Daughter #1; Batman The Dark Knight #24.4; Detective Comics #84-85; Teen Titans #48; Titans Secret Files And Origins #1; DC Comics Encyclopedia: The Definitive Guide To The Characters Of The DC Universe.** By Alan Cowsill et al. DC Comics. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

**1990381 THE DC COMICS ENCYCLOPEDIA: The Definitive Guide to the Characters of the DC Universe.** By Tom Cowell et al. Packed with fascinating facts and dynamic comic art, this unique encyclopedia profiles more than 1,000 DC characters and villains. This pantheon of heroes and villains include icons like Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, the Joker, and Catwoman, to latter day superheroes such as Harley Quinn, Suicide Squad, and the Flash, as well as other unique creations. 368 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10¼x12¼. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

**1956263 HARLEY AND IVY MEET BETTY AND VERONICA.** By P. Din & M. Andreyko. This groundbreaking miniseries teams up two of comicdom’s best-known duos, bringing the ladies of Gotham together for the first time! Collects Harley And Ivy Meet Betty and Veronica #1-6. DC Comics. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

---
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Radical Go-Go Baby! By Bosshi. Bosshi is back with high-spirited women looking to be played around with for hours on end! These bodacious babes are looking for hopeless guys to teach them a thing or two in the bedroom. Whether at home, work, or extracurricular activities, there is no shortage of radical, hot-bodied women looking to spend a sizzling night with a guy or two. Adults only. Fully illustrated. FAKKU. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

9890876 Wonder Woman: Her Greatest Victories. By Gerry Conway et al. Diana of Themyscira is one of the world's mightiest protectors. As princess of the Amazons, she is not only the emissary of her people but also their most skilled warrior. Collects: Wonder Woman (Vol. I) #329; Wonder Woman (Vol. II) #9; Justice League (Vol. III) #10; Wonder Woman #24; #49; Wonder Woman: Steve Trevor Special #1. DC Comics. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

9179159 Superman: The Many Worlds of Krypton. By Paul Kupperberg et al. Uncover the tales of the lost civilization of the Man of Steel’s birthplace, a home to heroes and villains of the past, present, and future. Superman, Lex Luthor, Krypton, Kandor, and under cover of night, they descend on the White Dresses.

9234948 SMASH! A Celebration of 75 Years. By Bill Parker et al. Since 1940 the 12 years of creating a legendary character of the Imperial German Army Air Service made him a World War I. Covers his career from his beginnings as a cavalry member and pilot in training to his leadership of the Jagdgeschwader 1. 104 pages. Zenith. $5.95


4912357 THE RED BARON: The Graphic Illustrated Life of Manfred von Richthofen and the Air War in WWI. By Wayne Vansant. Illustrates the incredible story of Manfred von Richthofen, whose unparalleled piloting prowess made him a legend in his own lifetime. Army Air Service made him a World War I. Covers his career from his beginnings as a cavalry member and pilot in training to his leadership of the Jagdgeschwader 1. 104 pages. Zenith. $5.95

7458449 RICK AND MORTY: Ever After. By John Layman. When Morty has his latest invention tested against all of the knowledge he has gathered in the Star Academy, Bad Stories for Bad Children. Stories are both pulled into the universe contained within the volume, but sets off an adventure through a twisted mirror version of Grimm’s Fairy Tales. Collects Ricks and Morty #1-4. 110 pages. Oni Press. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95


7688905 DON QUIXOTE: Classics Illustrated, No. 74. By Miguel de Cervantes. The comedic adventures of a noble man who decides to become a knight to revive charity and serve his nation. 48 pages. Classic Comic Store. Paperback. $9.95

7639195 MARVEL STORIES MEDIA. By Adam Bray et al. Updated and expanded edition of the bestselling guide details more than 1,200 of Marvel Comics’ timeless characters, from Abomination to Zzzax. As a result of the Multiverse, the cosmically dominated Multiverse. To today’s DC Comics, the most complete guide to the DC Universe.

7686439 RICK AND MORTY VS. DUNGEONS & DRAGONS II: Pagescape. By Jim Zub. Once upon a game, Rick, Morty, and the Smith family went on magical Dungeon & Dragon adventures, now, magical D&D adventures to escape the wrath of the leaders of the Multiverse! And only. Last Gasp. 8½x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95


7688954 3 FAMOUS MYSTERIES: Classics Illustrated, No. 75. By Arthur Conan Doyle et al. This volume includes Conan Doyle’s The Hound of the Baskervilles, Maupassant’s The Fanged Hand, and Poe’s The Murders in the Rue Morgue. 48 pages. Classic Comic Store. Paperback.


768648X RICK AND MORTY VS. DUNGEONS & DRAGONS II: Pagescape. By Jim Zub. Once upon a game, Rick, Morty, and the Smith family went on magical Dungeon & Dragon adventures, now, magical D&D adventures to escape the wrath of the leaders of the Multiverse! And only. Last Gasp. 8½x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

7688954 3 FAMOUS MYSTERIES: Classics Illustrated, No. 75. By Arthur Conan Doyle et al. This volume includes Conan Doyle’s The Hound of the Baskervilles, Maupassant’s The Fanged Hand, and Poe’s The Murders in the Rue Morgue. 48 pages. Classic Comic Store. Paperback.

7688954 3 FAMOUS MYSTERIES: Classics Illustrated, No. 75. By Arthur Conan Doyle et al. This volume includes Conan Doyle’s The Hound of the Baskervilles, Maupassant’s The Fanged Hand, and Poe’s The Murders in the Rue Morgue. 48 pages. Classic Comic Store. Paperback.

7688758 THE COLLEGE OF EROTIC SCIENCES. By Ferocis. Taken from the pages of the infamous Spanish Kiss Comix, this socio-political farce tells of a land where the standards of decency reign, and where the free expression of sexuality is severely reprimanded. Adults only. 46 pages. Last Gasp. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

7559895 LEGENDS OF THE DARK KNIGHT, VOLUME 3: Jim Aparo. By Bob Haney. This volume showcases more of the Dark Knight’s most commendable adventures drawn by the legendary artist! Collects Detective Comics #444-446; Batman Family #17; The Brave and the Bold #145-149, #155; #167-162, #168-170, #173-178, #180-182; and The Untold Legend of the Batman #1-3. 550 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.99

7687583 THE SECRET AGENT. Classics Illustrated #17. By Joseph Conrad. Set in London in 1879, this tale follows the life of the seemingly ordinary Mr. Verloc, businessman, husband and spy. When Verloc’s plan to sabotage a group of local anarchists goes horribly wrong, his two lives threaten to collide with catastrophic results. Papercutz. Pub. at $9.95

7591010 VAMPIRES & VIRGINS. By Osbourne & Leomax. Five tales of the supernatural and the subconscious. In them, dreams, desires and debauchery mix in this whirlpool of sexual thrills that a decadent Empire can offer to its subjects. Witness the grotesque and ominous, and discover the resistance. 288 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

7768452 RICK AND MORTY: Worlds Apart. By Josh Trujillo. See some of your favorite characters collide in Rick and Morty: Worlds Apart. Meet the outrageous S’t Dragons in a new, tantalizing adventure where only Morty can see them. And when Facet Taxe clamps down on Rick’s ultimate vacation plan, no one is safe. Collects Rick and Morty: Worlds Apart #1-4. 100 pages.

7687598 THE CENTAUR’S TALE. By Phoenix. This is a variation on the tale of the Wedding of Pinchus King of the Lapiths. To wed the daughter of Centaurs, half-human, half-horses. The Centaurs promptly got intoxicated and kidnapped the bride, and the ensuing tragedy is one of the classics of Greek myth symbolizing the Eternal Return. Adults only. 46 pages. Last Gasp. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

7595053 FOR THE LOVE OF ESMERALDA. By Phoenix. The classic story of Quasimodo and Esmeralda reinvented as an adult graphic novel. Adults only. 46 pages. Last Gasp. 8x11x1. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95


7688191 DEATHBLAZER: 30th Anniversary Collection. By John Constantine, Hellblazer #100-102; Action Comics #419-432; DC Comics Presents #27-29; JLA 80-Page Giant #2; DC Retroactive; Green Lantern–The ’60s #1–3; Swamp Thing Winter Special #1. 373 pages. DC Comics. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99
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**7868498 RICK AND MORTY. BOOK SEVEN.** By Kyle Starks. This deluxe hardcover edition is a must have for every fan of Rick and Morty's madness. Collects Rick and Morty #46-50, Rick and Morty Presents: Jerry #1, Rick and Morty: Mr. Meeseeks #1, Rick and Morty Presents: The Final Curtains #1, and Rick and Morty Presents: Unity #1. 276 pages. Oni Press. 8x12 1/2. Pub. at $49.99 $19.95

**3973530 MAGENTA: The Color of Sex.** By Celeste Pens, illus. by N. Guerra. With a body built for sex, and a mind for solving crime (though the use of sex, of course). Manka is a take charge kind of woman. She needs no mutant ability or radioactive bug-bite to access her amazing abilities--a tight dress and some silky underwear will do! Adults only. In B&W. S.O.P. 8x11x1. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.00 $9.95

**4809074 SPIDER-MAN VS. MYSTERIO.** By Stan Lee et al. When Spider-Man battles Mysterio, the stakes are high. Will Spider-Man be able to stop Mysterio from setting the stage for one of his greatest villains? The Spectacular Spider-Man (1976) #50-51. Marvel. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99 $14.95


**1923463 THE KAMANDI CHALLENGE.** By Dan Abnett et al. Kamandi, the post-apocalyptic Last Boy on Earth, fights for his survival and the fate of all humankind in a world overrun by intelligent tigers, giant robot leopards, edible plant people and even more. Collects issues #1-12. DC Comics. Pub. at $39.99 $13.95

**1965050 MILO MANARA’S GULLIVERA.** After abandoning an abandoned ship, the young and beautiful Gullivera encounters strange new worlds and exotic new people, from tiny Lilliputians to teasing giant and so other thrilling sights along the way. Adults only. Fully in color. 66 pages. Humor & Cartoons. 9x12 1/2. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95


**1973967 CAPTAIN AMERICA.** By Kirby et al. As the content reveals, the transformations of this American icon mark parallel transformations in the nation itself! Collects Captain America #1 (1941), the Captain America stories from Tales of Suspense #59, #63-68, #75-81, #92-95, #110-113, #194, #232, and other America-related titles. 350 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

**194034X THE DARK HORSE BOOK OF HORROR.** By Mike Mignola et al. Mike Mignola, Hellboy, and a roster of great creators present the Captain America stories from Tales of Suspense #59, #63-68, #75-81, #92-95, #110-113, #194, #232, and other America-related titles. 350 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95


**1965352 SHAZAM! THE NEW BEGINNINGS.** By Roy & Dann Thomas. Arayed against Billy Batson as Shazam are some of the most menacing villains the world has ever seen: Doctor Sivana, Captain Nazi, and Captain Marvel! Collects Shazam!: The New Beginning #1-4 and Action Comics Weekly #623-626. 128 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $34.99 $11.95


**1927817 BATMAN THE ULTIMATE GUIDE.** By M.K. Manning & D. Wallace. This volume explores Batman’s motives and drives, his incredible array of weapons and vehicles, his family of allies, and his formidable rogues gallery. The Dark Knight takes on the World’s Greatest Detective Comics in the pages of Detective Comics in 1939, this work brings Batman’s thrilling story right up to date with his latest comic iterations. Fully in color. 216 pages. Dover Kindersley. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

**768374X PULP POWER: The Shadow, Doc Savage, and the Art of the Street & Smith Universe.** By Neil McGinness. A rare glimpse into the prewar pulp novel decade of the 1930s, a forgotten, lesser known and adventurous storytelling that ultimately led to the creation of superheroes we know and love today. In more than 500 pages of lively, in-depth text and beautiful illustrations, the Street & Smith characters captivated a generation of Americans with their heroic exploits. Photos, many in color. 352 pages. Abrams. 10x13”. Pub. at $65.00 $51.95


**7677731 THE EC ARCHIVES: Confessions Illustrated.** By Daniel Keyhoe. The complete run of Confessions Illustrated, an innovative magazine comic that chronicled the history of scandal and forbidden romance, illustrated by industry legends: Wally Wood, Joe Orlando, Reed Crandall, and more. Collects Confessions Illustrated issues #1-180. 260 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $37.95

**4904672 AMERICAN COMICS: A History.** By Jeremy Dauber. The sweeping story of comics, cartoon strips, and graphic novels and their role on the American imagination. This is a rich chronicle of the last 150 years of American history through the lens of its comic strips, political cartoons, and more. 570 pages. Norton. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

**197839X HISTORY’S WORIEST DEATHS.** By James Proud. Over the ages, death has come in some very unpredictable forms. This irreverent title gathers together some of the most peculiar and outrageous ways that people across the globe have met their untimely ends. Whether shocking or silly, these true stories are proof at least that the grim reaper has a strange sense of humor. 128 pages. Portable Press. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**1992511 HILARIOUS HUNTING CARTOONS.** By John Troy, royers are treated to a panorama of shooters who can’t hit stuffed animals, bears that beat up hunters, and ducks that make their own decoys. They’re funny because they’re true. Will delight both novice and experienced hunters and will make an excellent gift for the passionate hunter. Fully in color. 128 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

**1976168 STRANGE HOLLYWOOD: Amazing and Intriguing Stories from Tinseltown and Beyond.** By the eds. of Portable Press. Scandals, stunts gone wrong, off-camera feuds, eccentric lifestyles–it’s all here. Articles about the world of showbiz will amuse you and make you realize that being a celebrity isn’t all it’s cracked up to be. Fully in color. 144 pages. Portable Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95
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**498260** THE BIG BOOK OF SENIOR MOMENTS: Humorous Jokes and Anecdotes We All Forget. By Bennett E. Melville. Old age isn’t for wimps, nor is it for those without a sense of humor. This volume is chock-full of those small blunders, momentous mistakes, and misplaced keys that happen to all of us. Humor might not help you remember your cat’s name, but it will certainly make you feel less alone! 215 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.99. $4.95

**READER’S DIGEST LAUGHTER: THE BEST MEDICINE.** All Time Favorites. This work brings you the funniest jokes, cartoons, and anecdotes from the past one hundred years. A chuckle a day will keep the doctor away! 180 pages. RApple. Pub. at $19.99. $7.95

**199252** JOKES FOR MOM: More Than 300 Eye-Wilting Wetcracks and Snarky Jokes About Husbands, Kids, the Absolute Need for Wine, and More. By J. King. Mom, does your family drive you crazy? 300 eye-wilting wetcracks and snarky jokes for the mom who needs to laugh! 298 pages. Andrews McMeel. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $19.99. $9.95

**197152** THE UNITED STATES OF ABSURDITY: Untold Stories from American History. By G. Reynolds. Get an uncensored look at the strangest corners of American history. The hosts of the podcast The Doolop expose a variety of weird, wild, and just plain wrong stories your teachers failed to mention in school. Indestructible drunkards, meat falling from the sky, body-collecting grave robbers and much more. Adults only. Well illus. in color. 136 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $14.99. $4.95

**768523** A FIELD GUIDE TO THE JEWISH PEOPLE. By Dave Baratz & J. Miller. Combining the sweetness of an apricot rugelach with the wisdom of a matzoh ball, this is the last reference on Judaism that you will ever need. So gather up your chosen ones, open a bottle of Manischewitz, and get ready to laugh as you finally begin to understand the inner workings of Judaism. Flatiron. Pub. at $22.99. $5.95

**492192** DON’T YOU JUST HATE THAT? SECOND EDITION: 947 of Life’s Little Annoyances. By Scott Cohen. An obsessive and curated collection of life’s little irritations, injustices, grievances, and petty pretensions. Because life’s about to get even more groan-worthy, this stuff down! 364 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. $4.95

**191901** F THIS TEST: Even More of the Very Best Totally Wrong Test Answers. By Richard Benson. Failure is always an option. Collected in this work are all real test responses from students who didn’t know the answer and came up with something better instead. 128 pages. Chronicle. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. $4.95

**552072** THE HISTORY OF FARTING. By Benjamin Bart. Amusing collection of jokes, riddles, cartoons, and trivia on an activity that is shared by every human being—although some won’t admit to it. O’Mara. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. $4.95

**687487** OUTDATED ADVERTISING. Compiled by M. Lewis & S. Spignesi. Takes a look at print advertising from the mid 1930s through the 1980s with an eye toward ads that were notorious for their sexist, racist, politically incorrect, or otherwise wildly inappropriate content—or for just plain bad taste. Fully illus., in color. 166 pages. Scream. Paperbound. $7.95


**694704** UNCLE JOHN’S NEW & IMPROVED FUNNIEST EVER. By Bathroom Readers’ Institute. Compiles bits and pieces from jokes, riddles, cartoons, and trivia on an activity that is shared by every human being—although some won’t admit to it. O’Mara. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. $4.95

**491397** PRANKS AND TRICKS: Practical Jokes and Gags to Wind People Up or Get Your Revenge! By Paul Zenon. Filled with practical jokes, this is the book for the prankster who wants to get even! 175 pages. Carlton. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95


**389956** TAXI-DERMY GONE WILD: Hilarious Anatomy of the Human Body. By Bob Mankoff. Showcasing the weird and wonderful world of anatomy, these cartoons present the beautiful, strange, and bizarre parts of the body. Includes the most fascinating anatomical oddities, including the human ear. 152 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95. $9.95

**193955** HOW TO PASS A POLYGRAPH TEST WITHOUT A TRACE. By Bob Pritt. This book reveals the secrets of the polygraph test and provides the tools you need to pass it. 247 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $9.95

**394062** THE NEW YORKER CARTOON COLLECTION. Ed. by Bob Mankoff. An A to Z collection of the magazine’s cartoons from the 1920s to the present with over 3,000 cartoons organized into more than 300 categories. With insightful commentary that puts the categories into historical context, 1,516 pages in two volumes, slipcased. Fully illus. Black Dog & Leventhal. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $100.00. $34.95

**199272** FOR BETTER OR FOR WORSE, VOLUME 6: The Complete Libro, 1998–1999. By Lynn Johnston. This sixth volume in the definitive library includes more than 1,200 sequential daily and Sunday cartoons from September 1996 through the end of 1999 with all of the Sunday cartoons printed in their original color. 533 pages. IDW Publishing. 11½x8¼. Pub. at $49.99. $37.95

**768730** DENNIS THE MENACE IN HAWAII, VOL. 3. By B. Wiseman & F. Toole. The original 100-page comic is completely reprinted with all new comedy comics from later editions. Includes a special section featuring the behind the scenes history of the making of this work with new biographical material on cartoonist Wiseman. 192 pages. Papercutz. Pub. at $9.95. $4.95


---
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4734460 GENIUS LEGO INVENTIONS WITH BRICKS YOU ALREADY HAVE. By Frederick W. Schulz. A beautiful cloth-bound collector's edition of the classic Christmas-time story of Charlie Brown and his friends, and how they discover the true meaning of the holiday. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. S.S. $5.95

* 473792X THE HARDEST HIDDEN PICTURES BOOKEVER. Packed with more than 80 of the most difficult Hidden Pictures puzzles ever, created to challenge even the most experienced puzzle-solver. Grab your pencil and let's go! Ages 8 & up. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Highlights for Children. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

6888468 A CHARLIE BROWN CHRISTMAS. By Charles M. Schulz. A beautiful cloth-bound collector's edition of the classic Christmas-time story of Charlie Brown and his friends, and how they discover the true meaning of the holiday. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. S.S. $5.95

6866536 MY FIRST LITTLE LEARNING BOOKS. This fun to read collection is a perfect introduction to the alphabet, counting, colors, and other early learning concepts. 72 pages in three volumes, slipcased. Ages 0-3 years. Fully illus. in color. Page Publications. Pub. at $20.99 $7.95

4952823 NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC ALMANAC 2021. Photos by Marc Stone. Check-full of new ideas, compelling information, inspiring color photographs, and authoritative maps and graphics, this is an entertaining and educational annual that will be a great gift for readers ages 12 & up. 400 pages. National Geographic. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

4896457 RIPLEY'S BELIEVE IT OR NOT! Dare to Look! Text by Geoff Tibballs. The latest in the Ripley's Believe It or Not! annual series. It offers up the world of weird in an accessible and compelling format, with incredible real-life stories from across the globe. Ages 10 & up. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Ripley Publishing. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $28.95 $7.95

1935038 DINOSAURS: Sticker Encyclopedia. By Douglas Dixon. A children's sticker book covering everything you need to know about all the different dinosaurs. With more than 600 stickers featuring more than 150 dinosaurs, this book is a perfect gift for any young dinosaur enthusiast! Ages 3-5. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

4880175 GOOD DAY, GOOD NIGHT. By Margaret Wise Brown and illustrator Harriet Wheeler. When the sun comes up and the day begins, the little bunny says good day to all the familiar things outside. And as the sun starts to set, it's time for the little bunny to say good night. Ages 3-7. Fully illus. Harper. 10¼x8¼. Pub. at $18.99 $5.95

3934953 A BEAR SIT ON MY TOP. By R. Alexander. What would you do if a rather insistent bear squatted on your porch today? Followed in short order by a shiny squirrel, a sprying skunk, a playful possum, and a bevy of forest critters large and small. This humorous cumulative tale only hopeless owners will leave you chancing. OKAY, OKAY! YOU CAN STAY. Ages 3-6. Fully illus. in color. Page Publications. Pub. at $13.95 $4.95

4919890 MY FIRST ZOO ANIMALS. This edition is full of fun facts for you. Enjoy your first adventure at the zoo! Ages 1-4. Fully illus. in color. Page Publications. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95


4751035 TEN LITTLE EGGS: A Celebration of Family. By Mary Ray. Families come in all shapes and sizes, but one thing holds them all together: Love. From a gnu to a flamingo, discover what unusual critters are inside each special egg. Ages 3-5. Fully illus. in color. Zondervan. 10¾x10¾. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

6787141 10 LITTLE DINOSAURS: A Proactive Counting Rhyme. Join ten little dinosaurs as they count their way down from ten to one in fun rhymes. These fun little dinosaurs are packed full of fun facts and fun! Fully illus. in color. Page Publications. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95


4961399 LEARN TO DRAW DOLPHINS: A Celebrated Characters Collection. This collection features a variety of characters from several Learn to Draw titles, including Mickey Mouse and His Friends, Winnie the Pooh, and Disney-Pixar Characters, WALL-E, Finding Nemo, Lilo & Stitch, and The Lion King. Ages 6 and up. Fully illus. 143 pages. Walter Foster. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

* 496165X MY LITTLE GOLDEN BOOK ABOUT BETTY WHITE. By Deborah Hopkins, illus. by M. Lucas. This is a celebration of the beloved woman, Betty White—America’s First Lady of Television. She was a television star, comedian, animal lover, and game show competitor. Ages 2-5. Fully illus. in color. Golden. $4.95

6787958 123 STICKER & LEARN. Learn while you play as you sticker your way through this number activity work! Practice counting, patterns, addition, and more. Ages 4-7. Fully illus. in color. 50 pages. Kidsbooks. 11x13. Spiralbound. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95


6787780 READ THE EASY WAY: 60 Exciting Phonics-Based Activities for Kids. By Heather McAvan. Teaching kids to read has never been easier, thanks to these 60 innovative activities. Help your child master their ABCs, practice spelling three to five letter words and write their very first sentence. Ages 4-7. Hardcover. Pub. at $19.95 $10.95

4915577 YOU CAN CODE: Make Your Own Games, Apps and More in Scratch and Python! By Kevin Pettman. Want to create awesome apps and games, but don't know where to start? This guide makes coding easy and fun, even if you've never tried it before. Includes simple step by step directions making all kinds of cool stuff, from simple games to a drum machine. You'll love it! Ages 8 & up. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Carlton. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

678682X AMERICAN GIRL ULTIMATE VISUAL GUIDE: A Celebration of the American Girl Characters. By Carrie Antion et al. Find out everything you need to know about all of the American Girl characters and read about their fascinating stories. This beautiful celebration volume takes you from the first volume of American Girl to all of its favorite brands, delighting fans old and new. Ages 8 & up. Fully illus. in color. 200 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10½x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95


49877TX THE COMPLETE GRIMM'S FAIRY TALES. Jacob & Wilhelm Carl Grimm. Originally titled Children's and Household Tales, this beautifully bound collector’s edition contains the essential bedtime stories for children with the added beauty of the master of fairy tales. Accompanied by 40 color plates and 60 black & white illustrations from Arthur Rackham, this is the perfect volume for your bookshelf. Slipcased. Ages 6 & up. 646 pages. Race Point. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95
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491527 STRANGE BUT TRUE: 10: the of the World’s Greatest Mysteries Explained. By G. Wright. Prepare to have your mind blown as you explore the most of the world’s greatest mysteries! Witness UFO encounters, decoding secret messages, and the secrets of the Kranen’s true form, and more. Ages 10 and up. Fully illustrated. in color. 128 pages. Frances Lincolns. 9¾x11. Pub. at $22.99.

768959 THE SCIENCE OF FLYING REPTILES: The Terrifying Truth About the Pterosaurs. By Alex Woolf, illus. by B. Beach. These creatures are some of the oldest to have roamed our planet, while the dinosaurs roamed the Earth, another group of reptiles also known as pterosaurs. They weren’t birds, but flying reptiles. Discover how they lived, how they flew, and why they eventually died out. Ages 8 & up. Fully illustrated in color. 32 pages. Franklin Watts. Pub. at $9.99.

494097 FANTASTIC CHILDREN’S STORIES. By Lucy Maud Montgomery et al. Novels. Discover new worlds of thrilling adventure within the pages of these ten famous and beloved children’s books including Anne of Green Gables, Robin Hood; The Wind in the Willows; Peter Pan; The Jungle Book; The Call of the Wild; Treasure Island; Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland; Black Beauty; and The Secret Garden. Ages 10 & up. Arcturus. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99.

1992483 CHRISTMAS IS GOLDEN. By Diane Muldrow. Tis the Season! Wrap yourself in the warmth and joy of Christmas with this special assortment of the holidays alongside lush, classic art from your favorite yuletide Little Golden Books. Golden. Pub. at $7.99.

497093 AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 MAPS. By Clare Hibbert. These 80 colorful historical maps of cities, islands, countries, and continents form a fascinating journey around the world. Discover how maps reveal more than just physical features, with lots of fun facts about people, places, history, customs, and more. Ages 8-12. 96 pages. Fyrst. 9x11 ¼. Pub. at $11.95.


56053 DISNEY FROZEN HAIRSTYLE BY THEO. By Beth Skuladottir Jack. Do you love Anna and Elsa’s beautiful hairstyles in Frozen? It’s fun and easy to create your own looks, inspired by these two royal sisters. Filled with colorful photographs and step by step instructions, this magical work shows you how to make the braids, updos, buns, and ponytails that you adore so much. 72 pages. Edda. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95.


Audio Books


CD 7696265 STUART LITTLE. By E.B. White, illus. by G. Williams. Stuart Little is no ordinary mouse. Born to a family of humans, he lives in New York City with his family, which includes his older brother George, and Snowball the cat. Though he’s shy and thoughtful, he’s a true lover of adventure. Stuart’s greatest adventure comes when his best friend disappears and he leaves home determined to find her. Ages 4-8. Illus. in color. 131 pages. HarperCollins. 8½x11. Pub. at $24.99.

CD 7695810 CONNECTIONS IN DEATH. By J.D. Robb. Read by Susan Ericksen. Novel. Eve Dallas and her husband Roarke will have to venture into the gang territory where the murder victim, Lily, used to live, and into the ugly underground world of tattoo parlors and strip joints where everyone has taken a wrong turn somewhere. But as far as they’re concerned, the crime is over, and the murder has run out of chances. Twelve hours on 10 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $39.99.

CD 7695926 GOLDEN IN DEATH. By J.D. Robb. Read by Susan Ericksen. Novel. While the lab struggles to identify the deadly toxin that almost killed Galen, a murder—has run out of chances. Twelve hours on 10 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $39.99.
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CD 7696213 RESCUED. By David Rosenfelt. Read by Grover Gardner. Novel. Detective Andy Carpenter is called to take on any more cases. He’d much rather spend his time working for his dog rescue organization than find himself back in a murder investigation. When a 17-year-old boy’s dog, a poodle namedSuccessfulArchie who was stolen and found in the same forest where a seventeen-year-old woman was murdered, arrives. Andy helps the child reunite his dog with him. Seven hours on six CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $29.99.

CD 7696132 OUTFOXED. By David Rosenfelt. Read by Grover Gardner. Novel. Defense lawyer Andy Carpenter is involved in a dog rescue organization, which lets inmates train dogs for adoption. When Brian, one of the prisoners Andy is working with, uses his spontaneous escape to save a child from a burning building, Andy realizes he is only a matter of time before two people are murdered and Andy is working to clear Brian’s name. Over 12 hours on ten CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $44.99.

CD 7695766 BLACK AND BLUE. By David Rosenfelt. Read by Fred Berman. Novel. Doug Brock hasn’t had it easy since getting shot in the line of duty as a New Jersey state police officer. Between the amnesia and having to solve two murder mysteries, it hasn’t been a helpful recovery. But an old case of his has resurfaced, and it’s up to him to retrace his steps—steps he can’t remember—in order to solve it. Over 6 hours on five CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $29.99.


CD 769573X BARK OF NIGHT. By David Rosenfelt. Read by Grover Gardner. Novel. When defense lawyer Andy Carpenter’s veterinarian asks to speak to him privately, the last thing he expects is to be introduced to Tristan, a French bulldog who was dropped off with instructions to be euthanized. It’s been discovered that Tristan’s real owner has been murdered. It’s now up to Andy to solve the case. Seven hours on six CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $29.99.

CD 7695802 COLLARED. By David Rosenfelt. Read by Grover Gardner. Novel. Two and a half years after Jill Hickman’s baby and dog had been kidnapped, the case is reopened when the dog, a black lab, is found the day after a truck carrying six people burns to the ground in the middle of the night. All the truckers are dead. There are new ones for her. As acting chief ranger at an Amish community, she discovers that the truckers are the body of 18 year old Daniel. He pleads guilty but Allegra believes Lonnie is innocent. In just a matter of weeks, she was accused, Lonnie Stall was seen fleeing the scene. His sister, Fiona, was murdered six years ago. The people with the strongest motive all in a room in the same house. It’s now up to Robin Lockwood to unravel the tangled skein of murder and bloody mischief. Over 7 hours on seven CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $29.99.

CD 7695950 DEATH ON THE NILE. By Agatha Christie. Read by Kenneth Branagh. Novel. As the famous detective Hercule Poirot investigates a murder on a Nile cruise, he discovers that under the spacious Antigone, nothing is ever quite what it seems in this sweeping mystery of love, jealousy, and betrayal. Over 8 hours on seven CDs. HarperAudio. Pub. at $19.99.

CD 769592X FORCE OF NATURE. By Jane Smiley. Read by Stephen Shanahan. Novel. When five colleagues go on a corporate retreat in the wilderness, one of the women doesn’t come out. Federal Agent Aaron Falk has a keen interest in the missing hiker. In just a matter of weeks, she was suspected to help him bring down both the company she works for and the people she works with. Nine hours on 8 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $33.99.

CD 7695934 THE HALF SISTER. By Sandie Jones. Read by Kristin Atherton. Novel. Sisters Kate and Amy are reunited at a Sunday lunch without fail, especially after the loss of their father. But a knock at the door is about to change everything. A young woman by the name of James holds a note with the results of a DNA test, claiming to be their half sister. Ten hours on 8 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $33.99.

CD 769606X ME. By Elton John. Read by Elton John and Taron Egerton. Full of drama, from the early rejection of Elton’s work with songwriting partner Bernie Taupin to sparring off as a chart-topping superstar, and from suicide attempts to a secret drug addiction that would grip him for over a decade—the living legend takes you on an intimate journey with a young woman by the name of Roxy. Over 12 hours on 10 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $33.99.
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198036X VANISHED! America’s Most Mysterious Kidnappings, Castaways, and the Forever Lost. By Sarah Pruitt. A tour of history’s most confounding cases of disappearance from Amelia Earhart to Jimmy Hoffa, D.B. Cooper, Alcatraz escapers Frank Morris, John Anglin, and Clarence Anglin, and more. Starting with the first moments after each incident unfolded, and then looking at efforts up to this day to solve each case. Well illus., many in color. 256 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $22.95.
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5771147 A COMPLETE GUIDE TO HERALDRY. By A.C. Fox-Davies. Deciphers the world of symbols, heraldry, and the dead, bringing back a time when all gentlemen were soldiers and a coat of arms was the most cherished heirloom a father could pass on to his son. 152 pages. Color illus. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

4901207 THE VIRGIN MARY CONSPIRACY: The True Father of Christ and the Tomb of the Virgin of Guadalupe. By Michael Bailey. Reveals a 500-year-old heretic secret buried behind a centuries-old ecclesiastical cover-up and discovers what may be Mary’s final resting place. During his extensive research, the author also uncovers a controversial theory revealing that Jesus was the son of Antipater, the son of Herod. Photos. 280 pages. Bear & Company. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

1979011 BLOWOUT: Corrupted Science, Stolen Russell, Russian Oil, the Richest, Most Destructive Industry on Earth. By Rachel Maddow. In this work Maddow reveals the greed and incompetence of Big Oil and Gas along the way, and draws a surprising conclusion about how and why the Russian government hacked the 2016 election. How to stop subsidizing the wealthiest businesses on earth, to fight for transparency, and to check the influence of the oil and gas construction industry and its entities. 406 pages. Crown. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

2956050 MURDER, LIES, AND COVER-UPS: Who Killed Marilyn Monroe, JFK, Michael Jackson, Elvis Presley, and Princess Diana? By Gardner. In the wake of new evidence and testimony, Gardner has combed through recently declassified FBI files and interviewed key witnesses, crime analysts, and forensic experts to help provide many of the answers that have been elusive for so long. He explains what it was about these enduring legends that made their legacies burn so bright. Photos, some color. 278 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

1987100 THE PICTS: A History. By Tim Clarkson. The Picts were an ancient nation who ruled most of northern Europe on the eve of World War II. The author reveals their fate in the tenth century when they merged with the Gaelic-speaking Scots and lost their unique identity, their language and their vibrant artistic culture, eventually assimilated into the body of the nation. 114 pages. Color illus. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

1956488 TRUE RAIDERS: The Untold Story of the 1909 Expedition to Find the Legendary Ark of the Covenant. By Brad Ricker. The real life tale of Mark Phalen, who headed a secret 1909 expedition to find the fabled Ark of the Covenant. An incredible chapter in history, one of adventure and mystery, though it has been almost completely forgotten today. 350 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

4984462 CROOKED RIVER RATS: The Adventures of Pioneer Rivermen. By Bernard McKay. This work tells the tales of the mid-western women who lived along river highways and living and working in the wilderness. Generations of trappers, hunters, big game guides and prospectors depended on rivermen for their livelihood. The women of this time were tough and strong and will, these river pioneers endured much hardship as they opened up the northern bush. 176 pages. Hancock House. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.45

7681152 INTO THE ABYSS, VOLUME ONE: The Story of the First World War Submarines. By Martin. This remarkable account of how, in its first two years, the First World War reduced Europe’s mightiest empires into rubble, and cracked the foundations of the world. Photos, 390 pages. Amberley. Paperback. $9.95


19267X THE ROOTS OF IRELAND’S TROUBLES. By Robert Siddall. This work unravels the historical background leading to the Irish troubles of the 20th century. The story is not just a conflict between Catholic and Protestant, as it is often portrayed. But one of economic catastrophe caused by the progressive failure of church and state, compounded by landlord protectionism, and political incompetence. Photos. 366 pages. Metropolis. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

4964411 BROKEN WINGS: Tragedy & Disaster in Alaska Civil Aviation. By G.P. Lieter. A fascinating history of Alaska aviation, encompassing numerous civil aircraft disasters over a period of 70 years. Derived from personal accounts, newspaper accounts, magazine articles and years of research, the author draws the reader into the true stories of aviation tragedy. Photos. 304 pages. Hancock House. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

1945505 THE EGYPTIAN BOOK OF THE DEAD: The Complete Papyrus of Ani. One of the most influential books in all of history, it contains the ancient ritual to be performed for the dead with detailed instructions for the behavior of the soul in the afterlife, and served as the most important religious authority for some three thousand years. This new edition is perfect for history buffs, budding archaeologists, and would-be Egyptologists. 377 pages. Clydesdale. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

180063X WE HAVE BEEN HARMONIZED: Life in China’s Surveillance State. By Kai Strittmatter. An award-winning China correspondent, George Orwell’s chilling vision of authoritarianism in 1984 is being outdone by China’s rulers; Strittmatter paints a horrifying portrait of life under unprecedented government surveillance—and details how it could happen anywhere under the pretense of national security. 360 pages. Custom House. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.99 $6.95

6978215 SECRET SOCIETIES: Inside the Freemasons, the Yakuza, Skull and Bones, and the World’s Most Notorious Secret Organizations. By John Lawrence. From the parochial washs of the Middle East to the crowded boutiques of Beverly Hills, the author peels away centuries of speculation and shines a light on secret organizations that have been shrouded in secrecy for ages, from the Templars and the Mafia to the Priory of Sion and Skull & Bones. Illus. 320 pages. Anchor. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $6.95

4933658 HITLER AND THE HASSBURGS: The Fuhrer’s Vendetta Against the Austrian Royals. By James Longo. Through a decade of research and interviews with historians and architects, the author expands on the roots of Hitler’s determination to destroy the family of the dead Archduke Franz Ferdinand, and he uncovers the family members’ courageous fight against the Fuhrer. 315 pages. Diversion. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99 $7.95

1956493 THE GESTAPO: The Myth and Reality of Hitler’s Secret Police. By Frank McDonough. This is the authoritative account of the Gestapo, the brutal organization responsible for the sadistic suppression of individual freedom. The Gestapo was the embodiment of Nazi purity, and its members were given total autonomy to pursue their goals and methods, including the use of torture and murder. 380 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

1968227 IN THE MIDST OF CIVILIZED EUROPE: The Pogroms of 1918-1921 and the Onset of the Holocaust. By Jeffrey S. Hammer. Between 1918 and 1921, more than a hundred thousand Jews were murdered in Ukraine by citizens who blamed them for the turmoil of World War I. This first full depiction of the wave of anti-Jewish pogroms that followed the Russian revolution and how they laid the groundwork for the Holocaust. Photos. 466 pages. Metropolis. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95
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767786 - FLIGHT 149: A Hostage Crisis, a Secret Special Forces Unit, and the Origins of the Gulf War. By Thomas Davis. A real life drama that reveals the true story of a plane full of unsuspecting passengers who landed in a war zone and were delivered into the hands of a nationwide disaster. David does witness accounts from the hostages, and uncovers the lies and coverups orchestrated, 275 pages. Public Affairs. Pub. at $28.00 $12.95

★ 1987355 - FRANCE: An Adventure History. By Graham Robb. Beginning with the Roman army's first recorded encounter with the Gauls and ending in the era of Emmanuel Macron, this work takes readers on an endlessly entertaining journey through French history, 16 pages of photos, some in color. 527 pages. Norton. Pub. at $32.50 $24.95


★ 4973187 - THE RED PRINCE: John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster. By John Guedj. Son of Edward III. Brother to the Black Prince, father to Henry IV and the sire of all the Tudors. Always close to the English throne. John of Gaunt left a complex legacy. Too rich, too powerful, did he have his eye on his nephew's throne? Why was he such a focus of hate in the Peasant's Revolt? Color photos. 284 pages. $12.95

4987927 - THEY ARE ALL READY HERE: UFO Culture and Why We See Saucers. By John Titor. How do they interact with upstarts, the field investigators, the rational people, and the unhinged kooks of the sprawling UFO community. 248 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95 $9.95

7681386 - THE GUNPOWDER PLOT: Terror in Shakespeare's England. By James Travers. Includes material from the official investigation and new evidence relating to the torture of Guy Fawkes. Shows the complex motivations of the principal figures involved, both officers of the state and the plotters themselves, and tells the story of the Plot without the benefit or distortion of hindsight. Photos, some in color. 268 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $45.00 $9.95

★ 4976914 - I am FOR ILLUMINATI: An A-Z Guide to Our Paranoid Times. By Chris Vosa. In this fully illustrated, darkly funny guide that plays on the classic ABC primer, the author examines the biggest conspiracies of yesterday, today, and tomorrow. Whether you're a die-hard nut or a falsely saying, this is a mind-blowing trip through the most fascinating conspiracy theories that live on the Web and circulate the globe. 122 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

★ 4864341 - THE KIRK OF HOPLITE: The Poles of Hellenic Warship Evolution. By John J. Bloom. The commonly-held view of Rome's naval history is that it essentially ended with the defeat of Antony and Cleopatra's fleet at Actium in 31 BC. Bloom takes the view that sea power is not merely about naval engagements. It was the driving force of Rome's rise to power as an instrument to support Roman imperial policy. 288 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $42.95 $9.95

4906993 - THE JOURNEY TO THE MAYFLOWER: God's Outlaws & the Invention of Freedom. By Stephen Tomkins. The story of the British and Roman fighting men who fought one another after Roman forces landed in Britain in AD 43. Examines how both officers and enlisted men experienced the decades of conflict that followed the invasion, and compares their recruitment, training, leadership, organization, culture, and beliefs. Color photos, with color illus. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00 $18.95


1957505 - ROYAL TARS: The Lower Deck of the Royal Navy, 1875-1950. By Brian Lavery. The story of the Royal Navy's technical and social history of seamanship of the lower deck. It explores the seamen's skills and daily routine, his living conditions and discipline, the relationships he set up with his shipmates and the regulations they made, and the experience of battle as seen from the gundeck and the fighting top. 32 pages of photos, many in color. 363 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $37.95 $8.95
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Page Count</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1977776 SPARTA’S SECOND ATTIC WAR: The Grand Strategy of Classical Sparta, 446-118 B.C.</strong></td>
<td>By John Dowahan</td>
<td>Narrates the second state in the six decades long, epic struggle between Sparta and Athens that first erupted some seventeen years into their wars in the Peloponnesian Wars. Maps. 384 pages, Yale.</td>
<td>$40.00</td>
<td><strong>$12.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4982320 AN ANCIENT EGYPTIAN BOOK OF THE DEAD: The Papyrus of Sobekmose.</strong></td>
<td>By Paul F. O’Rourke One of the most important, earliest, and most extensive examples of its kind, the papyrus of the Dead of the Godfather of Artun, Sobekmose served as a guidebook for one man’s journey into the beyond. Presented in its entirely and translated into English. A funerary document follows Sobekmose as he is tested at every turn during his trek into the underworld. Illus. in color.</td>
<td>216 pages. Arcturus.</td>
<td>Pub. at $19.99</td>
<td><strong>$14.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1895476 BANDITS, CAPTIVES, HEROINES, AND SAINTS: Cultural Icons of Mexico’s Northwest Borderlands.</strong></td>
<td>By Robert McKenzie Irwin In this work, Irwin tells the popular figures such as Joaquín Murrieta, the gold rush social bandit, Lola Casanova, the anti-Malínche, whose marriage to a Seri Indian symbolized a forbidden love; and la Santa de Cabanga, a young faith healer who inspired armed insurgencies and was exiled to Arizona. Photos. 331 pages. UMNMP.</td>
<td>Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00</td>
<td><strong>$5.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7680848 VIRUS: Vaccinations, the CDC, and the Hijacking of America’s Response to the Pandemic.</strong></td>
<td>By Nina Berlach Weaves together the threads of our pandemic year to create an uncompromising and highly informed expose, to open our eyes to what really happened to us and what it means for our future. 191 pages.</td>
<td>Stories. Pub. at $25.95</td>
<td><strong>$19.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7644466 GLADIATORS 4TH-1ST CENTURIES BC: Elite 246.</strong></td>
<td>By Francois Gilbert Originating in funeral rites during the 4th century BC, the Roman gladiator games have come to symbolize the spectacle and savagery of Republican and Imperial Rome. Recreates the little known and under-represented gladiators of the centuries leading up to the dawn of the Roman Principate, and more. 64 pages.</td>
<td>Photos. Pub. at $20.00</td>
<td><strong>$14.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4897854 THE SHIP OF DREAMS: The Sinking of the Titanic and the End of the Edwardian Era.</strong></td>
<td>By Garth Russell Gripping in its moment by moment account of the sinking, revelatory in discounting long-held myths, and masterful in its superb grasp of the forces of history, this absorbing, accessible, and authoritative account of the Titanic’s life and death will become the definitive work on the subject. Illus., some in color. 423 pages.</td>
<td>Paperback. Pub. at $30.00</td>
<td><strong>$9.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1907523 HISTORICAL DICTIO NARY OF THE GILDED AGE.</strong></td>
<td>By T. Adams Upchurch Relates the history of the major events, issues, people, and themes of the American Gilded Age (1869–1899). This reference includes a chronology, an introductory essay, a bibliography, and hundreds of cross-referenced dictionary entries. 276 pages.</td>
<td>Scarecrow. Pub. at $55.00</td>
<td><strong>$7.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4666666 THE EGYPTIAN BOOK OF THE DEAD.</strong></td>
<td>By John Baldock One of the oldest and most influential of all history, it’s made up of a combination of prayers, spells and speeches that the ancient Egyptians buried with their dead, intended to guide them on their journey into the afterlife. Here the papyrus is shown alongside the translation by acclaimed Egyptologist E.A. Wallis Budge. Illus. in color. 160 pages. Arcturus.</td>
<td>Pub. at $19.99</td>
<td><strong>$14.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4965415 THE LEGENDS AND MYTHS OF HAWAII.</strong></td>
<td>By David Kaakau A captivating collection of Hawaiian lore and historical traditions. Celebrates the unique culture and experiences of the island’s native people. It is a vivid illustration of Old Polynesia and its customs prior to the arrival of Western explorers. 450 pages. Mint Editions.</td>
<td>Paperback. Pub. at $19.99</td>
<td><strong>$14.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7679076 THE POLITICALLY INCORRECT GUIDE TO PANDEMICS.</strong></td>
<td>By Steven W. Mosher The next pandemic may not be the most devastating ever, but another viral panic might turn into one. Mosher puts the risks into perspective, exploring pandemics from the present, and shows how we can better deal with dangerous pandemics in the future. 343 pages. Regency.</td>
<td>Paperback. Pub. at $21.99</td>
<td><strong>$16.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4782981 THE VANDALS: Conquerors of the Roman World.</strong></td>
<td>By John R. Grainger Follow the migration of the Vandals through the Roman Empire from Germany to Spain, then over to North Africa, then by sea back to the Mediterranean to sack Rome. Explores the armies, equipment, and tactics of the Vandals and those of their enemies. Includes a detailed study of battles and campaigns. Color photos.</td>
<td>503 pages. Bear &amp; Company. Paperbound.</td>
<td>Pub. at $24.00</td>
<td><strong>$18.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>48020X THE CHERNOBYL DISASTER: The Disaster that Shook the World.</strong></td>
<td>By David M. Jacobs Lifts the veil to reveal that aliens are among us, and their intention is not as benevolent as we might think. An impressive dose of eye-opening data on pointing directly next door–exposes why UFOs are here, who is abroad them, and what they’ll do to seize control. 284 pages.</td>
<td>Disinformation.</td>
<td><strong>$12.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4891986 WALKING AMONG US: The Alien Plan to Control Humanity.</strong></td>
<td>By Paul A. LaViolette He also discloses the existence of advanced experimentation, from Tesla and T. Townsend Taylor to the military’s own gravity control technologies, under secret military experiment. By Paul A. LaViolette.</td>
<td>496 pages. Third Aerospace Technology.</td>
<td><strong>$19.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>84429X SECRE TS OF ANTI GRAVITY PRO PULS ION.</strong></td>
<td>By Paul A. LaViolette Reveals the secret history of antigravity propulsion, from Tesla to T. Townsend Taylor and Brown to the B-2 Advanced Technology Bomber. He also discloses the existence of advanced gravity control technologies, under secret military experiment. By Paul A. LaViolette.</td>
<td>503 pages. Bear &amp; Company. Paperbound.</td>
<td>Pub. at $24.00</td>
<td><strong>$18.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4969243 THE DESTRUCTION OF BLACK CIVILIZATION: Great Issues of a Race from 4000 B.C. to 2000 A.D.</strong></td>
<td>By Chancellor Williams A widely read classic exposition of the history of Africans on the continent–and the people of African descent in the United States and in the diaspora–this well researched analysis details the development of civilization. The forty years history presented in this volume.</td>
<td>Paperback. Pub. at $19.95</td>
<td><strong>$14.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1916106 SEA PEOPLE: The Puzzle of Polynesia.</strong></td>
<td>By Christina Thompson By Christina Thompson. Diving deep into the history of the Pacific, the author explores the mysterious world of Polynesia. She tells the trail of the many linguists, archaeologists, and geographers who wanted to discover where these ancient voyagers were, where they came from, and how they managed to habitate a variety of islands scattered to the far ends of the globe.</td>
<td>384 pages. Pan &amp; Sword.</td>
<td>Paperback.</td>
<td><strong>$14.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>768892X THE FORTY SIEGES OF CONSTANTINOPLE.</strong></td>
<td>By John G. Granger The target of repeated attempts to capture it for the past two and a half millennia, the city has been besieged 40 times, and has been destroyed, or at least suffered a hideous sack. 365 pages.</td>
<td>Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99</td>
<td><strong>$14.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Middle Ages as a shadowy and brutal era, showing them to be a
richly exciting and formative period in the history of Europe.
at $27.95.

★ 4872007 TOMBSTONE: The Earp Brothers, Doc Holiday, and the Vendetta Ride from Hell. By Tom Clavin. Digs deep into the
legendary aftermath of the O.K. Corral shoot-out—including Wyatt Earp’s “vendetta ride” to track down the likes of Johnny Ringo and Curly Bill Brocious—to reveal the drama and violence of the era. Clavin provides fresh insights and overlooked
details to bring this thrilling chapter of American frontier history to life. 16 pages of photos. 303 pages. Scribner. Paperbound.
Pub. at $20.00.

★ 3364441 THE SUPPRESSED HISTORY OF AMERICA: The Murder of Meriwether Lewis and the Mysterious Discoveries of the Lewis and Clark Expedition By P. Schrag & X. Hare. Meriwether Lewis discovered far
more than the history books tell: ancient civilizations, strange monuments, “nearly wild” lands, and evidence that the American continent was visited long before the first European settlers arrived. And the author posits that he may have been murdered to keep it all secret. 163 pages. Bear & Company. Paperbound.
Pub. at $5.95.

★ 1985159 THE DEEPEST SOUTH OF ALL: True Stories from Natchez, Mississippi. By Richard Grant. Natchez, Mississippi, once had
more millionaires per capita than anywhere in America, and its wealth was built on cotton and slavery. Today it has the greatest concentration of antebellum mansions in the South and a culture full of contradiction. Grant depicts a strange, exotic town with an unforgettable cast of characters, 274 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00.

Shows how the expedition impacted the most fascinating individual, John Colter, who helped Clark create his master map of the West; John Jacob Astor, the prominent fur-trade entrepreneur who launched the first American company to explore the Pacific Northwest; and the Crooks, an adventurer present for the discovery of the Tetons, Hells Canyon, and South Pass. And more. 19 pages of photos. 235 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Pub. at $41.00.

A reprint of the 1894 true story of a wagon train lost in Death Valley. Manly’s compelling and stirring account brings alive to modern-day readers the unimaginable hardships of America’s brave pioneers, and recovers a chapter in California history that should not be forgotten. Illus. 504 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.

★ 4987640 THE LAST FRONTIER: Momentous Moments in the Old West You May Have Missed. By Rod Miller. This
collection of short, action-filled stories of the Old West goes beyond the tales everyone knows of the O.K. Corral and the Dead Man’s Hand to focus on the lesser-known gunfights, massacres, and daring deeds that

★ 498613X BROKEN ARROW: How the U.S. Navy Lost a Nuclear Bomb. By Jim Winchester. Telltale signs of sailors and airmen, the dangers of combat missions and shipboard life, and the accident that threatened to wipe her off the map and
make Japan the size of Japan apart. This may be the biggest Cold War story you’ve never heard. Photos. 271 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $32.95.

★ 4674138 TOMBSTONE: The Earp Brothers, Doc Holiday, and the Vendetta Ride from Hell. By Tom Clavin. Digs deep into the
legendary aftermath of the O.K. Corral shoot-out—including Wyatt Earp’s “vendetta ride” to track down the likes of Johnny Ringo and Curly Bill Brocious—to reveal the drama and violence of the era. Clavin provides fresh insights and overlooked
details to bring this thrilling chapter of American frontier history to life. 16 pages of photos. 386 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.95.

★ 4953851 THE DIVE: The Untold Story of the World’s Deepest Submarine Rescue. By Stephen McGinty. Reconstructs the minute by minute battle against time that took place to first locate Pisces III and then execute the deepest rescue in history. 272 pages. Pub. at $26.95.

★ 4953850 THE DIVE: The Untold Story of the World’s Deepest Submarine Rescue. By Stephen McGinty. Reconstructs the minute by minute battle against time that took place to first locate Pisces III and then execute the deepest rescue in history. 272 pages. Pub. at $26.95.
AMERICAN HISTORY

1957700 THE VIRGINIA DYNASTY: Four Presidents and the Creation of the American Republic. By Lynne Cheney. From a small expanse of land on the North American continent came four of the nation's first five presidents—a geographic dynasty whose members charted our nation's destiny and ultimately changed the world. Taking full measure of strengths and failures in the personal and political lives of these men, Cheney offers a riveting look at United States history. 437 vols. Viking. Pub. at $36.00 $7.95 ★ 4868528 I CAN'T BREATHE: How a Racial Hoax Is Killing America. By David Horowitz. Examining the twenty-six most potent historical "racisms," from Trayvon Martin to George Floyd and Breonna Taylor, Horowitz demonstrates that Black Lives Matter has lied about every one of its facts to undermine law and order. Fuel race hatred, and destroy America. 280 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

677804 STAMPED FROM THE BEGINNING: The Definitive History of Racist Ideas in America. By Ibram X. Kendi. In this detailed and fascinating moving narrative, Kendi chronicles the entire story of anti-Black racist ideas and their staggering power over the course of American history. With skillful light on the murky history of racist ideas and offers the tools needed to expose them, and in the process, gives reason to hope. 562 pages. Nation Books. Pub. at $32.99 $7.95

4869229 BURNING THE SKY: Operation High Jump and the Untold Story of the Antarctic Nuclear Tests in Outer Space. By Mark Wroblewski. Tells the unknown and controversial story of Operation Argus, the most secret and reckless scientific experiment in history, the classified details of these nuclear tests having been long obscured. An engrossing read that will intrigue any lover of scientific history and military history and will remind readers why Operation Argus remains a frighteningly relevant narrative today. 16 pages of photos, some color. 272 pages. Overlook. Pub. at $28.95 $9.95

4766474 FLIGHT 7 IS MISSING: The Search for My Father's Killer. By Ken H. Fortenberry. Disturbed by the New York Times as one of the "most vexing and unexplained" mysteries in aviation history, this is the story of the crash of Pan Am World Airways Flight 7 in November 1957, which resulted in many lives lost. This book officially speaks about this day. Photos. 351 pages. Fayetteville Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95


8504722 INSIDE THE WARREN COMMISSION REPORT ON THE ASSASSINATION OF JOHN F. KENNEDY. By Howard P. Willens. On November 22, 1963, JFK was murdered in front of horrified Americans. This is the eye-opening new account of the commission and its findings. Willens sets out to prove that the Warren Commission was a crooked and corrupt organization. 16 pages of photos. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $5.95 ★ 4842227 HAUNTED WEST: Legendary Tales from the Frontier. By K. Campbell & M. Freeman. Discover the West's 10 most famous ghosts. Get to know the lawmen who kept the peace at all costs and the storytellers, from Crazy Horse to Davy Crockett. The wild women who founded the American West, and the infamous cities and eerie ghost towns full of scary spirits and supernatural legends. This edition explores western figures both famous and obscure. Color photos. 192 pages. Centennial. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

4986559 THE QUAKER AND THE GAMECOCK: Nathanael Greene, Thomas Sumter, and the Revolutionary War for the Soul of the South. By Andrew Waters. Tells the story of these two wildly divergent leaders against the backdrop of the American Revolution's last gasp, the effort to extricate a British occupation force from the wild and lawless South Carolina frontier. Both men needed the other to win, yet their forceful personalities and opposing objectives would clash again and again. 222 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $34.95 $7.95

1973371 THE CHEOREES, By Grace Steele Woodward. Of the Five Civilized Tribes of Indians the Cheorees were early recognized as the most civilized. Between 1540 and 1906 they reached a higher peak of civilization than any other North American tribe. 16 pages of photos. 355 pages. UOKP. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

4929632 THE UNDERGROUND RAILROAD: A Selection of Authentic Narratives. By William Still. First published in 1872, this collection of accounts and letters is a powerful testament to the trials and tribulations of fugitive slaves who relied on a secret network that enabled them to escape from bondage. Abridged. 400 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. $7.95

4943832 LOST AMERICA: Breaking Our Prison Bar. By Ibram X. Kendi. A look at fascinating places that have existed only in myth and have never been found, those that were abandoned and why, and those that were lost to social upheaval or natural disaster. This collection also includes places that were thought to exist, but did not: legendary Norse settlements, cities of gold, and the Fountain of Youth. Color photos. 256 pages. Constable-Transworld. Pub. at $12.95 $7.95

1924815 EARLY AMERICAN NATURALISTS: Exploring the American West, 1804-1900. By John Motz. Details the lives, adventures, and discoveries of pioneering American naturalists such as Meriwether Lewis and William Clark, Martha Maxwell, Spencer Baird, Asa Gray, John Torrey, Florence Bailey, John Burroughs, and John Muir. 241 pages. Cooper Square. Pub. at $35.00 $18.95

1914325 THE QUIET AMERICANS: CIA Spies at the Dawn of the Cold War—A Tragedy in Three Acts. By Scott Anderson. Chronicles the exploits of four spies—Michael Burke, Frank Wisner, Peter Sichel, and Daniel Medal—who took covert operations across the globe, trying to outwit the ruthless KGB in Berlin, and plotting coups and directing wars against Communist insurgents in Asia. It’s also the story of how the U.S. managed to perform this moral standing in the world. 242 pages of photos. 562 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95
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★ 4924053 KIT CARSON'S AUTOBIOGRAPHY. Ed. by Milo Milton Quaife. October 1, 1866, Carson, in the humble role of “cavy boy” in Bent’s Santa Fe caravan, embarked upon his notable career. Thirty years later, a postgraduate of the University of the West, and for a decade past a national hero, he was persuaded to dictate to a literate friend his own story of his life to date.


★ 4924134 THE SAGA OF HUGH GLASS: Pirate, Pawnee, and Mountain Man. By John Myers Myers. Hugh Glass was captured by the Pawnees in the Middle East and turned pirate himself until his first chance to escape. Soon he fell prisoner to the Pawnees and lived for four years as one of them before he managed to escape. He returned to the United States. Next he joined a group of trappers to open up the fur rich, Indian held territory of the Upper Missouri River.

376 pages. Yale. Pub. at $40.00 $21.95

★ 4903781 THE SECRET LIFE OF GROCERIES: The Dark Miracle of the American Supermarket. By Dayton Duncan. An extraordinary investigation into the American supermarket. Essential reading for those who want to understand our food system, delivering an illuminating look into how the inherently American quest for more and compassionate insight into the lives that provide it. 328 pages.

Avery. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

★ 1980004 THE AMERICAN FARMER IN THE EIGHTH CENTURY: A Social and Cultural History. By Richard Lyman Bushman. This history explores the lives, cultures, and societies of America’s farmers from colonial times through the founding generation. It opens a window on the men, women, and children who worked the land in early America. Illus.

381 pages. Yale. Pub. at $40.00 $21.95

★ 1983498 DEWEY DEFEATS TRUMAN: The 1948 Election and the Battle for America’s Soul. By A.J. Baime. In 1948, America was a fractured country. Racism was rampant, foreign relations were fraught and political parties were more divided than ever. This is the story of the presidential campaign that saw Truman mount a history-making comeback and stake a claim for a new course for America. Photos. 419 pages. HMT. Pub. at $30.00 $19.95

★ 1981498 ARMIES OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION, 1775–1783, Part 2: Great Britain and Her Allies. By Gabrielle Esposito. This is a pictorial history showing the uniforms, arms and organization of the British troops in America for the duration of the revolution. The book covers that regular British forces, American Loyalists and foreign auxiliary units. 128 pages. Winged Hussar. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

★ 4931963 THE PATRIOTS: Alexander Hamilton, Thomas Jefferson, John Adams, and the Making of America. By Winston Groom. Transports readers to the world of the American Revolution, where bold ideas, improbable events, and three extraordinary characters laid the groundwork for the country we know today. Offering rare insight into these larger than life characters, Groom draws on extensive correspondence and more to tell the astonishing story of how the 18th century built upon the tumultuous 17th century to produce 16 pages of illus., some in color. 416 pages. National Geographic.

Pub. at $30.00 $11.95

★ 1921894 THIS DAY IN U.S. MILITARY HISTORY. By Paul Brandus. A daily chronicle of military Americans, from the Revolutionary War to Afghanistan. This is a look at each of the 366 days of the year readers will discover landmark battles, key strategies, dramatic anecdotes, legendary leaders, confusing quotes, founding documents and more, all illustrated with more than 50 historic images. 346 pages. Berna. Pub. at $47.00 $11.95

★ 4945514 RED-HANDED: How American Elite Spies Get Rich Helping China Win. By Nicholas Schweitzer. Schweitzer presents his most alarming findings to date, revealing the secret deals wealthy Americans have cut to help China build its military, technological, and espionage capabilities. His penetrating analysis shows how many of these elite quiedy believe that the Chinese totalitarian regime is superior to American democracy. 342 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

★ 7684385 1876: Year of the Gun. By Steve Wiegand. From Bat Masterson and Wyatt Earp to outlaws like the James brothers, the author details the stories of real-life legends, their legacies, and the innumerable myths frequently attributed to them. He portrays how the Wild West’s colorful characters spread fame and glamour often disintegrated. 32 pages of photos, some in color. 430 pages.

Bancroft. Pub. at $33.00 $24.95

★ 4904435 SAVING FREEDOM: Truman, the Cold War, and the Fight for Western Civilization. By Joe Scarborough. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Truman’s triumph over the personal and political struggles that confronted him following his ascension to the presidency is an inspiring tale of American leadership, fierce determination, bipartisanship, unity, and courage in the face of the rising Soviet threat. 342 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $6.95

★ 1986472 SAM HOUSTON & THE ALAMO AVENGERS. By Brian Kilmeade. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Recaptures this pivotal war that changed America forever, and sheds light on the real-life heroes who walked the line of courage and calculation. With Kilmeade’s storytelling, readers will remember the Alamo, and recognize the lesser known heroes who crawled on their knapsacks of defeat. Illus. 381 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

Military History

★ 7697112 SCHNEBBOTTE: A Complete Operational History. By Lawrence Paterson. Operating close to their various bases, they became a devastatingly effective weapon in nearly all the Kriegsmarine’s theaters of war, from the Baltic to the Mediterranean and the Black Sea. It was the English Channel that they scored their most notable success, destroying some 40 warships and more than 100 merchant ships. Photos. 338 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $40.00 $11.95


★ 1965383 SKY SHIPS, 25TH ANNIVERSARY ED: A History of the Airship in the United States Navy. By William F. Althoff. With more than two hundred photographs, this is the most comprehensive history of U.S. Navy airships ever written. Recounts the history of the United States’ airship program in 1915, the success of the rigid airship in 1936, the Navy’s use of blimps in World War II, to its demise in the early 1960s. 316 pages. Naval Institute. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $61.00 $7.95
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**7191958 VITAL MONARCHS: The Greatest Untold Stories of Modern War.** By Michael Beschloss. *Irresistibly readable* narrative of how a procession of Chief Executives took the nation into major conflicts, mobilized America quickly and decisively, and demonstrated their power for themselves. *Bibliography* in original letters, diaries, and declassified documents allow him to bring us into the room with the presidents and photos, some in color. 740 pages. Crown. Pub. at $35.00 $7.95

**7894458 F2H Banshee Units: Combat Aircraft 141.** By Richard R. Burgess. *Photos.* The Banshee served as a frontline aircraft for more than a decade in an era when jet fighters were commonplace and went with relatively short service careers. It served with 27 U.S. Navy and U.S. Marine Corps squadrons and three Royal Canadian Navy units. *Fully illus.* in color. 96 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $19.95 $17.95

**1913131 THE KILLING SCHOOL: Inside the World’s Deadliest Sniper Program.** By Brandon Webb with J.D. Mann. *Photos.* Takes readers through every aspect of the SEAL sniper school training, describing how Snipers are trained. Includes a detailed account of the training of the men selected for one of the world’s toughest and most elite military units. *Fully illus.* in color. 346 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $4.95

**1967393 F9F Panther vs Chasseur A20 Duel 121.** By Peter E. Davies. *Photos.* This work details the deadly battles between U.S. Navy/U.S. Marine Corps F9F Panther jet-fighter-bombers and their enemy aircraft in the summer of 1944. The book examines the tactics and technologies of aerial combat in World War II. *Fully illus.* in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $22.00 $16.95

**1968117 B-36 Peacemaker Units of the Cold War: Combat Aircraft 144.** By Peter E. Davies. *Photos.* The B-36 was the world’s largest bomber, and the United States had the only one. *Fully illus.* in color. 96 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $24.00 $17.95

**7894446 F-86A Sabre Dogfight 4.** By Peter E. Davies. *Photos.* Within a year of entering service in 1949, F-86As were in action in Korea. This combat collection of F-86A aerial battles is documented. *Fully illus.* in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $22.00 $17.95

**1927614 THE WARRIORS OF ANBAR: The Marines Who Crushed Al Qaeda That Most Untold Story of the War in Iraq.** By Charles J. Hanley. An intimate, deeper kind of history, whose meticulous research and rich detail draws on recently unheated military records and interviews with key players, including those who were involved in the battle. *Fully illus.* in color. 48 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00 $14.95


**1990470 BENEATH HAUNTED WATERS: The Tragic Tale of Two B-24s Lost in the Sierra Nevada Mountains During World War II.** By Peter Stekel. *Photos.* Tale of two B-24 Liberators that disappeared in California’s Sierra Nevada mountain range in 1943. *Fully illus.* in color. 192 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $13.95

**4952103 FW 190-D: The World’s Worst Jet.** By J. Scott. *Photos.* The only fighter in history that developed into a better fighter than it was meant to be. *Fully illus.* in color. 176 pages. Amber. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $16.95


**7691978 THE U.S. NAVAL INSTITUTE ON THE MARINE CORPS AT WAR.** Ed. by Thomas J. Cutler. *Photos.* The United States Marine Corps has often faced the greatest fighting against America’s enemies. The selections in this anthology offer insights into Marine operations in Korea and 1950s and again in the 1960s, the Spanish American War, Vietnam, the First Gulf War, Iraq, Afghanistan, and more. *Fully illus.* in color. 176 pages. Naval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95 $6.95

**1996375 A SAILOR’S HISTORY OF THE U.S. NAVY.** By Thomas J. Cutler. *Photos.* This account of the Naval history of the United States is a fascinating tale of the men and women who have manned ships and aircraft for more than 200 years. *Fully illus.* in color. 501 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

**1979973 THE BOEING B-17 FLYING FORTRESS IN FOREIGN SERVICE: White Series.** By Jan Forsgren. A photographic survey of the Boeing B-17 Flying Fortress as it was used in foreign service. *Photos.* A small number of these, less than one hundred in all, were operated by a number of air arms across the world. *Fully illus.* in color. 112 pages. MMP. 8¼x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $45.00 $9.95

**4971118 WOLFE & MONTCLAIR: Their Lives, Their Times, and the Fate of a Continent.** By John B. and John C. 1759, after the battle on the Plains of Abraham, the British general, James Wolfe, and the French general, Louis-Joseph Montcalm, lay mortally wounded. Neither of them would decide the fate of a continent and shape the history of both Canada and the United States. Here is a compelling account of the lives and times of these two generals. *Fully illus.* 302 pages. Firefly. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95
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4951727 SAVING MY ENEMY: A True Band of Brothers’ Story. By Bob Welch. Don Malarky grew up scrappy and happy in Astoria, Oregon, jumping off roofs, playing pranks, a free-range, American. Fritz Engelbert’s German boyhood couldn’t have been more indocorated and indocterated by the Hitler Youth, he was introspective and a loner. This is the unforgettable true story of two soldiers on opposing sides who became brothers in arms. Photos. 366 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

4833333 A QUEST OF THE REICH. By Peter Finn. The dramatic story of a South Carolina heiress, Gertrude Legende, who joined the World War II resistance and became the first American woman in uniform taken prisoner on the Western Front. The Nazis moved her from city to city throughout Germany, where she witnessed the collapse of Hitler’s regime. After six months, escaped into Switzerland. 16 pages of photos. 240 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $28.95 $6.95

7656986 NEVER IN FINE COMPANY: The Longest Battle of World War II. By Philip Joseph Failmezger. This is the compelling story of World War I’s “Lost Battalion” and one of the most heroic events in American military history. Here is a larger than life story of World War II’s “Lost Battalion” and the men who were isolated, surrounded, and finally freed in a battle—gruesome and compelling, it is a deep and moving drama on epic scale. Photos. 368 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $17.99 $7.95

4956592 THE HITLER YEARS, VOLUME 1: Triumph and Tragedy 1933-1939. By Frank McDonough. From 1933 to 1939, Hitler won over most of the population with his vision of a renewed Reich. In these years of domestic triumph and cunning maneuvers, piloting neighboring powers against each other and biding his time, we see Hitler preparing for the moment that would realize his ambition. Well illus., some in color. 488 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $39.99 $11.95

4498019 THE FLYING TIGERS: The Untold Story of the American Pilots Who Waged A Secret War Against Japan. By Sam Klein. Faking the role as the cockpit of the iconic shark nosed P-40 planes as the motley crew of single-handedly killed two dozen German enemy lines. An engrossing detective story, as well as an important piece of hidden history that shows how one heroic scoop saved, and can still save, the world. 19 pages of photos. 376 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $5.95

1910035 DAYS OF STEEL RAIN: The Epic Story of a WW2 Vengeance Ship in the Year of the Kamikaze. By Brent Jones. The USS Astoria was called to respond to challenges that its men never could have anticipated. From a typhoon where the ocean was the enemy to daring rescue missions, a gallant turn at two islands, and the ultimate crucible against the Kamikaze at Okinawa, they endured the worst of the final year of the war at sea. 32 pages of photos. 384 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $32.00 $7.95

7688237 FALLOUT: The Hiroshima Cover-up and the Hero Who Revealed It to the World. By Lesley M.M. Blume. Reveals how a courageous American reporter uncovered one of the deadliest cover ups of the twentieth century, the true effects of the atom bomb, potentially saving millions of lives. An engrossing detective story, as well as an important piece of hidden history that shows how one heroic scoop saved, and can still save, the world. 19 pages of photos. 276 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $5.95

4906705 THE BATTLE FOR KHARKOV 1941-1943: Images of War. By Anthony Tucker-Jones. The four battles fought for Kharkov during World War II are overlooked, yet were critical stages in the struggle between the Wehrmacht and the Red Army for control of the southern Soviet Union. This volume offers a graphic portrayal of bloody conflict that took place, providing a graphic overview of the atrocious conditions the soldiers had to endure. 144 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

1977293 CANS & GREYHOUNDS: The Destroyers That Won Two World Wars. By Clint Johnson. Details how destroyers fought submarines, escorted convoys, rescued sailors and airmen, chased ships of the armed forces and attacked armored battleships and cruisers with nothing more than a half-inch of steel separating their crews from the dark waves. Photos. 307 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $29.99 $5.95

4970787 WATCHING DARKNESS FALL: The people who knew, and the story of Adolf Hitler. By David McKeen. A fascinating, readable history that recounts the rise of the Third Reich through the eyes of four American diplomats who were there. Includes President Kennedy, William Dodd, Breckinridge Long and William Bullitt. Covers the years leading up to, and the beginning of WWII. 396 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

4920066 DEFYING HITLER: The Germans Who Resisted Nazi Rule. By G. Thomas & G. Lewis. Follows the underground network of Germans who believed standing against the Fuhrer was more important than their own survival. Their bravery is astonishing and their remarkable account illuminates their struggles in an accessible narrative history that has the pace and excitement of a thriller. 16 pages of photos. 542 pages. Doubleday. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

1966328 LIGHTNING DOWN: A World War II Story of Survival. By Tom Clavin. On August 13, 1944, Joe Mosey set off on his forty-fourth combat mission over occupied France. Soon he would join similarly tasked Allied airmen as a prisoner in Buchenwald, one of the most notorious and deadly of Nazi concentration camps. This an inspiring saga of brave men confronting great evil and survival. 16 pages of photos. 310 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95


7697651 RETURN TO THE REICH: A Holocaust Refugee’s Secret Mission to Defeat the Nazis. By Eric Lichtblau. Based on extensive research and interviews with Meyer himself, this is an eye-opening account of a German-born Jew who escaped Nazi Germany only to return as an American commando on a secret mission behind unfriendly lines during World War II. 224 pages. Artcurus. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

4833325 FIRE AND FORTITUDE: The US Army in the Pacific War, 1941-1943. By John C. McManus. An engrossing, epic history of the U.S. Army in the Pacific War that takes readers from Pearl Harbor—a rude awakening for a military woefully unprepared for war—to Makin, a sliver of coral reef where the Americans confronted against the increasingly desperate Japanese. 16 pages of photos. 624 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $34.00 $7.95

1919245 LIFE UNDER NAZI OCCUPATION: The Struggle to Survive During World War II. By Paul Roland. The true story of what it felt like to be subjected to the control of the German occupiers, and what it was like to fight for freedom and resist the occupation. The book is filled with many important and previously unpublished eyewitness accounts from the camps, the Resistance, and other participants. The authors deep research into the available records and oral histories culminating in their comprehensive narrative. 224 pages. Artcurus. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $5.95

4800400 I MARCHED WITH PATTON: A Firsthand Account of World War II Alongside One of the U.S. Army’s Greatest Generals. By Frank Sisson with R.L. Wise. In December 1944, Sisson deployed to Europe as part of General George S. Patton’s famed Third Army. Over the next six months, as the war in Europe raged, Sisson would participate in many of World War II’s most consequential events, from the Battle of the Bulge to the liberation of Dachau. He shares for the first time his remarkable account of life under General Patton. 16 pages of photos. 290 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.99 $7.95

1966324 I MARCHED WITH PATTON: A Firsthand Account of World War II Alongside One of the U.S. Army’s Greatest Generals. By Frank Sisson with R.L. Wise. In December 1944, Sisson deployed to Europe as part of General George S. Patton’s famed Third Army. Over the next six months, as the war in Europe raged, Sisson would participate in many of World War II’s most consequential events, from the Battle of the Bulge to the liberation of Dachau. He shares for the first time his remarkable account of life under General Patton. 16 pages of photos. 290 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $5.95
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>769415</td>
<td><strong>BATTLE OF MALTA:</strong> Campaign 381. By Anthony Rogers. Dependent on naval supply and reliance for defense on outnumbered fighter aircraft and anti-aircraft guns, Malta’s heroic survival provided the Allies with one of the most spectacular and critical victories of WWI. Photos with maps, some in color. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00</td>
<td>226 pages.</td>
<td><strong>$17.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>769608</td>
<td><strong>FRANCIS’S WAR:</strong> A Woman’s Story of Survival. By Francis Rabinek. Kibbutzim were the line of defense, as the dress designer who led to D. Mengele, she was an electrician, an occupation that both saved her life and saved the lives of others. In this memoir, she offers her intense, candid, and sometimes funny account of those dark years with her resourceful and varied group of female prisoners. Photos. 259 pages. Penguin Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00</td>
<td>259 pages.</td>
<td><strong>$7.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>498318</td>
<td><strong>GERMAN ASSAULT GUNS ON THE EASTERN FRONT.</strong> By Hans Wijers. Sturmgrenade were armored fighting vehicles similar to tanks, with the chassis and tracks of a tank but without the rotating turret. Wijers has assembled hundreds of photos-most of them never seen anywhere before-of these vehicles at work during the Eastern Front.</td>
<td>8¼x11¼.</td>
<td><strong>$6.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>197630</td>
<td><strong>THE SECOND WORLD WAR EXPLAINED.</strong> By Michael O’Kelly. A concise summary covering the main events and personalities of WWII, that creates a compelling and highly readable narrative which encourages an understanding of this most tumultuous and tragic period of history. 24 pages of photos. 201 pages.</td>
<td>8¾x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95</td>
<td><strong>$5.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>498363</td>
<td><strong>INSIDE THE THIRD REICH.</strong> By Albert Speer. The most significant personal German account to come out of the war and the most revealing document of the Hitler phenomenon yet written. Speer takes readers inside Nazi Germany on four different levels: Hitler’s inner circle, National Socialism as a whole, the area of wartime production and the inner struggle of Speer himself. 24 pages of photos. 822 pages. Weidertlen &amp; Nicolson. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95</td>
<td>822 pages.</td>
<td><strong>$9.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>498379</td>
<td><strong>FIRST BLOOD IN NORTH AFRICA:</strong> Operation Torch and the U.S. Campaign in Africa in World War II. By Jon Diamond. A photographic documentation of Operation Torch, a geographically and operationally widespread campaign in which nine objectives along the 1,000-mile coast of North West Africa were to be seized at once, together with simultaneous land assaults on Nazi held Tunisia, and against Rommel’s forces. Fully illus., some in color. 202 pages. Stackpole. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95</td>
<td>202 pages.</td>
<td><strong>$6.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>498373</td>
<td><strong>THE BOY WHO DREW AUSCHWITZ:</strong> A Powerful True Story of Hope and Survival. By Thomas Geve with C. Ingelfinger. An inspiring true story of barbary, hope, and survival, this Holocaust memoir of a teenager’s escape from the Nazis makes an astonishing account of how Auschwitz, Gross-Rosen, and Buchenwald illuminates the dark days of World War II, told in words and through dozens of his own color drawings. 303 pages. Harper. Pub. at $28.99</td>
<td>303 pages.</td>
<td><strong>$9.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**769792** | **THE RIFLE: Combat Stories from America’s WWII Veterans, Told Through an M1 Garand. By M. T. Wijers. Sturmgeschutz were armored fighting vehicles similar to tanks, with the chassis and tracks of a tank but without the rotating turret. Wijers has assembled hundreds of photos-most of them never seen anywhere before-of these vehicles at work during the Eastern Front. Photos. 370 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 | 370 pages. | **$9.95** |

**470140** | **82 DAYS ON OKINAWA:** One American’s Unforgettable Firsthand Account of the Pacific War’s Greatest Battle. By Art Shaw with R.L. Wise. He was the first officer ashore at Okinawa, and it’s taken him a lifetime to speak about the 82 days that followed. Filled with extraordinary details, Shaw’s account of the last testing testimony to the courage and bravery displayed by so many on the hills of Okinawa. Maps. 345 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.95 | 345 pages. | **$7.95** |

**497971** | **DARING MISSIONS OF WORLD WAR II.** By William R. Breuer. Chronicles largely unknown stories of behind the scenes bravery and covert activities that helped the Allies win crucial victories both on the ground and in the air, told through the tales of espionage, sabotage, and derring-do. Photos. 237 pages. Castle. Orig. Pub. at $24.95 | 237 pages. | **$5.95** |

**191424** | **HUMP PILOT: Defying Death Flying the Hump During World War II.** By N. R. Thomas. A narrative that flashes between the life of American pilot Ned Thomas and events of the world at war, a young man aspires to fly, and confronts a dangerous mission over the highest mountains on earth, the vast, mythic, murderous Himalayas, the Hump. Experience how it felt to train as a pilot, and deploys into conditions and altitudes unimaginable to any flight. Photos. 192 pages. History Publishing Co. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 | 192 pages. | **$9.95** |

**498207** | **FOUR YEARS ON THE WESTERN FRONT:** November 1914-1918. By Raymond H. Schaefer. A companion volume to his earlier book, then in the transport section, Smith’s wartime experiences offer readers a vivid insight into an ACE as he aspires to fly, and confronts a dangerous mission over the highest mountains on earth, the vast, mythic, murderous Himalayas, the Hump. Experience how it felt to train as a pilot, and deploys into conditions and altitudes unimaginable to any flight. Photos. 192 pages. History Publishing Co. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 | 192 pages. | **$9.95** |

**192253** | **NAZI MILLIONAIRES: The Allied Search for Hidden SS Gold.** By K.A. Allford & T.P. Savas. During the final days of WWII, German SS officers took stolen gold, currency, and valuables from the banks and for the mountainous region of Austria. Chronicles the complex Allied investigation into their activities, and what happened to the vast sums of wealth they took out of Europe. Good, lust, fraud, deceit, treachery, and murder. Illus. 252 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 | 252 pages. | **$4.95** |

**499442** | **DESPERATE VALOUR: Triumph at Anzio.** By Bill Whitlock. The four month long 1944 Battle of Anzio, a key World War II battle near Rome, was one of World War II’s longest battles. This is a revealing and comprehensive account of the battle of Anzio and the Alamo like stories of individual American soldiers who saw the tables turned and certain defeat into victory. This account is a stirring chronicle of courage, 16 pages of photos. 493 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $35.00 | 493 pages. | **$7.95** |

**497735** | **WAFFEN-SS: Hitler’s Army at War.** By Adrian Gildian. In this definitive single volume on the SA’s contribution of foreign troops to the Waffen-SS, examines its specialist training and ideological outlook, and describes the battles and campaigns that brought it both fame and notoriety. 16 pages of photos. 496 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $32.50 | 496 pages. | **$9.95** |

**1915875** | **SOUTHERN PACIFIC AIR WAR, VOLUME 5: Crisis in Papua, September-December 1942.** By Mike Claringbould & P. Ingman. Chronicles aerial warfare in the New Guinea theatre toward the end of 1942, with Allied and Japanese soldiers fighting in convoy battles against the secret of this success, Spick examines the exploits of these aces and sets out the context in which they took place. He focuses on methods and tactics. Illus. 248 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $26.99 | 248 pages. | **$9.50** |
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1942338 EISENHOWER’S THORN ON THE RHINE. The Battles for the Colmar Pocket, 1944-45. By Nathaniel. The triumphal victory of the fierce battles waged in the western sector of the ETO in the winter of 1944-1945, as the Germans continued to defend the Allied invasion of the Rhine. Covers operations of the Sixth Army Group. Photos. 550 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.95 $7.95

4986180 THE CONQUERING 9TH: The Ninth U.S. Army in World War II. By Nathan V. Prent. The Ninth U.S. Army came the closest to capturing the Ruhr, halted only because of orders from above. Yet almost nothing has been written about this extraordinary army since the war ended. 254 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $34.95 $9.95


4983920 PATTON’S LAST GAMBLE: The Disaster Raid on POW Camp Hammelburg in World War II. By Duane Schultz. In March 1945 Gen. George Patton created a special task force to venture more than forty miles behind enemy lines and liberate a POW camp. The raid was a disaster. Out of some three hundred men, only three dozen returned. Based on these officers, diary entries, and interviews with survivors, 232 pages. $7.95

7868101 VOICES OF THE FLEMISH WAFFEN-SS: The Final Testament of the Oostfronters. By Jonathan Frigg. At the beginning of World War II, Germany invaded and occupied Belgium. Yet less than a year later some Belgian citizens volunteered to join the Waffen-SS and go and fight on the newly formed front against Stalin’s Soviet Union. This volume is about the war they fought in their own words. 32 pages of photos. 256 pages. Amberly. $9.95

4974788 OPERATION PEDESTAL: The Fleet That Battled to Malta, 1942. By Max Haselden. The night of August 10 was the climax of mission to save the troops on Malta. German and Italian forces faced off against British air and naval fleets in one of the fiercest battles of the beginning of World War II, with thousands of lives at stake against Stalin’s Soviet Union. This volume includes an intimate photographic diary of the catastrophe. 343 pages. Frontline. $9.95


4971124 WORLD WAR II IN NUMBERS: An Infographic Guide to the Conflict, Its Conduct, and Its Casualties. By Peter Boyle. Brings the statistics of the war to life with engravings, charts, maps, and high-impact infographics. It illuminates the realities of the war, its impact on the individuals involved, its economic and social costs, and its insidious effects on the landscape of Europe and beyond. Frontline. Pub. at $29.50 $7.95

1986317 VERY SPECIAL SHIPS: Adolf Hitler’s First ‘Pinch’ Ships of the World War Two. By Alan W. Nicholson. This most versatile ship to save the Royal Navy in WWII, that operated not only as offensive minelayers, but in enemy waters under cover of darkness, in battle and even as a submarine. Photos. 208 pages. Naval Institute. $16.95

1923251 HERO ON THE WESTERN FRONT: Discovering Alvin York’s WWI Battlefields. By Iredale. At the twilight of WWII, the Japanese unleashed a terrible new form of warfare: the suicide pilots, or Kamikaze. Here, Iredale charts the experience of Allied pilots who came up against enemies who would rather die than risk their country’s dishonorable defeat. 16 pages of photos, some color. 386 pages. $7.95

1939531 THE KAMIKAZE HUNTERS: Fighting for the Pacific, 1945. By Iredale. At the twilight of WWII, the Japanese unleashed a terrible new form of warfare: the suicide pilots, or Kamikaze. Here, Iredale charts the experience of Allied pilots who came up against enemies who would rather die than risk their country’s dishonorable defeat. 16 pages of photos, some color. 386 pages. $7.95

4987743 NIGHT OF THE ASSASSINS: The Untold Story of Hitler’s Plot to Kill FDR, Churchill, and Stalin. By Howard Blum. The year is 1943, and the three Allied leaders—Franklin D. Roosevelt, Winston Churchill, and Joseph Stalin—met for the first time at a top-secret conference in Tehran. But the Nazis have learned about the meeting, and Hitler sees it as his last chance to destroy his enemies off the scene and turn the tide. The suspenseful tale of how Roosevelt, Churchill, and Stalin fought against these odds is told in an impressive mission, and the man who prevented a world catastrophe. Photos. 374 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

4965116 MEN OF AIR: The Courage and Sacrifice of Bomber Command in World War II. By Kevin Wilson. This stunning narrative reveals the men men flew with the extraordinary pressure of flying, the loss of their colleagues, and the threat of death or capture. Brilliantly placing these stories in the context of the broader war, the author explores the impact on the families of prisoners of war. Photos. 435 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95


4994140 THE DEATH OF HITLER: The Final Word. By J.-C. Bndern and L. Parshina. Hitler committed suicide in his bunker as the Red Army closed in on Berlin. The Russian secret services found him hidden from history when, three months later, Stalin declared that Hitler was still alive. The rumors that spread like wildfire have not been put to rest—until now. Photos. 329 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $29.00 $12.95

4986067 AMERICAN ARMOR IN THE PACIFIC. By Mike Guricka.explores the role of American armor during the Pacific War, exploring the evolution of both the American and Japanese armored forces, the development and capabilities of the different tank types, and their part in the ferocious battles fought in the Pacific between 1942 and 1945. Fully illus. 156 pages. Frontline. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

4848226 THE AUSCHWITZ PHOTOGRAPHER: The Forgotten Story of the WW II Documented Thousands of Lost Souls. By L. Crippa & M. Omsis. Based on the true story of Wilhelm Brasse, this is a stark black and white reminder of the final solution. This gripping work of WWII, takes readers behind the barbed wire fences of the world’s most feared concentration camp, bring Brasse’s story to life as he clicks the shutter button thousands of times before joining the Resistance. 16 pages of photos. 334 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

4811534 THE WINTER ARMY: The World War II Odyssey of the 10th Mountain Division, America’s Elite Alpine Warriors. By Maurice Isserman. Nominated for the 10th Mountain Division for the sacrifices that lay ahead in the northern Apennine Mountains, whose towering peaks harbored a formidable range of defenses on the Gothic Line. It was Hitler’s last bastion in Italy—and he had ordered his mountain troops to hold it at all costs. This is the saga of an unlikely band of soldiers whose legacy lives on. Illus. 316 pages. Hult. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

1918095 HOLOCAUST CHILD: Lalechka. By Amira Kadir. In 1941 in a Polish ghetto, a baby girl named Rachel is born. Her parents are willing to do anything to keep her alive. They nickname her Lalechka. Just before her first birthday, they smuggle her out of the ghetto and promise her a new life outside the boundaries of the ghetto to her friends, Irena and Sophia. They take on the burden of caring for Lalechka during the war. 272 pages. Ad Lib. $15.95 $9.95

4912061 NAZI SEX SPIES: True Stories of Seductive Secret State Spies. By Al Cimino. Contains unforgettable but little-known stories of WWII, featuring the likes of Princess Stephanie Juliane Von Hohenlohe, a cloistered princess who used her relationship with Lord Rothermere to try to encourage the Daily Mail to support the Nazis; and fashion designer Coco Chanel’s plans to persuade Winston Churchill into joining the war. Photos. 264 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $6.95

1922181 D-DAY DAKOTAS 6TH JUNE, 1944. By Martin W. Bowman. This amplified account of events as they unfolded in the skies above France on D-Day reveals the invaluable contribution these workhorses of WWII made to the overall success in Normandy. This versatile aircraft played a significant part in airborne operations around the world. 32 pages of photos. 335 pages. at $7.95

1922491 MESSERSCHMITT Bf 109: Air War Archive. By Chris Goss. In this selection of unrivalied images collected over many years, the operation of this famous aircraft in the last four years of the Second World War is portrayed and brought to life, all of the pictures being described through comprehensive captions. 178 pages. Frontline. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

1932289 FECKE-WULF FW 200: Air War Archive. By Chris Goss. Presents the history of the Focke-Wulf Fw 200 Condor, which was originally built as an airliner that could carry passengers across the North Atlantic. After the outbreak of war soon became the Luftwaffe’s principal long-range maritime reconnaissance aircraft. Fully illus. 128 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95
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4985965 OPERATION SWALLOW: American Soldiers’ Remarkable Escape from Berga Concentration Camp. By Mark Felton. The true story of how a small group of American soldiers tried to save hundreds of fellow servicemen from a death camp by attempting to drive deep into enemy lines and successfully engineer a daring escape that changed the course of WWII, but the course of war forever. 16 pages of photos. Dutton. Pub. at $34.95 $7.95

4858094 VOLUME SIX: Allied Fighters. By D.A. Gregory & Lawrence Paterson. Paladino. $19.95 $7.95

49658X SILVER: The Spy Who Fooled the Nazis. By Mille Bise. In February 1941, a young Italian walked into the Soviet Embassy in Kabul, claiming to be a coo k. He emerged as a spy, working for the Italians, Germans, Japanese, Soviets and the British—only to be accused of the war. Her Bise, who corresponded with Silver and interviewed his associates, offers a groundbreaking look at this critical character of WWII espionage, long neglected by historians. 16 pages of photos. 350 pages. Forthill. Pub. at $40.00 $7.95

7867220 WOLF: U-Boat Commanders in World War II. By these examines the lives of several officers in the U-boat war, some famous, and some not so famous. Drawing on primary sources, interviews, and correspondence with the commanders and their men, he follows several individual officers from their youth and early naval training through their wartime experiences, and how their decisions, courses of action, and personal stories shaped the course of WWII. 249 pages. Naval Institute. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

4852095 CRUCIBLE OF HELL: The Heroism and Tragedy of Okinawa, 1945. By Saul David. Drawing on graphic eyewitness accounts and declassified documents, David delivers a riveting narrative of the U.S. troops, bound by the brotherhood and sacrifice of war, who overcame enormous casualties to pull off the toughest invasion of WWII’s Pacific theater. The battle that changed not just the course of WWII, but the course of war forever. 16 pages of photos. 423 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95

4969421 FREEDOM’S FORGE: How American Business Produced Victory in World War II. By Arthur G. Sulzberger, Jr. This book tells how two extraordinary American businessmen—General Motors automobile magnate William “Big Bill” Knudsen and General Electric’s Albert J. Kais er—led their companies into combat, and inspire leaders across the country to mobilize the “arsenal of democracy” that propelled the Allies to victory in WWII. Illus. 413 pages. Random. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

1922599 PRISONER OF THE SWISS: A World War II Airman’s Story. By D. Culler & R. Mor ris. The true and horrifying story of U.S. Airman Dan Culler’s ordeal in a Swiss prison camp during World War II. Betrayed dominated his cruel fate by American authorities who never acknowledged the camps existence, by the Swiss, and in a twist, during a second planned escape that turned out to be a trap. 120 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

4985141 DESTINATION CASABLANCA: Exile, Espionage, and the Battle for North Africa in World War II. By Meredith Hinkle. Casablanca had evolved from an exotic travel destination to a key military target after France’s surrender to Germany. Jewish refugees poured in looking to obtain visas and passage. Nazi agents and collaborators came in search of power and loyalty. But once in American hands, it became a crucial logistical hub in the fight against Germany. Photos. 491 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

195783X SECRET ALLIANCES: Special Operations and Intelligence in Norway 1940-1945. By Thomas J. Christensen. This work provides remarkable insights into the uniquely close political relationship that afforded powerful assistance for a successful resistance movement, and authoritative new perspective on some of the most remarkable exploits of the Second 422 pages. Biteback. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

★ 1915959 PACIFIC PROFILES, VOLUME SIX: Allied Fighters. By Michael Jordan Vause. Vause, offers a groundbreaking look at this critical character of WWII espionage, long neglected by historians. 16 pages of photos. 350 pages. Forthill. Pub. at $40.00 $7.95

★ 4985965 OPERATION SWALLOW: American Soldiers’ Remarkable Escape from Berga Concentration Camp. By Mark Felton. The true story of how a small group of American soldiers tried to save hundreds of fellow servicemen from a death camp by attempting to drive deep into enemy lines and successfully engineer a daring escape that changed the course of WWII, but the course of war forever. 16 pages of photos. Dutton. Pub. at $34.95 $7.95

★ 7695567 THE SAUCER AND THE SWASTIKA: The Dark Myth of Nazi UFOs. By S.D. Tucker. The stories in this work are bizarre, but they are true. One is the tale of how the German aircraft designer, Dr. Auguste Lemarre, employed in Normandy along with their movements and casualties. 256 pages. Andre Deutsch. Pub. at $34.95 $7.95

★ 1943979 THE PANZER KILLERS: The Untold Story of a Fighting General and His Sheerhead Tank Division’s Charge into the Third Reich. By Daniel P. Bolger. Reveals a remarkable hero of World War II. Major General Maurice Rose, the World War II tank commander, whose third armored division struck fear into the hearts of Hitler’s armored divisions. This is a unique and masterful story of battlefield leadership, destined to become one of the classic studies of WWII. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $13.95

★ 196965X LEYTE GULF 1944 (2): Campaign 378. By Mark Stille. This volume focuses on the forces supporting the main Japanese invasion. This expert guide reveals how the Japanese Main Body succeeded in luring the U.S. Third Fleet to the north, but at a tremendous cost in the ensuing Battle of Cape Engano. Photos. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $24.00 $17.95

★ 1980092 MESSERSCHMITT ME 163 KOMET. By Krzysztof Wolowski. Offers 40 color profiles of the famous Messerschmitt Me 163, a German WWII rocket fighter aircraft. Germany’s camouflages are also shown. 41 pages. MMP Books. 8½x12”. Pub. at $29.00 $7.95

★ DVO 1922966 THE SS & the OCCULT. This new study of Himmler and his SS Empire revisits an often overlooked aspect of the Third Reich. Combining rare footage and photos with visits to the surviving SS sites, it’s a thrilling and horrifying story of the air war over Europe and a fascinating look at one of America’s forgotten heroes. 16 pages of photos. 344 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

4987810 SAVING THE LIGHT AT CHARTRES. By Victor A. Polia. As war engulfed Europe, the Allied Bomber Command’s attack on the cathedrals of Chartres, Rheims, and Amiens would challenge the skills of pilots and crew members to their limits. This dramatic account chronicles the heroism and sacrifice of the men who saved one of the most important and famous Christian monuments in Europe.
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7696655 KING OF THE BLUES: The Rise and Reign of B.B. King. By Daniel de Vise. Riley "Blues Boy" King was born into deep poverty in Jim Crow Mississippi. Wrenched away from his sharecropper father, B.B. lost his mother at age ten, leaving him more or less alone. Music gave him a break from the exhausting toil in the fields. de Vise presents the vibrant life and times of a trailblazing giant. 16 pages of photos. 482 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

49143X BLOOD AND TREASURE: Daniel Boone and the Fight for America's First Frontier. By B. Drury & T. Clavin. This fast-paced and fiery narrative, fueled by contemporary diaries and newspaper reports, and eyewitness accounts, is a stirring chronicle of the conflict over America's "First Frontier," that places the reader at the center of this turbulent epoch and its gripping duel of courage and sacrifice. 16 pages of illus. 383 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

1991752 MARTINI MAN: The Life of Dean Martin. By William Schoell. Goes beyond the simple caricature of the boozing lounge singer with a penchant for racy humor, to reveal the substantive man behind that mask. Although Martin's movie roles receive in-depth attention in this incisive biography, as does his career-defining partnership with Jerry Lewis, details of Dino's personal life is also covered. 16 pages of photos. 324 pages. Cooper Square. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

1946510 THE AUTHENTIC LIFE OF BILLY THE KID. By Pat F. Garrett. At the age of 12, Billy stabbed a man in a barfight, then spent his teen years stealing and gambling. At 17 he committed his first murder and earned the nickname "Billy the Kid" from reporters. Here Garrett tells the story of the kid who became a cold-blooded outlaw. Illus. 132 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.50

7684752 AN APPALACHIAN FARMER'S STORY: Portrait of an Extraordinary Common Man. By Asseo Griliches. Roy Anderson was a resourceful, though poor, farmer, but also a talented instrument maker, and lay preacher. At age 80 he tells with modesty the story of his life with his sister on the farm, his cabin shop, the community, and his church life. Photos. 124 pages. Mercer UP. 11/16x5/8. Pub. at $40.00 $8.95

198764X HIT ME! Fighting the Las Vegas Mob by the Numbers. By S. M. J. Bonasangis. In 1970s Las Vegas, Dennis Gomes was the youngest division chief in Gaming Control Board history. Gomes capped off his career in the glamorous but dangerous world of the Stardust, portrayed in the book and movie Casino. This is Gomes's crime fighting story, as prepared with his daughter. Photos. 268 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $26.95 $9.50

1986635 THE HANDBACKE SIXKILLER: Cherokee Frontier Lawman. By H. Kazanjian & C. E. Hess. This is the riveting biography of Sam Sixkiller, an accomplished gunslinging lawman in 1860s Oklahoma, whose Cherokee heritage set him apart from a harsh reality. Here, a cinematic look at the little-known Native American's short, tragic life, and his days policing the streets of the Wild West. Photos. 161 pages. TwoDot. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $8.95


768942X GARBO. By Robert Gottlieb. Offers a vivid and thorough retelling of Greta Garbo's life, beginning in the slums of Stockholm through her years of struggling to elude the attention of the world. Garbo had no personal vanity, no interest in clothes and makeup, yet her story is essentially the story of a woman who, through her starring in movies still, formats portraits and revealing snapshots. 437 pages. FSG. Pub. at $40.00 $11.95

4883249 ELEANOR. By David Michaels. Drawing on new research, Michael's riveting portrayal of Eleanor Roosevelt, the first cradle to grave, single volume biography of this major American figure in decades. It's the story of an American ideal: how her freedom and spirit inspired her colleagues and adopted country by handing the Soviets the information needed to build an atomic bomb. 209 pages. Backbeat Books. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

1991671 GARY COOPER: American Hero. By Jeffrey Meyers. Portrays Cooper (1915-1961) as a man who breaks down the repressed and sophisticated tastes, as well as large appetites. Although he had a public image as a quiet loner, Cooper's off-screen life was anything but solitary. Photos. 379 pages. Cooper Square. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $9.50

7691548 PRINCE PHILIP REVEALED. By Ingrid Seward. In this deeply researched account of Prince Philip's extraordinary life, Seward shares revealing, behind the scenes details from his early childhood in Germany and Paris, his mother's battle with schizophrenia, his distinguished military career, and his later public life as a member of the Royal Family in the 1960s and 1970s. It is the story of a man who created a role for himself as the Queen's most trusted companion. 16 pages of photos. 374 pages. Athia. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $6.95

1957688 MARY WELLS: The Tumultuous Life of Motown's First Superstar. By Peter Bennoth. Based on over 60 exclusive interviews and never before told details about the life of the iconic American rock and roll original. 16 pages of color. 304 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95


199316X MELLENCAMP: The Life and Times of John Cougar. By John Kruth. Mellen camp’s story is the story of the heartland. His coming of age as an artist and evolution into legendary status directly reflected the major changes of the last fifty years. Featuring exclusive interviews and never before told details about the life of the iconic American rock and roll original. 16 pages of color. 300 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

4982029 JAMES MONROE: A Life. By Tim McGrath. This magnificent new biography vividly re-creates the epic sweep of Monroe's life, from his early manhood, to his eventual demise. Woodrow includes details of Hickok’s most famous gunfights, the weapons used, and the participants and outcomes—and of course the end of his career when he died at the hands of an assassin in a saloon in Deadwood, Dakota. Photos. 169 pages. TwoDot. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

4841789 HEAVIER THAN HEAVEN: A Biography of Kurt Cobain. By Charles R. Cross. This is the heartwrenching story of Cobain from his early days in a double-wide trailer outside of Aberdeen, Washington, to his rise to fame and the adulation of a generation. Cross has added new material and context for the time in which the biography was written, and the afterword updates the story since the book's publication. 410 pages. Hachette. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $9.50
**7687942 RADICAL WORDSWORTH: The Poet Who Changed the World.** By Jonathan Bate. Dazzling and vivid, this biography presents Wordsworth as a great poetic genius, and a revolutionary who changed the world. He and his fellow romantics changed the way we think about childhood, the sense of self, our connection to the natural environment, and the purpose of poetry. Illus. 586 pages. Yale. Pub. at $35.00 $7.95

**4891172 THE RIDE OF HER LIFE: The True Story of a Woman, Her Horse, and Their Last-Chance Journey Across America.** By Elizabeth Letts. In 1954, 63-year-old Maine farmer Annie Wilkins embarked on an impossible journey. She had no money and no family, she had just lost her farm, and her doctor had given her only two years to live. But Annie wanted to see the Pacific Ocean before she died. Annie Wilkins embarked on an impossible journey. She had no money and no family, she had just lost her farm, and her doctor had given her only two years to live. But Annie wanted to see the Pacific Ocean before she died. She had no money and no family, she had just lost her farm, and her doctor had given her only two years to live. But Annie wanted to see the Pacific Ocean before she died. This is the inspiring story of Annie crossing America on her horse, Taran with her dog Deeptech Toi, and experiencing the kindness of strangers. 319 pages. Ballantine Pub. at $25.00 $21.95

**1986879 THE RIDE OF HER LIFE: The True Story of a Woman, Her Horse, and Their Last-Chance Journey Across America.** By Elizabeth Letts. In 1954, 63-year-old Maine farmer Annie Wilkins embarked on an impossible journey. She had no money and no family, she had just lost her farm, and her doctor had given her only two years to live. But Annie wanted to see the Pacific Ocean before she died. She had no money and no family, she had just lost her farm, and her doctor had given her only two years to live. But Annie wanted to see the Pacific Ocean before she died. This is the inspiring story of Annie crossing America on her horse, Taran with her dog Deeptech Toi, and experiencing the kindness of strangers. 319 pages. Ballantine Pub. at $25.00 $21.95

**4806050 RUSH: Revolution, Madness, & the Visionary Doctor Who Became a Founding Father.** By William Knoedelseder. From improbable beginnings as the son of a Philadelphia blacksmith, Benjamin Rush grew into an internationally renowned writer, reformer, and physician. His early death left a page in the story of the nation's founding and is one of our most poetic and unsung Founding Fathers. Illus. 598 pages. Crown. Pub. at $30.00 $12.95


**4945472 THE DUCHESS OF WINDSOR: A Memoir of Wallis Simpson.** By Diana Mitford. An intimate portrait of the Duke and Duchess of Windsor by Mitford who was a frequent guest at their parties in Paris or at the ‘Moulin’ in the village of Orsay just outside Paris. Written in the Duke’s distinctive old-world style, she paints an unforgettable life-like portrait of her friend that captures both the duchess’s charm and flaws. Well illus. 178 pages. Gibson Square. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.25

**1992937 FLY GIRLS: How Five Darling Women Defied All Odds and Made Aviation History.** By Keith O’Brien. Weaves together the stories of five remarkable women: Florence Klingensmith, Ruth Elder, America’s only female barnstormer, and pilot Lula Thaden. Together, they fought for the chance to fly and race airplanes, and in 1938, one of them would triumph, beating the men in the toughest air race ever flown. 359 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

**482760 BECOMING DR. SEUSS: Theodore Geisel and the Making of an American Imagination.** By Brian Jay Jones. A must-read biography as a writer for children seriously, talking down to no reader, no matter how small. And with classics like Green Eggs and Ham and One Fish Two Fish Red Fish Blue Fish, Geisel delighted the hearts and minds of children. Suddenly, reading became fun. This is the definitive, fascinating, and all-reaching biography of Dr. Seuss. Photos. 483 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $32.00 $6.95

**4987942 THE AMBASSADOR: Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr., of St. James’, 1938-1940.** By Susan Ronald. Joseph P. Kennedy was sworn in as the U.S. Ambassador to the court of St. James’s. His appointment shocked the establishment and was quickly rejected by the British. However, two years on he was loathed by the White House, the State Department and the British government. Ronald explores the darker side of St. James’s. 441 pages. St. James’s. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

**1930397 MAD AT THE WORLD: A Life of John Steinbeck.** By William Souder. Steinbeck could be a difficult person to like. Not that he didn’t enjoy a drink or two, but he was drinking and womanizing and getting married, which he did three times. Yet he also took aim at the corrosiveness of power, the perils of inequality, and the urgency of ecological collapse. Photos. 448 pages. WW. Pub. at $34.95 $7.95

**4805997 THE LITTLE GUIDE TO BETTY WHITE: Everybody Needs a Passion.** Ed. by Victoria Godden. This collection of quizzes, scribbled and unscribed, is a celebration of Betty’s tenacity, eternal optimism, and wicked sense of humor. You’ll find words of wisdom as well as catchphrases from her most memorable performances. 219 pages. Workman. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

**489479 PATRICK HENRY: Champion of Liberty.** By Jon Kulka. Famous for the saying “Give me liberty or give me death!” Patrick Henry. A riveting interpretation of the evidence surrounding his death. Color photos. 371 pages. UPaP. Pub. at $29.95 $12.95

**4948688 KOBE: Life Lessons from a Legend.** By Nelson Pena. Offers firsthand accounts to the breathtaking highs and game-changing lows of Kobe Bryant’s life and reveals invaluable insights for anyone who wants to make their own lofty dreams come true. Including a biographical look at Bryant’s early life, his rise to stardom, and his long, celebrated career with the Los Angeles Lakers. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Castle Point. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

**4953774 BEYOND THE CALL: Three Women on the Front Lines in Afghanistan.** By William Ryan. This is the story of three women who fought shoulder to shoulder with men and worked with local women to restore their lives and to help build a new country. They worked as nurses, pilots, and mentors, and they helped develop an Afghan Liberation Army. Their story speaks to the courage of women as they fight for their freedom. 245 pages. New Press. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

**768111 BUCKET CASSIDY: The True Story of the Kid Who Made the West Famous.** By Charles Leerhsen. The definitive biography of the iconic and mysterious gunfighter, Wyatt Earp, superstar, Velvet Underground collaborator, and influential solo artist Nico. Unravels a life that has long been tangled up in myth. Includes Nico’s enduring influence on popular culture. 16 pages of photos. 254 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

**4901393 DEANNA DURBIN, JUDY GARLAND, AND THE GOLDEN AGE OF HOLLYWOOD.** By Melanie Gall, Hollywood. In the 1930s, Judy Garland is remembered as an entertainment icon, yet Deanna Durbin—who turned 18 the year by the age of 28 to pursue fame and fortune—has been forgotten. But Deanna’s legacy endures, and tells of how her gorgeous voice and winning charm vaulted her to worldwide fame as the first teenage superstar. Photos. 260 pages. Lyons Pub. $19.95 $21.95

**4915305 BITTERROOT: The Life and Death of Merriweather Lewis.** By Patricia Tyson Strod. Was Lewis’s mysterious death really a suicide, or something much darker? Why did Thomas Jefferson, his former mentor, avoid investigating the courageous explorer’s curious end? The author recounts Lewis’s brilliant life and offers a new interpretation of the evidence surrounding his death. Color photos. 71 pages. UPaP. Pub. at $12.95 $19.95
498028X **THE MYSTERY OF CHARLES DICKENS.** By A. N. Wilson. Filled with twists, potholes, and unusual characters, this book looks back from the legendary writer's death to recall the key events in his life. In doing so, he seeks to understand Dickens' creative genius and enduring popularity. Wilson brilliantly revisits the Wellspring of Dickens' vast and wild imagination, revealing why his novels had such instantaneous and lasting appeal. Illus. 358 pages. Harper. Pub. at $32.50

$7.95

**4920899 HARRIET TUBMAN: The Moses of Her People.** By Sarah Bradford. Tubman was a former slave who led a heroic struggle for people in the Civil War. An American Joan of Arc, she was more successful than any other person in African-American history at winning slavery. Originally published in 1886. 150 pages. Applewood. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

$9.95

**1973436 JIM BRIDGER.** By J. Cecil Atter. On March 20, 1822 a notice was published in a local newspaper that "a gentleman is about to ascend the Missouri River to its source" and an 18-year-old Jim Bridger responded. So began the Ashley-Henry fur empire and the long, colorful career of Bridger, a master mountain man, an expert trapper, and a guide without equal. Photos. 358 pages. Hardcover. Pub. at $24.95

$19.95

7680643 WOMAN: The Incredible Life of Yoko Ono. By Alan Clayson et al. The story of a media, cultural icon who has retained her story's complete, from her upbringing in a post-nuclear Japan, through schooling in New York and her entry into the American art community, through her move to London in the 1960s and her first meeting there with John Lennon, and more. 16 pages of photos. 207 pages. Chrome Dreams. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

7681887 THE KITCHENER ENIGMA: The Life and Death of Lord Kitchener of Khartoum, 1850-1916. By Trevor Royle. In this critically acclaimed biography, Royle revises Kitchener's latter-day image as a stern taskmaster, the ultimate warlord, to reveal a caring man capable of displaying great loyalty and love to those close to him. Photos. 416 pages. History Press. Pub. at $14.95

$9.95

7690017 SUMMERTIME: Gerard Gershwinn's Life in Music. By Richard Crawford. Crawford, an acclaimed music historian, traces the arc of Gershwin's remarkable life, blending colorless anecdotes and discarding conclusions of Gershwin's oeuvre. His days on earth were limited to the summertime of life, but the spirit and inventive vitality of music he left behind lives on. Photos. 594 pages. West End. Pub. at $39.99

$9.95

4919576 DAVID LIVINGSTONE: Africa's Greatest Explorer. By Paul Bayly. This work covers Livingstone's life, but also examines his relationships with his wife and children who were the main casualties of his endless explorations in Africa. Includes numerous maps and geographical and botanical observations and samples. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 320 pages. Fothill. Paperback. Pub. at $32.00

$9.95

**4978329 ERROL FLYNN: The Illustrated Life Chronicle.** By Robert Florczak. Flynn was one of the most fascinating and unique characters of the 20th century, a hugely popular screen star during Hollywood's Golden Age. He was, in all the embellishment of his story, a hero to come to life. With over 1,000 images from the author's personal collection, including photos taken by the author during his travels to key locations in Flynn's life, and with text gathered from years of research in various film archives. 320 pages. Lyons. 10x10/5%.

$29.95

4915822 THE CASE OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN: A Story of Adultery, Murder, and the Making of a Great President. By Julie M. Fenster. Delivers fresh insight on Lincoln's dogged rise to the head of the new Republican Party in Illinois, against a backdrop of one of his most brutal cases—a man is poisoned and beaten to death. His wife and nephew were charged. Both the prosecution and defense wanted Lincoln on their side. 255 pages. Palgrave. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

$4.95

**196772X THE HANGMAN AND HIS WIFE: The Life and Death of Reinhard Heydrich.** By Nancy Doughty. An astonishing journey into the heart of Nazi evil, a portrait of one of the darkest figures of Hitler's Nazi elite, the designer and executor of the Holocaust, interwoven with commentary by Reinhard Heydrich's wife, Ilse, who reviles him as a despicable, indecent man.

$9.95


$12.95

**1987543 THE QUEEN OF COLORTECNICOLOR: Maria Montez in Hollywood.** By Tom Zimmerman. Puts Montez in a Hollywood context, including her role as a cultural icon and a living representation of the U.S. Good Neighbor Policy with Latin American countries. Zimmerman skillfully recounts the story of Montez and her ascent to Hollywood fame, 460 pages. UP Ky. Pub. at $40.00

$31.95

4910745 BENJAMIN FRANKLIN'S HUMOR. By Paul M. Zal. Shows how Franklin employed humor to achieve his desired ends during even the most difficult diplomatic situations: while helping draft the Declaration of Independence, while securing France's support for the American Revolution, while brokering the treaty with England to end the War for Independence, and while mediating disputes at the Constitutional Convention. 186 pages. UP Ky.

$9.95

1945580 GLAMOUR AND STYLE: The Beauty of Hedy Lamarr. By Benjamin Michael Shearer. She was called the most beautiful girl in the world, and during Hollywood's Golden Age of the 1930s, the boundaries were a world of beauty and sophistication copied throughout the world during the three decades of her film career. This volume is a photographic tribute to this extraordinary woman. 328 pages. Lyons. 8x11/11%.

$37.95


$13.95

4900036 ALL: The Greatest, Trivia Facts and Quotes. Ed. by Susie Stevens. A comprehensive record of All's boxing career, leaning with his wit and wisdom, this account documents the life of a man who lived to the fullest, capturing considerable cost to himself. Funny, witty and memorable, like the man himself, this is a work that will inspire. Weili Illus. 159 pages. New Holland. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

$4.95

1946378 ANTON LAVEY AND THE CHURCH OF SATAN: Infernal Wisdom from the First High Priest of Satan. By Abramamazon. In this work, Abramamazon explores what LaVeey was really about, where he came from, and how he shaped the esoteric landscape of the 1960s. Sharing insights with LaVeey's intimate friends and collaborators, including LaVeey's partner Blanche Barton, his son Xenes LaVeey, current heads of the Church of Satan, Peter Gilmore and more. Photos. 368 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

$19.95

1927728 STEVE MQUEEN: The Salvation of an American Icon. By Greg Laurie with M. Terrill. In this work, Laurie thoughtfully weaves members of McQueen's family and his friends, costs, associates, widows, and pastor to tell of his dramatic life change in the spring of 1979, six months before he was diagnosed with terminal cancer, many in color.


$13.95

1957791 ROBERT THE BRUCE: Champion of a Nation. By Stephen Spinks. In this story secured Scottish independence in the face of English imperial aggression under the successive leadership of Edward I and Edward II. He was the victor of Bannockburn, a self-made king against all odds. He was tried and hanged for killing a 14-year-old boy. The truth of his confession is still debated. UKP. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

$19.95

4989352 GEORGE MARSHALL: Defense of a Republic. By David L. Roll. Set against the backdrop of major conflicts–two world wars, Palestine, Korea, and the Cold War–Marshall's education in military, diplomatic, and political power, replete with their nuances and ambiguities, runs parallel with America's emergence as a global superpower. The result is a defining account of one of our most complex leaders. 16 pages of photos. 694 pages. Sutton. Pub. at $34.00

$9.95

1946071 THE LAST KING OF POLAND. By Adam Zamowski. The last king of Poland owed his throne largely to his youthful romance with the beautiful Grand Duchess of Russia. But Stanislaw Poniatowski was nobody's pawn. He was an ambitious, highly intelligent and complex character. He transformed the mood of his country and brought it to a new phase of independence in the face of English imperial aggression. The result is a defining account of one of the most complex leaders. 16 pages of photos. 694 pages. Sutton. Pub. at $34.00

$9.95

195847X TO RESCUE THE REPUBLIC: Ulysses S. Grant, the Fragile Union, and the Crisis of 1876. By Bret Baier with C. Whitney. Brimming with contemporary resonance and fresh detail revealing Ulysses S. Grant, to be among the first rank of American heroes. 16 pages of photos. 375 pages. Custom House. Pub. at $28.99

$9.95

4952168 JOHN MARSHALL: The Man Who Made the Supreme Court. By Richard Brookhiser. Marshall, a 46-year-old Revolutionary War veteran became the fourth chief justice of the U.S. He would hold the post for the next 34 years, expounding the Constitution he loved. He would never be removed. Brookhiser offers the definitive biography of America's greatest chief justice. 16 pages of illus. some color. 324 pages. Basic. Pub. at $30.00

$9.95

4982534 WERNER VON BRAUN: Creator of the Rocket Age. By E. Stuhlinger & F.I. Ordway III. The development of high-performance, high-precision rockets began only about sixty years ago when von Braun, the chief rocket scientist at the German rocket program to build rockets for the moon. In 1958, he started the Saturn V rocket that was to launch 12 American astronauts on their way to the moon. 375 pages. Krieger.

$12.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/350
1907239 TESLA: The Man, the Inventor, and the Age of Electricity. By Richard T. Greiner. Known as the father of modern electricity, Tesla’s work transformed the world. Illustrated with rare and beautiful reproduced documents from Tesla’s archives, this is an illuminating and comprehensive portrait of an ever-questioning mind. 160 pages. Deutsch. Pub. at $29.95 $15.95

★1965873 THE JAZZ AGE PRESIDENT: Defending Warren G. Harding. By Bryan S. Walker. Far from being America’s worst president, Harding, the scrappy newspaperman from Marion, Ohio, should be remembered as the most imaginative and unmaligned president in American history. This work will change the way you look at Harding, the roaring twenties, and modern American politics. 224 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

★1987577 JOHN OF GAUNT, Son of One Great Man and Father of Another. By Judy Warner. Tells the extraordinary story of this intriguing man, John of Gaunt, who claimed a Spanish kingdom. Was the most powerful and hated man in England. Had an enduring rivalry, but he also made important contributions to the theory of relativity, but he also made important contributions to the theory of quantum mechanics. Not Rated. $14.95

★1904852 ROBERT MORRIS: Inside the Revolution. By Robert M. Morris. This work will make you understand the 30 year career of Robert Morris, who signed the three founding documents of America. He was an entrepreneur, smuggler, privy-counselor to the first bank, and Senator who championed the free enterprise system against the Slave Power and street mob. 652 pages. Time: $37.95

★1969785 GHOST OF THE HARDY BOYS. By Leslie McFarlane. Betting on his own talent and ambition, Leslie McFarlane quits newspaper work to write fiction full time. He was soon given an assignment to write about the Vietnam War. To ghostwrite a brand-new adventure series called the Hardy Boys Mysteries. He went on to write 21 Hardy Boys books. 276 pages. Godine. Pub. at $9.95 $21.95

★7679130 SCANDALS OF THE ROYAL PALACES: An Intimate Memoir of Royals Behaving Badly. By Tom Quinn. The first in-depth look at the bad behavior of not just the royals themselves but also palace hangovers. The glittering palaces will continue to house intriguing, embarrassing and outrageous scandals for centuries to come. 293 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

★7682026 PUTIN, By Philip Short. Essential reading for anyone who wants to understand the many facets of the man behind the mask that Putin wears on the world stage. Short cracks open the strongest man’s thick carapace to reveal the man underneath those bare-chested horseback rides, 24 pages of photos. 854 pages. Holt. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

★7690065 INVENTOR OF THE FUTURE: The Visionary Life of Buckminster Fuller. By Alec Nevala-Lee. Covers all aspects of Fuller’s career, which extended from WWI through the digital revolution. Drawing upon thousands of unpublished documents and dozens of interviews, it reconstructs the true origins of his most famous inventions; his fraught relationships with his business collaborators, his interactions with Frank Lloyd Wright, John Cage, Steve Jobs; and more. Photos. 655 pages. Dey Street. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

★199038X QUEEN OF THE WEST: The Life and Times of Dale Evans. By Theresa Kennerly. Dale Evans’s path to stardom, from the early years of hardscrabble local radio to swanky Chicago nightclubs to the glamour of Hollywood and the grit of country music. Along the way, she controlled the trajectory of her career and carefully molded herself into a celebrity. Photos. 363 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $34.95 $26.95

★7681054 THE SCHOOL THAT ESCAPED THE NAZI: The True Story of Scholachmark, a Defendent Hitler. By Deborah Cadbury. In 1933, the same year Hitler came to power, schoolteacher Anna Essinger saved her Jewish pupils from deportation by Germany by hiking a courageous and daring plan: to smuggle her school to the safety of England. Features moving firsthand testimony from the Scholachmark community service that present-day interviews. 16 pages of photos. 440 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

★1957295 HITLER’S BOY SOLDIERS: How My Father’s Generation Was Trained to Kill and Sent to Die for Germany. By Michael Hill. This work grapples with inherited trauma, the burden of guilt, and the blurred line between “perpetrator” and “victim.” Photos. 310 pages. The Experiment. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95

★2827743 PLAYBOY’S HUGH HEFNER: Empire of Skin. By D. Porter & D. Prince. A visionary publisher, an empire-builder, an avatar of pleasure, Hefner was the pajama-clad pipe-smoking playboy of the Western World. This ground-breaking biography, like Hel himself, is a rich, entertaining, long and unrivaled myth-buster. Illus. 542 pages. Blood Moon. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95 $26.95

★1966853 FUNNY BUSINESS: The Legendary Life and Political Satire of Groucho, Zeppo, Harpo, Chico, Gummo. By Michael Hill. This work is studied with stories of Buchwald’s friendships with Humphrey Bogart, Robert Frost, Elvis Presley, Frank Sinatra, and others. Throughout his career, he wrote about the US involvement in the Vietnam War, the assassinations of John and Robert Kennedy and more. Featured here are stories of his nonstop one-liners, known in his day as “Buchshots.” Photos. 307 pages. Random. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

DVD 4978021 AMERICAN BIOGRAPHY. Collects three documentary films, each about an influential man in American history. J. Edgar Hoover and the Great American Inquisition. Washington, the most underestimated and unfairly maligned president in American history. Harding. Marion, Ohio, should be remembered as the most imaginative and unmaligned president in American history. This work will change the way you look at Harding, the roaring twenties, and modern American politics. 224 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

*7679467 LANDALUCE: The Story of Seattle Slew’s First Champion. By Mary Pershall. Story of the horse whose short but meteoric career could have changed racing history forever. Explores the lives and careers of Landaluce’s breeders, owners, and trainer, as well as her famous sire, Seattle Slew. Photos. 325 pages. UPky. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

*1963643 AFRICAN FOUNDERS: How Enslaved People Expanded American Ideals. By David Hackett Fischer. Enslaved peoples from Africa came from different regions and different ethnic groups. Africans brought with them linguistic skills, novel techniques of animal husbandry and farming, and legal and religious principles. This work reveals how much our country was shaped by these African influences in its early years. Photos. 944 pages. S&S. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

*4929314 GEORGE V: A Muell of Buffon. By Jane Ridley. One of the finest royal biographers, uses her access to the royal archives for an illuminating, intimately detailed biography of a long overlooked king who reimagined the Crown in the aftermath of World War I. 559 pages. Harper. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

*196235X ROBERT E. LEE: A Life. By Allen C. Guelzo. The definitive biography of the general, following him from boyhood, to his performance as a cadet at West Point through his rise to fame during the Mexican War and the years of Army service that followed. All through his postwar presidency of Washington College. Photos. 588 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

*1957376 THE LION OF ROUND TOP: The Life and Military Service of Brigadier General Strong Vincent in the American Civil War. By H.G. Meyer. Using never before published documents and records, this is the first modern biography for the man who truly lived the Federal Forces. Vincent has faded into relative obscurity in the decades since his death. This work restores Vincent to his rightful place among the heroes of the battle of Gettysburg. Photos. 204 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $34.95 $26.95

DVD 7683872 ALBERT EINSTEIN. Widescreen. Albert Einstein was a German-born theoretical physicist, widely acknowledged to be one of the greatest physicists of all time. Einstein is known for his development of the theory of relativity, but he also made important contributions to the development of the theory of quantum mechanics. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Wiki. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95
**Autobiography**

1995194 THE GIRL FROM NOWHERE. By Eliska Tanzer. My mother is a prostitute. My grandmother and great-grandmother were prostitutes. It was only right for me to join them. But I was given a way out. At 13 years old, I was trafficked to England in a washing machine box. I thought all my dreams had come together, but more troubles had just begun. I turned into a nightmare. 333 pages. Collins. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.39 $5.95

368349 MY CAPTIVITY: A Pioneer Woman’s Story of Her Life Among the Sioux. By Fanny Kelly. Originally published in 1872. Kelly was nineteen when her wagon party of emigrants was attacked by a large force of Sioux warriors. Most of the travelers were killed, but Fanny’s husband escaped and spent five months attempting to rescue her. Here, Fanny narrates her time in captivity with the Native Americans. 285 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

477736 ROUGHING IT. By Mark Twain. One of the best travelogues ever written, the classic 1869 title recounting his and his family’s adventures in the West, the early 1860s, when Twain spent 5½ years dabbling in mining, prospecting in Nevada, and writing for newspapers. Illus. 351 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

Biography

1971212 PAUL LAURENCE DUNBAR: The Life and Times of a Caged Bird. By Gene Andrew James. In this volume, James offers a revelatory account of a writer whose Gilded Age celebrity as the “poet laureate of his race” hid the private struggles of a man who, in the words of his famous novel, felt like a “caged bird” that sings. This work transforms how we understand the astonishing life and times of a central figure in American literary history. Photos. 444 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $35.00 $27.95

1985571 G. A. CUSTER TO THE LITTLE BIGHORN: The Last Stand and Death of George Armstrong Custer. By Stephen E. Ambrose. This military biography by renowned Living Historian Steve Alexander traces the life and deeds of George Armstrong Custer from his beginnings to his famous Last Stand and death on June 25, 1876, near the Little Big Horn River in southeastern Montana Territory. Includes a fold-out with a clear and detailed map of the famous Battle. 175 pages. Andrea Press. 8¼x12. Pub. at $49.95 $25.95

1945956 SYLVIA KRISTEL: From Emmanuelle to Chabrol. By Jeremy Richley. A trailblazing figure in film and popular culture, Netherlands native Sylvia Kristel became one of the biggest stars in the world as Emmanuelle in 1974. This volume is a film by film guide to one of the most distinctive and influential careers in modern cinema, and a celebration of a most remarkable woman in a fully illustrated coffee-table book. 334 pages. Cult Epics. 10¼x12¼. Pub. at $79.95 $62.95

1979779 VANDERBILT: THE RISE AND FALL OF AN AMERICAN Dynasty. By A. Cooper K. Howe. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Cornelius Vanderbilt built two empires—one in shipping and the other in railroads— that would make him the richest man in the world. At his death his son Billy “the Commodore” took over and doubled the money. Now the Commodore’s family, 16 pages of photos, some in color. 424 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00 $7.95

1945734 BOURDAIN: THE DEFINITIVE ORAL Biography. By Laurie Woolever. LARGE PRINT EDITION. The author interviews almost 100 of the world’s top chefs for this unprecedented oral biography of Anthony Bourdain. A heartwarming and revealing true story of the life-changing friendship between one man and his unlikely traveling companion, a rescue cat named Nala, and the extraordinary bond that they shared. 32 pages of photos, many in color. 558 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.99 $7.95

1993638 BEING MR. SKIN: 20 Years of Slip Slips, Cheek Peeks, and Fast-Forwarding to the Good Parts. By Jim McBride with M. Klickstein. This work recounts the full-frontal adventures of an unlikely hero in the realm of pop culture: Jim McBride, premiere celebrity nudity expert and MrSkin.com’s Chief Sexologist, invented the Skin. Adult only. Photos with Illus. 198 pages. Post Hill. Pub. at $27.00 $9.95

5548632 GERONIMO: The True Story of America’s Most Ferocious Warrior. Ed. by S. M. Barnett. Unabridged republication of Geronimo’s Story of His Life, first published in 1907. This is one of Native American history’s most extraordinary documentaries, as a legendary warrior and shaman recounts the beliefs and customs of his people. 123 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

194682X MORE THAN LOVE: An Intimate Portrait of My Mother, Natalie Wood. By Natasha Gregson Wagner. Cutting through the shadow of her mother, Hollywood legend Natalie Wood’s legacy, this memoir is a beautifully told, emotionally powerful tale of a daughter coming to terms with her grief, as well as an unforgettable portrait of a famous mother and a vanished Hollywood. Photos, some in color. 291 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $5.95

4984864 MORE THAN LOVE: An Intimate Portrait of My Mother, Natalie Wood. By Natasha Gregson Wagner. Cutting through the shadow of Natalie Wood’s legacy, this memoir is a beautifully told, emotionally powerful tale of a daughter coming to terms with her grief, as well as an unforgettable portrait of a famous mother and a vanished Hollywood. Photos, some in color. 293 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00 $9.95

4817249 IF YOU LIVED HERE YOU’D BE HOME BY NOW: Why We Traded the Commuting Life for a Little House on the Prairie in Minnesota. By Christopher Ingraham. The hilarious, charming, and candid story of a young reporter’s decision to uproot his life and move his family to Red Lake Falls, Minnesota, population 200, a community he calls one of the most famous as "the worst place to live in America." A wry and charming tale of what happened to this family who was brave enough to move way beyond its comfort zone. 276 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

9544220 CONTEMPT: A Memoir of the Clinton Investigation. By Ken Starr. Starr has kept his unique perspective to himself for two full decades. In this long awaited memoir, he finally sheds light on everything he couldn’t tell us during the Clinton years, even in this carefully detailed “ Starr Report” of September 1998. Photos. 338 pages. Sentinel. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95


4805446 CALL THE NURSE: True Stories of a Country Nurse on a Scottish Isle. By Mary J. MacLeod. Gaelic folklore meets nurse’s accounts of these wonderful true stories of practicing in rural Scotland. By turning funny, moving, sad, and tragic, MacLeod’s charming tales encapsulate a Hebridean existence few have the good fortune to experience. 320 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

4697227 ALL THINGS BRIGHT AND BEAUTIFUL. By James Herriot. The beloved sequel to Herriot’s first collection of stories, All Creatures Great and Small. In this new collection, Dr. Herriot, now newly married, journeys among the remote hillside farms and valley towns of the Yorkshire Dales. 438 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $5.95

1979426 ENOUGH ALREADY: Learning to Love the Way I Am Today. By Valerie Bertinelli. At last, accepting herself: she knows who she is, has discovered her self-worth, and has learned how to prioritize her health and happiness over her weight. With an intimate look into her insecurities, heartbreaks, losses, triumphs, and revelations, this is the story of Bertinelli’s journey to love herself and find joy in the everyday. Color. 243 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

7891440 NALA’S WORLD: One Man, His Rescue Cat, and a Bike Ride Around the Globe. By Loretta Lynn with G. Vecsey. Reissued and updated for the fortieth anniversary of the Oscar-winning film of the same name, the story recounts Loretta Lynn’s astonishing journey to become one of the original queens of country music, 24 pages of photos, some color. 294 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

4959728 COAL MINER’S DAUGHTER. By Loretta Lynn with G. Vecsey. Reissued and updated for the fortieth anniversary of the Oscar-winning film of the same name, the story recounts Loretta Lynn’s astonishing journey to become one of the original queens of country music, 24 pages of photos, some color. 294 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

4793439 DENALI: A Man, a Dog, and the Friendship of a Lifetime. By Ben Moon. When Moon moved from the Midwest to Oregon, he focused on getting a dog. But when he first met the soulful gaze of a rescue pup in a shelter, he instantly felt a connection. This is the story of the powerful friendship that developed between Moon and Mark, who, through his remarkable life, shows the strength and love that we give and receive when we have our friends by our side. Illus. 273 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $5.95

1990586 MY WICKED, WICKED WAYS. By Johnny Cash. In this memoir, Cash offers a vivid account of his life that far surpassed any adventure he ever filmed: exotic travels, criminal exploits, affairs with beautiful women, violent confrontations, stories of jail time, and international fame. In this autobiography, Cash reveals his remarkable life as he did nowhere else. Photos. 438 pages. Cooper Square. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

789525X INSIDE OUT: A Memoir. By Demi Moore. In this deeply candid and reflective memoir, Demi Moore chronicles the curtain and writes freely about her career and personal life, laying bare her tumultuous relationship with her mother, her marriages, her struggles balancing career with raising a family, and her journey toward openness. It is a story of survival, success and surrender. 16 pages of photos. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95
491225X CHEECH IS NOT MY REAL NAME: But Don’t Call Me Chong! By Cheech Marin and J. Hassan Martin, candidly about growing up as a wisecracking kid in southern central LA, resisting the draft, and his chance meeting with Tommy Chong, and how they became one of the most successful comedy acts of all time, breaking up, reuniting, and still performing together to this day. 16 pages of photos. 266 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $18.95 $9.95


4915099 MOTHER OF CEREMONIES: A Memoir. By Joel Grey. The story of a remarkable friend that ended in Patsy's tragic and untimely death at the age of thirty. It's an up-close and personal portrait of a friendship that defined a generation and changed country music indelibly as well as a meditation on love, loss, and legacy. Photos. 280 pages. Central. Pub. at $29.95 $19.75 $10.95

4734572 ME & PATSY KICKIN’ UP DUST: My Friendship with Patsy Cline. By Loretta Lynn with P.L. Russell. The story of a remarkable friendship that ended in Patsy's tragic and untimely death at the age of thirty. It's an up-close and personal portrait of a friendship that defined a generation and changed country music indelibly as well as a meditation on love, loss, and legacy. Photos. 280 pages. Central. Pub. at $29.95 $19.75 $10.95

4970372 COOKIE: A Life Well Lived. By Steven V. Roberts. The extraordinary life and legacy of legendary, trailblazing journalist Cokie Roberts—remembered by her friends and family. In this loving tribute, Cokie's husband of 53 years Steven has a simple goal: "To tell stories (of Coke)," 16 pages of photos, most in color. 251 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

1953176 YOURS CRUELLY, ELVIRA: Memoirs of the Mistress of the Dark. By Cassandra Peterson. In this work Peterson does not shy away from revealing exactly who she is and how she overcame seemingly insurmountable odds. Barracuda, Divorce, and sometimes outrageous, her story is loaded with twists, traves, rivalry, and downright shocking experiences. The tale of a Midwest strange trip to Hollywood is the most pages of photos, many in color. 284 pages. $21.95

768879 MY DEAD PARENTS: A Memoir. By Anya Yurchyshyn. After Anya’s parents both died she was cleaning out her childhood home and discovered a trove of old letters, photographs, and journals hidden in the debris of her mother’s life. These lost documents told a story very different from the one she’d believed to be true of her parents. Photos. 337 pages. $17.95

4974955 EARTHA & KITT: A Daughter’s Love Story in Black & White. By Eartha Kitt & P.W. Levy. This luminous and inspiring portrait of a Black pioneer and artistic force & P.W. Levy. This luminous and inspiring portrait of a Black pioneer and artistic force & P.W. Levy. This luminous and inspiring portrait of a Black pioneer and artistic force & P.W. Levy. This luminous and inspiring portrait of a Black pioneer and artistic force. It’s an up-close and personal portrait of a friendship that defined a generation and changed country music indelibly as well as a meditation on love, loss, and legacy. Photos. 280 pages. Central. Pub. at $29.95 $19.75 $10.95

4974317 ROD: The Road. By Jack London. During a devastating economic depression, London was homeless. He hopped freight trains, begged for food, and came up with elaborate stories to get himself out of difficult situations. London’s skills as a hobo in the 1890s. 116 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $23.95 $16.99 $9.95

4970626 ME. By Elton John. Full of drama, from the early rejection of Elton’s work with songwriting partner Bernie Taupin to spinning out of control as a chart-topping superstar, and from suicide attempts to a secret drug addiction that would grip him for over a decade, Cheech and Chong memoir will take you on an intimate journey with a living legend. 24 pages of photos, most in color. Holt, Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

1959182 THE BEAUTY OF LIVING TWICE. By Sharon Stone. In this work Stone chronicled her efforts to rebuild her life and write about her slow road back to wholeness and health after a serious stroke. She found the power to return, the courage to speak up, and the will to make a difference in the lives of men, women, and children around the globe. 242 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $27.95 $9.45

194468 NAKED IN THE PROMISED LAND: A Memoir. By Lillian Faderman. The only child of Jewish immigrants, Faderman left Latvia to seek a better life in America, fantasizing about becoming an actress. Her dreams lead to the dangerous, seductive world of the sex trade and sham-marriages in Nuremberg for war crimes. Offers an unparalleled portrait of Field-Marshall Wilhelm Keitel. By Walter Gorlitz. Extravagant memoirs written in the six weeks before he was hanged in Nuremberg for war crimes. Offers an unparalleled insider’s view of the Wermacht, Hitler, and the events that made WWII the most devastating conflict of modern times. 288 pages. Cooper Square. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

1959177 THE MEMOIRS OF FIELD-MARSHAL WILHELM WILHELM KEITEL. Ed. by Walter Gorlitz. Extravagant memoirs written in the six weeks before he was hanged in Nuremberg for war crimes. Offers an unparalleled insider’s view of the Wermacht, Hitler, and the events that made WWII the most devastating conflict of modern times. 288 pages. Cooper Square. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95
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4726537 ROADMAP TO HELL: Sex, Drugs and Guns on the Mafia Coast. By Barbie Latza Nadeau. Caught between Camorra gunrunners selling to ISIS and Nigerian drug dealers, Italy’s picturesque coast each year thousands of refugees and migrants are lured into the Mafia’s criminal underworld, forced to become sex slaves, drug mules or weapon smugglers. Nadeau uncovers the intricacies of Mafia activity right on Europe’s doorstep. Pages. 213 pages. Oneeworld. Pub. at $24.99. $12.95

494853X AT ANY COST: A Father’s Betrayal, a Wife’s Murder, and a Two-Year War of Vengeance. By F. R. Rosenberg & S. Algar. Shele Danishskaya was eager to build a family with her much younger husband, Rod Covlin. But when his former partner’s leisure violin concerto gave way to a merciful divorce. In late December 2008, Shele made an appointment with her lawyer to block him from her millions. She would never make it to that meeting. Photos. 292 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99. $9.95
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**CRIME & CRIMINALS**

19115X KISS OF DEATH: True Cases of Fatal Attraction. By Jean Ritchie. An investigative journalist uncovers the horrific lengths to which some individuals will go when betrayed by passion. A riveting true story of desire that binds these brutal crime stories collected here. Color photos. 320 pages. Michael O’Mara. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. $9.95


191959X THE MISSING GIRLS: A True Story of the Austrian Incest Case That Shocked the World. By John Galt. Josef Fritzl lived a life of lies, while his daughter, Elisabeth, lived a life of horror. This is the true story of the Austrian incest case that shocked the world. 248 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

191717X SECRETS IN THE CELLAR: A True Story of the Austrian Incest Case That Shooked the World. By John Galt. Josef Fritzl lived a life of lies, while his daughter, Elisabeth, lived a life of horror. This is the true story of the Austrian incest case that shocked the world. 248 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

7658106 GOLDEN BOY: A Murder Among the Manhattan Elite. By John Galt. By all accounts, Gilbert Jr. led a charmed life. But he always felt different. As his parents begged him to seek psychiatric help, he pushed back by stealing, writing, and escalating violence—until the day he arrived at his parents’ apartment, calmly asked his mother to leave, and shot his father in the head. Photos. 339 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

4817184 THE GOLDEN THREAD: The Cold War and the Mysterious Death of Dag Hammarskjöld. By Ravi Somayajulu. On September 17, 1961, Dag Hammarskjöld boarded a Douglas DC6 propeller plane on the sweeping tarmac of the airport in Leopoldville, the capital of the Congo. Hours later, he would be found dead in an African jungle with an ace of spades playing card placed on his body. This riveting work of investigative journalism reveals the truth behind the murder. Photos, some in color. 289 pages. Twelve. Pub. at $28.00. $6.95

7883818 THE GOLDEN THREAD: The Cold War and the Mysterious Death of Dag Hammarskjöld. By Ravi Somayajulu. On September 17, 1961, Dag Hammarskjöld boarded a Douglas DC6 propeller plane on the sweeping tarmac of the airport in Leopoldville, the capital of the Congo. Hours later, he would be found dead in an African jungle with an ace of spades playing card placed on his body. This riveting work of investigative journalism reveals the truth behind the murder. Photos, some in color. 290 pages. Twelve. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. $5.95

4704851 TILL MURDER DO US PART. By Kathy Patterson. All-in-one murder mystery. Kathy Spiers can’t believe she’s found such a good man to marry in Steven Marcum. But twelve years later she suspects he isn’t who he says he is. In Ramp to Murder, Brandi (not her real name), from whom she quickly finds a new best friend and a new boyfriend, but her perfect life is about to turn on its head. 325 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95


3839077 HOME SWEET MURDER. By James Patterson et al. Contains two true crime stories: In Home Sweet Murder, lawyer Leo Fisher and his wife are enjoying a quiet Sunday dinner at home until a man in a suit rings their front door. In Murder on the Run, the middle-aged housekeeper found dead was bad, but the little boy was worse—a bloody homicide that put Omaha on the map. 241 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

4908481 MAFIA MURDERS: 100 Kills That Changed the Mob. By M. Frasca. Revenge killings, gangland shootouts, brutal executions and drownings, there was no escape for all true-crime fans or any reader who craves to leave, and shot his father in the head. Photos. 339 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

1919431 THE DARKEST NIGHT. By Ron Franscell. Two young sisters, an unspeakable crime, and the loss of innocence in a small town. This is the shocking true story of abduction, rape, and murder. 282 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

1958267 HUNTING WHITNEY: The Inside Story of the Capture & Killing of America’s Most Wanted Mother. By H. Kazanjian & C. Enss. Nate Burke found the things in life: the lovely home, the fine clothes, and lots of money in the bank. She ended up with a police slug in her head and $10,200 in her wallet. This is the enthralling true story of Ma Barker, the “sweet old lady” who was in fact the matriarch of America’s gangster era. 224 pages. TwoDot. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95

1920243 THE MILLION AIRE PRISONER: Special 2-in-1 Edition. By M. Enmergo & J. Krugler. How to hustle and win legally from prison. Why would you let up on your drug run to achieve your dreams? Here’s the blueprint that you can use to become successful! This is the complete reference to overcoming any obstacle and rising to the top. The Cell. 363 pages. Crown. Pub. at $28.00. $9.95

4944070 THE VAPORS: A Southern Family, the New York Mob, and the Rise and Fall of Hot Springs, America’s Forgotten Gambling Capital. By David Hill. The extraordinary story of three individuals spanning the golden decades of Hot Springs, from the 1930s through the 1960s, and the lavish casino whose spectacular rise and fall would bring them together before blowing them apart. Infused with the sights and sounds of America’s entertainment heyday, this is an arresting glimpse into a bygone era of American vice. Photos. 382 pages. FSG. Pub. at $28.00. $6.95

DVD 7685955 COCAINE COWBOYS. widescreen. In the 1980s, ruthless Colombian cocaine barons invaded Miami with a brand of violence unseen in this country. Cocaine Cowboys is the true story of how Miami became the drug, murder and cash capital of the U.S. But it isn’t the whole story, cocaine barons have been RELOADED: packed with footage and stories never told before. Rated R. $9.95

4864548 HUNTING THE UNABOMBER: The Ted Kaczynski and the Cultured of America’s Most Notorious Domestic Terrorist. By L. Wiehl & L. Pullitzer. Reconstructs the white-knuckle, tension-filled inside story of how the mysterious bomber, a revelatory, historical thriller of the years-long battle between the FBI and the brilliant but criminally insane Kaczynski. Thomas. Hardcover. 481 pages. $4.95

1935879 I GOT A MONSTER: The Rise and Fall of America’s Most Corrupt Police Squad. By B. Woods & B. Soderberg. On March 1, 2017, the FBI arrested Jenkins and six other members of his police squad, reviving a vast criminal conspiracy operating within the Baltimore Police Department: Police officers were robbing dealers, keeping the cash and selling the drugs back onto the streets. The authors tell the story of a murder, the most corrupt police squad. 16 pages of color photos. 300 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99. $7.95
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**THE WIKIPEDIA ENCYCLOPEDIA OF SERIAL KILLERS: A-Z Guide to History’s Most Notorious Murderers.** Featuring extensive information about the backgrounds, crimes and aftermaths, victims and arrests, and current lives of serial killers across the globe, this reference is an essential guide for all true-crime fans or any reader who wants an insight into the dark minds of the most notorious criminals in the world. Illus. 582 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99. $12.95
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49206X A GROSS OF PIRATES: From Attilio the Shield Maiden to Aline the Big Mouth. By Terry Brevort. An exciting journey under full sail across a millennium of blood and treasure, this roll-call of pirates brings together the extraordinary stories and extraordinary men and women throughout history. They include Norman killers, Barbary Corsairs, Elizabetan adventurers, Chinese pirates, "the Brethren of the Coast" and of course the pirates of the Caribbean. Illus. 320 pages. Amherst. Pub. at $31.95 $9.95
49271H COUPLE FOUND SLAIN: After a Family Murder. By Mikla Brottman. On February 21, 1992, 22 year old Brian Bechtold walked into a police station in Port St. Lucie, Florida and confessed that he shot and killed his parents in their family home in Silver Spring, Maryland. He said he’d been possessed by the devil. He was eventually diagnosed with schizophrenia and ruled “not criminally responsible” for the murder on grounds of insanity. Photos. 243 pages. Holt. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95
475514 EL JFE: The Stalking of Chapo Guzman. By Alan Feuer. The definitive account of the rise and fall of the ultimate narco, "El Chapo," from the humble origins to his spectacular court battle, and through Abe Reles’s rise from street punk to murder chef to stock pinger, ending with his fateful death on a Coney Island rooftop. For a brief moment before WWII, America fixated on the delicate balance of trust and betrayal on our streets. This is the story of the one man who tipped the balance. Photos. 326 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub at $27.99 $7.95
4985257 DEATH SCENES: A Homicide Detective’s Scrapbook. By text by Katherine Dunn. Collection of stark, disturbing and violent photographs taken at crime scenes, showing murder in all its forms for the fair and unfair. This collection is accompanied by Dunn’s provocative explanatory text. Adults only. Feral House. 10x8. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95
4919858 RIDING WITH EVIL: Taking Down the Notorious Pagan Motorcycle Gang. By C. B. Franz. For 20 years,irie has been America’s number one investigative reporter. But it was only after his untimely death in the line of duty that his story became known to the public. "Riding with Evil" is a revealing look at life inside one of the most notorious motorcycle gangs in America. Inside his "playbook", to weaken and destroy the Pagan’s was unfolding in the West Wing. It’s the desperately needed ammunition in our fight for the republic. 325 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95
4972473 THE PERMANENT Coup: How Enemies Foreign and Domestic Targeted the American President. By Lee Smith. In their zeal to bring down President Trump, Deep State conspirators had unwittingly revealed the origins of the anti-Trump operation and exposed corruption at the very highest levels of the Democratic party, including former Vice President Biden and his boss former President Barack Obama. Smith again enjoys exclusive access to the main players, and uncovers even more Deep State crimes. 236 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $22.99 $9.95
196678 TWO FAMOUS: The Rich, the Powerful, the Wished, the Notorious, the Damned. By Michael Wolff. If you can judge a book by its enemies, this could be an instant classic. Wolff dissects more of the major moguls, media whores, and vainglorious figures of our time. He digs into their lives, and careers. These profiles cover some of the most famous faces from the Clinton era through the Trump years. 323 pages. Holt. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95
4990190 LANDSLIDE: The Final Days of the Trump Presidency. By Michael Wolff. As the Trump presidency’s hold over the country spiraled out of control, an untold and tumultuous tale of deception, duplicity, and delusion was unfolding within the West Wing. 312 pages. Holt. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95
1995175 DEMOCRACY IN CHAINS: The Deep History of the Radical Right’s Stealth Constitution. By Cynthia MacLean. A piercing examination of the right’s relentless campaign to eliminate unions, suppress voting, privatize public education and create a climate change and alter the constitution. A chilling story of right wing academic and big money run amok. It is a call to arms to protect democracy itself. 334 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $9.95
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4695267 UNITED STATES OF SOCIALISM: Who’s Behind It, Why It’s Evil, How to Stop It. By Michael D’Abrosca. An informative, provocative and thrilling expose not merely of the ideas but the tactics of the socialist Left. In making the moral case, he delivers to the market, the author portrays President Trump as the exemplar of capitalism and also the most effective political leader in the battle against socialism. 290 pages. All Points. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

4975510 DEATH OF A NATION: plantation Politics and the Making of the Democratic Party. By Dinesh D’Souza. Offers a bracing alternative vision of American history, one that explains the origins of the Democratic Party and exposes the hidden truth that racism today, as in the past, comes not from the conservative right but rather from Democrats and progressives on the left. 318 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 $16.95

199266X RANKING THE VICE PRESIDENTS: True Tales and Trivia, from John Adams to Joe Biden. By Ian Randal Strock. Here you will find the information you always wanted to know about Vice Presidents. Presented in an engaging way, there are fun facts, trivia, and all of the things you didn’t know about the Vice Presidents, such as: who lived the longest; who got married in office; who won the Nobel Prize; and who was charged with treason. Includes facts, trivia, and all of the things you didn’t know about the Vice Presidents. 184 pages. Carrel Books. Pub. at $32.99 $5.95

4815998 AMERICAN MARXISM. By Mark R. Levin. Explains how the core elements of Marxist ideology are now pervasive in American society and culture—from our classrooms to our corporations, to Hollywood, the Democratic Party, and the Biden presidency—and how it often goes unchallenged even in America’s institutions. 302 pages. Trendline. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

4761357 UNFREEDOM OF THE PRESS. By Mark R. Levin. Reveals how the great tradition of the American free press has degenerated into a standardless profession that has squandered the trust and faith of the American public, not through government oppression or suppression, but through self-censorship, bias by omission, and passing off opinion, propaganda, and outright lies as news. 258 pages. Trendline. Pub. at $28.00 $17.00

1992422 FAKE POLITICS: How Corporate and Government Groups Create and Maintain a Monopoly on Truth. By Jasoncoach. Through a revealing analysis of the tea party, oil industry, big tobacco, big data, and news media, this volume will explore the similarities and differences between various campaigns that appeared to be grassroots but in reality were lobbying efforts fueled by governments, corporations, major industries, and religious institutions. 203 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99 $9.55

1970526 HOUSE OF TRUMP HOUSE OF PUTIN: The Untold Story of Donald and Vladimir. By America’s VPs. 226 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $30.00 $3.95

6769126 THE CORRUPTION OF CONSERVATISM: Why I Left the Right. By Max Boot. Presents an urgent defense of American democracy. No longer a Republican, but also not quite a Democrat, Boot tells the story of an ideological disillusionment so devastating that he calls his champions to answer the difficult questions and challenge the political orthodoxy they have built around their self-serving narratives. 268 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $17.95 $4.95

4982762 CORPORATE CONSPIRACIES: Wall Street Takes Over America. By R. Belzer & D. Wayne. Takes a hard look at the myriad wounds done to the American people by big business. From the way mainstream media controls us to the trillion-dollar drug policy; from the abuse of Big Oil and Big Pharma, Belzer and Wayne reveal how the capitalist regime has us all under its thumb. 230 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95

4902944 CULTURE HIJAH: How to Stop Being Fat And Start a Life of Virtue. By Rob Starnes. Imagine an America where it’s against the law to pledge allegiance to the flag. Explore the Left’s crusade to destroy the values and foundations of America, equipping everyday Americans with the knowledge they need to fight back. Unless patriots stand up and defend their Constitutional rights, the Left will never know you were successful in their crusade. 296 pages. Post Hill. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

3933830 RADICALS, RESISTANCE, AND REVENGE: The Left’s Plot to Remake America. By Je annine Pirro. This compelling narrative features the author’s keen analysis of events and their implications in light of the anti-Trump conspirators’ corrupt methods and possible crimes and deconstructs the Left’s subversive plot against American liberty. 334 pages. Threshold. Pub. at $18.00 $21.95

1945990 HOAX: Donald Trump, Fox News, and the Danger of Distortion of Truth. By Brian Stelter. Through firsthand accounts from over 250 current and former Fox insiders, Stelter uncovers the inner workings of Rupert Murdoch’s multimedia empire. He compiles the story of the Trump years and looks at the future of the network that made him. 432 pages. Atira. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $5.95

7684933 OBAMA: The Call of History. By Peter Baker. In this vivid and in-depth illustrated account of Barack Obama’s years in office, The New York Times chronicles a period of great hope, turmoil, accomplishment and, yes, failure. Reives a presidency that included a historic financial collapse, an all-encompassing trauma, the debt of Barack Obama, the rise of the Islamic State, and more. 320 pages. Abrams. 9¾x12. Pub. at $50.00 $14.95

197419X THE GREAT RESET: Joe Biden and the Comingussuru Fascism. By Glenn Beck with J. Haskins. You might think you know why our world is changing so rapidly and dramatically, but change is part of the human experience. This story. Once you understand the Great Reset, however, everything will become clearer. If the American people don’t soon wake up and stand for individual liberty, freedom could be lost. 318 pages. Memory. Pub. at $29.00 $21.95

1990168 DILLOYAL: A Memoir. By Michael Cohen. The inside story of the real President Trump by his former attorney and personal advisor, the man who helped him get into the Oval Office and who was his closest friend. It tells the author how Cohen came under the spell of his charismatic “Boss” and as a result, lost all sense of his moral compass. Illus. 432 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $32.50 $8.95

7691572 THE RECKONING: Our Nation’s Trauma and Finding a Way to Heal. By Mary L. Trump. Donald J. Trump inflicted an onslaught of overlapping and interconnected traumas upon the American people. The author, Trump’s only niece, is uniquely positioned to answer the difficult questions and challenge the political orthodoxy they have built around their self-serving narratives. 432 pages. Random. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

1970194 DONALD TRUMP V. THE UNITED STATES. By Michael S. Schmidt. Drawing on secret FBI and White House documents and confidential sources inside two of the most powerful institutions in the country, this is vital journalism, recording the shocking reality of a presidency like no other, a riveting contemporary history, and a lasting account of just how fragile and vulnerable the institutions of American democracy really are. 413 pages. Random. Pub. at $30.00 $19.95


1936662 ENEMIES: The Press vs. The American People. By Peter D’Abrosca. D’Abrosca asserts in his biting narrative that while billions of dollars, the destroy-Trump media lie to and ordinary Americans their role here, the definitive case for why the mainstream press has been talked the enemy of the people. 250 pages. Bombardier Books. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95


768200X TO OBAMA: A People’s Riposte. By Judge Jeanine Pirro. Every evening for eight years, President Obama was given ten hand-picked letters written by American citizens. Laskas interviews Obama, the letter writers, and the White House staff who read through these letters. It’s an intimate look at one man’s relationship to the American people, and at the time when empathy intersected with politics in the White House. Illus. 416 pages. HarperPerennial. Pub. at $16.95 $10.99

1956354 ON TRUTH AND UNTRUTH. By Friedrich Nietzsche. Contains Nietzsche’s singularly important writings on truth. One of a five-book series highlighting short classic works of independent thought illuminating the nature of truth, humanity’s attraction to authoritarianism, the media and mass communication and the philosophy of resistance. 160 pages. HarperPerennial. Pub. at $16.95 $10.99

1957232 THE DUMMEST GENERATION GROWS UP: From Stupefied Youth to Dangerous Adults. By Mark Bauerlein. Bauerlein’s 2008 work The Dumbest Generation has proven to be prescient. In this follow-up, the author examines the naivety of Millennial woke politics and, more importantly, the threat that their ignorance poses to the rest of us. 310 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95
**Politics**

**7682581** ON HITLER’S MEIN KAMPF: The Poetics of National Socialism. By Albrecht Kosinski. The author argues that Kampf cannot be reduced to an ideological message directed to all readers. By examining the text and the signals that it sends, he shows that we can discover for whom this book was written—propaganda, possibly for what he does not, 78 pages. MTT Press. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95. $4.95

**4959981** THE TRUMP CENTURY: How Our President Changed the Course of History Forever. By Lou Dobbs with D. K. Campbell. The title is apt as this book would soon be like us, and the political tempest that comes over it would not be. 346 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $29.00.

**1935690** MONSTER OF THEIR OWN MAKING. By Jonathan Allen. Recounting his experiences amongst far-right terrorists and extremists, Bucky shows how conservatives and liberals are both wrong about the far right, and how the Democratic party class is being backed into a corner and forced to either be quiet, or get radical. Photos. 300 pages. Bombardier Books. Pub. at $7.00. $5.95

**1998815** ZERO FAIL: The Rise and Fall of the Central Intelligence Agency. By Carol Leonnig. The definitive account of the rise and fall of the secret service, from the Kennedy assassination to the alarming mismanagement of the Obama and Trump years. To explore these problems, Leonnig interviewed current and former agents, government officials, and whistleblowers who put their jobs on the line to speak out about a hobbyist agency in desperate need of reform. 532 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00. $14.95

**1986848** THE RETURN: Trump’s Big 2024 Comeback. By Dick Morris. A campaign strategist provides the road map for taking back the White House and the Congress. 252 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00. $6.95

**767790** THE SOCIALIST MANIFESTO: The Case for Radical Politics in an Era of Extreme Inequality. By Bhaskar Sarkara. As the economic inequality sociologist warns, America is becoming less and less likely to succeed in becoming more extreme, Americans are embracing the class politics of socialism. In showing how and why socialism can work in America, this manifesto explores the rise of radical politics. 308 pages. Basic. Pub. at $28.00. $7.95

**1951017** BLOOD AND OIL: Mohammed bin Salman’s Ruthless Quest for Global Power. By B. Hope & J. Scheck. A revelatory look at the inner workings of the royal family of Saudi Arabia, the world’s most powerful ruling clan, and how the struggle for succession produced the charismatic but ruthless crown prince Mohammed bin Salman. This is a gripping work of investigative journalism about one of the world’s most decisive and dangerous leaders. Color photos. 346 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $29.99. $21.95

**1913115** HOW TO DESTROY AMERICA IN THREE EASY STEPS. By Ben Shapiro. The New York Times bestseller outlines how the political Left has been crafting foundational truths about our society, our history, and reality itself, to be Unionists instead of Disinfectantarians. Shapiro offers a vital warning that if we don’t recover these shared truths, our future, our union, as a great country is threatened with destruction. 248 pages. Broadside. Pub. at $28.99. $6.95

**768481** THANK YOU FOR YOUR SERVITUDE: Donald Trump’s Washington and the Cult of Leibovitch. By Adelle, Adele, and Michael Leibovich. An unflinching account of the moral rut of a major American political party, tracking the transformation of Marco Rubio, Ted Cruz, and Donald Trump as they construct their Administration’s chief enabler, and the swamp’s lesser lights into frantic chasers of the gilt. 339 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $29.00. $6.95

**1996544** THE PSYCHOLOGY OF TOTALITARIANISM. By Mattas Desnet. In this work, Desnet deconstructs the global conditions that allow collective hypnosis to be taken hold. But analyzing the global pandemic, he identifies the phenomenon of mass terrorization; how it is being fomented, consciously led into a ray of technocratic totalitarianism, which aggressively excludes alternative views. Photos with illus. 232 pages. Chelsea Green. Pub. at $28.00. $12.95

**4988073** LAPTOP FROM HELL: Hunter Biden, Big Tech, and the Dirty Secrets the President Tried to Hide. The explosive contents of Hunter Biden’s laptop were the “October Surprise” of the 2020 presidential election, and the New York Post had the goods. Now Desmet reconstructs America’s most powerful family, whose intense loyalty is their greatest strength—and their deepest flaw. 210 pages. Post Hill. Pub. at $28.00. $21.95

**1936018** SEX AND LIES: True Stories of Women’s Intimate Lives in the Arab World. By Leila Slimani. While in her native Morocco promoting her novel Adèle, Slimani began to consider the complex and dark secrets of their sexual lives. In Morocco, adultery, abortion, homosexuality, prostitution, and sex outside of marriage are all punishable by law, and women have only two choices--be a wife or a virgin. Combines harrowing testimonials with Slimani’s commentary. 162 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00. $4.95

**7682050** SKY’S STORY. By Louise Allen. When Sky and her older sister Avril were taken by their social worker, it was by no means a case like no other. Raised by unhinged parents who hoarded compulsively, creating horrific conditions no family should live in, Jack Biohl’s The Swamp transformed into a foster carer Louise’s home, neglected, malnourished and indoctrinated. 296 pages. Weibel. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. $11.95

**4979619** A FIELD GUIDE TO LIES: Critical Thinking with Statistics and the Scientific Method. By Daniel J. Levitin. Levitin shows us how news stories, social media postings, advertising, and statistics can be manipulated to mislead. In this entertaining and engaging guide, Levitin uses the extremes of publicly accepting everything we read or cynically dismissing everything. 313 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.52. $6.95

**1921711** PLACES, TOWNS AND TOWNSHIPS 2016. Sixth Edition. By D. A. Gaquin & M. M. Ryan. This volume contains essential information about people and places in the United States. Data is presented for all incorporated places, census designated places, and 3,143 counties included in the 2010 census, from the largest city to the smallest village. This data will not be updated for several years. 783 pages. Bernan. 841 x 11 x 3/4. Pub. at $135.00. $114.95

**495577X** THE NEXT CIVIL WAR: Dispatches from the American Future. By Stephen Marche. No matter your political leaning, most of us can sense that America is barreling toward a cataclysm—of one kind or another. America is barreling toward an apocalyptic event. The apocalyptic event is here. Relevant and revelatory, Marche plainly breaks down the looming threats to American democracy and gives us a call to arms to defend our government. 238 pages. Avid Reader. Pub. at $27.00. $19.95

**286737X** DIFFICULT PERSONALITIES: A Practical Guide to Managing the Hurtful Behavior of Others (and Maybe Yourself). By H. McGrath & H. Edwards. Taking the American Psychological Association’s widely used Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders as its starting point, this guide helpfully outlines over a dozen different personality traits, from their clinical characteristics and underlying motivations. It also helps equip readers with numerous strategies for dealing with difficult behaviors. 285 pages. The Experiment. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $9.96

---

**Psychology**

**4984340** RADICALS, RESISTANCE, AND REVENGE: The Left’s Plot to Remake America. By Peter Schweizer. LARGE PRINT EDITION. This compelling narrative features the author’s keen analysis of explosive new information that reveals the anti-Trump plot and what it tells us about the differences in these radical crimes and discerns the Left’s subversive plot against the foundation of American liberty. Judge Pinto is sounding the alarm to warn patriotic Americans before it’s too late. 370 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $30.00. $7.95

---
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**Psychology**


- **768386 WHEN THE SUN BURSTS: The Enigma of Schizophrenia** by Christopher Bollas. In this sensitive and evocative narrative, Bollas draws on his personal experiences working with schizophrenia since the 1960s to offer his interpretation of schizophrenia and to show how effective talk therapy can be as a treatment. 226 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. 


- **198336 WHEN THE SUN BURSTS: The Enigma of Schizophrenia** by Christopher Bollas. In this sensitive and evocative narrative, Bollas draws on his personal experiences working with schizophrenia since the 1960s to offer his interpretation of schizophrenia and to show how effective talk therapy can be as a treatment. 226 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. 

**Religion**


- **280761 PROOF OF GOD: The Shocking True Answer to the World’s Most Important Questions** by R.H. Charles. Presents the Proof of God as the Shocking True Answer to the World’s Most Important Questions. Includes articles and references, it provides a unique and compelling way to see how well you know the Truth. 

**Philosophy**

- **4974913 NIETZSCHE: Great Thinkers on Modern Life** by John Armstrong. In a highly readable style, the philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche. 

- **7679031 MEDITATIONS ON FIRST PHILOSOPHY & OTHER METAPHYSICAL WRITINGS** by René Descartes. One of the most influential works by one of the most influential philosophers of all time. 

- **195539 THE INCEST DIARY** by Anonymous. Throughout her life, the author was raped by her father. In this gripping account she revisits her early traumas and their aftermath—not only with the help of therapy but also with the help of a brilliant friend. 

- **7684908 MEDITATIONS** by Marcus Aurelius. Used to sketch the essential traits of human character and describe ways of coping with adversity. The favorite reading of Pope, Goethe and President Bill Clinton, these richly varied reflections are unaffected by time. 

**See more titles at erhbc.com/350**
Religion

768520 THE EVERYDAY LIFE PSALMS AND PROVERBS. By Joyce Meyers. Special features include biblical introductions; everyday life articles; life points; putting the Word to work; and speaking the Word. Attractively bound with silver imitation leather and a ribbon bookmark. 478 pages. FaithWords. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00 $7.95

769167X TRUSTING GOD DAY BY DAY: 365 Daily Devotions. By Joyce Meyers. We all need help to make good choices, overcome worry and anxiety, and keep a positive attitude. These daily devotions will help you keep your focus on God and get what you need from Him. 437 pages. FaithWords. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

★ 1919868 CHRISTMAS: A Very Peculiar History. By Fiona MacDonald. Introduces mindbending facts about the holiday season and the myths surrounding some of Christmas’ most treasured and well-known facets, while taking a sideways look at bizarre yuletide customs and stories from around the world. Illus. 192 pages. BookHouse. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

769643X GOD’S WISDOM AND PROMISES. By Jack Countryman. A manual for a life that will point you to the Source of all true comfort and peace, no matter what circumstance you face. The Word relates to received digital clocks—it could be your angels sending you a message! Gray explains exactly what your angels are trying to tell you through these repeated sequences. From digital clock combinations like 1:23, 22:22 and 5:55, to license plates to receipts and other number sequences, from numbers 0 through 999, and popular digital clocks—the meaning of the numbers 0 through digital clock combinations like 1:23, 22:22 and 5:55. 305 pages. HayHouse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $7.95

769717 THE TIBETAN BOOK OF THE DEAD. Traditionally read aloud to the dying or recently deceased, this landmark work, an innovative modern graphic work, explores the Tibetan sacred literature known as the Bardo Thodol. It explains how to recognize the true nature of the mind so that after death it will be possible to attain enlightenment and liberation from the suffering associated with the endless cycle of death and rebirth. 126 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. $5.95

★ 1994954 24 REASONS TO ABANDON CHRISTIANITY: Why Christianity’s Poisoned Morality Leads to Misery and Death. By Charles Butler. This is a comprehensive and easy-to-read examination of the most objectionable characteristics of the Christian religion, including dishonesty, hypocrisy, authoritarianism, cruelty, sexual morbidity, disdain for individual rights, disdain for nature, and why Christian dogma and beliefs lead directly to all of these evils. 340 pages. See Sharp. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

★ 4896483 THE UNIVERSEAL KABBALAH: Deciphering the Cosmic Code in the Sacred Geometry of the Sabbath Star Diagram. By Leonora Leet. This groundbreaking work, an innovative modern mystic, presents the mathematical code at the base of all cosmic manifestation. It reveals the seven spiritual worlds of the Kabbalah, and relates them to the development of the soul, including the seven color codes. The book explains the conscious and unconscious levels of the seven colors. 494 pages. Inner Traditions. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $49.95 $9.95


★ 4747598 FATH: A Journey for All. By Cheryl Buxton. Fath, a biblical story, tells a tale that sheds light on the Bible for readers of all spiritual backgrounds. With interfaith perspectives touching each book of the Old and New Testaments, highlighting key chapters and concepts, it will help you navigate and understand the Bible’s eternal lessons. Beautifully bound with gilded edges. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Meredith. 8x10. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

★ 4812565 EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT THE BIBLE. By Cheryl Frey et al. Brings together essential biblical stories and events. Each page sheds light on the Bible for readers of all spiritual backgrounds. With interfaith perspectives touching each book of the Old and New Testaments, highlighting key chapters and concepts, it will help you navigate and understand the Bible’s eternal lessons. Beautifully bound with gilded edges. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Meredith. 8x10. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

★ 4913233 THE COST OF MY FAITH: How a Decision in My Cake Shop Took Me to the Supreme Court. By Blake Frederick. Blake inherited from his mother a strong commitment to help men who couldn’t create a cake for their same-sex wedding. Jack Phillips had to defend himself first before the Colorado Civil Rights Commission, then in court, losing every step of the way until the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in his favor. His account is an inspiration to the many living out their faith. Color photos. 205 pages. HarperSanFrancisco. 8¼x5¼. Pub. at $22.95 $10.95

4914376 ESV PROVERBS: Daily Wisdom. This unique portion of Scripture is divided up into brief daily readings over the course of a year, allowing you space and time to absorb the teachings of God’s Wisdom at a slower pace. Features a leather like cover and a ribbon bookmark. Slipscased. 209 pages. Crossway. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

★ 5962602 A STUDENT’S VOCABULARY FOR BIBLICAL HEBREW AND ARAMAIC. By Larry A. Mitchell. With updated formatting and transcriptions, this guide is a standard reference for students of Hebrew and Aramaic for the student of the Hebrew Bible. Includes complete alphabetical indexes of all the Hebrew and Aramaic terms, making it more user friendly. 126 pages. Zondervan. $15.95

★ 3793613 ANGEL NUMBERS: The Message and Meaning Behind 11:11 and Other Number Sequences. By Kyle Gray. If you always see the same numbers repeated—from license plates to receipts and other number sequences, from numbers 0 through digital clocks—the meaning of the numbers 0 through digital clock combinations like 1:23, 22:22 and 5:55. 305 pages. HayHouse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $7.95

4915534 THE TRUE STORY OF THE WIFE, WIFE, WIFE. By Mary Magdalena. Their Untold Truth Through Art and Evidential Channeling. By David Young. What if the Bible’s account of Jesus and Mary Magdalena is factually correct? Is there a religious truth to the story of Eve? Discover the hidden truth about the two most misrepresented people of all time in a narrative that encompasses fine art, ancient history, and evidential channeling in color. 87 pages. Waterside Productions. 10¼x13¼. Pub. at $39.96 $7.95

DVD 7697457 COMPASSION IN EMPTINESS. Widescreen. Each year, His Holiness the Dalai Lama travels the world offering public talks to individuals from many different faiths and backgrounds. This documentary presents two historic records of one of the world’s most important spiritual teachers and his unique message of wisdom and compassion. Not Rated. In Tibetan and English with English subtitles. Nearly 14 hours on four DVDs. Oscilloscope. $9.95


★ 1969412 TALK WITH ANGELS: How to Work with Angels of Light for Guidance, Comfort & Healing. By Elizabeth Clare Prophet. With stories, examples and profound spiritual insights, this work shows that we should never underestimate what angels can do. It introduces us to the angels of protection, wisdom, grace, forgiveness, and even success (to name a few) who are standing by to come to our aid. Color photos. 248 pages. Summit. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

★ 1969293 ARCHANGEL MICHAEL: Improve Your Life with the Help of Archangel Michael. By Elizabeth Clare Prophet. This work explains how your angels are like transformers for spiritual energy. You can consciously use them to emit high-frequency energies to heal yourself and bless those around you. Learn how to powerfully energize your aura and chakras. Utilize the full power of the science of the spoken Word to accelerate your spiritual path. Illus. in color. 117 pages. Summit. Paperbound. $11.95

1970712 SEVEN WORDS OF CHRISTMAS. By Robert Morris. Throughout the Bible, the number seven appears repeatedly to signify completeness or perfection. From the seven days of creation to the seven colors of the rainbow, it’s no wonder that the Hebrews referred to their God Son into the world with seven unique prophetic words that still speak to us today. 147 pages. FaithWords. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00 $6.95

★ 1981641 PROOF OF HEAVEN: A Neurosurgeon’s Journey into the Afterlife. By Eben Alexander. Before Alexander underwent his journey to the realms of super-physical existence, he could not reconcile his knowledge of neuroscience with a belief in heaven or in God, the soul. Today he is a doctor who believes that true health can be achieved only when we realize that God and the soul are real. 196 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95
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490852X REINCARNATION: Remarkable Stories of People Who Recall Past Lives. By Paul Roland. Do you ever get the feeling that you don’t quite belong here? That you’ve lived before? Reincarnation, the belief that we are all reborn many times, lies at the heart of many of the oldest religions, philosophies, and faiths. It is being recognized by more and more people today as the truth behind who we really are. Illus. 223 pages. Sirius. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

7684371 THE DARK HISTORY OF THE OCCULT: Magic, Madness and Murder. By Paul Roland. Black magic murders, Satanism, cults, and demonic possession are the diabolical practices that grab the tabloid headlines and reinforce the myth that evil and an unhealthy obsession with the occult are to blame for our increasingly violent society. But is the truth even darker and more disturbing? This eye opening volume details the origins of the was solely dedicated to Witchcraft, its power to heal and, includes historical accounts of demonic possession. Illus. 272 pages. Disinformation. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95


1988921 THE BLACK ARTS, 50th ANNIVERSARY EDITION. By Richard Cavendish. From astrology’s insights into personalities to the spirituality behind the Cabala, from numerological systems to the origins of animal sacrifice, this volume reveals the history, practitioners, and influence of all types of black magic. 352 pages. Perigee. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $6.95

4828704 Hekte: Goddess of Witches. By Courtney Weber. Take a journey through the legend and lore of Hekte, goddess of crossroads, ghosts, and witchcraft, and also perhaps the most beloved goddess today. 208 pages. Weiser. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

4924789 THE PARANORMAL PRESIDENCY OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN. By Christopher Jennings Coleman. Explores a largely unacknowledged aspect of the one of the nation’s most prominent presidents. From his early youth to the very day of his death, Abraham Lincoln was visited by premonitions and visions of the future. His interest in mediums and Spiritualism is revealed in this unique and fascinating text. Illus. 186 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. $14.95

4963113 THE BOOK OF PRACTICAL WITCHCRAFT: A Compendium of Spells, Rituals and Occult Knowledge. By Pamela Ball. Learn to weave magic with this enchanting guide to ethical spell-work. Become a competent, confident, and successful practitioner! This practical guide to witchcraft. Contains an extensive collection of traditional symbols, techniques and correspondences. This guide is presented with a striking, foil-embossed hardcover and silver gilt edges. 304 pages. Sirius. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

4911059 REAL-LIFE X-FILES: Investigating the Paranormal. By Joe Nickell. Examines the cases of over 40 paranormal phenomena. Using a scientific approach, Nickell visits the scenes of the so-called unexplainable activity whenever possible and attempts to physically duplicate miraculous claims. 320 pages. UPIKY. $7.95

4851986 THE WITCHES’ ALMANAC, 50 YEAR ANNIVERSARY EDITION. By Andrew Teillet. The oldest almanac in existence solemnly dedicated to Witchcraft, magic and the occult arts! Includes more than 200 articles that represent the best from the past 50 years! Illus. 352 pages. Witches’ Almanac. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95


7683979 SECRETS OF SANTA MUERTE: A Guide to the Prayers, Spells, Rituals, and Hexes. By Cressida Stone. Covers the fascinating history of this powerful folk saint, as well as a practical guide to casting incantations, spell, and remedies. Learn to enchant you with its abundance of magical incantations, spell, and remedies. Learn to enchant you with its abundance of magical


2901241 CHASING AMERICAN MONSTERS: Over 250 Creatures, Cryptids & Haisty Beasts. By Jason Olluff. From Alabama to Wyoming and everywhere in between, these eratic abominations lurk in the darkness. This eye opening volume details the origins, appearance, and behaviors of these bizarre creatures so that you should never come across a terrifying beast in the wild, who’ll know exactly what you’re dealing with. Illus. 367 pages. Cancal. Paperbound. $11.95

496506X THE BOOK OF SPELLS: The Magick of Witchcraft. By Jamie Della. Contains rituals and visualizations for releasing negativity, increasing bliss, and manifesting the law of attraction. This guidebook allows you to interact with the ancient oracle allows you to interact with the ancient spirits to gather, use, and store energy for magical power, manifestation, and personal fulfillment. Full of detailed instructions in this work. You’ll discover how to improve your life in many practical ways by dowsing. Illus. 198 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $7.95

4860721 HAUNTED ASYLUMS, PRISONS, AND SANATORIUMS. By Jamie Davis with S. Queen. Explores the country’s scariest institutions, including the Trans-Allegheny Lunatic Asylum, the Salt Lake City Jail, and the Alvaras Sanatorium. Included is an introduction to basic ghost hunting equipment and detailed information about organizing your own visits to these haunted establishments. Photos. 212 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $7.95

7696882 CRYSTALS BOOK & CARD DECK. By Emily Anderson. This beautifully designed package of crystal cards will enable you to tune into the magic of crystals and gemstones. With practical instructions in this work. You’ll discover how to improve your life in many practical ways by dowsing. Illus. 198 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $7.95

4788993 ENERGY MAGIC OF THE VAMPIRE: Secret Techniques for Personal Power and Manifestation. By Don Webb. This initiatory guide explains how to learn from the myth of the vampire to gather, use, and store energy for magical power, manifestation, and personal fulfillment. Full of detailed instructions in this work. You’ll discover how to improve your life in many practical ways by dowsing. Illus. 198 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $7.95

5795222 JOHN DEE’S FIVE BOOKS OF MYSTERY: Original Sourcebook of Enochian Magic. Ed. by Joseph H. Peterson. Discovered in a hidden compartment of an old chest long after his death, John Dee’s book of magick, the secret knowledge he passed on his angels never to reveal to anyone not sanctioned by them–record in minute detail his research into the occult. Illus. 266 pages. Weiser. Paperbound. $69.95 $49.95

2966832 THE BOOK OF ENOCH THE PROPHET. By R.H. Charles. One of the oldest mystical documents in existence. The Book of Enoch is the most important text not included in the standard biblical Apocrypha. This edition includes a new introduction by occult expert Lon Milo DuQuette. 146 pages. Weiser. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

4684354 THE BIRTHDAY BOOK: What the Day You Were Born Says About You. By Shirley von Strunkel. Packed with information on personality traits, including the plants that most enhance your well-being as a healing heart, finding your Spirit guide, the Tarot, and your zodiac signs. This resource will entertain you, your friends, and family for years to come. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

1959077 THE HEALING POWER OF THE PLANTS: Exercises and Meditations to Detoxify, Decalcify, and Activate Your Third Eye. By Crystal Fenton. The pineal gland is a pea-size gland at the center of your brain that is closely connected with the third eye chakra. This workbook offers an easy to read overview of the gland and step by step exercises for activating its healing benefits. 136 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $15.95

The BOOK OF SWORDS: The MAGICK OF THE VAMPIRE. By Don Webb. This initiatory guide explains how to learn from the myth of the vampire to gather, use, and store energy for magical power, manifestation, and personal fulfillment. Full of detailed instructions in this work. You’ll discover how to improve your life in many practical ways by dowsing. Illus. 198 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $7.95

THE ANCESTRAL ORACLE OF THE CELTS. By Caitlin Matthews. This unique oracle allows you to interact with the ancient ancestors we all hold in common, whatever our race or ethnicity. The Seer, as a way to understanding our all-knowing ancestors from the deep past. Attractively packaged and includes 88 page guidebook and 40 cards. Illus. Watkins. Pub. at $21.95 $14.95

THE BIRTHDAY BOOK: What the Day You Were Born Says About You. By Shirley von Strunkel. Packed with information on personality traits, including the plants that most enhance your well-being as a healing heart, finding your Spirit guide, the Tarot, and your zodiac signs. This resource will entertain you, your friends, and family for years to come. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

THE WITCHCRAFT: A Compendium of Spells, Rituals, and Occult Knowledge. By Pamela Ball. Learn to weave magic with this enchanting guide to ethical spell-work. Become a competent, confident, and successful practitioner! This practical guide to witchcraft. Contains an extensive collection of traditional symbols, techniques and correspondences. This guide is presented with a striking, foil-embossed hardcover and silver gilt edges. 304 pages. Sirius. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

THE STONE SIDE OF THE BROKEN SWORD: A Guide to the Meaning of 298 Common Finds. By Peter Nickell. Examines over 500 cases of paranormal phenomena. Using a scientific approach, Nickell visits the scenes of the so-called unexplainable activity whenever possible and attempts to physically duplicate miraculous claims. 320 pages. UPIKY. $7.95
Occult

★ 4907590 NUMEROLOGY AND THE DIVINE TRIANGLE. By F. Javave & D. Bunker. At last, a truly comprehensive and authoritative text on numerology! Part one is a complete introduction to esoteric numerology. Part two includes extensive delineations of each of the number series, the first time in edition form, a synthesis of numerology, astrology and the Tarot. Well illus. 264 pages. Red Feather. Paperback. $16.95

★ 1925539 ASTROLOGY: What Your Date of Birth Reveals About You. By Marion Wilkerson. Based on the endlessly fascinating world of astrology reveals insights into romantic compatibility and your life path. Provides daily reports and includes overviews of the 12 houses, the truth behind Mercury retrograde, and more. 160 pages. Arcturus. $8.95

★ 4976290 THE ART OF SCRrying & Dowsing: Footstep Methods for ESP and=True. By Jenny Tyson. Easy to use and accurate techniques that only take fifteen minutes. Regardless of your skill level, this work lets you find the location of lost items, reveal the secrets of the past, and gain knowledge about the future or other dimensions of reality. 244 pages. Llewellyn.

★ 4924383 SEEKING BIGFOOT. By Michael Newton. Journey with Robert Sibley as he seeks Bigfoot in North America. Includes seven classic cases that put Bigfoot “on the map” and established the riddle of its existence in public consciousness. In 1964, Michael Newton brings together the facts and finds the methods employed in the ongoing quests. Includes hoaxes and the creature’s portrayal in modern media and advertising. Fully illus. 192 pages. Schiffer. $21.95

★ 4925565 NECRONOMICON, FOURTH REVISED 31ST ANNIVERSARY EDITION. Ed. by Simon. This controversial grimoire has never been out of print since its original publication in 1977. Here, the original text of the "Simon Necronomicon" and the original editor have joined forces to present a new, deluxe edition of the most feared, most reviled occult work of our time. Illus. 216 pages. Llewellyn. $89.95

★ 4912608 THE TAROT: A Collection of Secret Wisdom from Tarot’s Mystical Origins. By S.L. MacGregor-Mathers et al. Locks the lost secrets and decoded mysteries of the tarot with vital teachings from original tarot masters of the past two centuries. This special collection of rare volumes reintroduces critical texts, many long out of print or impossible to acquire, and unlocks the invisible power of the tarot for a new generation of card readers. Illus. 956 pages. St. Martin’s. $19.95/	$12.99

★ 492472X THE MINOAN TAROT. By Laura Perry. Ancient Minos meets modern tarot in this vibrant 86-card deck and guide that call on the archetypes of Tarot throughiconography of a civilization that flourished two millennia before the birth of Christ. The first comprehensive guide can be used for meditation and personal growth. Boxed. 176 pages. Schiffer. $32.95

★ 4900518 THREE BOOKS OF OCCULT PHILOSOPHY. By Heinrich Cornelius Agrippa. The first new and complete English translation of the works that shaped the Western magical tradition. This work has been an essential reference for magicians since the 16th century and translated directly from the original Latin, errors in previous translations are noted and Agrippa’s own illustrations are restored. 1,513 pages in three volumes, slipcased. Inner Traditions. Pub. at $195.00

Archeology

★ 4906667 THE 50 GREATEST PREHISTORIC SITES OF THE WORLD. By Barrie Burkitt. Contains a complete guide to 50 of the world’s most exciting sites from the Ice Age to modern times. Includes everything you need to know, from descriptions and dates to location details and photographs. 352 pages. Paperbound. $14.95

★ 1976509 PALEOGEN: Eternal City of the Maya. By David & George Stuart. In 1952, having spent four years clearing a secret passageway through the mysterious drapes of the inscriptions, Mexican archaeologist Alberto Ruiz gazed into a vaulted chamber. There he would make a spectacular discovery: the intact burial of the king of Palenque. 272 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $34.95

★ 1973452 LOOTING SPIRO MOUNDS: An American King Tut’s Tomb. By David La Vere. In 1936, relic hunters drove their picks into a lost Indian burial crypt in eastern Oklahoma in 1935, they unearthed a vast treasure trove of Mississippian art. La Vere weaves a compelling story about the origins and lost treasures of the ancient Spiro Mounds. Contains a discrete “cheat sheet,” which tells you the most important facts in bite-sized chunks, meaning you can become an expert in an instant. Color illus. 175 pages. Portable Press. Pub. at $17.99

★ 1926618 ARCHEOLOGY HISTORO EGYPT: Unearthing the Past for Armchair Archaeologists. By Julian Hare. A chronological overview beginning with hand axes left by Homo erectus during the Lower Paleolithic and moving onward through Pharaonic Egypt to finish in the Greco-Roman Period. Photos. 292 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. $44.00

★ 1995271 CITIES: The First 6,000 Years. By Spencer Wells. Begins with the assumption that the human race began 60,000 years ago with a single migration out of Africa. Explores the most significant developments and the connection to our modern cities. Along the way, the author presents the unique properties that made cities singularly important for the future of humanity. Photos. 320 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. $18.00

★ 468389T CAHOKIA: Ancient America’s Great City on the Mississippi. By Richard D. Eadington & Barbara Wells. This work covers the most widely used method of archaeological surveying. The authors recount the history of magnetometers from their inception through today’s state of the art detectors, explain the physics behind the different types of sensors, and describe the most fruitful in ways in which the technology can be employed. Photos. 208 pages. AltaMira Press. $17.00

★ 1925121 MAGNETOMETRY FOR ARCHAEOLOGISTS. By Arnold Asplund et al. This work covers the most widely used method for archaeological surveying. The authors recount the history of magnetometers from their inception through today’s state of the art detectors, explain the physics behind the different types of sensors, and describe the most fruitful in ways in which the technology can be employed. Photos. 208 pages. AltaMira Press. $17.00

Science

★ 7687001 OTHERWORLDS: Visions of Our Solar System. By Bernard N. Fike. A visual journey of awe-inspiring beauty from planet Earth to the other planets of our solar system. A visual legacy of six decades of exploration of our solar system, constituting a significant chapter in the history of photography. A record of our planetary explorations to date and a tribute to the stunning beauty of our solar system. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Abbeville. $24.95

★ 487014X SYNCHRONICITY: The Epic Quest to Understand the Quantum Nature of Cause and Effect. By Paul Halpern. Discusses one of the most important scientific breakthroughs of all time and shows how it has given us a new way of understanding the world. 255 pages. Paperbound. $24.95


★ 4989981 MAYO CLINIC ON HEARING BALANCE, 3RD EDITION: Hear Better, Improve Your Balance, Enjoy Life. By Robert & George Poinar Jr. Beginning the age of dinosaurs marvelously to life, this volume reveals how insects, from biting sand flies to disease-causing parasites, dominated life on the planet and played a significant role in the life and death of the dinosaurs. Photos, some in color. 264 pages. Princeton. $29.95


★ 4789067 ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERING: Everything You Need to Know to Master the Subject—In One Book. By Barry Stone. At last, a truly comprehensive and authoritative text on numerology! Part one is a complete introduction to esoteric numerology. Part two includes extensive delineations of each of the number series, the first time in edition form, a synthesis of numerology, astrology and the Tarot. Well illus. 264 pages. Red Feather. Paperback. $16.95

Anthropology

★ 4939867 DEEP ANCESTRY: Inside the Genographic Project. By Spencer Wells. Follows the adventures that the human race began 60,000 years ago with a single family in an African village. Dedicated to uncovering the secrets of deep ancestry, the project is detailed here. 247 pages. National Geographic. $12.95

★ 7691866 24 HOURS IN ANCIENT EGYPT: A Day in the Life of the People Who Lived There. By Donald P. Ryan. Get to know the real ancient Egypt during 24 hours in the lives of the people who actually lived there. From the fisherman to the pharaoh, the midwife to the embalmer, the bread-maker to the priestess—these are the ordinary citizens who bring this ancient nation vividly to life. Photos. 272 pages. Michael O’Mara. Paperback. $12.95
Science

1942050 SOLID STATE PHYSICS FOR ENGINEERING AND MATERIALS SCIENCE. By John P. Miltkovsky. This work presents a simple, yet detailed presentation of the basic physical properties of crystalline solids and very basic device concepts such as p-n junctions. By using quantum mechanics, this book provides a general and comprehensive introduction to the most exciting frontier in astrophysics today: the quest to understand how the first stars and the most distant objects in our universe first formed. This is an invaluable reference for students and researchers on early galaxy, illus.. some in color. 440 pages. Prentice. Pub. at $12.95

1980424 THE FIRST GALAXIES. THE UNIVERSE. By A. Loeb & S.R. Furlanetto. Provides a comprehensive, self-contained introduction to one of the most exciting frontiers in astrophysics today: the quest to understand how the first stars and the most distant objects in our universe first formed. This is an invaluable reference for students and researchers on early galaxy, illus.. some in color. 440 pages. Prentice. Pub. at $12.95

199042X DINOSAURS: New Visions of a Lost World. By Michael J. Benton. In this book, Benton brings us a new guide to the world of dinosaurs, complete with stunning new illustrations that display the latest and most exciting discoveries. This eye opening compendium will surprise and challenge everything you thought you knew about what dinosaurs looked like and how they lived. 240 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $14.95

1991485 WHAT CAN BE COMPUTED? A Practical Guide to the Theory of Computation. By John MacCormick. For undergraduates who are studying the subject for the first time, and requiring minimal prerequisites, this is an essential introduction to the core techniques of computer science theory and features a practical approach that uses real computer programs (Python and Java) and active experimentation. Illus. 300 pages. Prinston. Pub. at $85.00

Mathematics

499042X SEE YEA LATER CALCULATOR. Ed. by JoAnn Pegg et al. Build your brain with an assortment of "mathematical" tricks, strange space travel propulsion that math understandable, interesting, easy, and fun. You’ll discover dozens of ways to do math in your head—easier than you can do it with a calculator. 424 pages. Portable. Pub. at $14.99

4957091 RULER & COMPASS: Practical Geometric Constructions. By Andrew Sutton. How do you draw a heptagon? In this unique pocket book, Sutton guides you through the history of one of the oldest unanswered questions in mathematics and design and implement appropriate research studies. 434 pages. Jones and Bartlett. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $136.95


1939323 THE TEN EQUATIONS THAT RULE THE WORLD: And How You Can Use Them Too. By David S. Newbery. If you're like most people, you probably think the economy is doing good; make sure you stay out of debt, be a citizen, not a consumer; and become self reliant. Anderson offers a fresh, eye-opening history of America’s ongoing trade imbalance with clarity. 430 pages. Random. Pub. at $16.00

1936987 A NEW KIND OF MONEY: How the Billionaires Devoured the World. By Peter S. Goodman. A masterwork of reporting and explaining why billions of people in the developing world—broadly accelerated during the second half of the 20th century—have been systematically plundered of their savings, and how the world’s richest, most influential people have benefited handsomely, by exploiting and suborning democracy. Essential for anyone concerned about economic justice, societies greatest challenges, and the sanctity of government. 472 pages. Custom House. Pub. at $29.99

1991880 HANDBOOK OF ROTORDYNAMICS. Ed. by Fredric F. Ehrich. A comprehensive work on the general principles that apply to many types of rotating machinery. Addresses both the theoretical and practical issues pertaining to design, analysis, development, and manufacture. 2004 revised edition. Krieger. Pub. at $19.75

1849619 OVER THE COASTS: An Aerial View of Geology. By Michael Collier. Geology usually takes its time—about a few million years. Yet the geologic processes that shape the landscape are constant. This book is one of the few that present the landforms and geological processes often occur right before our eyes: along the coastline of a great body of water. This work takes the reader on an aerial tour of the coastline of the Atlantic, Pacific, Gulf, Great Lakes and Alaska. Fully illus. in color. 120 pages. Mikaya. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $14.95


1995707 QED: The Strange Theory of Light and Matter. By Richard P. Feynman. In this work Feynman provides a classic and definitive introduction to QED (quantum electrodynamics), that part of quantum field theory that describes the interactions of light with charged particles. Illus. 158 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95


1995805 SOLID STATE PHYSICS FOR ENGINEERING AND MATERIALS SCIENCE. By John P. Miltkovsky. This work presents a simple, yet detailed presentation of the basic physical properties of crystalline solids and very basic device concepts such as p-n junctions. By using quantum mechanics, this book provides a general and comprehensive introduction to the most exciting frontier in astrophysics today: the quest to understand how the first stars and the most distant objects in our universe first formed. This is an invaluable reference for students and researchers on early galaxy, illus.. some in color. 440 pages. Prentice. Pub. at $12.95


Economics

1995700 WHAT’S THE USE? How Mathematics Shapes Everyday Life. By Ian Stewart. If you’re like most people, you probably think the economy is doing good; make sure you stay out of debt, be a citizen, not a consumer; and become self reliant. Anderson offers a fresh, eye-opening history of America’s ongoing trade imbalance with clarity. 430 pages. Random. Pub. at $16.00

1997031 THE CALL OF THE PRIMES: Joining the Pursuit of Number Mysteries, and Other Marvels of Mathematics. By Owen O’Shea. If you like any game of card at all, you’ll enjoy the amazing mathematical puzzles and trick questions introduced here. By exploring the intriguing patterns presented, you’ll come away with a greater appreciation for the importance of these and many more math concepts. 330 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $19.95

4942748 INTRODUCTION TO MATHEMATICAL SOCIOLOGY. By P. Bonacich & P. Row. Mathematical models and computer simulations of complex social systems have become everyday tools in sociology. This reference covers all the essential mathematics, including linear algebra, graph theory, set theory, game theory, and social dynamics. It shows how to apply these mathematical tools to demography, 221 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $55.00

1997418 DAVOS MAN: How the Billionaires Devoured the World. By Peter S. Goodman. A masterwork of reporting and explaining why billions of people in the developing world—broadly accelerated during the second half of the 20th century—have been systematically plundered of their savings, and how the world’s richest, most influential people have benefited handsomely, by exploiting and suborning democracy. Essential for anyone concerned about economic justice, societies greatest challenges, and the sanctity of government. 472 pages. Custom House. Pub. at $29.99

1993523 THE EVIL GENIUSES: The Unmaking of America. By Kurt Anderson. In the early 1970’s the American middle class was undermined and dismantled. The clock was turned back on a country of economic progress, making greedy good, workers powerless and the market all-powerful. Anderson offers a fresh, eye-opening history of America’s ongoing trade imbalance with clarity. 430 pages. Random. Pub. at $16.00

1995987 FALSE Alarm: How Climate Change Panic Costs Us Trillions, Hurts the Poor, and Fails to Fix the Planet. By Bjorn Lomborg. Politicians, activists, and the media claim climate change is destroying the planet, and we must take drastic action to stop it. This book explains that everything you think about climate change is wrong. It shows the way toward making the world a vastly better, if slightly warmer, place for us all. Illus. 323 pages. Basic. Pub. at $17.99

1995780 WHAT’S THE USE? How Mathematics Shapes Everyday Life. By Ian Stewart. If you’re like most people, you probably think the economy is doing good; make sure you stay out of debt, be a citizen, not a consumer; and become self reliant. Anderson offers a fresh, eye-opening history of America’s ongoing trade imbalance with clarity. 430 pages. Random. Pub. at $16.00

1995722 WHAT’S THE USE? How Mathematics Shapes Everyday Life. By Ian Stewart. If you’re like most people, you probably think the economy is doing good; make sure you stay out of debt, be a citizen, not a consumer; and become self reliant. Anderson offers a fresh, eye-opening history of America’s ongoing trade imbalance with clarity. 430 pages. Random. Pub. at $16.00
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THEO'S bravery knew no bounds and he was the rock to his scientific revolution is revealing more about dogs’ unique origins, from their faces and tails to their brains, hormones, even DNA. This world, Dr. Wynne shows that affection is the very essence of dogs, 1985191 an international social media star. 16 pages of color photos.

65x627 to 66x686

* 1985191

DOG IS LOVE: Why and How Your Dog Loves You. By Olivia L. Wynne. Drawing on studies of his lab and others around the world, Dr. Wynne shows that affection is the very essence of dogs, from their faces and tails to their brains, hormones, even DNA. This scientific revolution is revealing more about dogs’ unique origins, behavior, needs, and hidden depths than we ever imagined possible. Drawings. 262 pages. HUP. Paperback. $15.95

$12.95

1992612 HOW STELLA LEARNTED TO TALK: The Groundbreaking Story of the World’s First Talking Dog. By Christina Hunter. An unforgettable story of the love between a dog and a speech-language therapist changed the world. It’s also a guide on how to help your pets make a difference and find a new way to communicate. After her time in the wild, Poppy reuniioned with Rhyne, newly confident and brave, and ready to be welcomed into her forever home. 16 pages of color photos. 293 pages. Pegasus. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

$12.95

1994585 HOW TO TRAIN YOUR DOG: How to Play, How to Stay. How to Listen, and More! By L. Palka & K. Arent. Your dog is your faithful friend, and he’s happiest when he’s by your side. But without some basic training, a dog can turn your life and your house upside down. Check full of clear and easy-to-follow training tips, this guide will make you and your dog the best behaved pair at the dog park! Well ilus. in color. 288 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

1994586 HOW TO TRAIN YOUR CAT: How to Play, How to Stay, How to Listen, and More! By L. Palka & K. Arent. Your dog is your faithful friend, and he’s happiest when he’s by your side. But without some basic training, a dog can turn your life and your house upside down. Check full of clear and easy-to-follow training tips, this guide will make you and your dog the best behaved pair at the dog park! Well ilus. in color. 288 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99

$16.95

1997822 BIRDS: A Complete Guide to Their Biology and Behavior. By Jonathan Elphick. Explore the wonders of the avian world with this comprehensive guide to every aspect of bird life. From anatomy, plumage, calls and songs, to migration, flight techniques, food and feeding, each of the significant elements of bird biology and behavior are explained. Color ilus. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

$18.95

1997823 THE HANDBOOK OF BIRD FAMILIES. By Jonathan Elphick. Provides a comprehensive survey of every one of the 36 orders and 234 families of birds, revealing their remarkable diversity, appearance, behavior and lifestyle. NY. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00

$9.95

1998336 THE BEST OF BIRDS & BLOOMS 2022. This volume will get you out bird-watching, learning about and appreciating the wonders of nature, as well as the creatures that provide Shade and shelter from some of the greatest plays in English literature. Fully illus. in color. 440 pages. Helm. Paperback.

$19.95


$12.95


$12.95

1988336 THE BEST OF BIRDS & BLOOMS 2022. This volume will get you out bird-watching, learning about and appreciating the wonders of nature, as well as the creatures that provide Shade and shelter from some of the greatest plays in English literature. Fully illus. in color. 440 pages. Helm. Paperback.

$19.95


$12.95

7681777 HUMMINGBIRDS: A Celebration of Nature’s Jewels. By G. Bartley & A. Swash. Features hundreds of the most spectacular photographs of hummingbirds ever taken, exquisite illustrations, and a lively, readable text that presents the latest scientific information and includes up to date details on every species. 288 pages.

$27.95

DVD 1956299 WINGED PLANET. Widescreen. In this stunning natural history film, featuring some of the most amazing migrations and the most extraordinary birding scenes in the world, the viewer is taken on a journey through some of the most breathtaking landscapes on earth to see what you see--snow geese disperse through Monument Valley, scarlet macaws racing through the Rain Forest, and vultures soaring miles above the earth. 34 minutes. BBC Earth.

$5.95

4879685 RAPTORS OF MEXICO AND CENTRAL AMERICA. By W.S. Clark & N.J. Schmitt. Raptors are among the most challenging birds to identify in the field due to their bewildering variability of plumage, flight silhouettes, and behavior. This illustrated guide to the region’s 69 species of raptors includes 213 color photos and distribution maps.

$14.95

1971883 TROPICAL BIRDS. By Tom Jackson. Features a wide variety of creatures from the warmest climes, including hawks, hawks, hawks, birds of paradise, cockatoos, parakeets, macaws, cassowaries, finches, lovebirds and orioles. Includes 280 outstanding photographs, offering an up-close and up-to-date pictorial celebration of the world’s most exotic birds. 224 pages. Amber. 9¼x12. Pub. at $29.99

$21.95

7894457 BIRDS AND US: A 12,000-Year History from Cave Art to Christopher Columbus. By John Charnley. An order of birds in ancient Greece and Rome, the obsession with falconry in the Middle Ages, and the development of birdwatching. Moving to the 20th century, this work tells the story of the emergence of birdwatching and the field study of birds. 32 pages of photos, most in color. 441 pages. Princeton. Paperback at $35.00

$27.95

7880347 THE COMPLETE BIRDS OF THE WORLD. By N. Ario & B. van Perlo. Illustrates every species of the world’s birds–more than 10,000 species in more than 300 amazing color plates, with detailed text. Features illustrations, detailed descriptions, preferred habitat, voice, and geographical distribution. The ultimate reference guide for birdwatchers and bird lovers. 656 pages.

$49.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/350
Animals

1942026 REPTILE CARE: An Atlas of Diseases and Treatments. By Fredric L. Frye. This text covers every disease condition in reptiles, illustrated by nearly 2,000 color photographs. In addition to showing disease causative organisms and the results produced in the appearance of sick reptiles, a number of the photos clearly illustrate the step by step procedures recommended for treatment. 636 pages in two volumes. T.F.H. 10½x16½. Pub. at $199.95 $29.95

Nature

DVD 1981688 BBC ATLAS OF THE NATURAL WORLD: Western Hemisphere and Antarctica. Full screen. From the BBC's internationally renowned, award-winning Natural History unit comes the second release in this extraordinarily ambitious survey of life on Earth. This offers a panorama of land, wildlife and peoples of the Western Hemisphere and Antarctica including Land of the Eagle, Spirits of the Jaguar, Wild South America; and Life in the Freezer. Over 12 hours on six DVDs. BBC. $19.95

* 1948332 SURVIVAL HANDBOOK: Physical Skills for Outdoor Adventure. By Colin Towell. This survival kit includes information on how to get fit, gear up, and plan your expedition; how to choose the best campsite, find water, and make fire; navigate with or without a compass; build a shelter, and catch and cook wild food and more, all packed in a genuine mess kit for outdoor cooking. 310 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $10.00. Illus. in color. 320 pages. $5.95

5769841 U.S. ARMY SURVIVAL MANUAL REVISED. By Department of the Army & PT Underwood. Ideal for military personnel, outdoors enthusiasts, and anyone who wants to be ready for anything, this is a thorough roadmap for all areas of wilderness survival, including: building shelters; making weapons and utensils; trapping wildlife; preparing food from wild plants; identifying poisonous snakes, edible mushroom, and much more. Well illustrated. In color. 428 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95

DVD 7963599 EARTH: One Amazing Day. Widescreen. Over the course of one single day, this tracks the sun from the highest mountains to the remotest islands, from exotic jungles to urban sprawls. Astounding breakthroughs in film making technology bring you up close and personal with fascinating wildlife stories that pull you into "the good life." Packed with first-hand, candid shared recipes. Color photos. 218 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. Illus. in color. 80 pages. Old Pond. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

4988205 PETERSON FIELD GUIDE TO WEATHER. By Jay Anderson et al. This field guide is a resource for those intrigued by events in the sky-clouds, precipitation, storms, aurora-and for those who follow daily weather events. More than 400 photographs illustrate visible weather, and numerous diagrams explain the difficult physics of weather. Designed for those who want to look up, marvel, and understand what they see. 536 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

* 275116X THE PREPPER'S WATER SURVIVAL GUIDE: Harvest, Treat, and Store Your Natural Resource. By Daisy Luther. Offers a step-by-step guide for food safety and how to work with water. Includes instructions on how to get fit, gear up, and plan your expedition; how to choose the best campsite, find water, and make fire; navigate with or without a compass; build a shelter, and catch and cook wild food and more, all packed in a genuine mess kit for outdoor cooking. 216 pages. Illus. in color. $14.95

* 1984543 HOW THE MOUNTAINS GREW: A New Geological History of North America. By John Dvorak. When the theory of plate tectonics was proposed, our concept of how the Earth worked experienced a momentous shift. But tectonics cannot--and do not--explain everything about the wonders of the natural landscape. This is a sprightly narrative that vividly brings this science to life, this will fill readers with a newfound appreciation for the wonders of the land we live on. 444 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95. $9.95

827348 THE ULTIMATE WILDERNESS GEAR: Everything You Need to Know to Choose & Use the Best Outdoor Equipment. By Craig Cudill. Takes you to the cutting edge of outdoor gear and reveals which items will perform the best in the field without breaking the bank. Learn what you need, why you need it and how to care for it. Well illustrated. 224 pages. Pageant. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $7.95

3959104 BACK TO BASICS, FOURTH EDITION REVISED: A Complete Guide to Traditional Skills. Ed. by Abigail R. Gehring. Fully updated and revised, this is the classic backyard guild for preparing for emergencies, raising livestock: generating your own energy, enjoying your harvest; household skills and crafts, and so much more. More than 200 practical projects. Includes the most thorough work on voluntary simplicity available on the market. Well illustrated. In color. 528 pages. Skyhorse. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $27.95 $11.95

7685793 ANGRY PLANET: Seasons 1 & 2. Widescreen. This collection features extreme adventures with host George Kourounis. Takes you to the world's most dramatic natural phenomena around the globe. According to ABC News, this collector's set brings you the most harrowing encounters with the elements. Includes 26 episodes. Over 11 hours on five double-sided DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. $5.95


* 4768744 KNOW YOUR CLOUDS. By Tim Harris. Can you read the skies? This handy little cloud-spotting guide explains how to identify each type of cloud; the processes at work to produce them, and the climates they have for our weather. Fully illustrated. 80 pages, Old Pond. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

5870276 THE PREPPER'S MEDICAL HANDBOOK: To Provide Medical Care When You Can't Rely on Anyone but Yourself. By William W. Forgy. Provides the basis of prevention, identification, and long-term management of medical conditions that can be performed with minimal training. You'll learn to identify materials you will need and should stockpile, and discusses storage issues. Fully illustrated. 80 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

4987573 BBC ATLAS OF THE NATURAL WORLD: Wild Africa. Full screen. Seen from space, Africa is a rich mosaic. This mesmerizing series examines each of Africa's stunning natural realms in turn, revealing little-known facts and showing how humans and nature co-exist within this vast area. CC. Five hours on 2 DVDs. BBC. $14.95

1955438 276 EDIBLE WILD PLANTS OF THE UNITED STATES & CANADA. By celery Warnock. Packed with over 800 color photographs of over 250 wild berries, roots, nuts, greens, and flowers, this valuable reference volume illustrates edible plants where to find them, how to prepare them, and how to avoid poisonous lookalikes. 247 pages. Familius. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95

7689359 WILDLIFE IN SHADE: Submerged Landscapes of Science, Memory, and Myth. By Patrick Nunn. The traces of much human history lie beneath the ocean surface; broken up, dispersed, often buried and all but hidden from view. New findings and uses of cutting-edge research and technology bring us the most extraordinary tales of our submerged landscapes of life. This mesmerizing series examines each type of submerged landscape, and the science and projects that help us understand it. Learn about the submerged seascapes, prehistoric landscapes, and submerged lands of the past, present, and future. Watch in color. 76 episodes. BBC. $35.00

1989026 ROCKHOUNDING & PROSPECTING: Upper Midwest. By John C. Kinsoul. Takes you to the world's most dramatic natural phenomena around the globe. According to ABC News, this collector's set brings you the most harrowing encounters with the elements. Includes 26 episodes. Over 11 hours on five double-sided DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. $5.95

THE TREE FORAGER: 40 Edible Plants & What to Do with Them. By Adelle Nodkaz. A celebration of trees, of their extraordinary ordinariness and their mind-blowing possibilities. This is a guide of 40 characterful trees, from apple to witch to hazel and yew. It will be your trustworthy companion on foraging trips, helping you identify different tree species via full color illustrations. 208 pages. Watkins. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

A DAY. By Bradley J. Prent-Pinney. This work urges all of us to keep our heads in the clouds with 365 fascinating cloud formations from Prent-Pinney's extraordinarily popular Clouds Society collection. Inspirational quotes and informative cloud facts accompany provocative and meditative images of the sky, encouraging readers to pause for a moment and look up. Fully illustrated. 368 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

* 1920308 INTO THE FOREST. The Secret Language of Trees. By Susan Tyler Hitchcock. This work uncovers the mind-blowing possibilities of the trees of our planet. From apple to witch to hazel and yew, it will be your trustworthy companion on foraging trips, helping you identify different tree species via full color photographs. 208 pages. Watkins. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

* See more titles at erhbc.com/350
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★ 4895533 SMITHSONIAN NATURAL HISTORY: The Ultimate Visual Guide to Everything on Earth. Ed. by David Burnie. Featuring over 6000 illustrations of the most amazing things on Earth, from grannies to grapevines, microbes to mammals this volume is a spectacular survey of our planet’s treasures. It’s the ultimate celebration of the world’s extraordinary diversity of life. 664 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 9¾x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $16.95

★ 1975804 THE ULTIMATE PREPPER’S HANDBOOK: 500 Survival Tips & Tricks. Ed. by Jay Cassell. The ultimate reference on how to prepare for disaster and how to respond when it strikes. You will learn the basics of how to survive, what to do to reduce your reliance on modern conveniences so that, no matter what happens, you won’t be caught unprepared. The information in this volume will help everyone to become more self reliant. Ills., many in color. 572 pages. Skyhorse. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

Gardening

4782844 GROW ALL YOU CAN EAT IN 3 SQUARE FEET. Ed. by Tia Sarkar. No matter how small your space, get every inch of it growing with tasty fruit and vegetables. This guide proves you can grow food anywhere. Learn what to grow, how to use your space efficiently and how to maximize your yield. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $22.95 $9.50

1983156 SHRUBS & HEDGES: Discover, Grow, and Care for the World’s Most Popular Plants. By Eva Montemei. With this reference guide you’ll find all the know-how needed to choose the best flowering, evergreen, and deciduous shrubs for your growing conditions and to care for them properly. Includes profiles of shrubs, tips for designing landscapes, easy to follow step by step instructions for propagating shrubs, and more. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Cool Spring’s Press. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

547753 GREENHOUSE VEGETABLE GARDENING: Expert Advice on How to Grow Vegetables, Herbs, and Other Plants. By Iger Paisandrau. In addition to providing a garden year round, the greenhouse can also be a beautiful addition to your yard and can be customized to match your tastes. This colorful guide will teach you what to consider when buying, laying the foundation for, fertilizing, harvesting and building a greenhouse. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.99 $16.95

4880722 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PLANTS & FLOWERS. Ed. by Christopher Brickell. Find the best for your garden with this lavishly illustrated catalog of more than 8,000 plants, from trees and shrubs to water plants and exotics. Slipped case. 7¾x10¼. Dorling Kindersley. 616 pages. Pub. at $75.00 $24.95

★ 3969525 THE YEAR-ROUND SOLAR GREENHOUSE: How to Design and Build a Net-Zero Energy Greenhouse. By Lindsey Schiller with M. Pinchak. A one-stop comprehensive guide to designing and building greenhouses that harness and store energy from the sun to create naturally heated, lush growing environments even in the dead of winter. Millions of backyard and small-scale Well illus., some in color. 307 pages. New Society. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

★ 4933109 GROWING FIGS IN COLD CLIMATES: A Complete Guide. By Lee Reich. A complete guide to growing delicious figs in cold climates, well outside the traditional hot, arid home of this ancient fruiting tree. By choosing the right cultivars and techniques, figs can be grown across cool and cold growing zones of North America. If you can grow a houseplant, you can grow a fig! Well illus. in color. 116 pages. New Society. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

★ 7681291 HYDROPONICS FOR BEGINNERS: Your Complete Guide to Growing Food Without Soil. By Jere Haus. Explains everything you need to know to not only build a hydroponic system, but also to ensure you’re successful with whatever you grow. With a few simple pieces of equipment, you can enjoy an indoor gardening armament without having to till the soil or having to illus. in color. 144 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95

★ 4849884 HOME HYDROPONICS: Small-Space DIY Growing Systems. By Tyler Baras. Hydroponics is about growing plants without soil. DIY hydroponic designs found here are as attractive as they are useful. They fit perfectly into your living space, regardless of whether heath. With over 300 pages, this book will illus. in color. 158 pages. Hardie Grant. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95 $26.95

★ 4927794 SICILIAN ODYSSEY. By Francoise Prose. Revealing journey into the heart of Sicily, the island whose history encompasses Greeks and Romans, Crusaders and Saracens, invaders and visitors, great artists and characters of every kind. 186 pages. National Geographic. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $9.95

Travel

3924815 125 WACKY ROADSIDE ATTRACTIONS. By Kristin Baird Rattini et al. Buckle your seat belt and get ready for a wild ride around the globe, featuring everything from alpine collections to radical replicas. These totally awesome destinations are paired with incredible color photos and lots of fun facts. 112 pages. National Geographic. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

DVD 7685769 22 AMAZING CITIES & PLACES OF EUROPE. From the historic British Isles to the magic of the Mediterranean World of the Continent, you’ll discover the best these 22 amazing cities and places have to offer. Explores the cultures and gives the little-known secrets of Europe’s most popular places, countriesides, and coasts. Over 3 hours. Questar. DVD. Pub. at $44.99 $32.95

DVD 7685912 CANYONLANDS. Widescreen. Canyonlands is the little-known jewel of the American National Parks. This stark and breathtakingly beautiful park contains more than 300,000 acres of desert wilderness, towering spires and spectacular canyons. Venture beyond the tourist hotspots and discover its hidden secrets. English SDH. 50 minutes. 20th Century Fox. DVD. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

4919866 FOLLOWING THE EQUATOR. By Mark Twain. Though best known for his tales of life along the Mississippi River, Twain was an experienced world traveler and this work, his fifth, is an excruciating portrait of 19th-century travel and customs. 440 pages. National Geographic. Paperback. Pub. at $14.00 $9.95

★ 7681305 THE INNOCENTS ABROAD. By Mark Twain. One of the most famous travel books ever written by an American, this is Twain’s irreverent and incisive commentary on 19th-century life and customs. Reprinting the Old World. Come along for the ride as Twain and his unsuspecting travel companions visit the Azores, Tangier, Paris, Rome, Cairo, and other locales crowned in history. 532 pages. National Geographic. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95 $19.95

4922774 SICILIAN ODYSSEY. By Francoise Prose. Revealing journey into the heart of Sicily, the island whose history encompasses Greeks and Romans, Crusaders and Saracens, invaders and visitors, great artists and characters of every kind. 186 pages. National Geographic. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $9.95
Travel

1970313 THE AMUR RIVER: Between Russia and China. By Colin Thubron. This frontier, shimmering with memories of land grubs and ungrateful treaties, is the most densely fortified on earth. Thubon, at 80, takes a dramatic journey from the Amur’s secret source, to its giant mouth, covering almost three thousand miles. 291 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

★1971318 THIS IS YOUR CAPTAIN SPEAKING: Stories from the Flight Deck. By Doug Morris. For everyone from frequent fliers to nervous buffer-flying travelers. Captain Morris tells you everything you want and need to know about flying. This is the A to Z of airline travel with a twist of humor. The flight deck door will always be closed, but Morris exposes the secrets of every job, including yours. 251 pages. ECW Press. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

4906675 THE 50 GREATEST TRAIN JOURNEYS OF THE WORLD. By Anthony Lambert. Train travel affords a vision of the world like no other. From Aswan to the Amazon, North Yorkshire’s Esk Valley to the Trans-Siberian to the coast to coast journey through the mountains of Corsica, Lambert presents an unmissable selection from train lovers who love the journey as much as the destination. Photos. 231 pages. Icon. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $6.95

★7684010 CANADA: From the Great Lakes to the Arctic Circle. By Noah Myers. From fifth culture in Montreal and Toronto to whale-watching in the Pacific and the perilous ice roads of the Northwest Territories, this volume is a fascinating exploration of the world’s second largest country. Photos. 224 pages. Amber. 11¼x8½. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

4943376 PRIVATE ISLANDS FOR RENT. By Chris Krolow. Around the world, the owners of private islands have chosen to rent out their properties, delightfully fulfilling many childhood fantasies in the process. Whether a tropical island in the Pacific,342 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

★768110X OKINAWA AND THE RYUKYU ISLANDS: REVISED: The First Comprehensive Guide to the Entire Ryukyu Island Chain. By Robert Walker. A guide to the 150-island chain stretching 600 miles from Japan to Taiwan. Covers all of the Ryukus for decades and tells you where to go, how to get there, where to stay and what to do and see. All the information you’ll need and it includes a large pull-out map. Color photos. 286 pages. Tuttle. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95


Railroads

4984083 50 STATES, 5,000 IDEAS: Where to Go, When to Go, What to Do. Text by Joe Ragioni. Get out there and start exploring! In this delightful and comprehensive volume, you’ll find thousands of ideas to get you started planning your own cross-country odyssey to all 50 states and the province of Canada. Including must-see destinations in every state! Color photos. 288 pages. National Geographic. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

499480X NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC GUIDE TO SCENIC HIGHWAYS & BYWAYS, FOURTH EDITION. Ed. by Leslie Allen. Showcases 300 of the greatest scenic routes across the U.S.—from Maine’s rocky coastline to the westernmost tip of California, all with mile directions, road conditions, best times to go, and all the practical information you’ll need. Color photos. 496 pages. National Geographic. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

4995387 NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC GUIDE TO NATIONAL PARKS OF THE UNITED STATES, EIGHTH EDITION. By George Fuller et al. Combines firsthand guidance from expert travel writers, listings of activities, lodging, and nearby excursions, plus site tours, 80 easy to use maps, and 220 color photos to create the definitive guide to our nation’s national parks. 494 pages. National Geographic. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00 $8.95

1946994 RV HACKS: 400+ Ways to Make Life on the Road Easier, Safer, and More Fun! By Marc & Julie Bennett. Make your RV experience as easy, low-stress, and fun as possible with these 400 plus hacks. Whether you’re camping down the road or towing a travel trailer, you’ll never stress over an RV problem again! Drawings. 240 pages. Adams Media. $16.99

198313X HOW TO LIVE KOREAN. By 500 Krim. Takes a deep-dive into Korean culture, unpacking what it means to be Korean in all its forms and uncovering the way the locals think, what they enjoy doing and who they do it with. Color photos. 224 pages. White Lion. $30.00 $7.95

★4722817 WHERE SHOULD WE CAMP NEXT? A 50-State Guide to Amazing Campgrounds and Other Unique Outdoor Accommodations. By Stephanie & Jerome Puglisi. The ultimate guide to vacations across the USA including highlights of regional cuisine, must-see attractions, and unforgettable experiences. Whether you’re planning a family camping trip or a romantic couple’s getaway, this reference is your gateway to making memories with the people you love. 350 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

4989843 IRON EMPRESSES, Robber Barons, Railroads, and the Making of Modern America. By Michael Hilzik. Brings to life these outsized figures and the era, industry, and nation they defined. Spanning four decades and set against the backdrop of the nation’s most important railway figures of the time. Hilzik reveals how the robber barons drove the country into the twentieth century, and almost sent it off the rails. Illus. 424 pages. HMH. 11x8½. Paperback. $14.99 $9.95

4996138 CHASING THE SP IN CALIFORNIA, 1953–1956. By Rod Crossley. A vivid and personal pictorial of the fascinating parade of trains across the west’s first great railroad. It’s a visual history of the rugged landscapes, imposing mountain main lines, sprawling locomotive facilities, congested factories and steel mills, and lonely grade crossings. 372 pages. CRP&A. 11x11½. Pub. at $80.00 $44.95

4996162 SOUTHERN PACIFIC NARROW GAUGE: Railroads and Freight Equipment, 1880–1960. By Robert A. Bader. Presents a collection of detailed rosters, newly drawn plans, diagrams, and a very large collection of photographs of the narrow gauge locomotives and rolling stock from the Carson and Colorado, Nevada and California and finally finishing with the Southern Pacific narrow gauge operations. A historical look at 75 years of narrow gauge railroads. $29.95

1921754 RAILROAD HISTORY ON AMERICAN POSTAGE STAMPS. By Anthony J. Bialous. This guidebook looks at hundreds of almost two centuries, this volume tells the stories behind the many United States postage stamps that portray railroad history. In addition, a major chapter covers rail issues, labor and the law. Well illus. 266 pages. Amaz. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

4907191 RAILS ACROSS BRITAIN: Thirty Years of Change and Colour. By David Cable. A collection of full-size color photographs of trains that have operated in Great Britain over the last thirty years. Showcasing many varying classes of trains, this book covers the period from 1986 to the present day. 217 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $44.95 $9.95

★4967402 HISTORY OF THE BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAILROAD. By John F. Stover. The Baltimore and Ohio Railroad was the brainchild of Baltimore city planners who hoped to outstrip New York in the race for western trade, wealth, and populace. Stover packs this narrative history with careful scholarship and colorful descriptions that will appeal to the railroad buff and the historian, as well as any reader who wishes to experience this period in U.S. history. Well illus. 419 pages. Amaz. Paperback. $25.95 $12.95


4967146 UNION PACIFIC’S BIG BOYS: The Complete Story from History to Restoration. Ed. by J.O. Morris. Along with dozens of photos showing Big Boys’ operating careers in fast freight service through the 1950s, you’ll read tales of those who operated and worked on the big 4-8-8-4s. Finally, you’ll follow along as No. 4014 is rebuilt between 2013 and 2019. 224 pages. Kalkbahn. 11x8½. Paperback. $29.99 $21.95

4996154 SOUTHERN PACIFIC LINES AND THE WESTERN STATES AND TEXAS & LOUISIANA, 1934–1961. By Joe Dale Morris with G.C. Werner. The States of Texas and Louisiana and the Southern Pacific Railroad grew up together. In 1927 the Espee leased all of the predecessor roads to the Texas and New Orleans Railroad and finally in 1934 all of the leased companies were merged into a single company. This is the story of the States of Texas and Louisiana and the Southern Pacific Lines in Texas and Louisiana. Photos, some in color. 496 pages. Southern Pacific Hist Soc. 8x11½. Pub. at $90.00 $29.95

★4990511 THE RAILROAD AND THE ART OF PLACE: An Anthology. Ed. by Jeff Brouws et al. Experience a richly evocative world of isolated prairie towns, once-grand railway terminals and small towns, the pioneering spirit of the mountain main lines, sprawling locomotive facilities, congested factories and steel mills, and lonely grade crossings. 372 pages. CRP&A. 11x11½. Pub. at $80.00 $44.95
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Automobile

**AMERICAN MUSCLE CAR: Plymouth Hemi 'Cuda, Dodge Hemi Challenger/Chevrolet Nova SS. Fullscreen. Plymouth's little compact Valiant became a hot item—once the 383s, 440s and 426 Hemi engines found their way back into the hands of the best dirt-track drivers in the South, the race continues with his son Dale Earnhardt, who went on to make NASCAR history. Grandson Dale Earnhardt Jr. is a third generation, still driving the circuit. Photos, in most color. 464 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99. $9.45.**

**HANDBOOK & PRICE GUIDE TO VINYL AND MORE. By Dave Thomas. The ultimate guide in depth and comprehensive guide and history of music collecting. Traces the pastime from its beginnings over a century and a half to today. Comprehensive informative and entertaining sections on every significant format in which recorded music has been released and some that are now almost forgotten. 288 pages. Backbeat Books. 10x10. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99. $7.95.**

**GUN TRADER'S GUIDE, FORTY-THIRD EDITION. Ed. by Robert A. Sadowski. The original reference guide almost completely forgotten. The guide has been the standard reference for collectors, dealers, and gun enthusiasts. It's the definitive source for making informed firearm purchases and sales. 608 pages. Skyhorse. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00. $4.95.**

**EARNHARDT NATION: The Full-Throttle Saga of NASCAR's First Family. LARGE PRINT EDITION. The history of the three-generation auto racing family. Beginning with Ralph Earnhardt in the 1950s until the latest generation, you'll find all the details of the Grand National, before the NASCAR era, and how the team developed into the legendary Operation Talladega. Photos. More than 300 color photos. 420 pages. Large Print. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95.**

**COLLECTOR'S GUIDE & PRICE LIST. The complete guide to the sport of collectibles. From antiques and collectibles in over 700 different categories like advertising, furniture, glass, porcelain, silver, coins, and toys. Arranged alphabetically with cross-references and an index, this user-friendly guide empowers readers with supply, sell, and collect. Color photos. 696 pages. Skyhorse. 8x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. $8.95.**

**HANDBOOK & PRICE GUIDE 2019, 52ND EDITION. By Terry & Kim Kovels. Features antiques and collectibles in over 700 different categories like advertising, furniture, glass, porcelain, silver, coins, and toys. Arranged alphabetically with cross-references and an index, this user-friendly guide empowers readers with supply, sell, and collect. Color photos. 696 pages. Skyhorse. 8x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95. $8.95.**

**THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO TINYLAND AND MORE. By Dave Thomas. The definitive guide to tin and plastic toy vehicles. A showcase of over 800 toy vehicles, from the earliest "horseless carriages" to the modern-day die-cast vehicles. Traces the pastime from its beginnings over a century and a half to today. Comprehensive informative and entertaining sections on every significant format in which toy vehicles have been designed and some that are now forgotten. 288 pages. Backbeat Books. 10x10. Hardcover. Pub. at $24.99. $7.95.**

**AMERICAN MUSCLE CAR: Season 2. Fullscreen. The American Musclecar series brings you the third season, profiling some of the most influential cars in automotive history including the Ford Thunderbird, Chevrolet El Camino, Dodge Viper, Saleen Mustangs and more. Over 5 hours on 2 DVDs. M.P.I. $9.95.**

**AMERICAN MUSCLE CAR: Season 3. Fullscreen. The American Musclecar series brings you the third season, profiling some of the most influential cars in automotive history including the Ford Thunderbird, Chevrolet El Camino, Dodge Viper, Saleen Mustangs and more. Over 5 hours on 2 DVDs. M.P.I. $9.95.**

**AMERICAN MUSCLE CAR: Plymouth Hemi 'Cuda, Dodge Hemi Challenger/Chevrolet Nova SS. Fullscreen. Plymouth's little compact Valiant became a hot item—once the 383s, 440s and 426 Hemi engines found their way back into the hands of the best dirt-track drivers in the South, the race continues with his son Dale Earnhardt, who went on to make NASCAR history. Grandson Dale Earnhardt Jr. is a third generation, still driving the circuit. Photos, in most color. 464 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99. $9.45.**

Collecting

**GUN TRADER'S GUIDE, FORTY-THIRD EDITION. Ed. by Robert A. Sadowski. The original reference guide almost completely forgotten. The guide has been the standard reference for collectors, dealers, and gun enthusiasts. It's the definitive source for making informed firearm purchases and sales. 608 pages. Skyhorse. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00. $4.95.**

**THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO TINYLAND AND MORE. By Dave Thomas. The definitive guide to tin and plastic toy vehicles. A showcase of over 800 toy vehicles, from the earliest "horseless carriages" to the modern-day die-cast vehicles. Traces the pastime from its beginnings over a century and a half to today. Comprehensive informative and entertaining sections on every significant format in which toy vehicles have been designed and some that are now forgotten. 288 pages. Backbeat Books. 10x10. Hardcover. Pub. at $24.99. $7.95.**

**HANDBOOK & PRICE GUIDE 2019, 52ND EDITION. By Terry & Kim Kovels. Features antiques and collectibles in over 700 different categories like advertising, furniture, glass, porcelain, silver, coins, and toys. Arranged alphabetically with cross-references and an index, this user-friendly guide empowers readers with supply, sell, and collect. Color photos. 696 pages. Skyhorse. 8x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95. $8.95.**

**THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO TINYLAND AND MORE. By Dave Thomas. The definitive guide to tin and plastic toy vehicles. A showcase of over 800 toy vehicles, from the earliest "horseless carriages" to the modern-day die-cast vehicles. Traces the pastime from its beginnings over a century and a half to today. Comprehensive informative and entertaining sections on every significant format in which toy vehicles have been designed and some that are now forgotten. 288 pages. Backbeat Books. 10x10. Hardcover. Pub. at $24.99. $7.95.**

**AMERICAN MUSCLE CAR: Season 2. Fullscreen. The American Musclecar series brings you the third season, profiling some of the most influential cars in automotive history including the Ford Thunderbird, Chevrolet El Camino, Dodge Viper, Saleen Mustangs and more. Over 5 hours on 2 DVDs. M.P.I. $9.95.**

**AMERICAN MUSCLE CAR: Season 3. Fullscreen. The American Musclecar series brings you the third season, profiling some of the most influential cars in automotive history including the Ford Thunderbird, Chevrolet El Camino, Dodge Viper, Saleen Mustangs and more. Over 5 hours on 2 DVDs. M.P.I. $9.95.**
Collecting

**4926439** 2022 STANDARD CATALOG OF FIREARMS, 32ND EDITION: The Illustrated Collector’s Price and Reference Guide. Ed. by Jim Supica. A must-have guide to commercial firearms past and present, loaded with more than 7,000 photos with extensive descriptions; updated values and up to six condition grades, for a total of more than 110,000 prices; a guide to Firearms Trade Names covering more than 150 years of gun history; and more. Photos. Gearcraft Books. 8¼x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.99. **$49.95**

**4982358** ART DECO COLLECTIBLES: Fashionable Objects from the Jazz Age. By Rodney & Diana Capstick-Dale. This extensively illustrated showcase of portable classes of avant-garde modern design from Britain, Europe (particularly France) and the U.S. will appeal to collectors and anyone with an interest in Deco style and the history of fashion, taste and design. Over 400 illus. in color. 272 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $55.00. **$49.95**


**1991930** SHOOTER’S BIBLE, 113TH EDITION: The World’s Bestselling Field Guide. The most comprehensive and sought after reference guide for new firearms and their specifications, as well as for thousands of guns that have been in production and are currently on the market. This is an essential reference for any beginner, experienced hunter, firearm collector, or gun enthusiast. Photos. 608 pages. Skyhorse. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99. **$19.95**

**1845546** COMPLETE GUIDE TO SHOOTING, 6TH EDITION: Black+Decker. Written by professionals, this reference book gives you expert tips on how to improve your marksmanship, how to maintain your firearms; crucial gun safety rules; and more. Well illus. in color. 180 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. **$9.95**

**17979953** WINCHESTER’S 30-30, MODEL ’94: The Rifle America Loves. By Sam Fadala. The Winchester Model 94 is America’s favorite lever action rifle, and its revolutionary 30-30 cartridge changed the world of shooting forever. This hardcover volume covers this iconic rifle in detail, from its design to its impact on American history. Includes special features, illustrations, and photographs. 223 pages. Trusted Media Brands. Pub. at $24.61. **$14.95**

**1995678** THE ART OF WELDING: Practical information and useful exercises for oxyacetylene and electric arc welding. By W.A. Vause. A clear and practical guide to understanding basic techniques for oxyacetylene welding, brazing, and electric arc welding with mild steel, cast iron, stainless steel, copper, brass, and aluminum in sheet, plate, or cast form. Fully illus. 95 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99. **$7.95**

**1992886** TRAILER STEERING: How to Find, Buy, Retrofit, and Live Large in a Mobile Home. By Anna Hess. New join a growing number of homeowners who are changing the social stigma attached to mobile home ownership by going off the grid and living at a fraction of the cost of maintaining a standard home. This guide explores many facets of mobile home living, including trailer renovations, outdoor living rooms, heating and cooling, and more. 216 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. **$5.95**

**7686897** FLEA MARKET STYLE. By Emily Chalmers with A. Hana. Discover the world of new and vintage treasures and use them to create a unique home. Reveals how to track down hidden gems, as well as how to combine individual pieces to forge your personal style. Full of creative and affordable ideas, you’ll get inspiration to create a beautiful home. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. CICO Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. **$9.95**

Fishing & Hunting

**7678401** THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO HOME BUTCHERING, REVISED. By Monte Burch. Learn how to butcher your own venison and other game meat like a professional. Fully illustrated with photographs and diagrams, this book is designed for anyone who wants to understand the process of butchering. 303 pages. Ballantine Books. Pub. at $24.99. **$9.95**

**4800922** MOUNTAIN MAN SKILLS: Hunting, Trapping, Woodwork, and More. Ed. by Stephen Brennan. A fascinating, practical guide to the skills that have made the mountain man one of the most interesting of America’s outdoorsmen and craftsmen. Readers can replicate outdoor living by trying their hand at making rifles and canoes, constructing tools, and living off the land. Illus. in color. 303 pages. Ballantine Books. Pub. at $24.99. **$6.95**

**4830318** BIG BOOK OF SMALL HOME PLANS, 2ND EDITION: Over 360 Home Plans Under 1200 Square Feet. Whether you’re looking to build a cabin, remodel a small home, or find the ideal home that fits you and your lifestyle. Featuring easy to follow construction blueprints available for each plan, this complete catalog will help you discover and build the small home of your dreams. Illus. in color. 288 pages. Creative Homeowner. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**1973002** FAMILY HANDYMAN HANDBY HINTS 2021. Packed with hundreds of how-to photos to show you how to paint like a pro; build simple shelves for any room; eliminate garage clutter with an ingenious storage system; design your own storage space and much much more. Color photos. 144 pages. Family Handyman Magazine. Pub. at $9.99. **$4.95**

**4847584** HOMEMADE CONTRABANDS: HOW TO MAKE THEM. Designed to speed and simplify everything from making your own butter to organizing and storing tools, the easy to follow instructions you’ll find here can be just as useful to today’s farmer as they were on the frontier home. Illus. 621 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. **$6.95**

**4839524** 1001 IDEAS FOR OUTDOOR SPACES. By Brett Martin. Whether your ideal outdoor space is a rooftop terrace or a deck built on a hillside, this book will help you create an outdoor area that is perfect for your lifestyle. Includes ideas for outdoor kitchens, decks, and patios. 240 pages. Creative Publishing Int’l. 8¼x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. **$4.95**
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**THE LAST PASS: Pussy, Rigidity, and the NFL Manners in the End.** By Gary M. Pomerantz. Caitulates the中小学 dynasty against the full dramatic canvas of American life in the '50s and '60s. It's an enthralling portrait of what was possibly the most legendary team that throws open a window onto the wider world at a time of wrenching social change. Ultimately it's about their contemporaries to us in the end, long before the arena lights have turned off, 16 pages. 360 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $28.00

**INCREDIBLE BASEBALL STORIES: Amazing Tales from the Diamond.** Ed. by Ken Samelson. A perfect gift for the sports fan of all ages! Covers the full span of baseball's rich history such as what it's like to pitch to Ted Williams, relive great World Series moments and much more. Pages. 232 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

**BASEBALL'S TOP 10: Ranking the Best Major League Players by Position.** By Robert Kuenster. In this work Kuenster has ranked the greatest players in each position, highlighting the achievements of nearly 300 individuals. Player entries include biographical information, individual achievements, photos, and statistics. Pages. 267 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Pub. at $43.00

**INSIDE THE EMPIRE: The True Power Behind the New York Yankees.** By B. Klapisch & P. Solotaroff. This is an explosive look at what is said and done behind closed doors at the New York Yankees, the most famous, most successful, and wealthiest sports franchise in the world. You may think you already know everything about the storied franchise, but the authors set the record straight, and in ways you can't even imagine. Color photos. 241 pages. HMH. Pub. at $28.00

**BEARS DEFEAT PACKERS: Greatest NFL Rivalries.** Full-color look at the rich history of the NFL's oldest and most successful rivalry. Includes photos of the many Packers-Packers matches throughout the years. Pages. 117 pages. Watson-Guptill. Pub. at $26.95

**THE BOOK OF FIVE RINGS.** By Miyamoto Musashi. Shortly before his death in 1645, the undefeated swordsman Musashi retreated to a cave to live as a hermit. There he wrote five scrolls describing the ‘true principles’ required for the successful practice of martial arts and on the battlefield. 96 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

**THE WRESTLERS' WRESTLERS: The Masters of the Craft of Professional Wrestling.** By D. Murphy & B. Young. Chronicles the crow of professional wrestling; the wrestlers who—regardless of promotional push—are celebrated by their peers. These are the ones who make wrestling real for generations of fans. Pages. 366 pages. ECW Press. Pub. at $19.95

**TAICHU MANTIS VOLLEY-CATCH BOXING.** By T.W. Ming & Y. Sang. Mantis boxing is one of the famous Chinese boxing series, which was accorded to legend by Wang Lang, a native of Shandong Province of China, at the turn of the Ming Dynasty to the Ching. This work is for the disciples of this sect and for the self-learning of general readers. Text in English and Chinese. Photos. 140 pages. Yh. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

**72 CONSUMMATE ARTS SECRETS OF THE SHIOLIN TEMPLE.** Compiled and collates the Seventy-two consummate arts with the explanations and key points. There are attached figures, secret recipes and acupoints as well. Fully illus. 284 pages. Book Publisher. Pub. at $15.95

**KARATE AS THE ART OF KILLING: A Study of Its Deadly Origins, How to Master Peace, and the Techniques of Shito-Ryu.** By M. Shimabukuro & L.J. Pellman. In this work the authors restore karate to its original intentions. They get away from its modern-day sporting applications back to its deadly origins, and to the restraining philosophy of peace, self-sacrifice, compassion, and service to others that necessarily accompanied it. Pages. 385 pages. Snake Books. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

**TRADITIONAL GOJU-RYU KARATE.** By Don Warrene. The purpose of this work is to fill a void in the Martial Artists library and as well to act as a training manual for those studying the karate of Goju-Ryu. Also, the basic techniques of this old but illustrious style of unarmored combat. Photos. 223 pages. Masters Publication. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95


**THE WRESTLERS’ HISTORY.** By Joe Varano. This guide provides you with a condensed system of distilled self-defense skills and techniques, each carefully selected for its reliability in a high-stress environment. This curriculum allows both martial artists and those with no fighting experience to quickly and methodically learn and develop dependable skills for self-defense. Fully illus. 226 pages. YMCA. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

**TECHNIQUES OF THE SOUTHHERN BOXING.** By Martin Dixon. Covers the full spectrum of the art and will be essential to everyone interested in Ju-Jitsu. Advises on how to get started and explains the dojo etiquette, how to warm up and down, how to prevent and treat injuries, and more. Pages. 128 pages. Crowood. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

**FIGHTING SYSTEMS AND WEAPONS.** By J.A. Johnson & J. Crandal. Focuses on 11 different fighting schools and nine of their weapons systems. This work, with its detailed attention to the intricate Pa Kua forms, is unique in the study of the Kau practitioner. Fully illus. 188 pages. Ching Lung Martial Arts. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

**THE ART AND SCIENCE OF SELF-DEFENSE: A Comprehensive Instruction Guide.** By Joe Varano. This guide provides you with a condensed system of distilled self-defense skills and techniques, each carefully selected for its reliability in a high-stress environment. This curriculum allows both martial artists and those with no fighting experience to quickly and methodically learn and develop dependable skills for self-defense. Fully illus. 226 pages. YMCA. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

**THE 36 DEADLY BUBISHI POINTS: The Science and Techniques of Pressure Point Fighting.** By Rand Cardwell. Offers detailed explanations on how the pressure points of Traditional Chinese Medicine found in the venerable Chinese “Bubishi” can be used to attack an opponent and how to defend yourself against such attacks. Through step by step photos and illustrations, Cardinal Publications, Inc. uses a unique martial art form, its principles, core techniques, and lesson plans are presented here in Lee’s own words, and feature Lee’s illustrated sketches along with photographs demonstrating his moves. 380 pages. Transatlantic. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

**THE WRISTLET ROUNDHOUSE KICK.** By John van Weenen. The most popular style of Traditional Japanese Karate in the world today. It’s famous for its deadly kicks. Photos. 336 pages. ECW Press. Pub. at $11.95

**SHAOLIN TEN-ANIMAL FORM OF KWAN TAK HING.** By Leung Ting. Demonstrates the most famous ten-animal form and applications in details. The ten animals consist of Dragon, Snake, Tiger, Leopard, Crane, Lion, Elephant, Horse, Monkey, and Bear. Photos. 208 pages. Leung Ting Co. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

**494755 WWE SMACKDOWN: 20 Years and Counting.** By Jake Black et al. This action-packed anniversary edition covers 20 years of WWE’s popular Sanford-SmackDown Spectacular full-color photographs from WWE’s own archive capture the most unforgettable moments, both in the ring and behind the scenes. Pages. 200 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 9¼x11. Pub. at $24.99

**7685590 SHANGHAI BOOK CO. PAPERBOUND.** Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $20.99

**7685351 CLASSICAL PA KUA CHANG FIGHTING SYSTEMS AND WEAPONS.** By J.A. Johnson & J. Crandal. Focuses on 11 different fighting schools and nine of their weapons systems. This work, with its detailed attention to the intricate Pa Kua forms, is unique in the study of the Kau practitioner. Fully illus. 188 pages. Ching Lung Martial Arts. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

**7685302 TRADITIONAL GOJU-RYU KARATE.** By Don Warrene. The purpose of this work is to fill a void in the Martial Artists library and as well to act as a training manual for those studying the karate of Goju-Ryu. Also, the basic techniques of this old but illustrious style of unarmored combat. Photos. 223 pages. Masters Publication. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

**1967774 KARATE AS THE ART OF KILLING: A Study of Its Deadly Origins, How to Master Peace, and the Techniques of Shito-Ryu.** By M. Shimabukuro & L.J. Pellman. In this work the authors restore karate to its original intentions. They get away from its modern-day sporting applications back to its deadly origins, and to the restraining philosophy of peace, self-sacrifice, compassion, and service to others that necessarily accompanied it. Photos. 385 pages. Snake Books. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

**1965342 JU-JITSU.** By Martin Dixon. Covers the full spectrum of the art and will be essential to everyone interested in Ju-Jitsu. Advises on how to get started and explains the dojo etiquette, how to warm up and down, how to prevent and treat injuries, and more. Pages. 128 pages. Crowood. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95


**4979550 BIKE REPAIR MANUAL, REVISED 6TH EDITION.** By Chris Sidwellis. From mountain bikes and road racers to hybrid and electric bikes, this practical guide shows you how to keep any bike in peak performance. Pages. 150 minutes on two DVDs: Warner Home Video. Pub. at $11.95

**4982975 INCREDIBLE BASEBALL STORIES: Amazing Tales from the Diamond.** Ed. by Ken Samelson. A perfect gift for the sports fan of all ages! Covers the full span of baseball’s rich history such as what it’s like to pitch to Ted Williams, relive great World Series moments and much more. Pages. 232 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

**7685351 CLASSICAL PA KUA CHANG FIGHTING SYSTEMS AND WEAPONS.** By J.A. Johnson & J. Crandal. Focuses on 11 different fighting schools and nine of their weapons systems. This work, with its detailed attention to the intricate Pa Kua forms, is unique in the study of the Kau practitioner. Fully illus. 188 pages. Ching Lung Martial Arts. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95
**1967975** THE NEW YORK TIMES MEGA BOOK OF SUNDAY CROSSWORDS. Ed. by Will Shortz. With a collection of over 500 puzzles containing nearly ten years’ worth of America’s favorites, this work is sure to become a household staple that you return to again and again for months of endless enjoyment. Solutions included. 500 pages. St. Martin’s. 8½x11¾. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**1990357** 3D DOT-TO-DOT CITIES. Step away from distractions and focus your mind with these mentally stimulating city designs. With more than 600 dots in each image, detailed line work, and perspective techniques, these puzzles are a fascinating challenge to complete. Includes ChromaDepth 3D glasses, so when you’re done your designs will jump to life. Solutions included. 80 pages. Thunder Bay. 8½x11⅛. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

**1990677** THE AFFIRMATIONS DOT-TO-DOT PUZZLE BOOK. Compiled by Patience Cosentino. Wise words and affirmations can strengthen us and point us in a new direction, banishing negativity towards ourselves and others. This allows us to move away from the constant chatter and to realize our potential. Reflect on the quotes while you complete the images provided to focus your mind. 128 pages. Arcansas. 8½x11⅛. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

**1950038** THE BUMPER CROSSWORD COLLECTION. If you’re looking for ways to keep your brain sharp and boost your concentration skills, look no further than this bumper collection of over 400 crossword puzzles. Solutions included. Hinkler. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95


**4905582** WORDSEARCH FOR MINDFULNESS. Relax and take some time out with this wonderful collection of puzzles, each one based on an uplifting theme and accompanied by an inspiring quote. Enjoy the feeling of calm that comes from allowing your mind to focus on finding the hidden words. Solutions included. 160 pages. Simon & Schuster. 9⅛x11⅛. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

**1870454** SCRABBLE WORD SEARCH PUZZLES. By Patrick Blindauer. Each puzzle in these pages is filled with hidden SCRABBLE words. Searching for these words is a fun way to expand your SCRABBLE vocabulary and increase your word power to use against your opponents. Solutions included. 96 pages. Puzzlewright. 8½x10. Spiralbound. Pub. at $6.95 $4.95

**1958054** THE BUMPER WORD SEARCH COLLECTION. If you’re looking for ways to keep your brain sharp and boost your concentration skills, look no further than this bumper collection of over 400 word search puzzles. Solutions included. Hinkler. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

**1978200** SPACE ACE. The evil commander Bort has kidnapped Ace’s girlfriend, the beautiful Kimberly. Bort is plotting to erase the universe using his dreaded “Infanto Ray,” to turn everyone into helpless babies. Armed with only a laser gun, Ace must rescue Kimberly. The fate of Earth is in your hands, so use your Dagger to control on your DVD player—also compatible with your PlayStation 2. Digital Leisure. $7.95

**1991744** MAGIC WITH EVERYDAY OBJECTS. Over 150 Tricks Anyone Can Do at the Dinner Table. By George Schindler. Over 150 tricks anyone can do at the dinner table. Step by step instructions and drawings show how to pull off dazzling performances. Well Illus. 240 pages. Cadbury-Bourden. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**4784669** THE ULTIMATE RPG GAME MASTER’S WORLDBUILDING GUIDE. By James D’Amato. You’ll find more than thirty games and thought exercises you’ll have fun doing and that will create the outlines of the world you want to build. No matter your genre–fantasy, x-punk, sci-fi, horror, and more–these activities will help you bring a world to life. 270 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**1964941** BRAIN FUN PICTURE PUZZLES: All Cats! By Michele Filon. Want to sharpen your powers of observation and flex your memory muscles? Whether it’s finding the differences between two images, unscrambling a photo that’s been cut into sections or trying to spot one small thing amid a sea of distractions, these puzzles are a fascinating challenge to complete. Solutions included. 120 pages. Thunder Bay. 8½x11⅛. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**1997695** BOOK OF ADRIA. By R. Brooks & M. Ed. Create a villainous original illustration and show the routines and flow of your enchanted or magical land. Whether you’re building a world of fantasy–x-punk, sci-fi, horror, or more–these activities will help you bring a world to life. 368 pages. Wizards of the Coast. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $49.95 $37.95

**3879275** MONSTER MANUAL. Ed. by Scott Fitzgerald Gray. Presents a hodgepodge of classic Dungeons & Dragons creatures, including dragons, giant, mind flayers, and beholders–a monstrous feast for Dungeon Masters ready to challenge their players and players ready to rise to the challenge. Well Illus. in color. 352 pages. Wizards of the Coast. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $49.95 $37.95

**3879267** DUNGEON MASTER’S GUIDE. Ed. by Scott Fitzgerald Gray et al. Presents a hodgepodge of classic Dungeons & Dragons creatures, including dragons, giant, mind flayers, and beholders–a monstrous feast for Dungeon Masters ready to challenge their players and players ready to rise to the challenge. Well Illus. in color. 320 pages. Wizards of the Coast. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $49.95 $37.95

**1999332** THE ART OF DIABLO. By J. Geni & R. Brooks. Stay alive and listen to the screams of the artists behind Diablo’s signature Gothic aesthetic as they discuss how they spawn monsters from the darkest corners of hell and imagine heroes who can brave the deepest dungeons or be part of an eternal war. 251 pages. Blizzard. 9½x13. Paperback. Pub. at $45.00 $14.95

**3879283** PLAYER’S HANDBOOK. By James Wyatt et al. The essential reference for the RPG Player. Guides the roleplayer, containing rules for character creation and advancement, backgrounds and skills, exploration and combat, equipment, spells, and much more. Well Illus. in color. 192 pages. Wizards of the Coast. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $49.95 $37.95

**4758420** TASHA’S CAULDRON OF EVERYTHING. By Wizards RPG Team. Baked into this volume are rules options for all the character classes in the Player’s Handbook, including new subclasses. Thrown in for good measure is the artiller class, a master of magical invention. Includes new artifacts, spellbook options, spells for both player characters and monsters, magical tattoos, group patrons, and other tasty goodies. Well Illus. in color. 192 pages. Wizards of the Coast. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $49.95 $37.95

**7683650** JOURNEYS THROUGH THE RADIANT CITADEL. By Justice Ramin Arman et al. A collection of 13 stand-alone Dungeons & Dragons adventures. Each has ties to the Radiant Citadel and can be run by itself or as part of the ongoing campaign. Includes these adventures in any campaign setting or in worlds of your own design. Fully Illus. in color. 224 pages. Wizards of the Coast. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $49.95 $37.95

**4812581** WORDSEARCH EASY TO READ PUZZLES. LARGE PRINT EDITION. If you enjoy the fun of solving wordsearch puzzles together with the ease of reading large print, this is the perfect collection for you. It contains more than 200 puzzles and their solutions. 201 pages. Arcansas. $9.95

**4723791** LARGE PRINT WORD SEARCH, VOLUME 2. Ed. by Stephanie Romero Gamboa. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Boost yourbrainpower with more than 200 word search puzzles in large print. Whether you’re at home or on the go, enjoy a relaxing activity loved by readers of all ages. Solutions included. 201 pages. Thunder Bay. 8½x11⅛. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**7686749** LARGE PRINT AWESOME WORD SEARCH. Ed. by Julie Chapa. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Boost your brainpower with more than 200 word search puzzles in large print. Whether you’re at home or on the go, enjoy a relaxing activity loved by readers of all ages. Solutions included. 203 pages. Thunder Bay. 8½x11⅛. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95
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158479 COOKIES ARE MAGIC: Classic Cookies, Brownies, Bars, and More. By Abigail Stoto. Hands-on baking, each recipe features Heater’s warm but no-nonsense instructions and carries her guarantee that it will work perfectly every time. The author is Heaters’ best recipe—finding its flavors right to your plate. Expand your palate with Curry Noodle Soup and Chicken with Filipino-Style Paella. Tastes like home, 213 pages. Watson-Guptill. Pub. at $24.99

201142 THE AIR FRYER COOKBOOK: Deep-Fried Flavor Made Easy, Without All the Fat. By Todd English. The air-fryer is revolutionizing the way we think of eating light. Make the most of with 50 easy recipes offered by the top food homes. Try foods like guilt-free French Fries, Lamb Empanadas and Fully Glazed Doughnuts. You’ll be amazed at what you can create with an Air-Fryer! 350 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95


76872X AMAZING MEXICAN FAVORITES WITH YOUR INSTANT POT. By E. Sunwell-Vidaurri & R. Vidaurri. Enjoy the flavors of Mexico at home with one-pot effort and time-saving convenience. With 80 family recipes for making the most popular Mexican dishes the quick and easy way. Color photos. 192 pages. Ten Speed Press. Pub. at $21.95

4894162 LET FOOD BE YOUR MEDICINE COOKBOOK: How to Help Prevent or Reverse Disease! By Don Colbert. Choosing a better life, one meal at a time. Just imagine how food alone can provide mental clarity, balanced weight, and longevity. Includes more than 125 delicious recipes following a modified Mediterranean diet, a twenty-one day meal plan, weekly shopping list, and tricks and tips. Fully illus. in color. 213 pages. Worthy. Pub. at $24.99

495593 RUSTIC FARMHOUSE SLOW COOKER: 75 Hands-Off Recipes for Hearty, Homestyle Meals. By Alli Kelley. These family-friendly dishes are easy to prepare in the crockpot and range from savory soups and stews to delicious beef masterpieces, including options like: The Easiest Ever Beef Brisket; Creamy Sun Dried Tomato Chicken; and Garlic-Butter Steak and Potatoes. Color photos. 176 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

769142 THE MILK STREET COOKBOOK, REVISED EDITION. By Christopher Kimball et al. Featuring more than 275 tried and true recipes, this volume is the guide to high quality, low effort cooking and the companion for cooks of all skill levels. You’ll find simple recipes that deliver big flavors and textures fast, such as: Stf-Fried Chicken with Snap Peas and Basil, Roasted Cauliflower with Miso Glaze, French Apple Cake, and more. Well illus. in color. 560 pages. Voracius. 8½x10¼. Pub. at $40.00

1988425 FOOD & WINE ONE POT MEALS: More Than 175 Delicious Recipes to Simplify Cooking. Ed. by the eds. of Food & Wine. Showcases the ease of cooking an entire meal in a Dutch oven, large pot, slow cooker or pan. From roasted entrees to hearty soups and stews, seafood to vegetarian meals, and delicious breakfast items to decadent desserts, this is a must-have work for all cooks. Color photos. 288 pages. Waterbury. 8x10¼. Pub. at $34.99


4909739 BERRIES, REVISED. By Roger Yepsen. Yepsen offers advice on finding and identifying berries, growing your own, and preserving them for year round enjoyment. Nearly 100 mouthwatering recipes are included such as: Blackberry Apricot Pie, Boysenberry Crepes, Raspberry Soup, Elderberry Wine, and more. Illus. in color. 232 pages. Countryman. Pub. at $18.95

4887751 THAI COOKING. By R. Carmack & S. Nahn. Showing you how easy it is to prepare Thai food in the comfort of your own kitchen. 213 pages. Periplus. 7½x11. Pub. at $21.95

4904176 THE JOHN WAYNE COMPLETE GRILLING BOOK. By Official John Wayne Magazine. John Wayne was a big man and had an appetite to match. Packed with meals from Duke’s table to yours, this collection is as unique as his blend of hot, sweet, sour, and salty in your own kitchen. Simple step by step instructions and an extensive guide to Thai cooking to prepare vibrant salads, delicious main dishes, refreshing drinks and desserts, as well as delicious sauces and curries. Color photos. 128 pages. Periplus. 9¼x11. Pub. at $21.95


1984306 GOOSEBERRY PATCH CHRISTMAS COMFORT FOODS. The scent of sugar cookies baking, the sweet sound of children singing carols, a crackling fire in the fireplace—these are some of our favorite comfort foods at Christmas, and we can’t wait until it’s that time again! Gooseberry Patch has gathered scrumptious recipes for all occasions. Illus. 220 pages. Gooseberry Patch. Spiralbound. Pub. at $17.95

4923405 THE BEST CAST IRON BAKING BOOK. By R. Wysw & K. Moore. Everything in this edition is cooked in a 10-inch skillet or Dutch oven. You’ll find bloody Marys, biscuits, bread, pies, pizzas, brownies and much more. There are unbeatable, tried and true childhood favorites like Southern Pecan Pie and traditional treats like a dreamy Dutch Apple Pie. Color photos. 192 pages. Ten Speed Press. Pub. at $19.95


490581 THE ULTIMATE BREAD MACHINE COOKBOOK: Family Recipes from Tiffany Dahle. Not your mama’s bread machine recipes. Dahle’s flavor-packed recipes will get you more excited to bake bread. With this beautifully photographed medley of recipes, enjoy everything from baker-style loaves to breads featuring unique fruity fillings, savory mix-ins and streusel swirls. 167 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99

4943569 EASY GERMAN COOKBOOK: 80 Classic Recipes Made Simple. By Karen Ludder. You can learn to prepare those iconic German baker-style loaves, meats and stews, and sweets with step by step directions and learn about German culture while you’re at it. Discover preparation tips and shorts and stocking your kitchen and preparing age-old German favorites in minutes, not hours. 142 pages. Rockridge. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

449175 THE JOHNNY WAYNE GRILLING BOOK. By Robert Weller. This guide to cooking with apples, from simple everyday cakes and desserts to decadent desserts, is a must-have work for all cooks. Color photos. 256 pages. Gooseberry Patch. Spiralbound. Pub. at $35.00


4624274 THE COMPLETE AMERICAN TEST KITCHEN COOKBOOK 2001-2022. Captures every recipe (more than 1,720) demonstrated on 22 seasons of the show. So whether you are new to America’s Test Kitchen or are a long-time fan, grab a front row seat and enjoy everything from baker-style loaves to breads featuring unique fruity fillings, savory mix-ins and streusel swirls. 167 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

1954865 COCOA: An Exploration of Chocolate, with Recipes. By Sue Quinn. The author delves into the history and culture of chocolate, from the spiced drinking drink in ancient Mesoamerica to the artisan bars spiked with intriguing flavors we devour today. Through 80 sweet and savory recipes, she inspires us to enjoy chocolate in both new and traditional ways. Color photos. 256 pages. Quadrille. Pub. at $35.00

1948946 EASY GERMAN COOKBOOK: 80 Classic Recipes Made Simple. By Karen Ludder. You can learn to prepare those iconic German baker-style loaves, meats and stews, and sweets with step by step directions and learn about German culture while you’re at it. Discover preparation tips and shorts and stocking your kitchen and preparing age-old German favorites in minutes, not hours. 142 pages. Rockridge. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99


1936265 EASY NO-CHURN ICE CREAM: The No Equipment Necessary Guide to Standout Homemade Ice Cream. By Heather Templon. All you have to do is combine easy to find ingredients, pour them into a pan, then freeze and enjoy. Learn how to recreate your favorite ice cream classics, from Creamy Vanilla and Rich Chocolate to Bold Coffee and Nostalgic Cookies and Cream. Color photos. 151 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

4624274 THE COMPLETE AMERICAN TEST KITCHEN COOKBOOK 2001-2022. Captures every recipe (more than 1,720) demonstrated on 22 seasons of the show. So whether you are new to America’s Test Kitchen or are a long-time fan, grab a front row seat and enjoy everything from baker-style loaves to breads featuring unique fruity fillings, savory mix-ins and streusel swirls. 167 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99


Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
intermittent fasting, or a combination of both, that will benefit you healthier, happier life. Color photos. 144 pages. Edisson Books Ltd. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

4989551 THE HEALING YOGA MANUAL. By Swami Ambikasundara Saraswati. This book balances and harmony to both body and mind with this step by step guide to enhancing the chiata-tha energy system through yoga. Through the practice of specific exercises can get you the results you want. $7.95

1940031 KNOW YOUR SHIT: What Your Crap Is Telling You. By Shawn Shaner. This work walks the lid off the poty taboo and breaks the seal down in search of the Perfect Poo. Along the way, learn what your insides inside to make poo, how the process can go wrong, and simple fixes to make sure you stay in the Goldilops Zone. Fully Illus. in color. 256 pages. Reader’s Digest. $7.95


4985029 READER’S DIGEST HEALTH SECRETS FOR A LONGER LIFE: 1,206 TIPS FOR A HEALTHY MIND AND BODY. From home remedies to cutting edge science, there is the world’s best health. Stay young, happy, and vibrant with simple suggestions on the following: getting the flu shot to prevent heart attacks, warm your feet to weights to lower your blood pressure, use the power of herbs to help digestion, and much more. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. Reader’s Digest. $9.95

4900391 THE PENIS/THE VAGINA: An Owner’s Guide. By Brooke Ah Shay. The answers to all the questions you didn’t even know to ask. Shay has read through all those boring medical texts so you don’t have to, and has distilled everything into a fun, informative guide to men’s and women’s sexual functions. She tells how to recognize the symptoms and to find the right treatment. 304 pages. M. Evans. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

3875741 BREATHING FOR WARRIORS. By L. Vranich & B. Sabin. The missing link between the first responder, or someone whose occupation requires physical skills and stamina. Dr. Vranich’s series of exercises trains your lungs to work more efficiently, strengthens your core, and reinforces how we’re actually supposed to breathe–will teach you how to keep your body, and your mind. Martin’s Paperback. $16.95


2916754 HEAL YOUR KNEES, REVISED EDITION: How to Prevent Knee Surgery & What to Do If You Need It. By L. Huey. Explains how the knee works, and what happens when it doesn’t. Identifies medical tests that diagnosis various problems, and specific advice on the art of detailed water and floor exercises that get your knee back in shape. Illus. 304 pages. M. Evans. Paperback. $12.95

4973852 ULTIMATE WORKOUT. By Andy & Jamie Dumas. Boxing is the ideal workout for fitness and conditioning. Stamina, strength, speed, endurance and more are all within your reach. These exhilarating interval workouts teach you the foundations of boxing training, body awareness, proper execution of movements all resulting in a challenging and safe workout program, teaching simple exercises and safe exercise routines. Mosaic. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

4732030 HOW THE BRAIN LOST ITS MIND: Sex, hysteria, and the Riddle of Mental Illness. By A.H. Ropper & B.D. Buzin. This is a rich and compelling story of the interface between two confounding ailments-brain disease and mental illness--the extraordinary endeavors to confront their effects on mental life, and the controversies that surround them. It is a study of the ways in which our bodies control our behavior: depression, bipolar illness, addiction, alcoholism, autism, Tourette syndrome, and even sociopathy. 242 pages. Avery. Pub. at $27.00

4913760 BEAUTY HACKS: 500 Simple Solutions for Flawless Skin, Hair, Face, and Nails. By Esme Floyd. Targeting problems commonly faced by us all in our quest to look our best, this guide reveals the tricks and tips that help you meet your needs. A unique resource for therapists and professional salons use. Offers over 500 head to toe tips for quick fix solutions to all your beauty problems. Illus. 128 pages. Carlton. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

4815066 THE MIRACLE OF FASTING, 4TH EDITION: Proven Throughout History By Paul G. & Patricia Bragg. In this newly revised best seller, you will learn the ancient practice of fasting is key to health and energy, and critical to longevity and ageless vitality. A guide to intermittent fasting, and the stress of our daily lives. A detailed, step by step approach, accessible and informative for both beginners and experienced fasters. Illus. 144 pages. Health Science. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

4971027 CHRONIC HEARTBURN: Managing Acid Reflux and GERD Through Understanding, Diet and Lifestyle. By B.E. Wendland & L.M. Ruffolo. A comprehensive resource for understanding the medical reasons behind heartburn, this resource also provides practical coping strategies, featuring dietary advice based on the most current medical research, more than 100 recipes and all the key issues of intermittent fasting and weight loss. In color. Robert Rose. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

484554 HERBAL ANTIVIRALS, 2ND EDITION REVISED: Natural Remedies for Emerging & Resistant Viral Infections. By Stephen Harrod Buhner. Viruses are smart and adaptable, developing new strategies all the time. This book describes how herbalism can give us tools to fight back. The plants have proven most effective in fighting viral infections and provides in-depth instructions. 474 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

1945556 HERBAL ANTIVIRALS: Natural Remedies for Emerging & Resistant Viral Infections. By Stephen Harrod Buhner. Profiles the plants that have proven most effective in fighting viral infections and provides in-depth instructions for preparing and using formulas to address the most common infections and to strengthen your immune system. 474 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

1970895 THE CBD BIBLE: Cannabis and the Wellness Revolution That Will Change Your Life. By Dani Gordon. Explains how cannabis can benefit your body to produce an abundance of positive health effects such as alleviating insomnia, reducing pain, quelling stress and anxiety, and numberous other health benefits. Gordon also offers essential guidance on dosing, sourcing, different types of products, and much more. 322 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

4793684 THE MICRO-WORKOUT PLAN. By Tom Holland. Perfect for busy people. Perfect for the gym. In this guide, Holland shares the knowledge he’s gained from 30 years in the fitness industry and he explains why and how to use your body to get the right tests and diagnosis. She explains how to recognize the symptoms that could signal thyroid dysfunction, work with your doctor to ensure proper diagnosis, and make sure you’re on the right treatment plan. The ultimate road map back to your happiest, healthiest self. 425 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00

1970895 THE CBG BIBLE: Cannabis and the Wellness Revolution That Will Change Your Life. By Dani Gordon. Explains how cannabis can benefit your body to produce an abundance of positive health effects such as alleviating insomnia, reducing pain, quelling stress and anxiety, and numberous other health benefits. Gordon also offers essential guidance on dosing, sourcing, different types of products, and much more. 322 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

4971027 CHRONIC HEARTBURN: Managing Acid Reflux and GERD Through Understanding, Diet and Lifestyle. By B.E. Wendland & L.M. Ruffolo. A comprehensive resource for understanding the medical reasons behind heartburn, this resource also provides practical coping strategies, featuring dietary advice based on the most current medical research, more than 100 recipes and all the key issues of intermittent fasting and weight loss. In color. Robert Rose. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

484554 HERBAL ANTIVIRALS, 2ND EDITION REVISED: Natural Remedies for Emerging & Resistant Viral Infections. By Stephen Harrod Buhner. Profiles the plants that have proven most effective in fighting viral infections and provides in-depth instructions. 474 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

1945556 HERBAL ANTIVIRALS: Natural Remedies for Emerging & Resistant Viral Infections. By Stephen Harrod Buhner. Profiles the plants that have proven most effective in fighting viral infections and provides in-depth instructions. 474 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95


194734 THE THYROID CONNECTION: Why You Feel Tired, Brain-Fogged, and Overweight—and How to Get Your Life Back. By Amy Myers. Myers teaches you how to take your health into your own hands and work with your doctor to get the right tests and diagnosis. She explains how to recognize the symptoms that could signal thyroid dysfunction, work with your doctor to ensure proper diagnosis, and make sure you’re on the right treatment plan. The ultimate road map back to your happiest, healthiest self. 425 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00

You can find these books and many more at your local bookstore or on our website.
**4619439 THE MIRACLE POWER OF YOUR MIND: The Joseph Murphy Treasury. Collector's Edition. Including all of Murphy's lectures, pamphlets, including enduring works like The Power of Your Subconscious Mind and How to Attract Money. Murphy, a minister and mystic that within you dwells an awesome power that you can harness through your thoughts and emotive states. By attending to the forces of your mind, you can remake your world for the better. 329 pages. Tarcher/Penguin. Pub. at $27.00. Paperbound. At $17.95.**

**38868X INSTANT SELF-HYPNOSIS: How to Hypnotize Yourself with Your Open Eyes. By Forbes Robbins Blair. Lose weight, fly without fear of flying, stop smoking, this guide will help you make the changes you have been trying to make for years. With this fail proof method you remain aware of your surroundings and can bring yourself back to normal consciousness slowly and gently. This technique will make eliminating bad habits easy. 194 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. At $14.95.**

**1956434 101 WAYS TO STOP ANXIETY: Practical Exercises to Find Peace. By Tanya J. Peterson. With this guide to the seven types of anxiety guides are here to support you on your personal path. 247 pages. Hay House. Paperbound. At $18.99.**

**4691008 THE SEVEN TYPES OF SPIRIT GUIDE: How to Connect and Communicate with Your Cosmic Helpers. By Yamile Yemoonyah. A spirit guide will introduce you to each of the seven types of spirit guides: angels, ancestors, nature spirits, star beings, animal spirits, ascended masters, and deities. You’ll learn the unique spirit guides are here to support you on your personal path. 196 pages. Hay House. Paperbound. At $18.99.**

**1929127 3,001 QUESTIONS ABOUT ME. Text by Jon Reyes. With over 3,000 thoughtful prompts to help you journal through a quest for self-discovery, you can start to definitively know who you are by examining all of your favorite things. Some answers will not need more than a “yes” or “no” while others can possibly trigger a deeper need for journaling about yourself and your values. 204 pages. Chartwell. Paperbound. At $9.99.**

**1956485 BODY LANGUAGE, 3RD EDITION: How to Read Others, Detect Deceit, and Convey the Right Message. By James Borg. In second edition, you will not only learn to read others, but also to control your own posture to send the correct message to those around you. This comprehensive guide will teach you to become a master communicator and show how to use your nonverbal cues to achieve your goals. 168 pages. Watson-Guptill. 8½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99.**

**3983722 YOUR SUBCONSCIOUS BRAIN CAN CHANGE YOUR LIFE. By Mike Dow. Readers are introduced to a groundbreaking, life changing program Dr. Dow created: Subconscious Visualization Techniques (SVT). These techniques will help you speak directly to your subconscious brain and tap into your greatest strengths, gifts, and resources. In 263 pages Hay House. Paperbound. At $18.99.**

**6945600 WHO ARE YOU? 145 Easy-to-Score Quizzes That Reveal Your Personality. By S.V. Didato & T.J. Craughwell. Discover your true self with more than 140 quizzes, including: IQ tests that determine if you are a logical thinker, or spatially inclined, 40 personality tests designed to answer who you are, and 50 EQ tests designed to analyze your emotional intelligence from various points of view. 438 pages. Dog & Leventhal. Paperbound. At $19.99.**

**4960569 THE GATE OF LIGHT: Healing Practices to Connect You to Source Energy. By Lars Muhl. You will discover if you are a logical thinker, a numeric whiz, or someone who filters of your five senses while still fully concentrating. With exercises that can enable you to focus your thought power as a practical tool to gain knowledge, inspiration, and brilliance. 184 pages. Watkins. Pub. at $19.95.**

**3953380 THIRD EYE MEDITATIONS: Awaken Your Mind, Spirit, and Intuition. By Susan Shumsy. Practicing the meditations in this guide can fill your body, mind and spirit with light, love, and wisdom. You can ask for and receive divine inspiration, healing, creative ideas, clear intuition, and inner guidance, at will. With these guided meditations you will be led step by step through the process. 196 pages. Weiser. Paperbound. At $15.95.**


**3809595 THE QUANTUM AKASHIC FIELD: A Guide to Out-of-Body Experiences for the Astral Traveler. By Vine Brasclet. This field is centered on safe, simple meditative techniques, Willis shows how to bypass the filters of your five senses and see, hear, taste, and feel through your 5th chakra, thereby open out of body travel. 174 pages, Inner Traditions. Paperbound. At $13.95.**

**7679149 ALL NIGHT LONG: How to Make Love to a Man over 50. By Barbara Rees. These foolproof methods are guaranteed to help you achieve miraculous results in the bedroom. Includes activities to make your sex life sizzle, proof that slower is better, understanding the natural changes in desire and sex and sexual makeup. 247 pages. M.S. Evans. Paperbound. At $14.95.**

**4803256 MANIFESTING: Using Thought Forms to Visualize Real Change. By Vine Brasclet. Learn the missing steps to creative visualization to enable you to focus your thought power as impactful energy forms and target your thoughts to draw lost people, pets, and objects to you. You have the power to shape your life- step by step process is underpinned. 168 pages. Red Feather. Paperbound. At $14.95.**
Art Books

4876660 THE NORTH AMERICAN INDIAN PORTFOLIO: From the Library of Congress. Compiled by James Gilreath. Piled with an array of portraits that depict the most important sociological, historical, and ethnological study of American Indians throughout our history. Fully illus. in color. 271 pages. Abbeville. 4x6/3. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $5.95


1990403 FUCK OFF, I'M COLORING! Unwind with 50 Obnoxiously Fun Swear Word Coloring Pages. Find your inner calm with these hundreds of pages that all happen to feature your favorite profanities. Color in peaceful images like lounging koalas and verdant gardens, then find peace and a lot of laughs from accessing inspirational messages like "WTF," "Screw It," and "Everyone Around Me Is Incompetent." 112 pages. Cider Mill. 8x10/10. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95. $4.95

7696752 THE ART OF ANNE STOKES: Mystical, Gothic & Fantasy Jumbo Woodword. Showcases Stokes' colorful in imaginative, accompanied by illuminating text about the artist and her inspirations, techniques, and processes. 128 pages. Flame Tree. 8x9/4. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. $9.95

1919210 INCREDIBLE VISUAL ILLUSIONS: You Won't Believe Your Eyes! By Al Seckel. The most comprehensive and amazing collection of optical illusions ever assembled, with almost three hundred different illustrations illustrated in this fascinating volume. 256 pages. Sirius. 9x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $7.95

4778389 THE BEAUTY OF HORROR: Ghosts of Christmas Coloring Book. Ghoulina sinks her fangs into the North Pole, causing all kinds of chaos and havoc on Christmas Eve with these spooktacular holiday themed coloring pages. It's overflowing with the spookiest, scariest, and most mirthful images you've ever seen in the art of today. At the end, admire your handiwork and go on to another page for a new adventure. Tuttle. 10x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95. $4.95

4868482 THE OFFICIAL BOB ROSS COLORING BOOK: Four Seasons. Featuring many of Ross's most famous quotes and catchphrases about happy little trees, friendly squirrels, and more, this collection includes a full-color gallery of the original artwork as reference. So, grab your colored pencils and spend time with nature. Universe. 11x8. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $6.95

4904966 THE OFFICIAL BOB ROSS COLORING BOOK: Contemplative, relaxing, and inspiring, these illustrations are derived from Bob Ross's own paintings. Also includes tips and techniques to make any shape look like a masterpiece. Featuring the secrets of creating realistic portraits and landscapes. 96 pages. Universe. 11x8. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $5.95

7892625 EYE CANDY: Pin Ups by Barbara Benson. Few pin-up artists can hit that sweet spot of naughty and nice like Benson. Her unique take on the fantasy girl next door has her adoring fans coming back time and again. Adults only. SQP. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99. $14.95

4725158 COLOR ME MASKS: 16 Stun Mgmgs to Color! Let your imagination loose, and unleash your inner artist with these 16 elaborate press-out masks that you can color, paint, and wear. Includes elastic for the masks. Barron's. 8x10/10. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99. $4.95

7684231 SPECTRUM 11: The Best in Contemporary Fantastic Art. Ed. by Cathy & Alan Fiumara. Showcases and an international collection of more than 370 gifted artists, and featuring work from books, comics, advertising, film, video, fine art, and much more, in 160 color illustrations. Unexampled as a reference book for artists and fans alike. 208. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.00. $9.95

1981787 DRAGONS AND MAGICAL BEASTS: Extreme Coloring Book. Introspective, elaborately illustrated complex drawings will draw you into Color a mystical world of dragons and magical creatures, each set against an ornate, elaborate, fantasy setting. Scrib. 9x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $7.95

3883809 DRAWING FACES & EXPRESSIONS: Learn to Draw Step by Step. By Diane Cardaci. Master the art of drawing the human face using the examples and step by step projects in this guide. Develop your own unique style as you learn to draw a variety of portraits--inspiring the eyes, mouths, noses, and hair. Illus. 40 pages. Walter Foster. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95. $8.95

7696760 THE ARTIST'S COMPLETE BOOK OF DRAWING PROJECTS STEP-BY-STEP. By Barrington Barber. Each project is broken down into easy steps and experienced artists will be inspired by the challenging subjects. Fully illus. 320 pages. Arcturus. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $9.95

4918231 50 DRAWING PROJECTS: A Creative Step-By-Step Workbook. By Barrington Barber. When it comes to drawing there is no substitute for practice, and with this collection of 50 drawing projects you'll never be short of inspiration. Each drawing is broken down into five steps, so you can see exactly how tone is applied at every stage. Fully illus. 320 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $9.95

1933113 THE DRAW ANY ANIMAL BOOK: Over 150 Simple Step-By-Step Drawing Sequences for Every Animal. By Robert Lambrdy. This vintage manual features a series of charming step by step lessons for drawing animals. Lambrdy breaks down these incredibly realistic animals into a series of simple shapes and lines, enabling you to recreate even the most complex creatures in just a few steps. 176 pages. Quarry. 6x8/4. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $5.95

4913795 MANGA CRASH COURSE. By Mira Misuilea Petrovic. More than 25 step by step techniques guide you through creating each body part of your manga characters, with over 130 lessons for facial anatomy, poses, clothing and accessories, and common hairstyles and emotions. Then combine your characters into full manga scenes and paneled pages. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Impact. 8x10/10. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99. $9.95

4989309 GARDEN KITTIES: Zendoodle Colorscapes. Get lost in a secret garden of purr-rect kittens! Color your way through glorious gardens, beautiful bouquets, and cozy cats, bringing new life to these 40 delightful illustrations of adorable cats and lush flowers, and perforated pages, Castle Point. 9x9. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99. $4.95

1972006 DELIGHTFUL COLOR BY NUMBER: From inspiration to final art, you can improve your artistic skills as you color in one of more than 60 images in this charming selection. Find a peaceful spot, take your colored pencils, and start to create a masterpiece. Sirius. 6x8/8/. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95


489841X HARRY POTTER: Coloring Wizardry. Bursting with drawings from all eight Harry Potter movies, this edition depicts everything from Harry's first ever visit to Diagon Alley to Quidditch matches, classnotes, and more! Insight Editions. 10x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. $4.95

4997561 GUILTY PLEASURES: Pin-Ups by Keith Garvey. From lingerie to swimwear to a plain white tee and jeans, Keith Garvey distinctively captures the essence of today’s woman. She is flirty, fun and seductive and comfortable in her own skin. Illus. in color. 48 pages. SQP. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00. $11.95

1966855 WOODLAND WILD: A Coloring Book Adventure. Lose yourself in the calming world of woodland wildlife, from a grove of pines to the peaceful forest floor. You’ll discover a wealth of beautiful and intriguing creatures—from foxes, fireflies, and fawn deer to lemmings, toadstools, and ladybugs. Lark. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95. $4.95

767737X THE COLORS OF ASIA: An Anti-Stress Coloring Book for Calm and Creativity. Choosing from a vibrant collection of 100 drawing projects from a wealth of Asian cultures, timeless designs whose influence is still seen in the art of today. At the end, admire your handiwork and go on to another page for a new adventure. Tuttle. 10x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95. $4.95

1959492 MASTER PRINTS: 34 Frameable Masterpieces to Color. This unique collection invites you to reimagine and color the most celebrated art masterpieces of the past six centuries. Using your own imagination, colored pencils and pens, create your version of Botticelli's Venus, Van Gogh’s Irises, and Grant Wood’s American Gothic. Pad binding for easy page removal, and includes thumbnails of the original artworks for inspiration. North Light. 11x14. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $8.95
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DRAWING USING GRIDS: Portraits of Babies and Children. By Giovanni Civardi. This highly practical guide uses the grid technique to make the drawing process simple and accessible. By following the exercises, artists will soon be able to produce highly detailed drawings of their own. Fully illus. 80 pages. Search. 8/4x11%. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

DRAWING USING GRIDS. By Giovanni Civardi. In this visually guided tour, Civardi shows you how to use the traditional grid technique to draw people of all ages and in a variety of poses. By simply laying a grid over a photograph or a drawing, you can transfer images and create art without paper one square at a time. Fully illus. 240 pages. Search. 8/4x11%. Paperback. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

166514 FIGURE DRAWING: A Complete Guide to Drawing the Human Body. By John Lowry. This book is a comprehensive and instructive guide that will give you all the tools you need to draw the human figure, from line and form to a full figure. This manual unifies the skills of observation, expression and understanding in one approach. Build a strong foundation of skills to make well observed, proportionally accurate drawings. Fully illus. 286 pages. ILEX 8x10%. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99 $9.95

497692 PAINTING LAND & SEA. By Vernon Ker. Shows you how to recreate an array of beautiful seascapes and landscapes in oil, with tips on choosing the best painting surfaces and materials. Ker explains the correct painting technique and sharing his own experience in painting with his own hand by step by step method of developing a painting to its fullest. Fully illus. in color. 40 pages. Walter Foster. $10.95

193171 THE ART OF SEX: Over 169 Stimulating Suggestions to Arouse the Artist in You. Illus. by Tom Slaughter. Hip and sexy, this is the perfect inspirational sketchbook to spice up anyone’s bedroom. Featuring sketches from renowned artist Tom Slaughter, along with collections of words and quotes meant to provoke sexy exploration, it will bring out your inner artist’s steamy side. Adults only. 192 pages. Rock Point. $17.99 $14.95

194167 THE ART OF SEX: Over 169 Stimulating Suggestions to Arouse the Artist in You. Illus. by Tom Slaughter. Hip and sexy, this is the perfect inspirational sketchbook to spice up anyone’s bedroom. Featuring sketches from renowned artist Tom Slaughter, along with collections of words and quotes meant to provoke sexy exploration, it will bring out your inner artist’s steamy side. Adults only. 192 pages. Rock Point. $17.99 $14.95

496362 DODGE DOGS AND SKETCHY CATS: Fun and Easy Doddling for Everyone. By Boutique-Oka. Feel your worry melt away as you begin drawing more than 30 cute cats and dogs you’ve ever seen. Learn how to make easy step by step instruction. From temperamental lobbies to playful puppies, you’ll find many breeds to choose from. Once you’ve mastered the basic skills, you’ll instinctively apply them to your own designs. You’ll learn how to mix any color you want from just red, yellow and blue with the technique. Draw 300 pages. Walter Foster. $14.95

487399 BEAUTY OF HORROR IV: Another Gorgeouse Coloring Book. Follow fan-favorite Ghoulia and her un-dead pals as they combine the cutest and scariest elements of the most iconic horror movies ever to hit the silver screen in perfect picture-perfect images. Fully illus. 9x7%. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

196735 MEISTER MANUAL DRAWING TIPS FOR PRISONERS. By David J. Meister. The lessons inside are designed for the intermediate to professional artist with few supplies, but desires to take their skills to the next level. This volume focuses on shading styles and techniques to create clean images with depth and texture. Fully illus. 4 pages. Search. 8x10%. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

482092 CELTIC PATTERN: Visual Rhythms of the Ancient Mind. By Adam Tellow. Shows the practical tricks of the trade and the hidden principles behind one of the world’s oldest patterns of Celtic artwork, with examples from both early and late periods, rare engravings, and illustrations by the author. 58 pages. Woodin. 3x6%. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95

490854 STAINED GLASS COLOR BY NUMBERS. Chill out and relax with this delightful collection of coloring images based on a whole host of beautiful designs for stained-glass windows. You just need to pick up your crayon or pencil and follow the numbers. St. Martins. 8x11%. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95
**Art Books**

- **7692609 DRAGON SONG: Wings of Conquest.** James Huttonberg et al. This themed collection by various artists makes it clear that there's nothing like girl and dragon in some cases, a dragon and his (or her) girl. Though not explicit, many of these paintings suggest a high degree of interspecies closeness. Classic fantasy art. Adults only. S.Q.P. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00


- **4855654 GLOW IN THE DARK COLORING.** Discover a world of bioluminescent creatures and vibrant nighttime scenes to color and enhance with special glow in the dark ink. When you’re finished, detach, display, and turn off the lights to enjoy the magical effect of your flowing masterpieces. Thunder Bay Press. Pub. at $16.95

- **491271X FIGURE IT OUT! Faces & Expressions.** By Christopher Hart. By focusing on what is most important in drawing the head and face, you’ll quickly improve your drawing skills and be on your way to drawing any character and expression you want. Fully illus. 140 pages. Pub. at $19.99

- **4887055 REALISTIC ANIMALS IN COLORED PENCIL.** By Bonny Snowdon. Learn to draw lifelike colored pencils. The artwork may look complex, but it’s possible to replicate with the help of the colored pencil techniques in this guide. Learn about blending, layering, burnishing and more. 164 pages. Pub. at $24.95

- **4985379 SIN-A-RAMA: Sleaze Sex Paperbacks of the Sixties.** Ed. by A. Astrid Daley et al. This collection of unorthodox sleaze literature cover design from the 1960’s is an example of what provoked new laws, FBI investigations, high-pitched cabinet battles, and prison sentences for those who trespassed obscenity laws. Pub. at $25.95

- **9841288 THE ART OF JOSE CANO: A Passion for Up! A collection of pretty young pin-ups from a man who knows how his way around every curve and hot spot. Cano’s ability to bring life and lust to his portraits is second to none, and he consistently brings his best to every eye-popping image he creates. Fully illus. in color. S.Q.P. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

- **6795644 HARRY POTTER GLOW IN THE DARK COLORING BOOK.** Features more than 60 highly detailed coloring pages, including three fold-out posters. The magic of the Harry Potter world comes to life in these pages. Pub. at $17.95

- **4888618 DURER IN DETAIL.** By Till-Holger Borchert. This magnificent volume looks at all areas of the artist’s wide-ranging production and shows his magnificent passive drawing and graphic works in close-up views and full-page detail illustrations. Borchert also offers fascinating and surprising insights into Dürer’s life, multifaceted oeuvre. 220 pages. Ludion. Pub. at $25.95

- **488857X BOSCH IN DETAIL.** By Till-Holger Borchert. This unique collection of Bosc’s best works reveals, through them, a near-obsessive focus on his fantastic and monstrous. Color photos. 319 pages. Ludion. Pub. at $24.95

- **1980963 BOSCH IN DETAIL.** Organized by characteristic themes in Bosch’s work, such as faces, visions of heaven and hell, the four elements, landscapes, and creatures both fantastic and monstrous, this little volume also offers exceptional views of masterpieces like Garden of Earthly Delights. Ludion. Pub. at $30.00

- **4909044 AMERICAN ART IN THE COLUMBUS MUSEUM: Painting, Sculpture, and Decorative Arts.** By Charles T. Butler et al. This publication celebrates the museum’s fiftieth anniversary, in Columbus Georgia, with a selection of 101 works ranging over the museum’s collection. Included in this collection of American art are paintings, sculptures, ceramic vessels, silver works, and furniture created by notable artists from the Colonial era to postmodern times. Pub. in color. 226 pages. Columbus Museum. 10x13. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95

- **474246X THE BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO DRAWING PORTRAITS.** By Carole Massey. Clear instructions supported by hundreds of inspirational examples from all around the world, show the absolute beginner how to locate and line in their portraits. All you need to know, including composition, proportion, capturing likeness, self-portraiture, and suggesting a narrative here. Fully illus. in color. 140 pages. Search. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

- **7695656 HARRY POTTER GLOW IN THE DARK COLORING BOOK.** Features more than 60 highly detailed coloring pages, including three fold-out posters. The magic of the Harry Potter world comes to life in these pages. Pub. at $17.95

- **488302X SKETCHING WOMEN: Learn to Draw Lifelike Female Figures.** By Atelier 21. Packed with expert advice and hundreds of drawings along with easy to understand notes and tips. The best time with this book is that you learn all about how the skeleton, muscles and posture come together to express the female form. 166 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

- **6795652 HARRY POTTER GLOW IN THE DARK COLORING BOOK.** Features more than 60 highly detailed coloring pages, including three fold-out posters. The magic of the Harry Potter world comes to life in these pages. Pub. at $17.95

- **SOLD OUT**

- **3974781 1500 COLOR MIXING RECIPES FOR OIL, ACRYLIC, WATERCOLOR.** By William F. Powell. Follow these four simple steps to mix more than 1,500 color combinations: look in the index for the subject you want to paint, find the color recipe; use the color mixing grid to measure each paint color; and mix the color, it’s that easy. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Walter Foster. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99

- **1929233 PAINTING WITH BOB ROSS. Learning in Oil Step by Step! Introduces artists to the basics of painting landscapes with Ross’s specially formulated oil paints, brushes, basecoats, and other tools. With step by step instructions and a ‘happy accidents’ approach, this challenging subject matter is made enjoyable for artists of all skills. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Walter Foster. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

- **4865006 THE ART & SCIENCE OF DRAWING: Learning to Observe, Analyze, and Draw Any Subject.** By Brent Eviston. Learn to draw beautiful images, step by step, as you take the reader through the entire process, from the most basic skills to the more advanced techniques such as volumetric drawing, shadows, and figure drawing. Features instructional images and diagrams. 218 pages. Rocky Nook. Pub. at $36.95

- **1964925 DRAWING AND PAINTING BEARDS.** By Kyehyu Park. Learn how to draw stunning beards and plants and add vivid watercolor with the simple step by step instructions. Create cosmos, balloon flowers, lilies, peonies, and many more and reveal their beauty by adding colorful gradients, washes, shading, and highlights. Color photos with illus. 128 pages. Quarry. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

- **5286705 TEASE TO PLEASE! The Erotic Art of Adrian Teas.** In this new collection of original paintings, Teas shifts his artistic focus from cartoonry cutesy to more realistic pinup portraits, while still retaining the naughty charm and sensuality that has endeared him to his fans. Adults only. 48 pages. Walter Foster. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

- **1973819 HANS HOLBEIN: His Life and Works in 500 Images.** By Rosalind Ormiston. A detailed reference work on the extraordinary work of the 16th century artist, which reveals his life and career from the Augsburg workshop of his youth, to Painter to the King at the English court of Henry VIII. Color photos. 256 pages. Lorenz Books. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

- **4797361 HOKUSAI: The Complete Picture Book of Everything.** By Timothy Clark. A major new re-discovery of 1010 of Calder as both an artist and a man. 669 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $65.00

- **2063652 HOW TO DRAW: Comics.** Ed. by Robert Greenlas. A complete survey of comic art and the most seductive romance comic ever, including the legendary Untamed Love. Packed with 400 original images and packed with 400 original images. Ludion. Pub. at $29.95

- **1987011 HOKUSAI: The Great Picture Book of Everything.** By Timothy Clark. Reveals a major new re-discovery of 1010 of Calder as both an artist and a man. 669 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $65.00

- **1973819 HANS HOLBEIN: His Life and Works in 500 Images.** By Rosalind Ormiston. A detailed reference work on the extraordinary work of the 16th century artist, which reveals his life and career from the Augsburg workshop of his youth, to Painter to the King at the English court of Henry VIII. Color photos. 256 pages. Lorenz Books. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

- **1987011 HOKUSAI: The Great Picture Book of Everything.** By Timothy Clark. Reveals a major new re-discovery of 1010 of Calder as both an artist and a man. 669 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $65.00

- **1973819 HANS HOLBEIN: His Life and Works in 500 Images.** By Rosalind Ormiston. A detailed reference work on the extraordinary work of the 16th century artist, which reveals his life and career from the Augsburg workshop of his youth, to Painter to the King at the English court of Henry VIII. Color photos. 256 pages. Lorenz Books. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

- **1973819 HANS HOLBEIN: His Life and Works in 500 Images.** By Rosalind Ormiston. A detailed reference work on the extraordinary work of the 16th century artist, which reveals his life and career from the Augsburg workshop of his youth, to Painter to the King at the English court of Henry VIII. Color photos. 256 pages. Lorenz Books. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95
**1933396 BRUTAL: The Art of Samwise.** By Samwise Didier. For nearly 30 years, Samwise’s unique art style, which combines the use of bold colors, visual storytelling, and a touch of humor, has been featured in newspaper comics, illustrated novel album covers, comic books, and video games, and is instantly recognizable to his legions of fans. Full illus. most in color. 304 pages. Cerrunois. 8¼x11½. Pub. at $50.00. $17.95

**1955400 MEDECANISM FOR THE IMPOSTER: Painters, Politicians and Public Murals in 1930s New York.** By Jody Patterson. A mural renaissance swept the U.S. in the 1930s. This work examines the public murals the many abstract painters as well as the aesthetic controversy, political influence, and ideological warfare that surrounded them. Patterson explores the reasons for the omission of the mural’s history from chronicles of American art. Photos, many in color. 238 pages. Yale. 10x11½. Pub. at $70.00. $24.95

**1954075 LORENZO LOTTO: Rediscovered Master of the Renaissance.** By David Alan Brown et al. Exhibition catalog. Lotto is known for an international scope of the High Renaissance. On view at the Metropolitan in 2016, this exhibition features the most important works from this major 16th century artist, including the first major Lotto exhibition in the U.S. since 1954. 255 pages. Yale. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $55.00. $24.95

**1924931 THE FURNITURE OF JOHN SHEARER, 1790-1820.** By Elizabeth A. Dawson. This is the only work on the furniture of this important 19th century American furniture maker. Photos, many in color. 326 pages. National Gallery, London. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $50.00. $39.95

**1974319 RAPHAEL.** By David Ekserdjian et al. This exhibition, featuring over 200 works by this great master, is the first such exhibition in the U.S. since the 1950s. 198 pages. MFA, Boston. 11x14. Pub. at $50.00. $19.95

**1980702 THE ART OF THE HELLENISTIC KINGDOM.** From Pergamon to Rome. Ed. by S. Hemingway & K. Kargoul. Based on papers given at a two-day scholarly symposium held in conjunction with the award-winning Pergamon and the Hellenistic Kingdoms of the Ancient World, this exhibition features over 200 works, including the most important works from the most important 4th century BC city-states, to be housed in the New York Metropolitan. 199 pages. MMA. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $50.00. $19.95


**4908841 PUBLIC PARKS, PRIVATE GARDENS: Paris to Provence.** By Colta Ives. Exhibition catalog. Includes masterworks by artists such as Monet, Cassatt, Cezanne, Dufy, Daumier, Van Gogh, Manet, Matisse, and Seurat. Ives provides new insights into these essential works and offers a delightful portrayal of an extraordinarily creative period in France’s history. Lavishly reproduced in this volume are nearly 300 works from the permanent collection of the Philadelphia Museum of Art. 204 pages. Yale. 9¼x10¼. Pub. at $50.00. $19.95

**4908621 JEWELS MADE HISTORY: 100 Stones, Myths & Legends.** By Stellene Volandes. The illustrated history of the world’s triumphs and tragedies, breakthroughs and breakdowns, through the iconic jewels that have inspired and inflamed since the dawn of time. A beautiful read for history lovers, fashion, celebrity, and pop-culture followers as well as passionate jewel hounds. 228 pages. Rizzoli. 7½x9¼. Pub. at $45.00. $17.95

**4908590 PUBLIC GARDENS: Paris to Provence.** By Colta Ives. Exhibition catalog. Includes masterworks by artists such as Monet, Cassatt, Cezanne, Dufy, Daumier, Van Gogh, Manet, Matisse, and Seurat. Ives provides new insights into these essential works and offers a delightful portrayal of an extraordinarily creative period in France’s history. Lavishly reproduced in this volume are nearly 300 works from the permanent collection of the Philadelphia Museum of Art. 204 pages. Yale. 9¼x10¼. Pub. at $50.00. $19.95

**4908579 THE ART OF JACK HENSLEE.** Volume One: Pretty Ladies. This cohesive collection of nude portraits has a decided ethereal quality. Drawn from life, painted on the broadest canvas, with a refined and subtle style, one that is well worth exploring. Photos, some in color. 287 pages. Ludion. 10x13. Pub. at $50.00. $24.95

**4908576 THE ART OF JACK HENSLEE.** Volume Two: Pretty Ladies. The second volume in this collection of masterful nude portraits, features a wide range of styles and techniques. Photos, some in color. 287 pages. Ludion. 10x13. Pub. at $50.00. $24.95

**4908570 THE ART OF BRADY.** By Gerald Brom. Haunting, bizarre, beautiful and dramatically lit, and realistically rendered objects with compelling realism, yet his depiction of female figures and everyday scenes is instantly recognizable. Brom’s highly original, and often surrealizing approach to his subjects. 379 pages. Yale. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $50.00. $24.95

**4908562 WILLIAM MARKEE: THE ART OF BROM.** By Gerald Brom. Haunting, bizarre, beautiful and dramatically lit, and realistically rendered objects with compelling realism, yet his depiction of female figures and everyday scenes is instantly recognizable. Brom’s highly original, and often surrealizing approach to his subjects. 379 pages. Yale. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $50.00. $24.95

**4908561 JEWELS MADE HISTORY: 100 Stones, Myths & Legends.** By Stellene Volandes. The illustrated history of the world’s triumphs and tragedies, breakthroughs and breakdowns, through the iconic jewels that have inspired and inflamed since the dawn of time. A beautiful read for history lovers, fashion, celebrity, and pop-culture followers as well as passionate jewel hounds. 228 pages. Rizzoli. 7½x9¼. Pub. at $45.00. $17.95

**4908557 THE ART OF BROM.** By Gerald Brom. Haunting, bizarre, beautiful and dramatically lit, and realistically rendered objects with compelling realism, yet his depiction of female figures and everyday scenes is instantly recognizable. Brom’s highly original, and often surrealizing approach to his subjects. 379 pages. Yale. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $50.00. $24.95

**4908554 THE ART OF BROM.** By Gerald Brom. Haunting, bizarre, beautiful and dramatically lit, and realistically rendered objects with compelling realism, yet his depiction of female figures and everyday scenes is instantly recognizable. Brom’s highly original, and often surrealizing approach to his subjects. 379 pages. Yale. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $50.00. $24.95

**4908551 JEWELS MADE HISTORY: 100 Stones, Myths & Legends.** By Stellene Volandes. The illustrated history of the world’s triumphs and tragedies, breakthroughs and breakdowns, through the iconic jewels that have inspired and inflamed since the dawn of time. A beautiful read for history lovers, fashion, celebrity, and pop-culture followers as well as passionate jewel hounds. 228 pages. Rizzoli. 7½x9¼. Pub. at $45.00. $17.95

**4908548 THE ART OF BROM.** By Gerald Brom. Haunting, bizarre, beautiful and dramatically lit, and realistically rendered objects with compelling realism, yet his depiction of female figures and everyday scenes is instantly recognizable. Brom’s highly original, and often surrealizing approach to his subjects. 379 pages. Yale. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $50.00. $24.95

**4908545 JEWELS MADE HISTORY: 100 Stones, Myths & Legends.** By Stellene Volandes. The illustrated history of the world’s triumphs and tragedies, breakthroughs and breakdowns, through the iconic jewels that have inspired and inflamed since the dawn of time. A beautiful read for history lovers, fashion, celebrity, and pop-culture followers as well as passionate jewel hounds. 228 pages. Rizzoli. 7½x9¼. Pub. at $45.00. $17.95

**4908542 THE ART OF BROM.** By Gerald Brom. Haunting, bizarre, beautiful and dramatically lit, and realistically rendered objects with compelling realism, yet his depiction of female figures and everyday scenes is instantly recognizable. Brom’s highly original, and often surrealizing approach to his subjects. 379 pages. Yale. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $50.00. $24.95
Art Books

★ 1941305 PICTURES BY J.R.R. TOLKIEN. By J.R.R. Tolkien. This collection of pictures released after almost 30 years, confirms J.R.R. Tolkien’s considerable talent as an artist. It provides a unique and fascinating insight into his visual conception of many of the places and characters familiar to readers of The Hobbit, The Lord of the Rings and The Silmarillion.

$26.95

1898327 THE POWER OF COLOR. Fine Centuries of European Painting. By Marcia B. Hall. This study of color illuminates the substance, context, and meaning of five centuries of European painting. Between roughly the mid-16th and mid-19th centuries, the paintings of the original Van Eycks, Rembrandt’s etchings, and Monet’s gardens, are illustrated to show how the artists of the past could be as adept at inventing color as they were at inventing compositions and techniques.

$24.95

★ 1887089 NERO: The Man Behind the Myth. By Thorsten Opper. Exhibition catalog. Nero is widely recognized as one of Rome’s most infamous rulers. Preparing to return to the world of graphic design, Opper’s work has been featured in numerous publications and galleries around the world. This is the first comprehensive study of a complex figure who is both an enigmatic and fascinating.”

$47.95

★ 1973312 ANATOMY FOR ARTISTS: Drawing Form & Pose. By1572-1579. Embrace drawing the body as a persp ective, proportion, and less is more approach to drawing the body. Drawing Form & Pose, year

$39.95

207 pages. Firefly. 9¼x12. Pub. at $29.95

★ 1990497 BRUNELLESCHI’S DOME IN FLORENCE. By Marco Bussagli. Illustrates the supr emely symbol of Florence, the dome built between 1418 and 1436, which culminated in the creation of a completely new vision of architecture by this famous architect. Bussagli has extensively researched Florence and its art in order to provide an introduction to this most famous of its monuments.

$47.95

4891212 VAN GOGH AND THE NATURE OF LOVE. By George T.M. Shackelford et al. Exhibition catalog. Explores the artist’s treatment of the nude from his early years in the 1850s to the last decades of his career, with particular attention paid to the way in which he depicted and interpreted the human body. This is a comprehensive study of one of the most important and influential artists of the 19th century.

$39.95

★ 1998199 PICTURES OF THE WEST. By Joe Galloway et al. A selection of images that stretches from early explorations of the American Southwest to the early 20th century, this book provides a panoramic view of the region’s history and culture. The images are accompanied by brief textual comments that provide context and analysis.

$24.95

★ 1997108 THE HORSE: Its Nature, Revealed. By E. Bregendal, photos by S. Sturesson. A completely new approach to the horse, capturing the essence of many of them full-page, are accompanied with informed text discussion horse behavior and how it is being showcased in each featured photo. 207 pages. Festschrift. 9¼x12. Pub. at $99.95. Adults only.

$39.95

★ 4991416 PHOTOBOP’S ESPEE. Text by R.J. Zenk, photos by R. Morris. Over 200 photos, some in color, of the 1990s to the 2000s. Southern Pacific Hist Soc. 10¼x8¼. Paperback. At $49.95

$7.95

★ 4792998 NATURALLY SEXY GIRLS. By Michael White. A photo collection of Images that delves into the private happenings of weekdays. White’s models are young to middle-age, naturally attractive and not ashamed to show off their assets in front of the camera. The weekend can never come soon enough. Adults only. 304 pages. Gollancz. 8¼x11. Paperback. At $49.99

$39.95

★ 4911369 BOUDOIR PHOTOGRAPHY: The Complete Guide to Shooting Intimate Portraits. By Crissey Rowe. Once popular mainly with brides, boudoir portraits are now enjoyed by women of all ages to celebrate everything from PENNY BLACK. To his last decades when the theme was just a fashion thing. This guide contains all the information you need: equipment, lighting, posing, and step by step retouching. Adults only. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Amphoto. 9¼x11. Paperback. At $14.95

$9.95

★ 49122X BARNES OF CONNECTICUT. By Markham Starr. Featuring more than 100 stunning full color photographs and personal recollections of important barns and historic photos, this work captures both the iconic and unique, including historic and currently extant barns present. 156 pages. Wesleyan. 8¼x11. Hardcover. At $35.00

$6.95

1921665 MAINE: A Portrait. By Lucian Niemeyer. Laid out as a collection of seven portfolios, with each portfolio containing at least 100 Niemeyer’s color photographs, each one capturing the historic and present. 136 pages. Wesleyan. 8¼x11. Hardcover. At $24.99

$9.95

★ 1867127 BIG SISTER. By Hana Jakrova. Big Sister is a 1967 film about the lives of two young women in Prague during the 1968 invasion. It is a complex and haunting portrayal of the individual versus the state and the struggle for identity in a totalitarian society.

$14.95

Photography

★ 4957016 EYE CANDY GIRLS. By Victor Lighthorse. This high-quality printed photo collection contains 34 erotic sets on over 250 pages. The book includes over 100 pages of portraits of models in various poses, shot from the erotic dream of the girls next door comes to life. Each photo set begins with smartly paired portraits of flirtatious uninhibited girls who invite you to help them undress. Adults only. 256 pages. Gollancz. 5¼x8½. Pub. at $49.99

$39.95

★ 194673 OVERWHELMING. By Arlene Gottfried. This is a passionate and intimate book that celebrates the diversity and vibrancy of New York City. Gottfried has been a fixture in the city for over 50 years, and her photographs capture the energy, culture, and character of the city in a way that is both engaging and inspiring.

$45.95

★ 1978127 EYE CANDY GIRLS. By Victor Lighthorse. This high-quality printed photo collection contains 34 erotic sets on over 250 pages. The book includes over 100 pages of portraits of models in various poses, shot from the erotic dream of the girls next door comes to life. Each photo set begins with smartly paired portraits of flirtatious uninhibited girls who invite you to help them undress. Adults only. 256 pages. Gollancz. 5¼x8½. Pub. at $49.99

$39.95

★ 3992012 PEEP SHOW: Uncensored Beautifully Sexy. By Ms. Sands. Breathtaking beauties stripped naked! Whatever your preference, these naughty girls will drop their sexy lingerie faster than a speeding bullet. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Gollancz. 5¼x8½. Pub. at $44.99

$35.95

★ 1893881 100 GIRLS BY BUNNY YEAGER: Special Edition. Bunny Yeager established herself as one of America’s top glamour photographers through the ‘50s and ’60s for Playboy and other magazines. This program shows 100 of her most glamorous models, including Bettie Page, and features photographs and original footage of Bunny and the girls behind the scenes. Not Rated. In Color and B&W. 45 minutes. Adults only. Cult Epics. At $24.98

$17.95

★ 4925696 THE GRAND CANYON AND THE SOUTHWEST. By Ansel Adams. Next to Yosemite and the High Sierra, the Southwest was closest to Ansel Adams’ heart. This collection of seventy photographs originally appeared in the Canyon along with the iconic images of the Southwest is complemented by Adams’ vivid writings about his travels in the region.

$17.95

4910923 A KENTUCKY ALBUM: Farm Security Administration Photographs, 1935-1943. Ed. by B.W. Brannan & D. Worthington. The text included helps us see these photographs as art, as social history, and as an unforgetable composite of the American experience that has made Kentucky unique. 148 pages. UPKy. At $32.95

$9.95


$11.95

★ 3991353 ALL NATURAL BEAUTIES. By Adam Koons. Pretty, fresh, natural Graces free and wild as nature created them. An entertaining look into an unprejudiced and seductive vase. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Gollancz. 5¼x8½. Pub. at $44.99

$35.95

★ 1901098 AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL: A Story in Photographs. Celebrating America, this inspiring collection of photography includes more than 250 National Geographic images from across the United States. This majestic volume features both the iconic and hidden gems of our beautiful country. 416 pages. National Geographic. 10x10. At $40.00

$14.95

★ 1998159 OBAMA: An Intimate Portrait. By Pete Souza. The definitive visual biography of President Barack Obama and his administration, captured in unprecedented detail by his White House photographer. Reproduces Souza’s most iconic photos in exquisite detail, more than 300 in all. A portrait of exceptional intimacy and a stunning record of a landmark era in American history. 352 pages. Little, Brown. 12x10¼. Paperbound. At $80.00

$12.95

★ 4988190 SWIM SUITS: 50 Years of Beautiful. Every model who has graced the swimsuit is included with elements of social media. In Big Sister clients trade away their privacy for an hour of sex and sign a multi-page contract. Jakrova’s work provides a critical and critical perspective on the “hot” activity it represents. Text in French and English. Adults. Only fully illus. in color. Images En Manoeuvres Ed. 12x9.

$9.95
**Photography**

- **4793005 NEW FASHION NUDES.** By Paolo Pamintuan et al. Unusually chic and unbelievably beautiful, the women on display here mix the elegance and grace of the old masters with the alluring allure of nude photography. Immense yourself in gorgeous photos that are every bit as intoxicating as the ladies they celebrate. Adults only. 272 pages. Goliath. 7x9/8. Pub. at $49.99. **$39.95**

- **1928978 CHASING BEAUTY.** By Ralph Lauren, Giorgio Armani, and Calvin Klein. Phibbs presents his latest project, which is from his celebrated series of work from 1997 to 2010. Fully ills. some in color. powerHouse Books. 10x13¼. Pub. at $50.00. **$24.95**

- **268772X PENTHOUSE, 45TH ANNIVERSARY: The Hottest Girls Since 1969.** Celebrating 45 years, this volume is a visual celebration as well as a snapshot of the glamorous world of Penthouse. Adults only. Edition Skylight. 7x9. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00. **$27.95**


- **3991954 DIRTY GIRLS HAVING FUN.** By Ellen Stagg. A collection of extremely seductive snapshots of lasciviously self-confident and passionate girls on girl action. 222 pages. Goliath. 5x8/4. Pub. at $44.99. **$35.95**

- **4924576 FEMMES FATALES OF THE 1950s.** By Bunny Yeager. Presents sixty sultry femme fatales captured at their most self-confident girls and passionate girl on girl action. 272 pages. plank. **$34.95**

- **490273X SAM SHAW: A Personal Story.** By Sam Shaw. From the perspective of the native New Yorker shot countless cover photographs for Life and Look in the ‘50s and ‘60s, and later also the stock images for the films he produced himself. Shaw and Mark Shaw, and he captured her unique aura in countless unparalleled photographs. 240 pages. Hatje Cantz. 10¾x12¼. Pub. at $75.00. **$19.95**

- **769251X FORESTS: From the Amazon Rainforest to the Siberian Taiga.** By Kieron Williamson. Forests cover a third of our planet’s land mass. They are home to more than three-quarters of the world’s species. They absorb a quarter of the carbon dioxide that industries pump into the air. Their existence supports human life. We both treasure them and waste them. Color photos. 224 pages. Ambr. 11x8¾. Pub. at $29.99. **$21.95**

- **495273X BRAZIL: THE BOLD PHOTOGRAPHERS.** By Ralph Lauren, Giorgio Armani, and Calvin Klein. Phibbs presents his latest project, which is from his celebrated series of work from 1997 to 2010. Fully ills. some in color. powerHouse Books. 10x13¼. Pub. at $50.00. **$24.95**

- **495275X A PHOTOGRAPHIC HISTORY OF ORGIES.** By Alexandre Dupouy. This large photo archive of orgies comprises 400 mostly unpublished erotic photographs from the private archive of the French collector. Adults only. 352 pages. plank. **$34.95**

- **495276X AMERICA: A PHOTOGRAPHIC HISTORY OF ORGIES.** By Alexandre Dupouy. This large photo archive of orgies comprises 400 mostly unpublished erotic photographs from the private archive of the French collector. Adults only. 352 pages. plank. **$34.95**

- **8053658 A PHOTOGRAPHIC HISTORY OF ORGIES.** By Alexandre Dupouy. This large photo archive of orgies comprises 400 mostly unpublished erotic photographs from the private archive of the French collector. Adults only. 352 pages. plank. **$34.95**

- **5971195 HAND LETTERING: Creating RN Letters Any Occasion.** By Tho Doan Graves. Prepare to be inspired by this collection of 50 alphabets in an amazing range of styles. The author guides you through replicating each with easy-to-follow step-by-step instructions and one of the most beautiful books you need to know to create your own “bespoke” lettering, from sketching it out to inking it up. 144 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99. **$13.95**

- **498528X STREETCAR ADVERTISING IN AMERICA.** By Woodson J. Savage III. Over 250 unpublished and restored images make up this fascinating gallery of pioneering advertisements, extracted from a bygone era when advertisements were an instrumental part of the brand growth and recognition. Features classic ad campaigns by Coca-Cola, Campbell’s Soup, General Electric and today as a pioneer of beach lifestyle advertising. Adults only. 160 pages. Forth. **$19.95**

- **498535X ITS A MAN’S WORLD.** By Adam Parfrey et al. This edition of the celebrated collection of men’s adventure magazines from the ‘50s through the ‘70s includes a new chapter illustrating seminal gay male imagery. Brimming with rare, classic, controversial covers depicting intense violence, nefarious Nazi baddies, scantily clad beauties, and lots more. 312 pages. Feral House. 8x11x1. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95. **$28.95**

**Architecture**

- **4954490 NOTRE DAME DE PARIS: A Celebration of the Cathedral.** By Kathy Boruss. Chronicles the history of this landmark building, from its impressive architecture and the life of princes to its role as a repository of artistic heritage. Historical events through gorgeous, striking, and rarely seen archival photographs, this volume reminds us all why this building has survived for so long. Lodged in the hearts of Parisians for 122 years. Black Dog & Leventhal. 7x9/8. Pub. at $25.00. **$7.95**

- **471962X THE GIANT BOOK OF TINY HOMES: Living Large in Small Spaces.** By John Riha. Shows more than 30 houses from as little as 147 square feet, each filled with stylish interiors and solutions for living with less. Whether on a traditional foundation, assembled on a movable trailer or modular, each small house is all about “less is more.” Fully illus. in color, 191 pages. Centennial. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $24.99. **$17.95**

- **1947834 OPEN CONCEPT HOUSES.** By Francesco Zamora Molia. Filled with gorgeous photos of planned space, detailed floor plans, and before and after renovation photographs, this volume aims to provide homeowners and designers with an inspirational collection of ideas for the 21st century’s most beautiful open concept home designs. 480 pages. HarperDesign. 8¼x8¼. Pub. at $35.00. **$7.95**

- **1971778 FRENCH CHATEAU STYLE: Inside France’s Most Extravagant Castles.** By Catherine de Scoio. The doors of centuries-old French chateaux are thrown wide open in this photograph cross-country tour. Readers will be astonished and inspired by the grandeur and private homes within beautiful historic buildings, each one representing very different approaches to decor and preservation. Fully illus. in color, 240 pages. Prestel. 9x12x1¼. Pub. at $55.00. **$32.95**
About Music

1978500 ALFRED’S BASIC ADULT ALL-IN-ONE PIANO COURSE. By Willard A. Palmer et al. Along with the lesson pages that teach the concepts and fundamentals of music, theory and technique pages have been included. For first time students and for adults, this is the music book. Spiralbound. Pub. at $19.95

1971919 THE BEGINNER’S BOOK OF PIANO ADAGIOS. Ed. by David Dubinsky. Beginning pianists will enjoy this collection of adagios. Works played slowly. Timeless classics include the opening movement of Ludwig van Beethoven’s “Moonlight Sonata” and Johann Pachelbel’s “Canon” as well as pieces by Johann Sebastian Bach, Claude Debussy and more. 60 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $4.95

7966980 ROCK CONCERT: An Oral History as Told By the Artists, Backstage Insiders, and Fans Who Were There. By Marc Myers. Provides a fascinating, immediate look at the evolution of rock live performances, spanning from the rise of R&B in the late 1940s and the emergence of rock ‘n roll in the ‘50s, to the monumental events of the ‘60s and ‘70s, and on throughout the decades of rock. 480 pages. Da Capo. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99


4985241 JUGGALO: Insane Clown Posse and the World They Made. By Steve Miller. A vivid journey into the heart of a misunderstood subculture. This work explores the lives of the proud and simple instructions. In no time you’ll be to play the piano has never been easier, thanks to the colorful stickers included in this helpful information on tuning, reading notation, chords, scales, harmony, and the key features of each chord from the classic to the advanced. Learn to play in no time. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

6490993 THE ONLY GUITAR BOOK YOU’LL EVER NEED. By M. Schonbrun & E. Jackson. Filled with clear instructions and professional tips, this guide teaches you all you need to know about playing a guitar, from buying the right guitar but also the behind the scenes drama that unfolded as each attempt to tackle the two different media. 285 color illus. 272 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

1926713 FROM SMALL SCREEN TO VINYL: A Guide to Television Stars Who Made Records, 1950-2000. By Bob Leszczak. The author offers a look at hundreds of stars who performed double duty as television performer and recording artist. He looks at not only the ordinary performer but also the behind the scenes drama that unfolded as each attempt to tackle the two different media. 285 color illus. 272 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

8497558 JOHN CASH FAQ: All That’s Left of the Man in Black. By C. Eric Banister. Celebrates the musical genius of Cash and takes a look at every album Cash released, the stories behind the hits, the key relationships, and collaborations in his life (including his partnerships with June Carter Cash), and how he sustained a fantastic, nearly five-year career. Photos. 391 pages. Backbeat. Pub. at $19.95

9417766 THE EARLY PINK FLOYD: A Review and Critique. Full screen. Despite being on an indefinite hiatus since 1996, Pink Floyd remains one of the most critically and commercially acclaimed rock bands of all time. This two part film covers the period before Pink Floyd became a household name, prior to their huge global successes, and in advance of their international worldwide tours. 128 minutes on two DVDs. Pride. Pub. at $26.95

7991513 PIANO CHORDS: A Keyboard Slicker Book. By Hereward Kaye. Learning to play the piano has never been easier, thanks to the colorful stickers included in this manual. Includes easy to follow diagrams and simple instructions. In no time you’ll be sounding like a pro. Perfect for beginners! Fully illus. in color. 180 pages. Thunderray. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95


2073622 THE WOODEN HOUSE. By James P. Hill. Internationally known architect James P. Hill has been designing and building the Sudomore family for nearly 1,000 years, to a delightful Gothic Revival house in rural Cornwall to a ducale palace (Badminton) to Goodwood House, England’s greatest sporting estate, this beautifully illustrated volume showcases ten outstanding British country houses, all still in the hands of the descendents of the original owners. Color photos. 224 pages. Lund Humphries. 7x10x11. Pub. at $89.99

1943898 JULIA MORGAN: The Road to San Simeon. Ed. by Andrea Danese. Morgan was a pioneer of her time as the first woman architect to be admitted to the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris in 1898, the first woman architect to be licensed in California, in 1904, and the first woman to receive the Gold Medal. This volume celebrates not only her remarkable life and legacy but also the golden age of Beaux-Arts architecture that flourished in California at the dawn of the 20th Century. Color photos. 304 pages. Rizzoli. 9x11x1 1/4. Pub. at $75.00

4985241 JUGGALO: Insane Clown Posse and the World They Made. By Steve Miller. A vivid journey into the heart of a misunderstood subculture. This work explores the lives of the proud and simple instructions. In no time you’ll be to play the piano has never been easier, thanks to the colorful stickers included in this helpful information on tuning, reading notation, chords, scales, harmony, and the key features of each chord from the classic to the advanced. Learn to play in no time. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

121613113 THE BEGINNER’S BOOK OF PIANO ADAGIOS. Ed. by David Dubinsky. Beginning pianists will enjoy this collection of adagios. Works played slowly. Timeless classics include the opening movement of Ludwig van Beethoven’s “Moonlight Sonata” and Johann Pachelbel’s “Canon” as well as pieces by Johann Sebastian Bach, Claude Debussy and more. 60 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
**About Music**

**4745610** AND IN THE END: The Last Days of The Beatles. By Ken McNab. Reconstructs the final time the iconic group performed live in 1969, when the Beatles reached new heights of creative and emotional maturity. Full of fascinating information available for the first time, illus. 311 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99 $9.95

**DV** 4917901 NIRVANA: In Utero. Fullscreen. Commemorates the 20th Anniversary of this groundbreaking album. In-depth analysis of the new extended version with interviews. In Utero was Nirvana’s third and final studio album. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Pride. Pub. at $26.95 $5.95

**DVD 1933183 KEITH RICHARDS: In His Own Words.** Widescreen. There’s only one thing that comes closer to sheer exhilaration felt when hearing Keith Richards at his finest playing this documentary. This is a guitar fretboard—and that’s hearing him talk! This documentary is informative, inspiring and entertaining. With extended interviews from various junctures of his career, 112 minutes. I.V. Media. $5.95

**DVD 474373X MADONNA: Do You Think I’m Sexy?** Fullscreen. This two DVD set explores Madonna’s fascinating life story and her music, as well as her amazing talent to perform—in concert, in music videos or as an actress of both stage and screen. 112 minutes. Pride. Pub. at $13.95 $9.95

**DVD 4917839 KATY PERRY: The Whole Story.** Fullscreen. This double DVD set contains two films about Katy Perry. First is the classic Katy Perry documentary, The Girl Who Ran Away. The second is Katy Perry: In Her Own Words. 159 minutes. Pride. Pub. at $26.95 $5.95

**DVD 4917707 ADELE: The Story So Far.** Fullscreen. Featuring a DVD film which explores the life and work of Adele and a CD full of Adele’s music. The scope and detail of which celebrate and document this talented young woman’s artistry, is certain to become a must-have item and take a starring role in every Adele collection. 81 minutes. The Collector’s Forum. Pub. at $21.95 $5.95

**DVD 1933124 BOB DYLAN: Roads Rapidly Changing.** Tells the story of Bob Dylan’s entry into and departure from the U.S. Folk Revival, featuring new interviews with many of the players, from the scene as it unfolded, as well as an abundance of footage, interviews, archival media and other notable interviews. 121 minutes. Sexy Intellectual. $5.95

**DVD 1933205 LEONARD COHEN’S LONESOME HEROES.** Fullscreen. The scope and detail of Leonard Cohen’s artistic inspirations and dimensions are put under the microscope to examine the most consequential of his creative output. This documentary is informative, inspiring and entertaining. With 110 minutes. Adams Media. Pub. at $15.99 $12.95

**1988042 STOMPBOX: 100 Pedals of the World’s Greatest Guitarists.** By Elliot Paxon. A photographic showcase of the actual effects pedals owned and used by jimmy Paige, Stevie Ray Vaughan, Frank Zappa, and more. This documentary reveals a commentary and colorful road stories from the artists themselves, who describe how these pedals shaped their sound. 125 pages. Running Press. $15.95

**3998738 PLAY GUITAR IN 10 EASY LESSONS: A Simple Beginner’s Guide to Learning Guitar.** By Jon Buck. Presents a quick and easy way to learn the guitar. This is the perfect introduction for anyone who wants to learn guitar. This book is written for beginners and contains step-by-step instructions on how to play even the most complicated sounding arpeggios and you can experiment with a dictionary of over 250 chords. 160 pages. Hamlyn. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**7860570 THE SONGS HE DIDN’T WRITE: Bob Dylan Under the Influence.** By Frank Barker. Dylan’s impact on popular music is incalculable. But it remains strange so little has been written about his musical influences. This book addresses this matter in a well-organized structure, documenting in depth every track he has covered in concert, in session and on record, revealing both the song’s origins and how Dylan came to discover and record or perform each one. 508 pages. Chrome Dreams. Paperback. Pub. at $23.95 $11.95

**7860597 THE BRITISH INVASION: How the Beatles and Other UK Bands Conquered America.** By Bill Flanagan. In 1964 the leading British artists had an impact in the U.S.A. But on February 7th of that year everything changed forever. The Beatles stepped off Pan Am Flight 101 and American recording artists began to struggle. This documentary continues his journey through the rest of the decade numerous British artists made their mark in the United States. 166 pages. Chrome Dreams. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

**1924729 COUNTING DOWN THE STONE SONGS: Their 100 Most Famous Songs.** By Jim Beviglia. The author provides an insightful explanation of why each song deserves its place. Looking at the story behind the song and supplying a fresh take and unique point of view. This book illuminates these unforgettable songs for new and diehard fans alike. 203 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Pub. at $41.00 $8.95

**DVD 7891769 MADONNA: In Her Own Words.** Widescreen. Features interviews, made in front of the cameras at various points across the entire period of this dynamic personality’s career, during which she has achieved and inspired other artists and met the challenges of her music. 155 minutes. I.V. Media. $5.95

**DVD 1933249 PRINCE: The Glory Years.** Fullscreen. This documentary reviews and recaptures the highlights of the 1980s that Prince shone brightest, and with the aid of friends, colleagues, fellow musicians and other notable contributors, helps the viewer understand how the简单的和 sophisticated songs of the 1980s as far as music was concerned. 85 minutes. Sexy Intellectual. $5.95

**DVD 4917863 MICK JAGGER’S GLORY YEARS: The Roaring 20’s.** Fullscreen. Not to be missed with this Mick Jagger’s life as his songwriting partner and band mate for almost 50 years. This is his life lifetime How to be a Rolling Stone, across the period during which he was in his twenties. The same period that for most fans was the Rolling Stones heyday. 106 minutes. Sexy Intellectual. Pub. at $5.95 $3.95

**4862880 THE BIG BOOK OF ROCK & ROLL NAMES.** By Adam Dolgin. Gets inside the heads of more than 500 bands and recording artists to reveal just what they were thinking when they made these records. One of the most consequential of their careers. This is an essential guide to the world of rock and roll. The book includes biographies of hundreds of top musicians. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

**DVD 491774X BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: His Sound and Vision.** Fullscreen. Chronicles the foundations of Springsteen’s craft and illustrates the huge influence that artists have had on him. This looks broadly at the political, ideological, musical and social influences that have affected New Jersey’s favorite son. A detailed, academic look at Springsteen’s artistic development and celebration of his music. 155 minutes. Leftfield Media. $5.95

**7860827 LED ZEPPELIN: The Origin of the Species—How, Why and Where It All Began.** By Alan Clayson. The story of Led Zeppelin began in the London session studios of the early 1960s. This work discovers just that and with the help of those who were closest to their future members during their early careers, recounts accurately the circumstances that led to Led Zeppelin becoming a reality. Photos, some in color. 256 pages. Chronicle. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95


**1973821 MUSIC THEORY FOR THE SELF-TAUGHT MUSICIAN.** By Adam Dolgin. Gets inside the essentials of music theory’s groundbreaking method, demystifying music and explaining key concepts in a way that anyone can understand. If you know your alphabet and can count to seven, you already have everything you need to begin your journey into music’s 21st color. 219 pages. Backbeat Books. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95

**7677955 ELVIS PRESLEY: Love Me Tender.** By Carolyn McHugh. Packed with rare photographs and spanning the entire Facsimile memorabilia, this book provides an insight into the unique journey of one of the most significant cultural icons of the 20th century - Elvis Presley. Follow the incredible story of the man, the music, and the legend of rock and Roll. 174 pages. Pegasus. Paperback. Pub. at $28.95 $21.95

**7678495 THE STONE AGE: Sixty Years of the Rolling Stones.** By Lesley-Anne Jones. An acclaimed rock and roll journalist, the Rolling Stones’ iconic and commercially unstoppable as a collective; and fascinating, contradictory, and often disturbing as individuals. Good, bad, and everything in between. The Rolling Stones as seen never before. 16 pages of photos, some in color. 388 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**7695270 WILL THE CIRCLE BE UNBROKEN: The Making of a Landmark Album.** By Adam Dolgin. An inside look at the making of the landmark album, covering each of its 38 songs and sharing previously unseen photographs taken by Bill McCuen, whose coverage was the only recording of the hot summer of 1971, the musicians sit in a circle facing one another, recording country and bluegrass standards in East Nashville’s Woodland Studios. 225 pages. Backbeat. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $50.00 $37.95
Needlecrafts


7694172 THE BIG BOOK OF LITTLE AMIGURUMI. By Ana Paula Rimoli. Quilt, completely irresistible, these amigurumi patterns are sure to get you hooked on crochet. Discover 72 projects all backed into one volume. Using crochet stitches simple enough for the complete novice. Color photos. 176 pages. Martingale. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $7.95

4979524 ALTERTIONS & REPAIRS: 200 Q&A. By Haney. What do you do when an alterations problem can’t you solve? Curious to know more about a specific technique? Want to know how to repair both by hand and using a sewing machine? This guide will come to your rescue, answering 200 questions on a vast range of alteration topics. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. $6.95

ARTS & CRAFTS

1979288 THE ANTIQUARIAN STICKER BOOK. Ed. by Daniel Nayeri. Peel and reproduce or use as inspiration, eleven original alphabets and even more enjoyable carving. Color photos. 48 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95

1976079 ALL YOU NEED IS PAPER. By Pitt Minibrac. Tons of projects to make, each explained and illustrated, along with all the material you need to make them! All the pages are detachable, allowing you to make whatever you want with and without your tools. Thunder Bay. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95

1976087 CHRISTMAS PAPERCRAFT: Festive Projects to Cut Out and Create. By Patricia Moller. Using templates in this guide to create more than 15 exquisite holiday designs, with clear instructions and step by step photography to help you through the creative process. Gift cards, decorations,沿线 wreath, miniature scene and more. 80 pages. Thunder Bay. 8¾x11% Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

1956442 THE ART OF ROCK PAINTING: Techniques, Projects, and Ideas for Creative Fun! By Leslie Wall. A collection of easy projects designed to introduce basic painting techniques yet still appeal to seasoned painters. These projects include traditional folk art as well as more contemporary works. Includes classic rock art paintings, as well as instructions on how to set up a rock art store. Includes sections on how to use these instructions to reproduce or use as inspiration, eleven original alphabets and more. Fully illus. in color. 127 pages. Lark. 8¾x10% Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $5.95

1976254 CRAFTING WITH CAT HAIR: Cute Handicrafts to Make with Your Cat. By Kaori Tatsuyama. Shows how to transform stray clumps of cat fur into soft and adorable handicrafts. Featuring an array of cat-based projects will make your feline friends purr with delight. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Pomegranate. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

1976245 CRAFTING WITH CAT HAIR: Cute Handicrafts to Make with Your Cat. By Kaori Tatsuyama. Shows how to transform stray clumps of cat fur into soft and adorable handicrafts. Featuring an array of cat-based projects will make your feline friends purr with delight. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Pomegranate. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

ARTS & CRAFTS

195836X HAND LETTERING FOR LAUGHTER: Gorgeous Art with a Hilarious Twist. By Amy Latta. Get ready to giggle your way through these fun hand lettering designs, whether you’re lettering for the first time or brushing up on your skills. With tons of ideas for special handmade cards and other fun projects, you’ll soon have a whole new perspective on hand lettering. Color photos. 96 pages. Pomegranate. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95 $12.95

195836X HAND LETTERING FOR LAUGHTER: Gorgeous Art with a Hilarious Twist. By Amy Latta. Get ready to giggle your way through these fun hand lettering designs, whether you’re lettering for the first time or brushing up on your skills. With tons of ideas for special handmade cards and other fun projects, you’ll soon have a whole new perspective on hand lettering. Color photos. 96 pages. Pomegranate. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95 $12.95

ARTS & CRAFTS

1976208 THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO SEWING: Step-by-Step Techniques for Making Clothes and Home Accessories. By Reader’s Digest. From casual clothes to evening wear, from curtains to quilts, this resource brings you everything you need to know to sew your own distinctive creations. This updated edition includes 20 fun projects, more than half all new. Using this guide is like having a sewing expert sitting alongside you every step of the way. Fully illus., many in color. 384 pages. Reader’s Digest. 9x11% Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

1959658 BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO SHARPENING CARVING TOOLS: Learn to Use Your Knives, Gouges & Chisels in Tip-Top Shape. By Lora S. Irish. In this beginner-friendly guide, Irish walks you through several sharpening sessions, step by step, to equip you with valuable knowledge that will keep your tools in working order, ultimately leading to safer and more enjoyable carving. Color photos. 48 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

1959658 BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO SHARPENING CARVING TOOLS: Learn to Use Your Knives, Gouges & Chisels in Tip-Top Shape. By Lora S. Irish. In this beginner-friendly guide, Irish walks you through several sharpening sessions, step by step, to equip you with valuable knowledge that will keep your tools in working order, ultimately leading to safer and more enjoyable carving. Color photos. 48 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

ARTS & CRAFTS

1976087 CHRISTMAS PAPERCRAFT: Festive Projects to Cut Out and Create. By Patricia Moller. Using templates in this guide to create more than 15 exquisite holiday designs, with clear instructions and step by step photography to help you through the creative process. Gift cards, decorations,沿线 wreath, miniature scene and more. 80 pages. Thunder Bay. 8¾x11% Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

195836X HAND LETTERING FOR LAUGHTER: Gorgeous Art with a Hilarious Twist. By Amy Latta. Get ready to giggle your way through these fun hand lettering designs, whether you’re lettering for the first time or brushing up on your skills. With tons of ideas for special handmade cards and other fun projects, you’ll soon have a whole new perspective on hand lettering. Color photos. 96 pages. Pomegranate. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95 $12.95

ARTS & CRAFTS

1976208 THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO SEWING: Step-by-Step Techniques for Making Clothes and Home Accessories. By Reader’s Digest. From casual clothes to evening wear, from curtains to quilts, this resource brings you everything you need to know to sew your own distinctive creations. This updated edition includes 20 fun projects, more than half all new. Using this guide is like having a sewing expert sitting alongside you every step of the way. Fully illus., many in color. 384 pages. Reader’s Digest. 9x11% Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95
Books on Movies & TV

4798317 MODERN FAMILY: The Untold Oral History of One of Television’s Groundbreaking Sitcoms. By Marc Freeman. Explores the entire series, from first idea to final frame. This inside account, retold by more than ninety people involved in the show, looks at how this iconic series was created and what makes it so unique and special. 32 pages. of color photos. 514 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 $5.95

4914767 FIREFLY: The Gorrann Shiniest Dictionary and Phrasebook in the ‘Verse. By Val Vahalak. This work takes in both the history of language in the ‘Verse and modern usage. All the Chinese used in the show is translated and sorts it inside. Get the lexicon on all the terminology used in the show, be it spacefaring speak, medical jargon or frontier. Color photos. 160 pages. Titan. Pub. at $9.99 $5.95

1979876 GONE WITH THE WIND Day by Day. By Pauline Bartel. Chronicles the production, premieres, and reception of the iconic film from January 1, 1939, to December 31, 1939. Engaging daily behind the scenes looks at a movie that set a standard for what is happening on and off the set. Including insightful, expert commentary about the cast, the crew, the chaos of filming, and more. 10 pages of photos. 228 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

4982517 TELEVISION: A Biography. By David Shipman. The definitive, accessible, and colorful history of the medium that has defined us. Well illustrated, this authoritative account is a perfect guide to movies, directors, and genres. 416 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

1835520 THE CASTLE ON SUNSET: Life, Love, Art, and Scandal at Hollywood’s Chateau Marmont. By Sherman Levy. Perched above the Sunset Strip like a fairy-tale castle, the Chateau seems to come from another world, worlds, its singular appearance houses an equally singular history. While a city, an industry, and a culture have changed around it, Chateau Marmont has welcomed its iconic and iconic celebrities, film, music, and media. A glittering tribute to Hollywood. Photos, some color. 366 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $28.95 $19.95

1907700 REAL WAR VS. REEL WAR: Veterans, Hollywood, and WWII. By Suzanne Broderick. This work looks at how and the soldiers, sailors, pilots, code takers, and other combatants, facts of the first wartime experiences of actual combatants, soldiers, sailors, pilots, code takers, and prisoners of war. In addition, two women, real-life “Rosie the Riveters” compare depictions of the homelife with their experiences during the war. Photos. 159 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Pub. at $47.00


192155X GAME SHOWS FAQ: All That’s Left to Know about the Pioneers, the Scandals, the Hosts, and the Jackpots. By Adam Nedeff. Taking an unprecedented look at how the game show genre has evolved in the past hundred years—from the game shows that were inspired by newspaper to the prime-time extravaganzas of the modern era—this volume offers a richly detailed lineage of an American television institution. Illus. 365 pages. Applause Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99 $9.95

4981804 THE FIFTY-YEAR MISSION: The Complete, Uncensored, Unauthorized History of Star Trek & M.A. Altman. In this volume you’ll hear the entertaining and incredible true stories behind the making of the original series and the first six movies straight from the hundreds of people who were there: the crew members, writers and programmers, TV and film executives. A must-have reference for Star Trek fans. 560 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $9.95

4986314 THE SCIENCE OF JAMES BOND: The Secret History of Spy Fiction and the Movies Behind the Film and Fiction. By Mark Brake. The author recognizes the Bond movies as a unique genre, spy-fi, that fuses spy fiction with science fiction. This James Bond companion looks at the film and fiction in such a spy-fi way, taking in weapon wizards, the chemistry of death, threads of Bond baddies’ obsession with the master and more. Published at $14.94 $9.95

483531X SCANDALS, SECRETS, AND SWAN SONGS: How Hollywood Stars Lived, Worked, and Died. By Boze Hadleigh. Behind the images and facades of stars whose fame and passion continue to captivate, lies the naked truth. How Hollywood stars lived, worked, and died is often more dramatic than their films. Hadleigh takes a close-up, no-holds barred look at 101 stars—at their surprising, often shocking, sometimes hilarious real lives. 269 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95

488132X THE TOP 100 CLASSIC RADIO SHOWS. By C. Amari & M. Grams Jr. Packed with fascinating information about the 100 greatest radio programs of the 1930s, 1940s, and 1950s. Written by two of the foremost authorities on nostalgia radio, this comprehensive volume captures the essence and excitement of the golden age of radio. Includes six radio shows on 3 CDs. Fully illus., most in color. 224 pages. Portable Press. 9/4x12¼. Pub. at $29.99 $11.95

4899886 HOLLYWOOD HORRORS: Murders, Scandals, and Cover-Ups from Tinseltown’s Past. By Grady Hendrix. The definitive reference collection takes you on a journey into the golden age, illuminating the space between the airy fantasy and the gritty reality of life in Hollywood, a city where nothing lasts, thousands of stories have taken place in their time. Vignettes of Hollywood’s past can still be found all over the city. Photos. 289 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $16.95

1954378 THE WIT AND WISDOM OF JAMES BOND. By J. Nolan & S. Ward. This volume includes the very best quotes, quirps and pearls of wisdom from all 25 films. Collecting the most eccentric and insightful Bond quotes from the world’s most famous “licensed trouble-shooter,” as well as M. O, Moneypenny, Bond villains and more. Photos, many in color. $12.95


4875885 UNIVERSAL STUDIOS MONSTERS: A Legacy of Horror. By Michael Mallory. The mythology behind the horror films from the 1920s through the 1950s and offers behind the scenes insights into how the films were created. The year 2021 being a milestone anniversary for horror for the greatest of all time horror films. Dracula, Frankenstein, and The Wolf Man, provide them through this beautifully and frighteningly informative new guide, expanded to include what the present and future holds for these venerable characters. The definitive volume for horror buffs. Photos, some in color. 228 pages. Like New. $32.95 $19.95

1969315 CINEMA SEWER, VOLUME SEVEN. Ed. by Robin Bougie. Issues 30 & 31 are revisited in this 7th wild FAB Press volume, along with 80 pages of never before seen interviews, rants, comics and graphic illustrations about the most insane, sexy, awkward, hilarious and exploational movies in the history of film. Adults only. 192 pages. FAB Press. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

4798404 BEYOND TERROR: The Films of Lucio Fulci. By Stephen Thrower. The cult de rافة extends to the man himself. The sale of the movie is celebrated in this lavishly illustrated in-depth study of his extraordinary career. Features dozens on spectacular full color illustrations, and complete credits for all Fast films and filmographies for many of the major stars. 430 pages. FAB Press. $47.95

Movies

DVD 769164X TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD: 50th Anniversary Edition. Starring Atticus Finch, a widowed lawyer in Depression-era Alabama, defends a black man against an undeserved rape charge, and his children against the threats that come to their family. Directed by Robert Mulligan. Rated PG. 200 minutes. In DVD & Blu-ray. $32.95 $25.95

DVD 1969048 THE LAUREL & HARDY COMEDY COLLECTION. Fullscreen. You can watch Laurel and Hardy’s hilarious classics in this collection featuring shorts, feature-length films, interviews and home movies showcasing the iconic duo, from their first appearance through the final set of shorts! In Color and B&W. Over 9 hours on 4 DVDs. $29.95 $19.95

DVD 7697309 DAUGHTER OF THE WOLF. Starring Greta Scacchi. A haunted and gifted young American returns to the Middle East to claim her inheritance only to find that her son has been kidnapped. Desperate to save her boy, Clair embarks on a perilous journey deep into the Alabama mountains to hunt down the kidnappers. Rated R. English SDH. Starring Asia Carano and Richard Dreyfuss. 88 minutes. Vertical. $9.95

DVD 7693613 EXPOSED: TV’s Lifeguard Babes. The show’s earliest days as a promotional tool for the “Verse. By C. Amari & M. Grams Jr. Packed with fascinating information about the 100 greatest radio programs of the 1930s, 1940s, and 1950s. Written by two of the foremost authorities on nostalgia radio, this comprehensive volume captures the essence and excitement of the golden age of radio. Includes six radio shows on 3 CDs. Fully illus., most in color. 224 pages. Portable Press. 9/4x12¼. Pub. at $29.99 $11.95

7698739 LAUREL AND HARDY: THE OFICIAL COLLECTOR’S EDITION. By Kristin Baver et al. An in-depth look at the series, including detailed character profiles and interviews with kev cast members; exclusive photos, and behind the scenes facts of the making of Star Trek’s new voyages. Also includes an exclusive look at props, costumes, weapons and concept art. $9.95
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**DVD 7694075 4 FILM FAVORITES: Sylvester Stallone Collection.** Widescreen. Four films of hard-hitting action by Sylvester Stallone, a true Hollywood heavyweight. Includes Tango & Cash with Kurt Russell (Rated R, 96 minutes), Demolition Man with Wesley Snipes (Rated R, 115 minutes), The Specialist with Sharon Stone (Rated R, 109 minutes); and Over the Top with Robert Loggia (93 minutes), CC. Two double-sided DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $17.98 $5.95

**DVD 7853905 EROTIC MODELS.** Eight stunning west best models strip for the camera. Not Rated, 60 minutes. Adults only. Simiar. $5.95

**DVD 1990187 REVENGE.** Widescreen. Never take your mistress on an annual guys' getaway. especially one devoted to hunting. Things get out of hand when she is left for dead in the middle of this arid hell. However, the young woman is very much alive, and the hunting game turns into a ruthless manhunt. Stars Mattila Lutz and Kevin Janssens. Rated R, English SDH. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 1989766 GOODNIGHT FOR JUSTICE.** Triple Feature. Widescreen. Luke Perry stars in Goodnight for his western trilogy. Goodnight for Justice; Measure of a Man; and Queen of Hearts. John was just a child when he witnessed the brutal murders of his parents by a band of ruthless outlaws. Now as a Circuit Judge of the Western Territories he travels the lawless frontier, try to decide between justice and revenge. Over 4 hours. E One. $5.95

**DVD 1981846 HOUSES OF HELL: 4 MOVIES.** Widescreen. Open the door to hell with these four chillers: American Horror House starring Alessandra Torrens and Cameron Deene Stewart, The Dunwich Horror with Jeffrey Combs and Dean Stockwell; House of Bones starring Charisma Carpenter and Corin Nemec; Mask Maker with Nikki Deloach and Treat Williams. Some Rated R, English SDH. Nearly 6 hours on 2 DVDs. Mill Creek, Pub. at $19.98 $5.95

**DVD 1981899 THE PROFESSOR AND THE MADMAN.** Widescreen. The unbelievable true story of a murderer (Sean Penn) confined to an insane asylum and his attempt to do just that. Through a series of escalating "haunts," the profesor and shady neighbor (James Caan) further and further in order to get a reaction. But this is the last person they should have chosen for their project. Not Rated. English SDH. Vertical. 90 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

**DVD 4838375 4 FILM FAVORITES CLASSIC HOLIDAY COLLECTION, VOL. 1.** Make your holiday season magical with four festive film favorites: Christmas in Connecticut with Barbara Stanwyck and Dennis Morgan; Christmas Comes to Reginald Owen and Gene Lockhart; Boys Town with Spencer Tracy and Mickey Rooney; and The Singing Nun with Debbie Reynolds. Most in B&W, English SDH. Nearly 6 hours on 2 DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

**DVD 3856639 4 DRAMATIC TRUE STORIES.** From sex addiction to abuse relationships to a violent religious leader.  dark secrets emerge from the shadows in four films based on true stories: Sex, Lies & Obsession; The Unspoken Truth; Darkness Before Dawn; and Prophet of Evil. The Evil. Larry Stotzke. Stars include Lee Thompson, Brian Dennehy, Barry Hamilton and others. Not Rated. Six hours on 2 DVDs. TGG. $3.95

**DVD 1989553 COAL MINER'S DAUGHTER.** Widescreen. The fictionalized life of singer Loretta Lynn, a girl from the hills of Kentucky who becomes a country music star in the 1960s and '70s. Stars Sissy Spacek and Tommy Lee Jones. English SDH. 125 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 1990152 PHANTOM OF THE OPERA.** Fullscreen. An acid-scared composer rises from the Paris sewers to boost his facfa career. Stars Susanna Foster and Claude Rains. Not Rated. English SDH. 89 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 1990179 THE PURGE: 4-Movie Collection.** Widescreen. Welcome to an America where all crimes are legal for one night a year. Collects all 4 movies including The Purge, The Purge: Anarchy, the Purge: Election Year, and The First Purge. Rated R. English SDH. Over 6 hours on 4 DVDs. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 1961144 MURPHY'S LAW.** Veteran detective Jack Murphy is suddenly a wanted man after he's framed for the murder of his ex-wife. Taken into custody with the cops he works with, Murphy has no choice but to escape and hunt down the killer who set him up. Stars Charles Bronson and Warren William. Not Rated. English SDH. In B&W. 70 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

**DVD 4819535 THE NOTORIOUS LANDLADY.** The Jack Lemmon Collection. Widescreen. A winning mix of scenery and laughs, an American diplomat and his alluring London landlady stumble into a caper filled with stolen jewels, murder, and comedy romance. Includes the five-time Academy Award winning Jassy Landlady; Kim Novak, and Fred Astaire. In B&W. 123 minutes. Columbia. $5.95

**DVD 1989526 DISOBEDIENCE.** Widescreen. A woman returns to her Orthodox Jewish community that shunned her for her attraction to a female childhood friend. Once back, their passions reignite as they explore the boundaries of faith and sexuality. Also stars Mila Kunis and Peter Dinklage. Rated R. 91 minutes. VCS. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

**DVD 7685785 THE ANGRY MAN.** Widescreen. Believing he has killed his wife's live, a grumpy middle-aged man (Robin Williams) begins a wild and wildly funny journey to make amends with his family and friends. Also stars Mike Myers and Rachel McAdams. Rated R. English SDH. 115 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 1982702 BENJI: 4 Movie Collection.** Widescreen. Enjoy the tales of the most lovable floppy-eared hero with this four film collection. The beginning began with Benji: The Original Classic; For the Love of Benji; Benji: On the Hunt; and Benji's Very Own Christmas Story: Benji Comes Home. All nearly five hours. Mill Creek, Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

**DVD 7694024 CROOKED HOUSE.** Widescreen. In Agatha Christie's most twisted tale, the suspicious circumstances surrounding the death of patriarch Aristide Leonides are investigated by detective Charles Hayward (Max Irons), who is convinced by his former lover to catch the murderer before Scotland Yard exposes dark family secrets. English SDH. 115 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 1989685 FIELD OF DREAMS.** Widescreen. If you build it, he will come. Iowa farmer Ray Kinsella is inspired by a voice that tells him to build a ballfield on his farm. However, the young woman is very much alive, the hunting game turns into a ruthless manhunt. Stars Mattila Lutz and Kevin Janssens. Rated R, English SDH. Universal. $5.95

---
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Movies

**199025X UNCLE BUCK THE GREAT OUTDOORS.** Widescreen. Collects two John Candy favorites! Candy stars as Uncle Buck in the outrageous comedy written and directed by John Hughes. Then, in The Great Outdoors an unwelcome family of fun-loving misfits converge upon a lakeside resort to join their relatives, the result is anything but restful in this raucous comedy starring Candy and Dan Aykroyd. English SDH. Over 3 hours. Universal. $5.95

**7693555 OCEAN'S THIRTEEN.** With all the girls love him! Boldly going where no man has been unseen before. Stars Scott Coppola and Gabriella Hall. Universal. Over 3 hours. $49.92

**1990858X LEAVE NO TRACE.** Widescreen. A father and his thirteen year old daughter are living an ideal existence in a vast urban park in Portland, Oregon when a small mistake derails their lives forever. Stars Ben Foster and Thomasin Harcourt McKenzie. English SDH. 110 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**6793494 ALIEN EROTICA.** While on a routine mission, the crew of the spacecraft Alexander One discovers a space-going fungus. Little do they know that the life-form is really a sentient alien being on a mission. The extraterrestrial nourishes itself on the sexual energy of intercourse with the crew members, and quickly overpowers the ship. Stars Jack Perry and Kira Lee. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Only Click. $5.95

**4807200 BROOKLYN'S FINEST/THE DOUBLE.** Widescreen. In Brooklyn's finest conflicted New York City cops lives become intertwined through the dangerous drug peddlers, where Stars Richard Geré and Ethan Hawke. In The Double a U.S. Senator is brutally murdered and Paul Shepherdson (Geré), a retired CIA operative and Ben Geary (Topher Grace), a hot shot FBI agent, are thrown together in a desperate race to catch the killer. Both Rated R. Nearly 4 hours on two DVDs. VVS Films. $5.95

**4819229 CUTIE HONEY: Limited Edition.** Embark on the wild adventures of Honeymaru, the motorcyclist, street musician, police officer, and, above all, warrior of love. She can transform herself into anyone as she fights with the evil Panther Claw organization. This cult favorite from Japan comes with a collectible keychain, packaged in an embossed tin lunchbox case. Dubbed in English. 93 minutes. Bandai Entertainment. Pub. at $49.98. $7.95

**1990020 NATIONAL LAMPOON'S ANIMAL HOUSE.** Widescreen. At a 1962 college, Dean Vernon Worrister is determined to expel the entire Delta Tau Chi Fraternity, but those troublemakers have other plans for him. Stars John Belushi and Tim Matheson. 109 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**1976052 PSYCHO: Special Edition.** Widescreen. A Phoenix private eye embarks $4,000 from her employer’s client, goes on the run, and checks into a remote motel run by a young man under the domination of his mother. Stars Anthony Perkins and Vera Miles. Rated R. Packaged in a collectors booklet and includes a DVD of bonus features. English SDH. In B&W. 105 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**2087519 BEH-HUR: 50th Anniversary Edition.** An amazing limited edition collector’s box set, celebrating the 1959 winner of a record-setting 11 Academy Awards, including Best Actor (Charlton Heston) and Best Picture. This set includes the 1959 movie (over three hours), the 1925 silent version (in B&W & 142 minutes), a 128 page hardcover replica of Heston’s personal and insightful journal, and a 64 page hardcover volume of photographs and commentary. Also includes a DVD of vintage special features. Five DVDs. Turner Entertainment Co. Pub. at $49.92. $11.95

**7693591 THE EROTIC MISADVENTURES OF THE INVISIBLE MAN.** Aspiring actor Norman is having trouble getting parts and has just been dumped by his love interest. As a desperate measure he creates an invisibility formula, he finds that being seen is much more fun—and all the girls love him! Boldly going where no man has been unseen before. Stars Scott Coppola and Gabriella Hall. Rated R. 81 minutes. Adults only. New Concorde. $7.95

**3004957 MOUSE HUNT.** Widescreen. Brothers Lars and Emile Smuntz (Nathan Lane and Lee Ewen) have inherited a bunch of the crumbling old mansion they inherit until they discover that their dilapidated estate is actually worth millions. But before they can cash in, they find themselves in the house of a stubborn, tenacious mouse. What may seem like child’s play becomes an epic battle of hysterical proportions. 97 minutes. Paramount. $5.95

**1989316 ADIRFT.** Widescreen. Based on a extremely popular game, a young couple’s chance encounter leads them first to love, and then on the adventure of a lifetime as they face one of the most catastrophic hurricanes in recorded history. Stars Sam Claflin and Sam Claflin. English SDH. 100 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**7693490 BACK WITH A VENGEANCE: Action Triple Feature.** Widescreen. In Pound of Flesh Deacon’s (Jean-Claude Van Damme) a victim of organ theft and plotting his revenge. In Asian Conqueror an American robbers, Jack and Sam, unwittingly steal a drug lord’s money in a series of bank robberies and become the target of the gang. In The Perfect Weapon a powerful and dedicated police woman and her government organization creates a great with the police, to execute all the enemies of the state. Stars Steven Segal. Most Rated R. Nearly 5 hours. Momentum. $5.95

**7693486 THE ADVENTURES OF MA & PA KETTLE, VOLUME 2.** America’s favorite country couple back together again in a brand new collection featuring four all-time favorite films. Ma & Pa Kettle (Marjorie Main and Percy Kilbride) charm audiences in: Ma and Pa Kettle at the Fair; Ma and Pa Kettle on Vacation; Ma and Pa Kettle at Home; and Ma and Pa Kettle at Waikiki. CC, 331 minutes on a double-sided DVD. Universal. Pub. at $19.98. $5.95

**1990657 TELL ME THE SECRET GARDEN.** Widescreen. Set in England during a new time period in 1947, this follows a young orphan girl, who after being sent to live with her uncle, discovers a magical garden on the grounds of his house. Stars Elizabeth Taylor and Julie Walters. English SDH. 100 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**7693508 BODY STROKES.** The erotic touch of a brush stroke and the sexual features of paint and flesh entice artist Lea Kessler and his two beautiful models. The secrets and desires of Beth and Claire arouse Loo from his slump as they all experience a passion that explodes in their wildest fantasies. Stars Daxx Beck and Kristin Knitlle. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Only Cinemax. $5.95

**1990063 OBLIVION.** Widescreen. Starring Tom Cruise as Jack Harper, the tone sensitive repairman stationed on a desolate, nearly-ruined future Earth. When he rescues a beautiful stranger from a brutal showdown between Kirks and his most relentless enemy results in Spock making the ultimate sacrifice and the team risking everything—including their ship, themselves and the fate of the Earth—to bring their friend back to life and make the voyage home. An unforgettable three-part journey. Stars Leonard Nimoy and William Shatner. CC. Over 5 hours on three DVDs. Universal. $5.95

**7694059 UFO.** Widescreen. Derek, a brilliantly student haunted by childhood suspicions of extraterrestrial sightings reported at airports across the U.S. are UFOs. With the help of his girlfriend and a professor, Derek races to prove the existence of an FBI agent. Dubbed in English. 73 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**1990554 WIND’S ARE WE ALONE.** Widescreen. Derek, a brilliant student haunted by childhood suspicions of extraterrestrial sightings reported at airports across the U.S. are UFOs. With the help of his girlfriend and a professor, Derek races to prove the existence of an FBI agent. Dubbed in English. 73 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**1990562 H.P. LOVECRAFT’S THE DEEP ONE.** Widescreen. A married couple rents a beach side Airbnb only to be surrounded by peculiar neighbors and occurrences. They soon discover to be in the grips of cult and their ancient sea god. Stars Gina La Piana and Robert Miano. Not Rated. English SDH. 83 minutes. 123 Go. $5.95

**4877951 THE SCORPION KING: 3-Movie Collection.** Widescreen. A marri ed couple rents a beach side Airbnb only to be surrounded by peculiar neighbors and occurrences. They soon discover to be in the grips of cult and their ancient sea god. Stars Gina La Piana and Robert Miano. Not Rated. English SDH. 83 minutes. 123 Go. $5.95

---
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DVD

THE MUNSTERS: Two-Movie Fright Fest. Fullscreen & Widescreen. Following their wildly popular TV series, original cast members Frank

Lucas (Dee Washington) rules Harlem's chaotic drug underworld. Outcast cop Richie Roberts (Russell Crowe) sets out to bring down Lucas's multi-million dollar empire. Rated R. English SDH.


** 1908731 NIGHT ANGEL. Widescreen. A terrifying centuries-old evil has awakened in the form of the wicked, voluptuous Lilith. She uses her beauty and insatiable lust as a potent lifeforce which spreads death and destruction to all who dare to succumb to her charms. Stars Isa Isa Anderson. Rated R. 90 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

** 1909537 CAR WASHER. Widescreen. It's just a typical day in the lives of the employees, customers and passersby of one Los Angeles car wash — but what a crazy day! There's a would-be robbery, an assembly line of shady characters, and lots of booby-bumping music to pass the hours to quitting time. Stars George Carlin and Richard Pryor. 97 minutes.

** 1882745 CON MEN: 4 Action Movies. Widescreen. The next job might be their last. Collects four thrilling action films including Thick As Thieves (Rated R); The Runaround; Cash; Fire; and Body Count (Rated R), English SDH. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek.

** 1984616 FILM STARS DON'T DIE IN LIVERPOOL. Widescreen. Follows the relationship between Turner (Jamie Bell) and the eccentric Academy Award winning actress Gloria Grahame (Annette Bening) in 1978 Liverpool. What starts as a vibrant affair between a legendary femme fatale and her young lover quickly grows into a deeper relationship. Rated R. English SDH.

** 1989957 SABATA. Who is he and where he came from, no one knows. But the leading citizens of the town of Daugherty think he knows too much. And they want to silence him — very forcibly. The film portrays the changes in morality that led to the use of nudity in films while emphasizing the political, sociological and artistic changes that shaped that history. Not Rated. 130 minutes. Ronin. Pub. at $19.95


** 1990843 VINTAGE: THE KARATE KID. Widescreen. The next job might be their last. Collects four thrilling action films including Thick As Thieves (Rated R); The Runaround; Cash; Fire; and Body Count (Rated R), English SDH. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek.

** 199091X THE HORROR OF DRacula. Widescreen. The next job might be their last. Collects four thrilling action films including Thick As Thieves (Rated R); The Runaround; Cash; Fire; and Body Count (Rated R), English SDH. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek.


** 4865135 WHAT'S NEW PULSFIELD? Widescreen. In the swinging late 60s, Michael (Peter O'Toole) is a madam's magnet. His demented psychiatrist (Peter Sellers) and sex-starved friend (Woody Allen in his acting debut) want to get him for their problem, but this would-be fiancée (Romy Schneider) might just kill him. Undergoing therapy, Michael tries to reform, but it won't be easy! Not Rated. 108 minutes. Kinokuniya. Pub. at $19.95

** 4865143 WHAT'S NEW PULSFIELD? Widescreen. In the swinging late 60s, Michael (Peter O'Toole) is a madam's magnet. His demented psychiatrist (Peter Sellers) and sex-starved friend (Woody Allen in his acting debut) want to get him for their problem, but this would-be fiancée (Romy Schneider) might just kill him. Undergoing therapy, Michael tries to reform, but it won't be easy! Not Rated. 108 minutes. Kinokuniya. Pub. at $19.95

** 4865651 THE BIRTH OF A NATIVE DICE. Widescreen. The story of a wealthy young man and his family through the film of the time (released in 1915), it is controversial by today's standards because of the use of blackface by white actors and the style of performances of this film. Based on the novel by Pearl S. Buck, this film portrays the origin of the Ku Klux Klan and the assassination of Abraham Lincoln. B&W. Over three hours. Reel Vault.


** 1976827 BRUCE WEBER: The Film Collection. Collector's edition includes Weber's famous Let's Get Lost; Broken Noses; Chop Suey; A Letter to True Documentaries; and a feature documentary about jazz, boxing, and animals, this set offers art enthusiasts a unique insight into one of photography's greatest talents. In B&W & CC. Over 8 hours on four DVDs. Cinedigm.

---
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DVD 1910663 D-DAY: Battle of Omaha Beach. Widescreen. When an elite group of American soldiers go ashore on a series of German machine gun nests, they find themselves blindly venturing into hostile territory. Stars Chuck Lindell, Western Cape Coppiola and Richter Costell. Not Rated. English SDH. 65 minutes. Cinedigm. $5.95

DVD 1931970 THE NOOSE HANGS HIGH. Fullscreen. In their first independent production, Bud Abbott and Lou Costello discover a greatest hits of many of their best routines, including "Mustard," "You're 40, She's 10," and "Hole in the Wall." A remake of For Love or Money, this film finds Bud and Lou in the very best form with an excellent supporting cast of characters. In ClassicFlix. Pub. at $24.95. $7.95

DVD 4819993 BULLITT. Widescreen. His new assignment seems routine: protecting a star witness for an important trial. But before the night is out, the witness lies dying and cool, no-nonsense Detective Frank Bullitt (Steve McQueen) won't rest until the shooters—and the kingpin pulling their strings—are nailed. Also stars Jacqueline Bisset and Robert Duvall. CC. 136 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

DVD 1989310 THE INCREDIBLE SHRINKING WOMAN. Widescreen. A housewife grows smaller and smaller in reaction to chemicals found in cosmetics and household products. Stars Lily Tomlin and Charles Grodin. English SDH. 99 minutes. Universal. $5.95

DVD 1978044 JERRY LEWIS COMEDY TRIPLE FEATURE. When a Coach stars Lewis as a man desperate to convince his psychiatrist girlfriend to leave her patients behind to travel with him to Paris. In Don't Raise the Bridge, Lower the River Lewis stars as an American in London with grandiose plans. Collects 14 short films. Not Rated. Over 4 hours. Adults only. Culp. Etics. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

DVD 7682843 1313: Giant Killer Bees! Widescreen. A young college student travels to a Caribbean island and tries to impress his professor's honey bee experiments. While following orders, he inadvertently unleashes a global biological disaster in the form of giant, zombie killer bees. Befriends Sarah and Jillian Nelson. Not Rated. 80 minutes. Rapid Heart. Pub. at $19.98. $5.95

DVD 7858661 GOOD NIGHT, AND GOOD LUCK. Widescreen. It's 1953, and the piece of talking furniture called TV is still foreign to America's living rooms. On it, Sen. Joseph McCarthy uses fear, falsehoods and belligerence to become arguably the most powerful man in the land. In Front of B.B. Murray, who's had his fill of the senator's tactics, fights back. Stars George Clooney and Patricia Clarkson. CC. In B&W. 93 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $19.98 $5.95

DVD 1979871 LOVE CAMP 7. Widescreen. Two female American college students (Nancy Allen and Andrew Garfield) who travel to Japan in search of their missing mentor (Liam Neeson) at a time when Christianity was outlawed. Welshman Robert Flanagan, both men are plunged into an Odyssey that will test their faith and challenge their sanity. Directed by Martin Scorsese. Rated R. CC. 160 minutes. Paramount. $4.95

DVD 1939694 INHERITANCE. Widescreen. Lauren Monroe (Lily Collins) is the successful daughter of a powerful family. When her father suddenly dies, he leaves a set of keys to an old farm shelter on his estate. What she uncovers there may rip apart the fabric of her family dynasty and threaten her estate. What she uncovers there may rip apart the fabric of her family dynasty and threaten her life and all those around her. Not Rated. English SDH. 169 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

DVD 1950428 IT, CHAPTER TWO. Widescreen. Twenty-seven years after their first encounter with the terrifying Pennywise, the Losers Club have grown up, and when he plots a universe from his immanent destruction. Includes Star Trek: The Wrath of Khan; Star Trek: The Search for Spock; and Star Trek: The Voyage Home. CC. Over five hours on 3 DVDs. Paramount. $5.95

DVD 1944746 CALIGULA: The Untold Story. Widescreen. David Brandon stars as the insane young emperor whose love of brutality and degradation is surpassed only by his hunger for enslaved virgins and cruel vengeance. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 121 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

DVD 1963106 SILENCE. Widescreen. The powerful story of two Christian missionaries (Liam Neeson and Andrew Garfield) who travel to Japan in search of their missing mentor (Liam Neeson) at a time when Christianity was outlawed. Welshman Robert Flanagan, both men are plunged into an Odyssey that will test their faith and challenge their sanity. Directed by Martin Scorsese. Rated R. CC. 160 minutes. Paramount. $4.95


DVD 1950775 STAR TREK: Motion Picture Trilogy Widescreen. Prepare to embark on an epic three-part adventure starring the legendary crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise as they challenge the. eevee ship and all its highly advanced systems. Includes Star Trek: The Wrath of Khan; Star Trek: The Search for Spock; and Star Trek: The Voyage Home. CC. Over five hours on 3 DVDs. Paramount. $5.95
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**DVD 4788842 UNFORGIVEN.** Widescreen. Clint Eastwood (who also produced and directed) and Morgan Freeman play retired outlaws who pick up their guns one last time to collect a bounty. Richard Harris is an ill-latched killer for hire, and Gene Hackman is a lawman of shy charm—and chilling brutality. Winner of 1992’s Best Picture Academy Award. Rated R. Warner Home Video. R. CC. 131 minutes. $5.95

**DVD 1954628 MYTHICA: The Complete Collection.** Widescreen. Marek (Melanie Stots) finds himself in uncharted territory until he is discovered by a girl who wants to go with him to find her lost brother. Rated R. English SDH. 150 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**DVD 765588 A CHRISTMAS STORY 2.** The stories are new, but the spirit is timeless in this hilarious sequel to the favorite holiday classic. Almost old enough to drive, Ralphie has his heart set on a new car (to mention a girl to go with it). But when he wrecks it, and his friends must find jobs to pay off the damage. Stars Daniel Stern and Bronaiden Lemasters. English SDH. Universal. 85 minutes. Warner Home Video. At $27.95

**DVD 7690911 THE DEBT.** Widescreen. In 1963 three Mossad agents were assigned to produce and direct) and Morgan Park III. The Lost World: Jurassic Park. When billionaire tech CEO Braeden Lemasters. English SDH. 85 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $24.95

**DVD 1910647 BIG KILL.** Widescreen. A tenderfoot from Philadelphia, two misfit gamblers on the run, and a deadly preacher DVD English SDH. Universal. Pub. at $49.98

**DVD 2307364 1961900 THE VAULT.** Widescreen. Two estranged sisters are forced to rob a bank in order to save their brother. The heist begins smoothly, but mayhem ensues. This is an original bank heist yarn with Sara Jane Woodbury and Francesca Eastwood. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Film Rise. $5.95

**DVD 1899928 MAJOR PAYNE/SGT. BILKO/MICHAEL’S NAVY.** Widescreen. In Major Payne a recently discharged veteran (Damon Wayans) finds himself commanding a group of mismatched Cadets. In Sgt. Bilko Steve Martin stars as a world class crook with a base’s motor pool. In Michael’s Navy a retired navy officer (Tom Arnold) returns to active duty, along with a group of misfit sailors. English SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. $8.95

**DVD 7694016 ALOHA.** Widescreen. A celebrated military conductor (Bradley Cooper) returns to the site of his greatest career triumphs—Honolulu, Hawaii—and reconnects with a long-ago love (Rachel McAdams) while unexpectedly falling for the hard-charging Air Force watchdog (Emma Stone) assigned to him. Sony Pictures. $6.95

**DVD 1931954 ALONG CAME JONES.** Fullscreen. “Bronco stomper” Melody Jones rides into the sleepy little hamlet of Paynesville, with his saddle pal George, where the good townfolk have mistaken Melody for another man with the initials M.J. Unfortunately, the man in question is Monte Janar, a bad hombre with a $1,000 bounty on his head. The residents Gary Cooper and revelations compel team up with Rachel Singer to take matters into her own hands. Stars Helen Mirren and Sam沃thington. Rated R. English SDH. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 1919699 HARB IN GLASS.** Widescreen. When billionaire tech CEO Donovan Chalmers (Bruce Willis) hires a team of mercenaries to protect a lethal piece of technology and team leader Derek Miller (Jesse Metcalf) finds himself in a deadly showdown with an old enemy. Rated R. English SDH. Universal. 107 minutes. $5.95

**DVD 2954072 JURASSIC PARK: Trilogy.** Widescreen. Experience one of the biggest movie trilogies of all time with Jurassic Park; The Lost World: Jurassic Park and Jurassic Park III. Featuring visually stunning imagery and groundbreaking filmmaking and starring Jeff Goldblum and Richard Attenborough. English SDH. Over five hours on 3 DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $49.99

**DVD 6219257 SUNSET OVER THE KILLING FIELDS.** Widescreen. 1939. World War II is underway and the Japanese military has invaded Thailand. Leading a group of soldiers, a young idealistic captain establishes a base along the river. There he meets and falls in love with a beautiful young woman who lives nearby. However she has a secret that may jeopardize him and his men. Chinnaphak 1.96:1. English SDH. Not Rated. English SDH. 107 minutes. $5.95

**DVD 1891900 THE VAULT.** Widescreen. Two estranged sisters are forced to rob a bank in order to save their brother. The heist begins smoothly, but mayhem ensues. This is an original bank heist yarn with Sara Jane Woodbury and Francesca Eastwood. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Film Rise. $5.95

**DVD 1984324 CENTERFOLD OF THE YEAR.** Fullscreen. Children of the Core brings the gruesome Stephen King tale to life. Creepshow 2 features a screenplay by horror legend George Romero. C.H.U.D. is the absurd classic about a mutated genus of giant, funnel-crusted, underground dwellers. Finally, hideous creatures from another dimension wreak havoc in House. Star Wars Episode II: Attack of the Clones. Fullscreen. The history of the greatest movie monsters of all time—the movie legends. In Warehouse 13, a young couple find their idealistic romance colliding with issues of sexual freedom and societal pressure, leading to an awkward and painful experience. Stars Sarah Roemer and Bill Hiyow. Rated R. English SDH. 111 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 7693583 EMMANUELLE’S INTIMATE ENCOUNTERS.** Fullscreen. Renowned for its exotic tropical island, Emmanuelle (Holly Sampson) encounters a magical device that allows her mind to enter the bodies of other people. And when Emmanuelle enters your mind and body, the result is a sensuous experience beyond your wildest expectations. Rated R. 85 minutes. Adults only. Click. $7.95

**DVD 3800909 ATTACK OF THE 60 FOOT CENTERFOLD.** Determined to become Emmanuelle’s host, she assembles an unlikely group of warriors, herself downsized from the University’s most celebrated military contractor (Bradley Cooper) takes matters into her own hands. Stars Loretta Young. In B&W. Over 4 hours. Echo Bridge. $7.95

**DVD 4972865 SHE SITS ON YOUR GRAVE.** In the Falls when Sadie is attacked by a group of Touchdown, she discovers her body holds hidden powers to aid her quest for revenge. In Moost Fury when their best fighter, Dewback, is killed, the Queen fighter, Revenge haunts the halls on Prom Night. As Hitler’s armies storm through Europe, a U. S. Colonel (ford) plots to strike the vital continental Nazi forces. Stars Barbara Bacht and Edward Fox. 126 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $14.98

**DVD 1961111 MEN AT WORK.** Two longtime friends find themselves downsized from the University’s parasitology lab. They decide to start chasing down ghosts, unapologetically apportioning the occasional insolent succubae. This hilariously-haunting action-comedy Bill Murray, Dan Aykroyd, Harold Ramis, Sigourney Weaver and Rick Moranis. CC. 105 minutes. Columbia. $9.95

**DVD 4820231 GHOSTBUSTERS.** Widescreen. When a group of doctors find themselves downsized from the University’s parasitology lab. They decide to start chasing down ghosts, unapologetically apportioning the occasional insolent succubae. This hilariously-haunting action-comedy Bill Murray, Dan Aykroyd, Harold Ramis, Sigourney Weaver and Rick Moranis. CC. 105 minutes. Columbia. $9.95

**DVD 4886437 PROFILE OF A SERIAL KILLER.** Fullscreen. Harrison Ford and Sigourney Weaver star as a fearless WWII WW. During his army service, he encounters a magical device that allows her mind to enter the bodies of other people. And when Emmanuelle enters your mind and body, the result is a sensuous experience beyond your wildest expectations. Rated R. 85 minutes. Adults only. Click. $7.95

**DVD 1984128 THE VINTAGE EROTICA COLLECTION 1920-1960.** Artists have explored the erotic image since the beginning of time. Cinema is no stranger to eroticism, but there is a mistaken belief that the tradition of the past 50 years. This set dispels this myth with these archives of erotic images through 84 short films. Not Rated. In B&W. Over 8 hours on five DVDs. Adults only. Carl Epics. Pub. at $59.95

**DVD 199008X ON CHELIS BEACH.** Widescreen. When Lucy Neal (Lucy Hale) is a foretold authority figure crippled by her significant other, she attempts to prove him wrong by creating a wild sex to do list that sends her on a hilarious and surprising journey of self-discovery, friendship, and more. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Vertical. $5.95

**DVD 7693583 EMMANUELLE’S INTIMATE ENCOUNTERS.** Fullscreen. Renowned for its exotic tropical island, Emmanuelle (Holly Sampson) encounters a magical device that allows her mind to enter the bodies of other people. And when Emmanuelle enters your mind and body, the result is a sensuous experience beyond your wildest expectations. Rated R. 85 minutes. Adults only. Click. $7.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DVD</th>
<th>Movie Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Release Year</th>
<th>Runtime</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4742605</td>
<td>MOSES: The Bible Stories</td>
<td>Fullscreen. All the glory and spectacle are here—Moses' childhood in Pharaoh's court, God's voice from the burning bush, the dreadful plagues, the parting of the Red Sea, the granting of the Ten Commandments and the long-awaited return to Canaan. Stars Ben Kingsley and Frank Langella. Not Rated. Three hours. Shout Factory.</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>3 hours</td>
<td></td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1861433</td>
<td>WILD WESTERN MOVIE PACK.</td>
<td>Welcome to the Wild Wild West, where heroes ride on horsebacks are the rule makers and the damseled in distress are irresistible. Collects six movies including: A Night in Old Mexico; Armbrat at Dark Canyon; Fighting with Anger; The Baytown Outlaws; The Great Alaskan Mystery; and Thieves. Nearly 10 hours on two DVDs. E One.</td>
<td>1950s</td>
<td>10 hours</td>
<td>Vision Films.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1897822</td>
<td>DVD</td>
<td>Movies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989697</td>
<td>COLD SKIN.</td>
<td>Widescreen. A young man arrives at a remote island to take a post of weather observer only to find himself defending from deadly creatures which live in the island shores. Not Rated. 96 minutes. Samuel Goldwyn Films.</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>96 minutes</td>
<td></td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990076</td>
<td>VOX LUX.</td>
<td>Widescreen. Follows the rise of Celeste from the ashes of a major national tragedy to pop superstardom. The film spans 16 years and traces the important cultural moments through her eyes, starting in 1999 and concluding in 2017. Stars Natalie Portman and Jude Law. Rated R. 114 minutes. Universal.</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>114 minutes</td>
<td></td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3805480</td>
<td>THE PYX.</td>
<td>Widescreen. Heroine-addicted prostitute Elizabeth meets with a gruesome, mysterious death. As Police Sergeant Jim Henderson begins his investigation, the trail leads toward other murders and eventually into the terrifying world of satanic ritual. Stars Karen Black and Christopher Plummer. Rated R. 105 minutes.</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>105 minutes</td>
<td></td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3800483</td>
<td>THE ELDER.</td>
<td>Widescreen. While working on a novel, an elderly woman becomes a target for a young man with a sinister plan. Stars Jeremy Irons and Uma Thurman. Rated R. 110 minutes.</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>110 minutes</td>
<td></td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3803880</td>
<td>THE PYX.</td>
<td>Widescreen. Heroine-addicted prostitute Elizabeth meets with a gruesome, mysterious death. As Police Sergeant Jim Henderson begins his investigation, the trail leads toward other murders and eventually into the terrifying world of satanic ritual. Stars Karen Black and Christopher Plummer. Rated R. 105 minutes.</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>105 minutes</td>
<td></td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3800483</td>
<td>THE ELDER.</td>
<td>Widescreen. While working on a novel, an elderly woman becomes a target for a young man with a sinister plan. Stars Jeremy Irons and Uma Thurman. Rated R. 110 minutes.</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>110 minutes</td>
<td></td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3803880</td>
<td>THE PYX.</td>
<td>Widescreen. Heroine-addicted prostitute Elizabeth meets with a gruesome, mysterious death. As Police Sergeant Jim Henderson begins his investigation, the trail leads toward other murders and eventually into the terrifying world of satanic ritual. Stars Karen Black and Christopher Plummer. Rated R. 105 minutes.</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>105 minutes</td>
<td></td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3800483</td>
<td>THE ELDER.</td>
<td>Widescreen. While working on a novel, an elderly woman becomes a target for a young man with a sinister plan. Stars Jeremy Irons and Uma Thurman. Rated R. 110 minutes.</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>110 minutes</td>
<td></td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3803880</td>
<td>THE PYX.</td>
<td>Widescreen. Heroine-addicted prostitute Elizabeth meets with a gruesome, mysterious death. As Police Sergeant Jim Henderson begins his investigation, the trail leads toward other murders and eventually into the terrifying world of satanic ritual. Stars Karen Black and Christopher Plummer. Rated R. 105 minutes.</td>
<td>1974</td>
<td>105 minutes</td>
<td></td>
<td>$3.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3800483</td>
<td>THE ELDER.</td>
<td>Widescreen. While working on a novel, an elderly woman becomes a target for a young man with a sinister plan. Stars Jeremy Irons and Uma Thurman. Rated R. 110 minutes.</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>110 minutes</td>
<td></td>
<td>$7.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DVD</th>
<th>Movie Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DVD 49878265</td>
<td>UNIDENTIFIED. Widescreen. After a weekend of gambling in Las Vegas, four friends find themselves stranded in the Nevada desert. But debt troubles may be the least of their worries when the group discovers that something unworldly is stalking them. Not Rated. 89 minutes. Dark Sky. $9.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD 1950487</td>
<td>THE NOTEBOOK. Widescreen. Based on the novel by Nicholas Sparks. As teenagers, Allie (Rachael McAdams) and Noah (Ryan Gosling) begin a whirlwind courtship. The young couple is quickly separated by Allie’s upper-class parents, who insist that Noah isn’t right for her. Several years later, they meet again, and Allie is forced to choose between her soulmate and class order. Also stars James Gumer. CC. 124 minutes. New Line Cinema. $5.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD 7656653</td>
<td>COCO CHANEL &amp; IGOR STRAVINSKY. Widescreen. Paris, 1913: Igor Stravinsky premieres The Rite of Spring. Coco Chanel is mesmerized, but the work is too modern and enrages the audiences. Seven years later, Chanel meets the now powerless composer, and a fiery love affair between the two creative giants ignites. Rated R. In French with English subtitles. Sony Pictures. Priced at $19.99. $9.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD 7697376</td>
<td>THE RETREAT. Widescreen. Set in the Adirondack High Peaks of Upstate New York, two best friends, Gus and Adam, set out for a winter backpacking trip. After a horrifying encounter with a monster, Gus finds himself alone and lost. Now he must fight for his life while keeping his grip on reality as he’s tormented both physically and mentally. Not Rated. English SDH. 88 minutes. Uncorked Entertainment. $8.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD 1061269</td>
<td>SCREAM QUEEN DOUBLE FEATURE: The Howling/The Fog. Widescreen. In The Howling after a bizarre and near deadly encounter with a serial killer, a television newswoman is sent to a vacation resort whose residents may not be what they seem. Stars Dee Wallace. In The Fog an unnerving fog rolls into a small coastal town exactly 10 years after a ship mysteriously sank in the waters. Stars Lee Curtis. Rated R. Two hours. Shout! Factory. $17.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD 1962666</td>
<td>VAMPIRE WEREWOLF DARK MOON COLLECTION. Five horror films featuring blood-sucking and hairy beasts ignites. Rated R. In Color and B&amp;W. Over eight hours on 2 DVDs. Allegro. $17.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD 4820217</td>
<td>4 FILM FAVORITES COMICS COLLECTION. Widescreen. Includes V for Vendetta, Watchman, Spawn, and John Hex. Stars include Natalie Portman, Hugo Weaver, Josh Brolin, John Malkovich, Tim Roth, Morgan Freeman and Morgan Akerman. Most Rated R. English SDH. Nearly 8 hours on 4 DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. $23.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVD 4914066</td>
<td>4 ACTION-ADVENTURE MOVIE MARATHON. It’s four times the action and excitement in this explosive set. Includes Roger Corman’s I Escaped from Devil’s Island (Jim Brown and Christopher George, Rated R, 87 minutes); The Enforcer; Giant City; Shake Hands with the Devil (James Cagney, B&amp;W, 111 minutes); and Treasure of the Pink Panther (1982, 103 minutes). Two DVDs. Shout! Factory. Priced at $29.99. $9.95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Grabs your $5.95 copies of these titles at erhbc.com/350**
7090503 THE DEVIL’S HONEY. Lucio Fulci, the “Godfather of Gore,” takes on the erotic thriller genre and unleashes an onslaught of gory depravity in this ‘80s Eurotrash essential. Brett Halsey, Corinne Clery, and Blanca Marsillasch in a star intense S&M saga replete with sodomy, torture, torto romance, rampant nudity, and a cavalcade of kink. Not Rated. DUBBED. In English. 83 minutes. Adults only. Shout! Factory. $5.95

4836979 WHERE THE RED FERN GROWS. Fullscreen & Widescreen. Disney presents Wilson Rawls’ unforgettable classic story about a boy and his dogs, which has inspired generations. Now all the adventure and simple wisdom of the cherished novel comes alive. Featuring songs by Wynonna and Alison Krauss and starring-Heidi Blickenstaff, Danay Ceballo and Erika. Disney. $5.95

7685750 CLOVERFIELD 2-MOVIE COLLECTION. Widescreen. In 10 Cloverfield Lane a young woman wakes up in a survivalist’s underground bunker after a catastrophic car crash. Cloverfield is a non-stop terror and suspense film from producer J.J. Abrams and director Matt Reeves. CC. Over three hours on 2 DVDs. Paramount. $19.95

7686005 FLESH + BLOOD. Widescreen. In the battle between good and evil, only the strong survive. In the chaotic, morally bankrupt Europe of 1510, a cold-hearted warrior named Martin (Rutger Hauer) leads his motley crew of mercenaries into battle to reclaim the castle of an ousted nobleman. But when they are captured by the Spanish in the end. CC. Rated R. 128 minutes. MGM. $5.95

7690870 ABIGAIL. Widescreen. Abigail lives in a city whose borders were closed because of an epidemic and Abby’s father was one of the sick. Going against the authorities to find a cure, she discovers that her city is actually full of magic. Stars Tatinn Dalakishvili and Eddie Marsan. 111 minutes. Well Go USA. $3.95

7694091 THE CLIENT LIST. Widescreen. Jennifer Love Hewitt stars as Samantha Horton, a former Texas homecoming queen who finds herself living financially紧逼. She takes a job as a local massage parlor, only to discover it’s a front for a high-end call girl operation—one so lucrative she can’t turn it down. Also stars Cybill Shepherd and Kim Coates. Not Rated. English SDH. 91 minutes. Stars. Sony Pictures. $14.99

1910752 STAGECOACH. The Texas Jack Story. Widescreen. Another stagecoach robber, Nathaniel Reed, is hunted by a vengeful U.S. Marshal. After a v’y close encounter, Reed’s tragic consequences, Nathaniel returns to his old ways. Stars Trace Adkins, Judd Nelson and Kim Coates. Not Rated. English SDH. 91 minutes. Cinedigm. $5.95

491422 MOVIES 4 YOU: Western Film Collection. Ride into bullet-riddled adventure with four exciting Wild West classics. Vengeance, courage, and justice take center stage in Gunsmoke (1956); Man of the East (1937); Pioneer Woman (1973); and Yuma. Stars include John Ireland, Beverly Garland, Terence Hill, William Shatner, Clint Walker, and stars from the Media Group. Over 5 Hours. Timeless. $5.95

1962689 PLATOON. Widescreen. Chris Taylor, a neophyte recruit in Vietnam, finds himself caught in a battle of wills between two sergeants, one good and the other evil. A Vietnam War epic about the brutality of war and the duality of man in conflict. Stars Tom Berenger and William Dafoe. Rated R. 120 minutes. MGM. $5.95

7690894 ALL I SEE IS YOU. Widescreen. A blind woman’s relationship with her husband changes when she regains her sight and discovers disturbing details about themselves. Stars Blake Lively and Jason Clarke. Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. Universal. $5.95

7690999 SALMA HAYEK: 4-Movie Collection. Widescreen. Four films capture the many faces of this internationally renowned actress. She joins Carmelo Gonzalez for the Spanish language film Living It Up (La Gran Vida) (with English subtitles); John TuNELA and James Gandolfini for Lonely Hearts; Holly Hunter and Stellan Skarsgard in Timecode; and Vincent O’ Neal and Thompson Jane for The Velocity of Cary. All Rated R. Seven hours on 2 DVDs. $19.98

191497 ACCIDENT MAN. Widescreen. Mike Fallon is the Accident Man—a stone cold killer and the best at what he does. But when a loved one is dragged into the London underworld and murdered, Fallon is forced to avenge the one person who actually meant something to him. Stars Scott Adkins and Ray Stevenson. Rated R. English SDH. 105 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

1960541 TENET. Widescreen. Armed with only one word, tenet, and fight to the survival of the entire world, a Protagonist journeys through a twilight world of international espionage on a mission that will redefine reality. Stars John David Washington and Robert Pattinson. English SDH. 151 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

195056X UNBROKEN. Widescreen. Follow the incredible life of Louis Zamperini (Jack O’Connell) who survived on a raft for 47 days after a near total plane crash in WWII—only to be caught by the Japanese navy and sent to a POW camp. Telling true story about the resilient power of the human spirit. Adapted from author Laura Hillenbrand’s bestseller. English SDH. 138 minutes. Universal. $5.95

1960784 BLACK MASS. Widescreen. In 1970s South Boston, FBI agent John Collins (Johnny Depp) persuades mob boss James “Whitey” Bulger (Johnny Depp) to collaborate with the FBI in order to eliminate a common enemy: the Italian mob. Also stars Galen, Ben Affleck and Kevin Bacon. Rated R. English SDH. 122 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95

1968342 DENNIS MILLER: All In. Widescreen. He’s made a career exposing satirical, absurd and pretentious. Miller is headlining his seventh HBO stand-up special recorded live from Caesar’s Palace. He tackles hot topics in his brand new stand-up comedy. Not Rated. 60 minutes. HBO. $5.95

1989383 ASHER. Widescreen. An aging hitman’s last job goes sideways, forcing him to redeem himself. Stars Ron Perlman, Famke Janssen and Facinelli. Rated R. 104 minutes. Momentum. $5.95

4742621 CHRISTMAS FOR A DOLLAR. Widescreen. A family struggling to get by during the Great Depression expects another Christmas without presents until the father decides to sell for them to spend on presents for each other. The family comes to find that money isn’t what fills Christmases with joy, love and miracles. Stars Brian Krause and Don S. Davis. $3.95

7678517 A SUMMER ROMANCE. Widescreen. Samantha’s (Erin Krakow) Montana ranch is her family’s legacy, so when a developer (Ryan Paevey) shows up and interests. But as he tries to win her trust and her ranch, Sam finds he might also be winning her heart. English SDH. 84 minutes. Cinedigm. $3.95

1929886 ISLAND OF THE FISHMEN. Widescreen. After their prison ship sinks in the Caribbean, a group of prisoners and a doctor wash ashore on a seemingly deserted island. They soon discover that the island owns them who invite them to stay at their house. While the prisoners try to plan an escape, the doctor does some investigating and finds a young island creature that lives off the existence of the island. Rated R. 99 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95
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**DVD 4886569** LIFE. Widescreen. An intense sci-fi thriller about a team of scientists aboard the International Space Station whose mission of discovery turns into one of primal fear when they find a rapidly evolving life-form that caused extinction on Mars and now threatens the crew and all life on Earth. Stars Jake Gyllenhaal and Ryan Reynolds. Rated R. English SDH. 104 minutes. Columbia. $5.95

**DVD 4906659** HOUSE OF CRUEL DOLLS. Widescreen. This is Pierre Chevalier's outrageously vulgar melodrama, which is a horny hybrid of existing European exploration films spiced together with new footage to tell the tale of a woman (Magda Mundari) whisked being liberated from a life of sex slavery, tells her sordid story in flashbacks. Not Rated. 86 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

**DVD 1946161** CLOWNADO. Widescreen. A troupe of murderous circus clowns are trapped in a town by a witches' spell and travel the Midwest destroying everything and everyone in their path while seeking revenge on the woman who imprisoned them. CC. 99 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95. $4.95

**DVD 1961489** BEYOND THE SEA. Widescreen. Working his way from shady nightclubs to his dream destination, the Copacabana, Bobby Darin (Quentin Tarantino) turns his dreams into reality and moves from rags to riches life. He was a marvel at singing, songwriting, and performing such hits as Splish Splash, Mack the Knife and more. Stars Kevin Spacey and Kate Bosworth. 118 minutes. Lionsgate. $5.95

**DVD 4836316** MAGDALENE. Widescreen. She is one of the most transformative yet misunderstood woman in history, alternately vilified as a sinner and revered as a saint. For the first time, the incredible story of Mary Magdalene is told through her own eyes. Rooney Mara plays the free-spirited Mary Magdalene and Joaquin Phoenix plays the charismatic Jesus. Rated R. English SDH. 120 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.97. $5.95

**DVD 1969072** OUTLAWS & CON MEN: 4 Movie Collection. Collects four action-packed Spaghetti Westerns: Django Shoots First starring Glenn Saxon and Evelyn Stewart, Django’s Cut Price Corpses with Jeff Cameron and John Desmont; Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.98

**DVD 4788575** BLADE RUNNER 2049. Widescreen. Thirty years after the events of the first film, LAPD Officer K (Ryan Gosling) uncovers a long-buried secret that has the potential to plunge what’s left of society into chaos. K’s discovery leads him on a quest to find a missing friend (Harrison Ford) who’s been missing for a decade. Rated R. English SDH. 164 minutes. Warner Bros. $6.95

**DVD 196223X** MAMMA MIA! Here We Go Again. Widescreen. You’re invited back to the magical Greek island of Skopelos in this sequel to Mamma Mia! The Movie. Sophie (Amanda Seyfried) is now pregnant and like her mother Donna (Meryl Streep), she’s the first film, a new blade runner, LAPD Officer K (Ryan Gosling) uncovers a long-buried secret that has the potential to plunge what’s left of society into chaos. K’s discovery leads him on a quest to find a missing friend (Harrison Ford) who’s been missing for a decade. Rated R. English SDH. 164 minutes. Warner Bros. $6.95

**DVD 196330X** BATMAN FOREVER/BATMAN & ROBIN. Widescreen. Two films that don’t have the Herd’s capacity. Two-Face (Tommy Lee Jones) and the Riddler (Jim Carrey) join forces in Batman Forever. The threat of eternal winter in Gotham City can’t keep the action from heating up. Stars Val Kilmer and George (Arnold Schwarzenegger) aims to put the world on ice, and it’s up to Batman (George Clooney) and Robin (Chris O’Donnell) to save the day. CC. Over 4 hours on one double-sided DVD. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $14.98. $5.95

**DVD 7678161** WEDDING AT GRACELAND. Widescreen. Clay (Wes Brown) and Lauren (Kellee Picker) have three weeks to plan their wedding at Graceland Chapel in the Woods at Elvis Presley’s celebrated Memphis home while simultaneously juggling their very different parents. English SDH. 84 minutes. Cinedigm. $5.95

**DVD 1946218** MONSTER FORCE ZERO. Widescreen. After their comic book dreams are crushed, a group of disillusioned cosplayers are granted superpowers by ancient aliens and are transported into the multiverse to do real battle with evil forces bent on eating a daily salon of Starline Singer. Not Rated. 84 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95. $4.95

**DVD 1915002** EXORCIST: THE BEGINNING/DOMINION. Widescreen. Collects two different versions of the prequel to The Exorcist. The Beginning (115 minutes) was directed by Renny Harlin released in 2004, while Dominion: The Prequel to the Exorcist (160 minutes) was directed by Paul Schrader in 2005 with Delmar Stronger. Rated R. Two DVDs. Sony Pictures. $5.95


**DVD 19979TX** GEMINI. Widescreen. A heinous crime test the complex relationship between a tenacious personal assistant and her Hollywood start boss. As the assistant unravels the mystery, she must confront her own understanding of friendship, love, and loyalty. Stars Keri Russell and Zoe Kravitz. English SDH. 93 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 3885704** CHUCK NORRIS: TOTAL Attack Pack. This action-packed collection includes Norris’s most powerful performances (and accidents, actually) it demands ) a place in every movie fan’s library. Films include Lone Wolf McQuade, Missing in Action, Code of Silence, Delta Force, and Missing in Action 3. Not Rated. Over 7 hours on four DVDs. Two MGMs. $7.95

**DVD 4873963** TOMB RAIDER. Widescreen. Lara Croft (Alicia Vikander), the fierce and independent daughter of a British archaeologist, is sent to a lost island疑 of nowhere. Confronted with dangers and mysteries, Lara must learn to push herself beyond her limits as she braves a perilous journey. English SDH. 118 minutes. Warner Bros. $6.95

**DVD 4942310** SALT. Widescreen. Evelyn Salt, a trusted and loyal CIA operative, goes on the run after discovering her husband, a former spy and Zeve Kravitz, is actually a Russian charlatan preacher (Burgess Meredith). 90 minutes. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $7.98. $5.95

**DVD 191617X** BLOOD ON THE CROWN. Widescreen. In the final days of World War II, during Malta’s revolution for independence, two British officers are tasked with quelling the riots and covering up the bloody encounter. Stars Paul Bettany and Anson Mount. Not Rated. 101 minutes. Electric Entertainment. $5.95

**DVD 1962753** CONQUEST. Widescreen. After an investigation into the deaths of Siberian Eve Ivan meets his first love and, together with his regiment, finds himself drawn into a conspiracy by local princes, who are hunting for Yarkand’s gold. Not Rated. English Dubbing. 108 minutes. In Distribution. $5.95

**DVD 1989480** THE BOY NEXT DOOR. Widescreen. A woman, separated from her unruly and long-dead absent father who has moved in next door, but her torrid affair soon takes a dangerous turn. Stars Jennifer Lopez and Ryan Guzman. Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 6646247** AFTERNOON DELIGHTS/SLAVE OF PLEASURE. Widescreen. A double-feature of ’70s and ’80s eroticia directed by industry veterans. Stars Marpecial, Nina Hart, Veronica Hart, Samantha Fox, and others. Piker night might become an evening of nasty storytelling in Afternoon Delights. Then, a detective searches for a woman forced to become a Slave of Pleasure. 157 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. $17.95

**DVD 7678988** BADASS SHOWDOWN. Widescreen. Uber MMA fighter manager Ivy Bandiera (Lauren Terzetto) and Raffino (Franco Citti) get in fight to find Yaran Khan who has moved in next door, but their torrid affair soon takes a dangerous turn. Stars Jennifer Lopez and Ryan Guzman. Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. Universal. $5.95
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**DVD 3993396 SEXCUA.** Fullscreen. The nudity and sex come nonstop in this long-lost campy sex flick. Starring a Marilyn Chamberlain look-alike in dual roles as Countess Sexcula, a buxom cutie with no qualms about lying naked on a table for the entire movie, and a horny bride who can’t wait for her ring. Stars Debbie Collins, Jamie Orlando, and John Alexander. 86 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95.

**DVD 7686545 BEVERLY HILLS COP III.** Widescreen. Axel Foley, while investigating a car theft ring, comes across something much bigger than that: the same men who killed his boss are running a counterfeit money ring out of a theme park in Los Angeles. Stars Eddie Murphy and Judge Reinhold. Rated R. CC. 104 minutes. Paramount.

**DVD 1980924 BATTLE OF JANSANSI.** Widescreen. At a critical point in the Korean War, a small, inexperienced battalion of student soldiers are tasked with liberating the strategic location of Incheon. Stars Megan Fox, George Eads and Kim Myung-Min. Not Rated. In Korean and English. 108 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.

**DVD 1960602 RADIO DAYS.** Grippled by wild radio stories about bloody wars and beautiful celebrities, 10-year-old Joe longs for adventure. But while Joe’s life is filled with fantasies about radio voices, the real people behind them have fantasies of their own. The day of the radio may finally fade—but the magic of Joe’s memories will always endure. Stars Mia Farrow and Julie MGM. Pub. at $14.98.

**DVD 4874688 HOSTILE.** Widescreen. A worldwide epidemic has killed most of the planet’s population. The few survivors struggle to find food and shelter. But they are not alone. When Juliette gets stuck in her car in the middle of the desert, she must survive the peril of the post-apocalypse, while a strange creature prowls around. Not Rated. 83 minutes. 4D Publishing.

**DVD 1936872 RUN WITH THE HUNTED.** Widescreen. Oscar, a young boy, defends his best friend, Lou, and kills her abusive father in the process, forcing him to run away from his rural hometown. His innocence slips away as he is introduced to love, crime and corruption. Stars Ron Perlman and Dee Hemingway. Not Rated. English SDH. 92 minutes. Vertical.

**DVD 199843X BEIRUT.** Widescreen. Caught in the crossfires of civil war, CIA operatives must send a former U.S. diplomat on a mission to negotiate for the release of a key hostage and he left behind. Stars Jon Hamm and Rosamund Pike. Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. Universal.

**DVD 1990314 WILD ROSE.** Widescreen. Rose-Lynn Harlan is a rebellious country singer who dreams of trading in her working-class, street-tough  lifestyle for the Grand Ole Opry of Nashville. Fresh out of prison, Rose-Lynn juggles her menial job, two children and committed mother. Stars Jessie Buckley and Julie Walters. Rated R. 86 minutes. Universal.

**DVD 4901273 THE MAN IN THE IRON MASK.** Widescreen. The cruel King Louis XIV of France has a secret twin brother whom he keeps imprisoned. Can the twin be substituted for the real king? Stars Leonardo DiCaprio and Jeremy Irons. CC. 152 minutes. MGM.

**DVD 4914155 THE HANGED MAN.** Miraculously still alive after his hanging, a gunfighter, James Devlin defends a young widow’s farm from a vicious land grabber. Stars Steve Forrest and Sharon Acker. Not Rated. 73 minutes. Timeless Media Group.

**DVD 4960648 LUTHER.** During the early sixteenth century, Idealistic German monk Martin Luther, connected in the Catholic Church, begins the dialogue that will lead to the Protestant Reformation. Stars Joseph Fiennes and Bruno Ganz. 124 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $14.98.

**DVD 7691017 HONEYDripper.** Widescreen. When Tyrone, owner of the Honeydripper lounge, is facing to have shut down his juke joint, his hogs rest on one man—the famous Guitar Sam. It’s a make or break weekend for the Honeydripper. Stars Danny Glover and Charles S. Dutton. 124 minutes. Screen Media Films.

**DVD 4963931 DOG EAT DOG.** Widescreen. Ex-corys Troy, Mad Dog and Diesel are hired by a mob boss to kidnap a baby for a large ransom. When the abduction goes awry, the trio find themselves on the run from the mob and the cops. Vowing to stay out of prison at all costs, getting away with the crime is a matter of life and death. Unrated. English SDH. 83 minutes. RL/Media Entertainment.

**DVD 1962655 SHAME THE DEVIL.** A London detective, James, is on a journey to track down a serial killer who uses the truth as the determinant for survival. If you lie, you die. With each death, James’ life becomes increasingly intertwined with that of the killer’s, becoming clear that this is a complex story that he is very much a part of. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Adults only. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95.

**DVD 1901142 THE WITCH’S MIRROR.** A benevolent witch (Isabella Corona) enchants a magic mirror to protect her adopted daughter Elena (Dina de Marco) from her cruel husband (Armando Calvo). When the incantation fails (Armando Calvo). When the incantation fails, strange lights appear in the mirror and the witch vows revenge using every unholy principle of the supernatural she can conjure. In Spanish with English subtitles. In B&W. 75 minutes. Panik.

**DVD 1959583 WET HOT AMERICAN SUMMER.** Widescreen. A week of Camp Firewood’s season, but there’s still time for the big talent show, a little romance and for settle it he does. 90 minutes. Magnolia.

**DVD 1981190 THE WARLORD.** Widescreen. Dandar was persecuted for treason and served as a gunfighter, James Devlin defends a young widow’s farm from a vicious land grabber. Stars Steve Forrest and Sharon Acker. Not Rated. 73 minutes. Timeless Media Group.

**DVD 1993458 BLOCKERS.** Widescreen. When three parents stumble upon their daughter’s pact to pretend they’re prom, they launch a covert one-night operation to stop the teens from sealing the deal. Stars John Cena, Leslie Mann and Ike Barinholtz. Rated R. English SDH. 97 minutes. Universal.

**DVD 1959582 ITHACA.** Widescreen. When his older brother leaves to fight in the Second World War, 14 year old Homer Macauley takes on a job as a bicycle telegraph messenger to provide for his family. He delivers messages of love, hope, pain and faith to the people of Ithaca, but soon must grapple with a message that will change him forever. Stars Sam Shepard and Meg Ryan. English SDH. 96 minutes. Momentum.

**DVD 1925458 PULP.** Widescreen. Mickey King, a pulp novelist who is invited to ghost-write the autobiography of a mysterious celebrity. His client turns out to be a former actor (David Carradine) known for his gangster roles and real-life gangster connections. King takes the job—but soon discovers its high cost. English SDH. 108 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $24.95.

**DVD 4944948 GMO OMG.** Widescreen. Filmmaker Jeremy Seifert searches for answers surrounding genetically modified organisms (GMOs) and how they affect our lives and the health of our planet. Traveling to Haiti, Brazil, France and the front door of Monsanto (the largest GMO provider in the U.S.), Seifert poses a truly challenging question: Is it possible to reject our current food system anymore? 85 minutes. MPI. Pub. at $24.95.

---
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★ DVD 198369 LAKE PLACID: Legacy. Widescreen. When a group of young explorers venture to a mysterious lake, they discover an island harboring an abandoned lab facility with a horrific legacy; the island is home to a deadly predator. Before they can turn back, it’s too late. $5.95

★ DVD 1988529 BURN. Widescreen. When a gas station is held up gunpoint by a desperate man in search of a long-lost and unstable gas station attendant, tired of being overshadowed by her more outgoing co-worker, finds an opportunity to make a connection. stars Tilda Cobham-Hervey and Jethro Hutcherson. Rated R. English SDH. 88 minutes. Universal. $5.95

★ DVD 768610 THE LADY. The story of Aung San Suu Kyi (Michelle Yeoh) as she becomes the core of Burma’s democracy movement, and her relationship with her husband, writer Michael Aris (David Thewlis). Rated R. In English and Burmese with English subtitles. 128 minutes. Cohen Media Group. $7.95

★ DVD 7691130 OUT OF LIBERTY. Widescreen. Winter 1839. Jailed on charges of treason and murder, the proclaimed prophet Joseph Smith Cable. His companions are held in Liberty, Missouri while they await a court hearing, with local jailer Sam Tillery (Jesse Wade) is tasked with protecting them. 110 minutes. Samuel Goldwyn Films. $5.95

★ DVD 7692749 THE LIGHTHOUSE. Widescreen. Two men are trapped in an isolated lighthouse, surrounded only by the deadly Irish sea. The men gradually spiral into a dangerous obsession. When tragedy hits one of them, it leaves the other fighting to keep his sanity in a nightmarish situation. Stars Michael Jibson and Michael Pena. Not Rated. 93 minutes. Uncorked Entertainment. $5.95

★ DVD 7693621 FEAR CHAMBER. Widescreen. After receiving strange signals on his equipment, brilliant geologist Dr. Carl Mandell (Boris Karloff) sends his team out to search the depths of the earth in an effort to learn its origin; what they discover is a lifeform encased in solid rock which can communicate telepathically. Not Rated. 89 minutes. Elite. $5.95

★ DVD 4977990 BATTLE OF LENINGRAD. Widescreen. September 1941. In a time of events young lovebirds Kostya and Natasha find themselves on board a barge that will evacuate people from siege Leningrad. At night the barge gets into a storm. When it starts sinking, enemy plants are first to arrive at the scene. Not Rated. Dubbed and in Russian with English subtitles. 99 minutes. Capelight. $5.95

★ DVD 194617X DEVIL'S REVENGE. When archaeologist John Brock returns from an unsuccessful cave expedition he starts to see dream-like visions of a terrifying bird-like creature. John learns the cave he came in contact with contains a mysterious relic and also a portal to Hell. The only way to stop it— he must go back and destroy it. Stars Jason Brooks and Josh Lucas. $5.95

★ DVD 4911962 MONSTROM. Widescreen. A plague has taken over and fear runs rampant in the streets. When rumors of a vicious monster roaming Mount Inwangsan begin to spread, fear turns into panic. The long brings his most trusted general out of retirement. The general and his trusted team set out to find and defeat the mysterious creatures. Not Rated. In Korean with English subtitles. 105 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $5.95

★ DVD 7691068 INCONCEIVABLE. Widescreen. A mother looks to escape her abusive past by moving to a new town where she defends another mother, who grows suspicious of her. Stars Nicky Whelan, Gina Gershon and Nicholas Cage. 106 minutes. VVS Films. $5.95

★ DVD 195921 SEVEN. Widescreen. Brad Pitt and Morgan Freeman star in director David Fincher’s psychological thriller about two detectives on the trail of a vicious serial killer who chooses his victims according to the seven deadly sins. Rated R. CC. 127 minutes. New Line Home Enter. $7.95

★ DVD 196092X GIRLS JUST WANT TO HAVE FUN. Widescreen. Janey (Sarah Jessica Parker) is a cool chick. But when the two friends scheme to get Janey on TV’s biggest dance show, they find themselves on a wild adventure filled with boys, dancing, nuns and girls doing what they know best–just having fun! 87 minutes. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $9.98 $5.95

★ DVD 4790812 GWENDOLINE: Unrated Director’s Cut. Widescreen. Lawry Kitame makes her movie debut in this erotic adventure directed by Just Jaeckin. Lawry is a virgin avengers on a provocative odyssey to find her lost father. Brent Huff and French sex kitten Zabou co-star. In French with English subtitles. Adults only. SevenIn. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ DVD 4884418 WHITE SLAVER. Widescreen. Fullscreen. Some beautiful young college girls kidnaped by white slavers and held captive on a ship to be sold overseas as sex slaves. Faced with no future and nothing left to lose, the girls attempt a daring escape from their captors. A brazenly violent thriller stars Jim Mayer and Bill Scott. Not Rated. 66 minutes. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★ DVD 3556496 WILD West 4-PACK. Widescreen. A quartet of westerns starring grizzledassociances with Gary Farmer and Luis Guzman; Miracle at Sage Creek with David Carradine; Bull Fighter (Rated R) with Robert Rodriguez and William Dade; and Jerry (Rated R) with Keith Carradine. Over 5 hours on two double-sided DVDs. Screen Media Films. $19.95

★ DVD 1961357 STARDUST MEMORIES. A sharp, satirical look at the high price of fame, this Woody Allen film is a story about a director who is just about to achieve stardom, and at the end of his rope. While attending a retrospective of his work, he recalls his life and his loves—the inspirations for his films. Stars Woody Allen and Charlotte Rampling. 88 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $14.98 $9.50


★ DVD 1946266 MURDEROUS TRANCE. Widescreen. Based on the incredible true story, the film follows detective Anders Olsen (Pilou Asbaek) as he investigates a case in which a bank robber shoots two bank clerks before fleeing with the money. With the help of a hypnotist, Olsen discovers a sinister mystery involving mind control and the charismatic criminal. Stars Jakob Cedergren and Zara Larsson. $19.95 $9.95

★ DVD 1981781 BLOOD OF THE BRAVE. Widescreen. King Peter The First, a tired war veteran, wants to put Serbia on the path of peace and prosperity. But, turbulent times impose great sacrifices on everyone and demands the toughest life decisions from the Old King. Not Rated. English Dubbing. 128 minutes. In Distribution. $5.95

★ DVD 198966X THE DEATH & LIFE OF JOHN F. DONOVAN. Widescreen. A decade after the death of an American TV star, a young actor reminisces about the written correspondence he once shared with the former, as well as the impact the letters had on both their lives. Stars Kit Harrington and Natalie Portman. Rated R. English SDH. 124 minutes. Universal. $5.95
**Movies**

**DVD 1990055 NOSTALGIA.** Widescreen. A mosaic of stories about love and loss, exploring our relationship to the objects, artifacts, and memories that shape our lives. Stars Jon Hamm, Catherine Keener and Ellen Burstyn. Rated R. English SDH. 115 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 768598X DEAD LIFE: Redux.** A deadly virus called Necrotizing Facialis M is running rampant through Midwest America killing the living and reviving the dead. Life changes quickly for Maxx and his friends as survival becomes a struggle. The group is consumed one by one as Maxx prepares for his final face off with the walking dead. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Seminal Films. $5.95

**DVD 4874114 KUNG FU ZOMBIES: 7 Killer Movies.** Widescreen. Martial arts stars like Gordon Liu, Siu-Wong Fan, Eddie Ko and Panna Rithikrai take on the undead in seven horror-action mash-ups. Shaolin vs. Evil Dead; Shaolin vs. Evil Dead 2; Kung Fu Zombie; We’re Going to Eat You; Spirited Killer 2; Spirited Killer 3; and Kung Fu From Beyond the Grave. Rated R and Unrated. Subtitles. Over 10 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98

**DVD 1923084 RIGHTEOUS BLOOD.** Widescreen. Jericho (Michael Pare) is a ruthless gun for hire with a bounty hunter hot on his trail. While evading the law, a chance encounter with a priest (Joseph Camilleri) leads to a series of events that challenges his views. Not Rated. English SDH. 76 minutes. Archstone. $5.95

**DVD 5895978 A MILLION LITTLE PIECES.** Widescreen. A drug-dependent young man faces his past and his inner demons after he is interred in an institution for addiction. Stars Aaron Taylor-Johnson and Billy Bob Thornton. Rated R. English SDH. 113 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 4886558 THE MARINE 5: Battleground.** Widescreen. After returning stateside and now working as an EMT. Jake Carter (Mike “the Miz” Mizanin) finds himself trapped with an injured, marked man he’s sworn to save. As a ruthless biker gang and surviving, gun-wielding gangsters, Carter must use his killer marine instincts to end the rampage—or die trying! Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**DVD 483744Z FARRELL, MY QUEEN.** Widescreen. 1789, in the final days before the outbreak of the Revolution. When news about the Bastille reaches the Court, most aristocrats and servants desert the Palace. However, Sidonie Laborde, a young servant in the house of the heartless matriarch of the Appalachian community fights to save her and her brother in law from execution. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Liberation. Pub. at $12.95

**DVD 1931962 THE KILLER IS LOOSE.** Widescreen. Sent on trial for prison bank robbery, and believing Detective Sam Wagner (Joseph Collen) is responsible for her husband’s death, Loretta Blackstone is desperate for revenge. Escape and murder soon follow with the haunting Poole bent on taking away the woman and her son. Can they catch and stop her? Also stars Rhonda Fleming. In B&W. 73 minutes. ClassicFlix. Pub. at $24.95

**DVD 1961138 MOVIE 43.** Widescreen. A series of interconnected short films follows a washed-up producer as he pitches movie ideas featuring some of the biggest stars in Hollywood. Stars include Hugh Jackman, Emma Stone, Johnny Knoxville, Kate Winslet and many more. English SDH. 112 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.95

**DVD 1984101 UN CHANT D’AMOUR.** Originally made for Parisian gay porn collectors in 1950, this story is set in a prison with three main characters is a voyeuristic, erotic, poetic story of lured into the film industry for soundtrack, the silence compounds the movie’s atmosphere. Forbidden in France upon its release, it was only available in the U.S. and through underground distribution (25 minutes). Not Rated. Includes bonus DVD with a documentary interview. (90 minutes). Adults only. Cult Epics. Pub. at $29.95

**DVD 7693923 BLUE VALENTINE.** Widescreen. Told in an innovative style that blends present moments in time with romatic memories, the uncompromising portrait of a young married couple who have grown apart, taking one night away from their daughter to try to save their relationship. Stars Ryan Gosling and Michelle Williams. Rated R. English SDH. 112 minutes. Weinstein. $5.95

**DVD 199221X DAWN OF THE ANIMALS.** Fullscreen. In Raanzeteor an expedition into the glacial north discovers a pre-historic pteranodon in the frozen lake. In Peter Rottentaler a doomed magician makes a deal with dark forces which ends in tragedy. A painter and an unemployed repairman creates a device that transports him to another world where women have banished men and taken ages as their love slaves. Not Rated. Over 3 hours. SRS Cinema Pub. at $14.95

**DVD 4912008 BLACK BOOTS, LEATHER WHIP.** Widescreen. Jess Franco resurrected the character of seedy private eye, Al Pereira, in this hard-boiled erotic thriller. Pereira is hired by a sleazy client for a fast buck job and he find himself caught in a web of seduction, greed and sodomy. Aided in this by a factory worker the girls are hot and the boys are hot under the collar. 84 minutes. On this campus the parties are wild, the students are on the prowl and the only thing standing between them and their pleasure, pain and even black magic perversion is totally uncut scenes on film. Not Rated. English SDH. 101 minutes. Ronin. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 4810074 VANESSA.** Widescreen. The tantalizing Olivia Pascal stars as the titular teen who journeys from curious to sensuous to worldly against a backdrop of seductive cinematography. However, in this way, she’ll experience the sensual and shocking extremes of pleasure, pain and even black magic perversion. Totally uncut and uncensored, featuring Eva Garden and Anton Diffring. 74 minutes. Adults only. SevenArt Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 1943227 I SPIT ON YOUR GRAVE.** Widescreen. Jennifer Hills is a young woman who rents a back-woods cabin to write her first novel. Attacked by a group of local lowlifes and left for dead, she devises a horrific plan to inflict revenge on them. A这也 is a must-see film for fans of the genre. 96 minutes on film. Not Rated. English SDH. 101 minutes. Ronin. Pub. at $19.95

**DVD 925088X INCOMING FRESHMEN.** Jane is a young, sweet and very innocent girl who just can’t wait to step into her new dorm room. But at this college you don’t stay innocent for very long. On this campus the students are wilder, the girls are hot and the boys are under the collar. 84 minutes. Adults only. Obsession. Pub. at $24.95

**DVD 1978241 CRAZY DOG.** Widescreen. Twenty years ago Marco’s father was murdered by the Crazy Dog. Since then he has been trying to unveil the chain of events that resulted in his father’s death. Marco teams up with Paul Chinna as the truth slowly and ultimately, these two men with English subtitles. 83 minutes. One 7. $9.95

**DVD 4914179 THE REBELS OF PT-218.** Widescreen. Follows a closeted gay teenager (Robert Adamson) in time? Also stars Raul Chinna as the truth slowly and ultimately, these two men with English subtitles. 83 minutes. One 7. $9.95

**DVD 797252 AMERICAN CANNIBAL.** Widescreen. Rebecca, Chelsea and Ashley, three girls recruited from high school, plan to spend one last night together and party. After drinking and looking for trouble, the girls decide to steal a town car and go on a road trip they decide to hide out in the home of a local resident. Unfortunately, they chose the wrong person to ask for help. Not Rated. 79 minutes. In Distribution.

**DVD 789735X OVERLIVE.** Widescreen. In 2040, a female humanoid A.L. Ria, is hired by her husband and forced to kidnap the U.S. Vice President’s son and threaten to execute him on live television. Stars Luke Goss and Jess Impiazzi. Not Rated. 96 minutes. In Distribution.
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**DVD 1960822** BREATHLESS: Masterpiece. Widescreen. Set in a London hospital in 1959, the Breathless follows the lives of a group of doctors and nurses working in a busy OB/GYN unit, in which everything and everyone has their place. Beneath the shiny veneer, simmers a vast cauldron of lies, deception, and guilty secrets driven by love, ambition and sex. Stars David Jason, Denise Shih. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $34.99.

**DVD 1963353** CAROL: 2: The Originals of Comedy. In 1966, this special unites two zany redheads (Carol Burnett and Lucille Ball) with the always unpredictable Broadway dynamic duo of Carol Channing and Bob Hope for 10 hours of comedy and song. Also included is the 1972 CBS television movie version of Once Upon a Mattress, in which Carol parodies her 1959 Tony-nominated Broadway debut role. Three hours. TIME LIFE.

**DVD 7658070** ARROW: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. After being marooned for five years on a remote island, Oliver Queen comes home with a mysterious agenda and sets sail to fight crime in Starling City. Based on the DC comic series. Collects all 23 Season One episodes. Stars Stephen Amell and Katie Cassidy. Four hours Home Video. Pub. at $24.98.

**DVD 4880374** ALIAS GRACE. Widescreen. This six part mini-series tells the story of Grace Marks (Sarah Gadon), a young, poor Irish immigrant and domestic servant in upper Canada who finds herself accused and convicted of the murders of her employer and his housekeeper. Based on the award-winning novel by Margaret Atwood. True events. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. E.

**DVD 1961410** BODY OF PROOF: The Complete First Season. Experience ABC’s compelling drama starring Dana Delany as a sharp-witted, headstrong medical examiner with unorthodox crime-solving methods and strained personal relationships with the living. In all 9 Season One episodes, Dr. Hunt’s relentless fight for justice meets a personal journey of redemption. English SDH. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. ABC Studios.


**DVD 196108X** MAGILLA GORILLA: The Complete Series. Direct from his Peebles Pet Shop habitat, Magilla Gorilla swings in with his inimitable goofiness and penchant for stumbling into trouble still winning the hearts of cartoon fans. Magilla gets to be army draftee, a football player, an astronaut and more. Collects 23 episodes. Nearly nine hours on 3 DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter.

**DVD 1914383** THE BEST OF RED SKELTON: The Complete 20th Season. Twelve hours on 3 DVDs. Skelton’s first aired in 1951, America’s Clown Prince appeared in his final season, bringing his wonderful characters to the screen for the last time. The quintessential Hoosier man: all 23 of these curtain call episodes in color, with memorable appearances by such guest stars as Jerry Lewis, Vincent Price, Bob Hope, Mickey Rooney, and Phyllis Diller. Nearly 11 hours on four DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $39.98.


**DVD 1921231** THE ASTRONAUT WIVES CLUB: The Complete Series. Widescreen. As America’s astronauts were launched on death-defying missions, the lives of their young wives were transformed from military spouses to American royalty. As their celebrity rose, and tragedy began to touch their lives, they rallied together. Includes all 18 episodes. Seven hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $24.98.

**DVD 1961241** ROBIN HOOD: Season One. Widescreen. Robin of Locksley heads off from the Crusades to find his suffering under a tyrannical new sheriff. In this retelling of the Robin Hood story, our hero sacrifices his title and his lands to seek justice and a nose for all-out battle against this merciless new law. Stars Jon Seda, Lucy Griffiths, and Michael Arndt. Over 9 hours on six DVDs. MGM. Pub. at $39.95.

**DVD 196570R** THE UNDERTAKER: Seasons 1 & 2. Widescreen. In this reality based series, Mule Miller becomes a first-time, high-end TV producer and sets out to make the world’s most watched TV show: a hot new TV series with a premise so shocking they’re all dead! With Mule’s inspired combination of big names, big money and big TV drama as former pro lighters Alvy Keeling and Alistair O’Keefe as the biggest stars, the series follows the lives of their young wives who are turned into the surprise of the entertainment world! Includes all 30 episodes from Seasons One and Two. Over 21 hours. Shout! Factory.

**DVD 491416X** KINGDOM: Seasons One and Two. Widescreen. Frank Capra’s stars, the pride of the American radio and television industry, are back to light up the airwaves. With a cast of stars including Alvy Keeling and another soil of writers, directors and producers, The Kingdom is the most well-loved TV series of the 20th century. Includes all 30 episodes from Seasons One and Two. Over 18 hours on nine DVDs. Shout! Factory.

**DVD 196276S** TARZAN, LORD OF THE JUNGLE: The Complete Series. Journey into the lush, mysterious jungle, filled with wonder, beauty—and peril! In these 16 animated episodes, Tarzan, a boy orphaned in Africa, encounters other evil intruders, summoning his loyal animal friends to help him restore harmony to his beloved jungle home. English SDH. Warner Home Video.

**DVD 1966602** THE FULL HOUSE MATTTER: One Widescreen. In the dystopian 27th century, six people wake up on a deserted spaceship with no memory of who they are or what they’re doing there. They reluctantly learn that their only hope of survival is to find a help of a female android. Collects all 13 episodes of Season One. Stars Melissa O’Neil and Anthony Lemke. Over 9 hours on live DVDs. Funimation.

**DVD 1961012** IT’S ALWAYS SUNNY IN PHILADELPHIA: The Complete 1 & 2. Widescreen. Whether it’s underage drinking, homophobia or smokers’ rights, no subject is off limits for the hilariously warped gang at Paddy’s Pub. Mac, Charlie, Dennis, Dee and Frank, and their nihilistic tailor Frank (Danny DeVito) take dysfuncion and political incorrectness to wickedly hilarious extremes in all 17 Season One and Two episodes. Over 6 hours on three DVDs. Comedy Central.

**DVD 6951104** INSPECTOR LEWIS: The Pilot and Complete 1st Series. Widescreen. Inspector Robert Lewis (Kevin Whately) steps out of the shadow of his mentor—the inimitable Inspector Morse (John Thaw)—in this series of four mysteries, including the series pilot. Together with his cool, central partner, Detective Sergeant James Hathaway (Laurence Fox), Lewis is bent on proving himself at various new bosses. Over 5 hours on four DVDs. WGBH. Pub. at $39.95.

**DVD 4832774** FREAKS AND GEEKS: The Complete Series. Set in 1980 at the fictional McKinley High in Detroit, this acclaimed series focused on two groups of outsiders—the stoners, tough kids and bad girls, and the brains, nerds and squares. Although it ran for only one season, it has remained a cult favorite. Casts include Seth Green, Jason Segel, Linda Cardellini.

**DVD 4807243** DIAGNOSIS MURDER: The Complete 1st Season. With a light touch and a compelling narrative, Diagnosis Murder, the good-natured, unconventional and sometimes zany Dr. Mark Sloan (Dick Van Dyke) is one of TV’s all-time favorite medical sleuths. Also stars Scott Bain, Victoria Rowell and Barry Van Dyke. Collects all 19 Season One episodes. Over 14 hours on three DVDs. CBS.

**DVD 1961293** DENNIS MILLER: Fake News. Widescreen. Dennis Miller takes on the current climate like none other! From selfies and airline travel to Trump and journalists, he delivers his signature critical acumen in this stand up comedy. Not Rated. 58 minutes. Comedy Dynamics.

**DVD 3763935** SHERLOCK: Season One & Two. Widescreen. The acclaimed series returns with even greater thrilling adventures. The cases remain a cult favorite. Casts include Benedict Cumberbatch as Dr. John Watson, and Martin Freeman as his 21st century London’s go-to consulting detective, Sherlock Holmes, with Martin Freeman as his trusty sidekick, John Watson. Over 8 hours on four DVDs. BBC.

**DVD 1977105** SHERLOCK: Season Four. Widescreen. The acclaimed series returns with even greater thrilling adventures. The cases remain a cult favorite. Casts include Benedict Cumberbatch as Dr. John Watson, and Martin Freeman as his 21st century London’s go-to consulting detective, Sherlock Holmes, with Martin Freeman as his trusty sidekick, John Watson. Over 8 hours on four DVDs. BBC.

**DVD 1962663** SHARPE’S CHALLENGE. Widescreen. Two years after the Duke of Wellington at Waterloo there is news from India of a local Maharaja, who is threatening British interests there. Wellington sends Sharpe (Sean Bean) to Wellington and Phyllis Diller as his leading lady. The series is one of the most successful TV shows in recent years, with a broad fan base. Includes all 18 episodes of Season One and all three episodes of Season Two. English SDH. Over eight hours on 4 DVDs. BBC.

**DVD 2920077** THE AMOS ‘ N ANDY SHOW: Platinum Edition DVD Boxed Set. You are cordially invited to enter this very special world of color and tune in to enjoy the timeless antics of the Kingfish, Andy, Sapphire, Mamoa, Amos, Algonquin J Calhoun and Lightning. Stars Alvin Childress and Spencer Williams. In B&W. Collects 44 episodes on nine DVDs. Twenty-two hours. Education 2000.
DVD 4820193 BREAKING BAD: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. These seven episodes introduce Walter White (Bryan Cranston), a down on his luck chemistry teacher diagnosed with terminal lung cancer. Desperate to see that his family is provided for, he uses his chemistry skills to start a meth lab with one of his former students (Aaron Paul). Over five hours on 3 DVDs. Sony Pictures. $5.95

DVD 4983689 THE CAROL BURNETT SHOW: Christmas with Carol. Carol Burnett and her cast of comedians don holiday costumes for a special during her tenure at CBS, but fortunately she celebrated the holidays in a collection of seasonal sketches gathered like Alan Alda, Jonathan Winters, and Helen Reddy. These two complete episodes will warm your heart and tickle your funny bone. 115 minutes. StarVista. $5.95

DVD 4830207 BREAKING BAD: The Complete Second Season. Widescreen. As their partnership reaches new heights, Walt and Jesse begin to see the extremes their partnership reaches new heights, and Murder, a Self Portrait: English SDH. Over seven hours on 3 DVDs. Universal. $9.95

DVD 4842046 WATCH AROUND THE CLOCK. Fullscreen. Relive a day full of golden-age TV with this incredible collection, including early morning cartoons, daytime programming with classic game shows; prime-time hits during the evening; and late-night movies. It even includes the commercials! Relive episodes of classic programs like Betty Boop; You Bet Your Life: Dragnet; and more. In B&W. Twenty-four hours on 4 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98

DVD 7961823 THE INVISIBLE MAN: Season One. Widescreen. Con man turns for a good lead role. Sci-fi star Vincent Ventresca undergoes a top-secret experiment that gives him the ability to disappear-literally. As he takes on spy networks, assassins and more, he faces a host of unexpected sides, that come with his new abilities. Collects all 23 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 17 hours on five DVDs. Universal. $5.95

DVD 1960873 DOCTOR WHO—THE SNOWMEN. Widescreen. Christmas Eve 1892 and a chilling menace threatens human-kind—and with the Doctor in mourning, it takes old friends and an unorthodox young governess to get him fighting again! Starring Matt Smith and Jenna-Louise Coleman. English SDH. 60 minutes. BBC. $5.95 ★ DVD 2721120 ONE STEP BEYOND: 70 Episodes. Fullscreen. Produced a year before Star Trek began, this series sparked the growing interest in paranormal suspense in the late 1950s. Instead of fictional tales, it regales viewers with the true stories of people presented in gripping re-enactments. Collects 70 episodes. In B&W. Nearly 29 FilmChet. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

DVD 1961372 TABOO: Season One. Widescreen. Set in 1867, a former slave takes James Kozis Delaney, a man who has been to the ends of the earth and comes back irrevocably changed. Believed to be long dead, he returns home to London from Africa to inherit what is left of his father’s shipping empire and rebuild a life for himself. Includes all 8 episodes of Season One. Stars Tom Hardy. Nearly 8 hours on two DVDs. Echo Bridge. $9.95 ★ DVD NORTHERN EXPOSURE: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Return to one of TV’s quirkiest and most beloved towns when New York doctor Joel Fleischman (Rob Morrow) takes on a residency in Anchorage, he’s sure that he’s in for a cushy, comfortable gig. But upon his arrival in Alaska, Joel finds that he’s a fish out of water when he’s assigned to a tiny village full of eccentrics. Includes all episodes of Seasons One through Six. Shout! Factory. Over 84 hours on 9 DVDs. Shout Factory. Pub. at $59.97 $44.95

DVD 4914147 GREG THE BUNNY: Best of the Film Parodies. Fresh off the heels of his Fox sitcom, Greg the Bunny teams up with old pals Warren the Ape, Count Blah and Seth Green to bring us 14 cult film parodies on the Independent Film Channel. Includes parodies of Star Wars, The Godfather, and Murder, a Self Portrait: English SDH. Over seven hours on 18 DVDs. Paramount. $24.95 ★ DVD 481906 T.J. HOOKER: The First and Second Seasons. In this riveting crime solver TV classic, William Shatner stars as a police detective who turns his back on the gold badge and goes back to protecting the streets in a new way! In all 27 Season One and Two episodes, Shatner is backed up by Adrian Zmed, Heather Locklear, and James Darren. C.C. Pub. at $19.97 $14.95

DVD 1958385 SPACE PRECINCT 2040: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. A Shout Factory and Hamilton Book Exclusive! From the legendary Gerry Anderson comes a police procedural series with an out of this world twist! When a veteran New York cop transfers to a new precinct—the Metropolis City Police Department on the planet Altor—he discovers the hard way that a law crime is not purely a human pursuit. Starring Ted Shackelford. Collects all 24 episodes. Nearly 18 hours on five DVDs. Shout Factory. $39.95 ★ DVD 4917933 CRIME STORY: The Complete Series. From Michael Mann comes one of the most explosive and wildly popular crime-drama series in TV history. Featuring characters like Carmichael! is a supermarket worker barely making above the poverty line. Both women have secrets. Includes all six episodes. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $34.99 $9.95

DVD 386499S FARSCELE: The Complete Season One. Flung through a cosmic wormhole, an American astronaut and British physicist (Ben Browder) finds himself fighting for his life in the middle of an alien prison break, inside a Leviathan—a living space station to save the galaxy. Includes all 22 breathtaking Season One episodes. Also stars Claudia Black. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. Cinedigm. $9.95 ★ DVD 19114413 THE CAROL BURNETT SHOW: Carol’s Cracks Up. From 1967 to 1978, The Carol Burnett Show tickled America’s funny bone on CBS with a blend of comedy, song and dance. Collects 20 uncut episodes, as originally aired, and showcases some of the most acclaimed and beloved moments from the show. Guest stars include Gloria Swanson, The Jackson 5, Green to bring us a true classic. Shout Factory. Over 46 hours on eight DVDs. Paramount. $49.95

DVD 2965651 WALKER, TEXAS RANGER: Seasons 1-3. Fullscreen. As a law-enforcement officer who deals out his own brand of Western justice, Walker tackles classic cases and ruthless lawbreakers in this explosive and wildly popular crime-drama series. So buckle up and join Walker and his crime-fighting cohorts in three highly addictive, action-packed seasons. Also stars Clarence Gilyard Jr. Over 60 hours on seven DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $17.95 $19.95 ★ DVD 3781194 VEGAS: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Welcome to the underbelly of Nevada’s shimmering desert oasis. Between call girl murders, land disputes, gambling, ghosts, and murder, a Self Portrait: English SDH. Over seven hours on 18 DVDs. Paramount. $24.95 ★ DVD 1914421 THE CAROL BURNETT SHOW: Carol’s Greatest Hits! Taped before a live audience, The Carol Burnett Show made people laugh. With production numbers in an intimate environment, thanks to strategic camera placement that brought the actors and audience closer together. Collects 13 episodes, as the originally aired on television, and showcases some of the most acclaimed and beloved moments from the show. Over 12 hours on five DVDs. TIME LIFE. $24.95

DVD 2958770 THE X-FILES: Seasons 1-4. Fullscreen. Assigned the FBI’s most challenging cases, special agents Fox Mulder (David Duchovny) and Dana Scully (Gillian Anderson) face terrifying danger and bizarre happenings. Sony Pictures. $49.95 ★ DVD 4914262 THE NEW ADVENTURES OF GUMBY, Vol. 1: The 1980s Series. Welcome back Gumby and Pokey in this wild, wacky and inventive collection. Collects 50 clay-animated episodes. Features characters from the original Gumby and characters such as Gumby’s sister Minga, Denali the Mastodon and Tilly the chicken! Includes two bendable toys. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. NCircle Entertainment. $9.95 ★

DVD 2965621 THE LUCY SHOW: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Your Lucy collection just doesn’t come without this box set, uniting all 156 remastered episodes from all six seasons of this series. The follow-up to the legendary I Love Lucy finds our beloved redhead, Barbara second mom Lucy (Rica Perri) and their baby Mary (Candace Cameron). Also stars Vivian Vance and Gale Gordon. In color and B&W. Over 66 hours on 24 DVDs. Paramount. $29.95 ★ DVD 4888376 TENNESSEE TUXEDO AND HIS TALE: THE COMPLETE SERIES. Great as a wise-cracking penguin, and his diminutive pal Chumley reside in the Megapolis Zoo where they are constantly scheming against the zookeeper Stars Ted Shackelford. Collects all 86 episodes of Season One. Voice talents of Dan Adams and Bradley Bolke. 16 hours on six DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $33.98 $29.95

---
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- **DVD 1962834 THE LIBRARIANS: Season One.** Widescreen. A group of librarians set off on adventures in an effort to save mysterious, ancient artifacts. Stars Rebecca Romijn and Catherine Mary Stewart. Collects all 10 Season One episodes. Nearly 8 hours on three DVDs. Sony Pictures. **$5.95**

- **DVD 4931815 THE IRISH R.M.: The Complete Collection.** Fullscreen. A retired English army officer becomes a resident magistrate in turn of the 20th century West Yorkshire, living in a country house surrounded by the community’s eccentric inhabitants. Major Yeates struggles to apply judicial logic in a land where the inevitable never happens, but the little does. Includes 18 episodes, eight page booklet. English SDH. Over 25 hours on 8 DVDs. Acorn Media. Pub. at $29.95. **$19.95**

- **DVD 197059 MEDIUM: Seasons 1-4.** Widescreen. Patricia Arquette stars as Allison Dubois, whose abilities enable her to contact the dead. Assisting herboss, District Attorney Manuel Devalos (Miguel Sandoval), and detective Lee Sculley (Dax Williams), her psychic powers to solve crimes. Includes all 75 Season One through Four episodes. CC. **$119.95**

- **DVD 1912232 MAUDE: The Complete Series.** Maude was television’s first network drama series during its 6 year network run from 1972 to 1978. Often controversial and always refreshingly honest, the series never shied away from tackling the topical issues of the day. Includes all 141 episodes on eighteen DVDs. Running time nearly 71 hours. **$44.95**

- **DVD 4820142 AIRWOLF: Season One.** Fullscreen. Jan-Michael Vincent stars as Stringfellow Hawke, a reclusive renegade pilot who’s assigned to top-secret missions for the CIA by the mysterious “Airwolf.” Hawke’s weapon of choice is the high-tech battle helicopter of the future. Also stars Ernest Borgnine. Includes all 11 Season One episodes, including the original pilot movie. Over nine hours on two DVDs, Mill Creek. **$7.95**

- **DVD 4927567 A PLACE TO CALL HOME: The Complete Collection.** Widescreen. Set in Australia against the social change of the 1950’s, it stars Martha Plimpton as nurse Sarah Adams who has just returned home after 20 years in Europe and the horrors of WWII. Collector’s set includes all six seasons (67 episodes), plus 6 drinks coasters and cocktail stirrers, a stationary set with six note cards and envelopes, and an eight page booklet. English SDH. Over fifty hours on 20 DVDs. **$99.95**

- **DVD 4931866 NAKED CITY: The Complete Series.** One of the most innovative products of early TV history, Naked City casts a human face on crime, going beyond a simplistic portrayal of good vs. evil to delve into the complex personal dramas of the people involved. Includes all 138 episodes of this Emmy award-winning series. Stars include Gene Hackman, Robert Davol, Dustin Hoffman, Christopher Walken, Jean Stapleton, Jon Voight, Alan Arda, Robert Redford, and countless others. In BW. One hundred hours on 29 DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. **$119.95**

- **DVD 6734766 GREEN ACRES: The Complete Series.** Revisit your favorite from Hooterville with this complete set that includes all 170 episodes from all six seasons. Green Acres takes the country life off the farm and moves it to city life the Douglasses (Eddie Albert and Eva Gabor) must contend with their new rural surroundings and zany neighbors. CC. Over 70 hours on twenty-four DVDs! **$99.95**

- **DVD 1982860 THE OCTOPUS: The Complete Series.** This Mafia thriller broke new ground as it explored wars between law enforcement and the criminal network rooted in Sicily. Collects 48 episodes. Stars Michele Placido. In Italian with English subtitles. Nearly 69 hours on twenty-one DVDs. M/F. Pub. at $149.95. **$119.95**

**Blu-ray**

- **Blu-ray 1961365 STEVE MCGUEEN COLLECTION.** Collects four films starring Steve McQueen including The Great Escape (Not Rated); The Magnificent Seven (Not Rated); The Thomas Crown Affair (Rated R); and The Sand Pebbles. Over 9 hours on four Blu-rays. MGM. **$9.95**

- **Blu-ray 1960725 4 FILM FAVORITES: Clint Eastwood Action.** Widescreen. Clint Eastwood lights the fuse in four action downhillers. He reprises one of his defining roles—the no-nonsense vigilante cop Dirty Harry, in The Enforcer and Sudden Impact. The excitement continues in two of Eastwood’s later films, the instant classic Unforgiven and the last political thriller Absolute Power. Most Rated R. English SDH. Over 7 hours on four Blu-rays. Warner Bros. Enter. **$5.95**

- **Blu-ray 1941243 THE GUMBY MOVIE.** This clay-animation masterpiece was written and directed by Gumby creator Art Clokey. Gumby rocks out with the Clayboys for a concert benefiting local farmers but things go awry when Gumby’s arch enemies, the Blockheads, dogpile his pet poosh. But it’s too late to warn Gumby (also kids) to band-and replace them with clones! Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. 90 minutes. NCircle Entertainment. **$4.95**

- **Blu-ray 1981765 THE AWESOMES: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. The Awesomes combine the thrills of comic book storytelling with the irreverent comedy of co-creators Seth Meyers and Mike Shoemaker. Introduced and narrated by Captain Agnes Harkitty, The Awesomes takes place in a world where they just might find a way to save the world. Collects all 30 episodes. English SDH. **$5.95**

- **Blu-ray 7653864 REPO CHICK.** Widescreen. Hired after her own car is repossessed, spoiled rich girl Pooch De La Fluffy, hires repo chick K.B. Black to “fix” her car. When K.B. discovers Black to be her twin, K.B. takes Black on a wild ride through the city. **$9.95**

- **Blu-ray 7656021 HALLOWS’ EVE.** Widescreen. On Hallow’s Eve, a malicious prank leaves a young farm girl facetiously mutilated and emotionally scarred. Ten years later, the kids responsible for that horrific accident return to the Bates Farm, but this time their sins don’t go unpunished. Not Rated, 80 minutes. E. **$6.95**

- **Blu-ray 1961004 THE ISLAND.** Widescreen. Working for United Nations, Dr. Nathan Johnson leads and all-star cast of residents as an isolated, high-tech compound. But when they discover their reality is awry, and worse than dead than alive, they stage a daring escape. English SDH. 136 minutes. Paramount. **$4.95**

- **Blu-ray 197680X ANNINHILATION/ ARRIVAL.** In Annihilation, a biologist losses two of her heroes to a mysterious, secret expedition into a mysterious zone where the laws of nature don’t apply. Stars Natalie Portman. Rated R. In Arrival a linguist works for the military to communicate with alien lifelike creatures and the mystery spacecrafts appear around New York City. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays. Paramount. **$5.95**
Blu-ray 1951381 TABOO: Season One. Widescreen. Set in 1814, taboo follows James Keziah Delaney, a man who has been to the ends of the earth and comes back irreversibly changed. Believed to be long dead, he returns home to London from Africa to inherit what is left of his father’s shipping empire and rebuild a life for himself. Includes all 8 episodes of Season One. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Stars Tom Hardy. Nearly 8 hours over 3 Blu-rays. Echo Bridge. $39.95

Blu-ray 1962752 SURVIVOR. Widescreen. After being mysteriously framed for a terrorist bombing, a Foreign Service Officer (Milla Jovovich) must navigate London’s government captives. Her skills are a ruthless assassin (Pierce Brosnan), who will do anything to ensure her employers’ master plan is put into motion. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 96 minutes. VFS Films. $4.95

★ Blu-ray 7684695 ROLLERBABIES/MOUND OF VENUS. RollerBabies takes place in a dystopian world where sex has been deemed a punishable offense to reduce the population. As described in the opening, the experience through explicit action on TV. Stars Terri Hall. In Mount of Venus Greek God Jupiter must prove his worthiness for praise, and travels to Earth on a mission to seduce a many young woman as he can. Stars Georgina Spelvin. Not Rated. English SDH. 133 minutes. Adults only. Peckaroma. Pub. at $32.98 $21.95

Blu-ray 4924167 GODZILLA. Widescreen. Godzilla returns to its roots as one of the world’s most recognized monsters. Guided by the beast’s remaining malevolent creatures that, bolstered by humanity’s scientific arrogance, threaten our very existence. Stars Ken Watanabe and Elizabeth Olsen. Includes Blu-ray and SD versions. This is a Spanish language edition with an English audio track. English SDH. 123 minutes. Warner Home Video. $7.95

Blu-ray 1981773 BAD SAMARITAN. Widescreen. A pair of burglars, Sean and Derek, stumble upon a woman being held captive in the home of Cale Erendreich which they intended to rob. Panicked, they leave the woman behind and call the cops, who find nothing in the house. It’s up to Sean to save the woman on his own. Stars David Tennant and Robert Sheehan. Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

Blu-ray 1962167 LARS AND THE REAL GIRL. Widescreen. A delusional young man strikes up an unconventional relationship with a doll he finds on the Internet. Lars is completely content with his artificial girlfriend, but when he develops feelings for Margo, an attractive co-worker, he finds himself trying to discover the real meaning of love. Stars Ryan Gosling and Emily Mortimer. English SDH. 107 minutes. MGM. $5.95

Blu-ray 197713X SOME KIND OF HERO. A Vietnamese vet returns home from a prison of war as a hero, but is quickly forgotten and soon discovers how tough survival is in his own country. Stars Richard Pryor and Mangot Kidder. Rated R. 96 minutes. Olive Films. $9.95

★ Blu-ray 1950977 GIALLO ESSENTIALS. Widescreen. This volume of Giallo Essentials celebrates the range and breadth of the genre with three listed films from its early 1970s heyday, with gory murders, wanton debauchery and left-field plot twists a-plenty. Includes Smile Before Death, The Killer That Stalked Paris, both Dubbed and in Italian with English subtitles; and The Weapon, The Hour, The Motive (In Italian with English subtitles). Not Rated. Nearly 5 hours on three Blu-rays. Boxset. Arrow. Pub. at $99.95 $59.95

Blu-ray 3993922 SECOND CHORUS. Fullscreen. Fred Astaire and Burgess Meredith star as friendly rivals, musicians who purposely flunk their college courses in order to maintain lucrative jobs as college band leaders, but the real attraction of course lies in Fred’s musical numbers. Music by legendary big band artist, Artie Shaw. Also stars Paulette Goddard. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. In B&W. 88 minutes. Warner Bros. $4.95

Blu-ray 4977904 GEORGE CARLIN: Life Is Worth Losing. Widescreen. Carlin returns to the stage in his 13th live comedy stand-up special, performed at the Beacon Theatre in New York City for HBO. His spot-on observations on the deterioration of human behavior include Americans’ focus on two topics: shopping, eating. 75 minutes. Adults only. MPI. $4.95

Blu-ray 4837202 FREAKS AND GEEKS: The Complete Series. Widescreen. Set in 1960 at the fictional McEnroy High in Detroit, this acclaimed series focused on two groups of outsiders—the stoners, tough kids and bad girls, and the brains, nerds and square jock types. In its 12 episodes, its remained a cult favorite. Cast includes Seth Rogan, James Franco and Linda Cardellini. Includes all 18 episodes. English SDH. Over 13 hours on four Blu-rays. Shout! Factory. $49.95

Blu-ray 1961683 A BLUEBIRD IN MY HEART. Widescreen. Attempting to lead a quiet reformed life, an ex-con finds refuge in a motel run by a single mother and her daughter, Clara. The peace and freedom he found in this sullen haven disappears when Clara is assaulted, forcing him to face his old demons and exact revenge. Stars Roland Moller. Not Rated. English SDH. 88 minutes. Wild Eye Releasing. $5.95

Blu-ray 4945050 THE NUT JOB. Widescreen. Surly is a mischievous squirrel with a mission: to find the tastiest nuts for the winter. When he discovers a whole store filled with his favorite food, he plans a heist of nutrageous proportions. Stars the voice talents of Will Arnett and Brendan Fraser. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. 84 minutes. Universal. $5.95

Blu-ray 1936956 HARD KILL. Widescreen. When billionaire tech CEO Donovan Chalmers (Bruce Willis) hires a team of mercenaries to protect a lethal piece of technology, sexy and team leader Derek Miller (Jesse Metcalfe) finds himself in a deadly showdown with an old enemy. Rated R. English SDH. 91 minutes. Lionsgate. $4.95

★ Blu-ray 1982334 THE FILMS OF DORIS WISHMAN: The Twilight Years. One day will ever make movies like Doris Wishman made movies. Wishman created collisions between surrealism and exploitation that feed like they materialized from an alternate universe. Collects seven films including Deadly Weapons; Disturbed; finalists Action!..I Me Die A Woman; The Immoral Three; Keyholes Are For Peeping; and Love Toy. Not Rated. Over 8 hours on three Blu-rays. Adults only. AGFA. Pub. at $99.98 $34.95

Blu-ray 1914529 GAME NIGHT. Widescreen. A prisoner of war is regularly for game nights find themselves entangled in a real-life mystery when the shady brother of one of them is seemingly kidnapped by dangerous gangsters. Stars Jason Bateman and Rachel McAdams. Rated R. English SDH. 100 minutes. Warner Bros. $5.95

Blu-ray 1916181 ROBOCOP. Widescreen. In a dystopic and crime-ridden city, a roboCop wounded return to force as a powerful cyborg haunted by submerge memories. Stars Peter Weller and Nancy Allen. Includes the Theatrical Cut (Rated R) and Directors Cut (Not Rated) on two 2K UHD Blu-rays and a 40-page collector’s booklet. English SDH. 103 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $49.95 $29.95

Blu-ray 196240X NOCTURNAL ANIMALS. Widescreen. A woman is living through an unfulfilling marriage when she receives a package containing a novel manuscript from her ex-husband. Increasingly, she interprets the book as a tale of retribution. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. Displayed as English SDH. 116 minutes. The Searchers. $6.95

Blu-ray 191071X SUPER BOWL LIV CHAMPIONS: Kansas City Chiefs. Widescreen. All the great moments of the Chiefs’ title run are now yours – from the opening coin toss in Miami, to winning six straight to end the regular season, to the post-season comebacks over Houston and Tennessee, to the crowning glory of their triumph over the San Francisco 49ers in Super Bowl LIV. Available in English SDH. 84 minutes. FilmChats. $5.95

Blu-ray 4873629 GONE WITH THE WIND: 75th Anniversary Edition. Widescreen. In 1939, David O. Selznick’s epic Academy Award-winning masterpiece was released to incredible movie audiences and defined what a Hollywood blockbuster should be: fearless filmmaking with a grand scope, intimate drama and enduring wonder. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. Over three hours. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95

★ Blu-ray 7687740 FEARLESS. Widescreen. Director Jess Franco brings together the international all-star cast including Helmut Berger and Brigitte Lahaie and more, for a glossily depraved tale of disfigurement, dismemberment, libidinous surgeons, Parisian pimps and more in what may be Franco’s most rewarding ending ever. Not Rated. 99 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $23.95 $17.95

★ Blu-ray 4955338 SHARON/TERI’S REVENGE. Fullscreen. Double feature by Dark Force X-Rated grindhouse. Sharon is notorious for its incest scenes and starring Jean Jennings who looks like a teenager in it. Terri’s Revenge is a equally notorious flick that chronicles the story of Terri who after she is raped by her husband and his friend, decides to team up with other abused women. Adults only. Dark Force. Pub. at $23.95 $17.95

Blu-ray 1939808 FRITZ THE CAT. Widescreen. Maverick writer/director Ralph Bakshi created his feature-length film debut with this audacious foray into adult-content animation. Based on one of the most successful animated features for its time. Based on a legendary character created by underground comic book artist, R. Crumb the animation became a highly successful movie. From the rough early stage to embracing every experimental experience that crosses its path. Not Rated. English SDH. 78 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

Blu-ray 7680287 MIAMI BLUES. Widescreen. Director Frerger (Alex Baldwin) obsession with the Miami rockabilly scene and his relationship on his tail after Includes The Theatrical Cut (Rated R) and Directors Cut (Not Rated) on two 2K Blu-rays. $14.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/350
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**Blu-ray 768303** BLOODY MUSCLE BODY BUILDER IN HELL. widescreen. Tapped into a madhouse, a body builder must save himself from a gruesome ghoul-hell bent on revenge, includes stickers, poster and a vintage-style laminated insert. Not Rated. In Japanese with English subtitles, 62 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**Blu-ray 7697880** SUBURBAN SASQUATCH. widescreen. When a giant blood-thirsty anthropoid goes on a killing spree in a sprawling suburban area, it’s up to a couple of rangers, a reporter and a mystical Native-American Warrior to try and stop it. Stars Sue Lynn Sanchez and Bill Ushler. Includes WSH sticker set and a collectible mini-poster. Not Rated. 100 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

**Blu-ray 1914707** CHILDREN OF THE CORN/SLEEPWALKERS. widescreen. Two classic films. Children of the Corn A young couple is trapped in a remote town where a dangerous religious cult of children believes that everyone over age 18 must be killed. In Sleepwalkers a farmer and his son, who are modern-day vampires, prey on virginal young women. Rated R. Three discs. $7.95

**Blu-ray 7685923** B - THE BANNED SEASON One. widescreen. In this anime series, scientists hope “new humans” will create universal peace, but they’re kidnapped by an evil group with yet different plans. Collects 12 Season One episodes. Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Not Rated. Dubbed and in Japanese with English subtitles. $19.95

**Blu-ray 7697787** THE FEMALE EXECUTIONER. widescreen. Detective Martine Savigar is a tough cop who specializes in busting the most extreme pornographers. But when a pomo queenpin snatches her kid sister for revenge, Martine will take on a city full of pimps, pushers, human traffickers, the Chinaman in every man she can. Stars Brigitte Lahaie and Michael Modo. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles, 95 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $34.95 $21.95


**Blu-ray 7680279** MARTIAL CLUB. widescreen. Wong Fei-Hung becomes entangled in a rivalry between the students and masters of their respective schools. English dubbing as a Kung Fu hero. In Cantonese with English subtitles, 118 minutes. Celestial. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**Blu-ray 4941799** HALLOWEEN II. widescreen. Picking up exactly where the first film left off, this sequel follows the same ill-fated characters as they encounter the knife-wielding maniac they left for dead in the first film. Inhuman Michael Myers is still much very alive and out for more revenge. Stars Jamie Lee Curtis. Rated R. Includes UHD Blu-ray, Blu-ray and DVD versions. 93 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $36.99 $22.95

**Blu-ray 1946512** SUMMER SCHOOL. widescreen. Director Carl Reiner delighted fans, and his warm, perceptive comedy about a laid-back teacher (Mark Harmon) relegated to teaching a class of likeable misfits. Kristie Alley is the no-nonsense career woman who’s keeping an eye on all the shenanigans—and on the handsome teacher. English SDH. 97 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $29.98 $17.95

**Blu-ray 7694687** RIGHTING WRONGS. widescreen. Jason Chan, a lawyer, agrees at the last minute to defend a bad guy, friends decide to take the law into their own hands when a key witness and his entire family are murdered. Rated R. Dubbed and in Cantonese with English subtitles. Also includes the extended and vastly different Chinese version, and the documentary. The Best of Martial Arts. 96 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $39.98 $24.95

**Blu-ray 195007X** SEXWORLD. widescreen. SexWorld is a luxury resort where any and every fantasy can be brought to life. Following the arrival of a fresh bus load of guests, it becomes apparent that the attendants are in store for much more than a simple weekend of debauched and hedonistic pleasure. Stars Annette Haven and Leslie Bovey. In English only. Includes a Blu-ray and a bonus soundtrack CD. English SDH. 91 minutes. Adults only. Pekarama. Pub. at $42.98 $27.95

**Blu-ray 1956000** STIFF COMPETITION. widescreen. Athletes are gearing up for the annual “Suck Off” championship, a competition dedicated to the crowning the woman with the most extreme sexual escapades. Stars Anna Nicole Smith as his all-star eighth grade girl, and he finds Tammy to replace her. When the reigning champion and her manager find out they start a campaign so Tammy doesn’t win. Stars Gina Carrera and Fatty Plentty. Not Rated. Includes UHD Blu-ray and DVD versions. English SDH. 94 minutes. Adults only. Pekarama. Pub. at $42.98 $34.95

**Blu-ray 194343X** THE SEXY BOX: Waitress/The First Turn-On/Stuck on You! widescreen. Waitress! features three lovely waitresses who are caught in the middle of a war between a deranged kitchen stall and unruly customers. In The First Turn-On! a fart- induced landslide traps Oversexed young girls in a cove as they relive their first experiences with female indiscretions. In Stuck on You! a group of aliens in a guitar shaped spaceship are real. Stars Jack Donner and Natasha Gregson. 96 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98 $21.95

**Blu-ray 7681232** VOYAGE OF THE ROCK ALIENS. widescreen. A group of aliens in a guitar shaped spaceship are real. They find the true meaning of rock and roll. After their teenage DeeDee and her boyfriend Frankie, each of whom are vying to become the top rocker in the small town of Screamville, the aliens land only to set off a strange series events. Stars Pia Zadora and Craig Sheffer. English SDH. 96 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $34.98 $21.95

**Blu-ray 7697759** FACELESS. widescreen. Director Jess Franco brings together a group of unbalanced killers in this disturbing film. Cast including Helmut Berger and Brigitte Lahaie and more, for a grossly depraved tale of disfigurement, dismemberment, libidinous brutes, Nazi surgeons, Paris discos and more. What may be Franco’s most rewarding ending ever, includes UHD Blu-ray and Blu-ray versions. Not Rated. 99 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $49.95 $29.95

**Blu-ray 1990965** GOD TOLD ME TO. widescreen. A New York detective investigates a string of murders committed by random New Yorkers who claim that “God told them to.” The detective must uncover a network of killers. Stars John Cazale, John Ventimiglia and George diCenzo. 116 minutes. Includes UHD Blu-ray, Blu-ray and DVD versions. $29.95

**Blu-ray 1961224** THRILLER. widescreen. A young woman, rendered mute as a childhood sexual assault, trains to seek violent revenge on those who kidnapped and forced her into prostitution. Includes UHD and Blu-ray versions of the complete original English language version, They Call Her One Eye. Not Rated in Swedish with English subtitles. 108 minutes. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $44.98 $27.95
Music Recordings

**CD 4864736 1960's NUMBER 1 HITS: 20 Songs.** Contains twenty tracks from the original singles, including “Sugar Pie, Sugar” by The Archies; “Wild Thing” by The Troggs; “Good Lovin’” by The Rascals; “I Heard It Through the Grapevine” by Marvin Gaye; “Hang On Sloopy” by The McCoys; and many more. TGG. Pub. at $12.98 $5.95

**CD 1964046 KLAUS SCHULZE & PETE NAMLOOK: THE DARK SIDE OF THE MOOG, VOL. 1-4.** This release of the most remarkable and worldwide sought after series The Dark Side of the Moog by German electronic pioneers Klaus Schulze and Pete Namlook. This five CD set collects Volumes One through Volume Four, and the “Best Of Album” The Evolution of the Dark Side of the Moog. MIG Music. Pub. at $34.99

**CD 4737113X JUST COUNTRY: 40 GOLDEN GREATS.** Collects 40 songs from many of your favorite country artists, including “Hello Darlin’” by Conway Twitty; “A Good Year for the Roses” by George Jones; “Me & Bobby McGee” by Kenny Rogers; “Sweet Dreams” by Don Gibson; “Walkin’ After Midnight” by Waylon Jennings; and many more. 2 CDs. Start Entertainments. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**CD 1975870 A CELEBRATION OF BLUES AND SOUL: THE 1989 PRESIDENTIAL INAUGURAL CONCERT.** On January 21, 1989, the evening following the presidential inauguration, some of the biggest names in classic rhythm and blues performed at the Washington Convention Center at the Presidential Inaugural Concert. Marcus Miller; Stevie Wonder; Al Green; Luther Vandross; Maxi Priest; and many more. 20 tracks. Includes Duke Ellington; Count Basie; Art Tatum; and many more. TGG. Pub. at $17.99 $16.99

**CD 685990X THE KINGSTON TRIO LIVE.** Twenty tracks from the group’s most popular albums: “Tom Dooley”; “Greenback Dollar; “The Tijuana Jail; “Where Have All the Flowers Gone; “Scotch and Soda; “The Lion Sleeps Tonight; “Baby It’s Cold Outside; “Shape of Things; “Hard Travelin’; “Rowlin’ Gambler; “When the Saints Go Marching In; and more. Acrobat. $4.95

**CD 6584918 PATSY CLINE: THE COMPLETE RELEASES 1955-62.** One of the most important releases of history, this collection includes 20 tracks the iconic Statler Brothers with Patsy Cline released between her debut on the Grand Ole Opry and 1962. Includes “Walkin’ After Midnight;” “Fall in Love Once More;” “It’s All in the Game;” and much more. 3 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 193036X MINISTRY OF SOUND: CHILLED 60s.** This is a three CD set of timeless chilled hits. Collects 60 tracks including “Albatross” by Fleetwood Mac; “California Dreamin’” by The Mamas and the Papas; “Groovy Girl” by The Monkees; “Dancing in the Street” by the Kinks; “Light Flight” by Pentangle; and many more. Sony Music. $7.95

**CD 6762874X THE BEST CLASSICAL ALBUM: 100 Hits.** Five CDs recalling 100 of the greatest tracks across the genre. Includes Beethoven’s Fifth; Bach, Mozart, Ravel, Mahler, Wagner, Liszt, Elgar, Schubert, Vivaldi, Rachmaninoff, Puccini, Chopin, Verdi and many more! Demon Music Group. $7.95

**CD 1975935 PETER, PAUL AND MARY at NEWPORT 1963-65.** These historic recordings epitomize Peter, Paul and Mary’s music in the ‘60s era of optimism, turmoil and vast change in America. This was recorded at the iconic folk festival at Newport during the years 1963-65. CD includes “All I Did Was Call Me Dad” “I Was Born on a Prison Ship” “No More Love in My Heart” “Molly O’Neill” “Blowing in the Wind” and many more. Shout! Factory. $7.95

**CD 4848965 THE STANDER BROTHERS: GOLDEN HITS.** Presents 20 tracks of the most popular songs by the influential Brothers with selections that include “Flowers on the Hill;” “King of the Road;” “Ruby, Don’t Take Your Love to Town;” “Ruthless;” “Green Green Grass of Home;” “I Still Miss You” “Hard Travelin’” “Rocky Top” “Little Darlin’” by The Manhattan Transfer; “Blue Moon” by The Mamas & The Papas; “Candles at Twilight;” “Dedicated to the One I Love” “The House of the Rising Sun” and many more. Time Life. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 4848841 DDO WOP’S GREATEST HITS: 20 Songs.** Some 20 tracks deliver these nostalgic sounds which include There’s a Moon Out Tonight by The Coasters; Can’t Take My Eyes off You by Frankie Laine; Little Darlin’ by The Righteous Brothers; The Stax’s; The Crystals; B.B. Kings; Chords; Dedicated to the One I Love by The 5 Royal’s; and many more. TGG. Pub. at $17.99 $15.99

**CD 6557744 ROY ORBISON: THE COMPLETE SUN, RCA & MONUMENT RELEASES 1956-62.** This 58 track set provides a comprehensive overview of the formative years of Orbison’s career, comprising no less than 8 sides of all his singles. Tracks include Only the Lonely; Blue Angel; Crying; Running Scared; Dream Baby; Here Comes That Song Again; Loneliness; Evergreen; Make a Memory; and much more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $12.99 $10.99

**CD 7678363 PINK FLOYD: FILLMORE WEST 1970.** On April 29th, 1970, Pink Floyd performed at Fillmore West in San Francisco, California. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 10 tracks including “Can we Not Be Friends” “In The Flesh” “Another Brick in the Wall” “Money” “I Wish It Could Be Today” “Breathe” and many more. Medley. $14.95

**CD 3908467 RARE JUKEBOX HITS OF THE 60S.** No coins needed to play these jukebox hits in this two CD, 40 track collection. I Can’t Stop Loving You by Ray Charles; I Can’t Help Myself by Dee Dee Sharp; Johnny Angel by Shelly Fabares; Hey Paula by Paul and Paula; It’s My Party by Lesley Gore; Dead Man’s Curve by Johnny Cash; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $17.99


Music Recordings

CD 1915274 CAT STEVENS: Icon. Collects 12 tracks by this legendary singer and songwriter, includes Peace Train, Moonshadow, Oh Very Young, The Wind, Road singer, Every time I Dream, Morning Has Broken, Father and Son; two tracks that were not included in the 2CD collects pieces by Beethoven, Machmamogen, Givg, Bruch, Vaughan Williams, Mozart and more. Decca Records.

$7.95

CD 1966332 THE ULTIMATE CLASSIC FM HALL OF FAME. The Classic FM Hall of Fame had their listeners vote for the 20th anniversary and these are the pieces that were voted for. This 3CD contains some songs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99

$6.95

CD 1975538 THE BEST OF JOE COCKER 21st Century Masters. No collection is complete without these Joe Cocker classics: Feelin’ Alright; With a little help from my friends; Delta Lady; She Came in Through the Bathroom Window; Cry Me a River; Little By Little; and more. X-Ray. Pub. at $11.95

$11.95


$19.95


$19.95


$7.95

CD 7693869 MOZART: Mass in C Minor. Marc Minkowski conducts Les Musiciens du Louise in Mozart’s magnificent Mass in C Minor. Includes Anna Maria Labin, soprano I; Ambrosine Bre; soprano II; Stanislas de Barbayrac, tenor; and Norman Pathez, bass. Pentatone Music.

Music. Pub. at $15.99

$15.99

CD 4884833 THE EVERLY BROTHERS GREATEST HITS: 33 Songs. Two CDs capture one of rock ’n’ roll’s greatest duos, the Everly Brothers, on 33 tracks that include There I Go O’ Love, I’ve Got a Thing About You Baby, Let It Be Me, The Wonder of You; and more. Mercury. Music. Pub. at $15.99

$9.95

CD 1975129 THE KINKS: Transmission Impossible. This three CD, 65 track set combines live FM broadcast performances from 1964 to 1982, recorded around the world. Includes such classics as Dedicated Follower of Fashion, Father And Son, Till We Meet Again; and more. Mercury. Music. Pub. at $19.99

$9.95

RAMONES: Transmission Impossible. This 65-track, three CD set collects multiple performances recorded from FM broadcasts from 1979–1977. Songs include Rockaway Beach; I Remember You; Classroom Clash Upstairs; Do You Remember Istanbul?; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat.

$9.95

CD 7682278 DELANEY & BONNIE: The Classic Studio Session 1967. Delaney and Bonnie performed at A&R Studios. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 15 tracks that were not included in the CD. Delaney and Bonnie.

$11.95

CD 3952768 DAVE BRUBECK: Seven Classic LPs. Highlights of some of Dave Brubeck’s greatest albums, all remastered and presented here as a perfect introduction to the great man’s music. Albums include Quiet Days and Quiet Nights; Time Changes; Jazz Impressions of Japan; Jazz Impressions of New York and Dave Brubeck in Berlin. Fifty-nine tracks on 4CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

$11.95

CD 1974971 ADELE: 25. Features the UK’s Evening Standard砭 winner singer/songwriter including Hello; Send My Love (To Your New Lover); I Miss You; When We Were Young; Water Under the Bridge; River Lea;洛阳最 Dark; Million Years Ago; All I Ask; and more. Columbia. Music. Pub. at $16.99

$12.95

CD 1979152 JOHNNY CASH: Transmission Impossible. Sixty-seven tracks on 3 CDs are collected from contemporary FM broadcasts from various locations between 1958 and 1994. Songs include Folsom Prison Blues; Get Rhythm; Country Style USA; I Can’t Help Myself; A Million Miles From Home; Outro: A Boy Named Sue; I Take You to the Mountains; Battle of Kookaramunga; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

$9.95

CD 767377X FEELING GOOD: 100 Hits. Listen to some feel-good music with this collection. Collects 14 tracks from live FM broadcasts from various locations between 1958 and 1994, including Feel Good Inc.; Ain’t No Sunshine; Sweet Home Chicago; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

$9.95

CD 4827155 THE BEATLES: Abbey Road. Collects 17 tracks from one of the 3 CDs from the Carneige Hall performance. Some songs include: Come Together; I Want You (She’s So Heavy); Here Comes the Sun; Because; Something; The End; Her Majesty; and more. Capitol Records.

More, Capital Records.

Music. Pub. at $22.95

$17.95

CD 4886386 LINDA RONSTADT: The Broadcast Archives. Features legendary radio broadcasts from the 1970s and 1980s. Forty-four tracks, including My Romance; More Than I Can Say; More Times than Not; I’ve Got a Crush on You; Goodbye; I Don’t Matter Anymore; Break My Heart; Includes multiple versions of some songs. Sony Music.

CD 584851X HANK WILLIAMS: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1947–55. More than a country legend, Hank Williams was one of the most important figures of the American musical landscape in the post-war era. This three-CD set presents A and B sides of all his releases, from his debut on the Sterling label, through his years with the MGM label and his posthumous releases up to 1955—including his releases as Luke the Drifter. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.95

$17.95

CD 4868250 BEE GEES: Transmission Impossible. This three-CD set features live and studio recordings made for radio and TV broadcasts throughout the 1960s, ’70s, ’80s and ’90s. Sixty-six tracks, including My Own Time; One Minute Woman; New York Mining Disaster 1941; Run to Me; Massachusetts; Cucumber Castle, and much more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Eat to the Beat.

$15.95


$5.95


$9.95


$7.95

CD 7687789 POP! 100 Hits. This 100-tracks collection pops hits by original artists including Story of My Life by One Direction; Rude by Magic!; The Key; the Secret by Urban Cookie Collective; Fight for Our Right; Spandau Ballet; All the Young Dudes by Mott the Hoople; Hang on Sloopy by The McCoys; and more. Sony Music.

$7.95

CD 7683286 REDD FOX-CLASSIC STAND-UP: The Early Years Collection 1946-60. This 2CD set collects select live recordings from his early years with Doodle. Includes Let’s Wiggle a Little Woogie; With Shame on You; Grape Juice; and more. Acrobat.

$14.95


$12.95

CD 4899792 LED ZEPPELIN: Transmission Impossible. These three CDs present legendary radio broadcasts from the 1960s on 24 tracks that include Train Kept A-Rollin’; Dazed and Confused; Bye Byebye; and more. More. Broadcasting Breakdown. Babe I’m Gonna Leave You; Sitting and Thinking; Pat’s Delight; I Can’t Quit You Baby; You Shook Me; White Summer/Black Mountain Side; and more. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $22.95

$17.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/350
Music Recordings

- The Beau Brummels: Cry Just a Little. This is a collection of tracks from their album of the same name, released in 1964.
- Ray Brown: This collection comprises a series of legendary broadcasts recorded at the Royal Albert Hall, England. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast.
- Barbra Streisand: This compilation with made at the beginning of the previous century, features a wide variety of tenors performing selections of operas represented during many Bayreuth Festivals. Includes Der fliegende Holländer, Tannhäuser, Lohengrin, and Tristan und Isolde; Die Meistersinger; Das Rheingold; and others. Some of the great 20th century conductors are also featured. Booklet included.
- Barbra Streisand: This collection comprises a series of legendary broadcasts recorded at the Royal Albert Hall, England. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast.
- Ray Brown: This collection comprises a series of legendary broadcasts recorded at the Royal Albert Hall, England. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast.
- Ray Brown: This collection comprises a series of legendary broadcasts recorded at the Royal Albert Hall, England. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast.
- Ray Brown: This collection comprises a series of legendary broadcasts recorded at the Royal Albert Hall, England. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast.
- Ray Brown: This collection comprises a series of legendary broadcasts recorded at the Royal Albert Hall, England. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast.
Music Recordings

**CD 1939319 VAN MORRISON:**
Pacific High Studios 1971. On April 26th, 1970, Van Morrison arrived at Fillmore West in San Francisco, California. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 29 tracks including Into The Mystic; I've Been Working; Call Me Up in Dreamland; Blue Money; And It Stoned Me; and more. X-Ray. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 195110 WILLIE THE LION SMITH:**
100 Classic Recordings 1925-1953. This 100-track, four-CD set features recordings with Willie "The Lion" Smith on the Columbia, Decca, Victor, Contemporary, and Brunswick labels. It includes Rockin' Whiskey River; You Got That Right Saturday Night Special; Don't Ask Me Questions; Call Me the Breeze; What's Your Name; Free Bird; and more. Includes a DVD of the concert. Loud & Proud. Pub. at $29.95

**CD 4747860 LYNRD SKynyRD:**
Nashville 1975. Live at the Ryman. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 24 tracks on two-CDs including I Put a Spell On You; You Make Me Feel so Young; and more. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 4976095 BLACK SABBATH:**
Syracuse 1976. On December 12th, 1976, Black Sabbath performed at Onondaga War Memorial Auditorium in Syracuse, New York. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 10 tracks including Symptom of the Universe; War Pigs; Gypsy; Black Sabbath; All Moving Parts Stand Still; and more. X-Ray. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 1939323 JONI MITCHELL:**
Carnegie Hall 1972. On February 23rd, 1972, Joni Mitchell performed at Carnegie Hall in New York City. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 18 tracks including This Flight Tonight; I'm Your Lover; A Case of You; Legend In My Mind; and more. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 76838X TOOL:**
Stranglehold. On July 15th, 1996, Tool performed at Wings Stadium in Kalamazoo, Michigan. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 11 tracks including Luminous; Juggernaut; Push It Inside; and more. X-Ray. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 7692110 THAT'S AMORE:**
Dean Martin-Greatest Love Songs. Three CDs burst with romance, collecting 75 essential love songs by one of the 20th century's most beloved crooners. Includes When You're Smiling; That's Amore; Pretty as a Picture; Georgia on My Mind; I'll Always Love You; You Was (Whipped by) My Whips; and more. Pub. at $21.95

**CD 4886364 ROLLING STONES:**
Blue & Lonesome. This recording takes the band back to their roots and the passion for blues. It includes 12 tracks, including Just Your Fool; Commit a Crime; I Can't Quit You Baby; All of Your Love; Little Rain; Everybody Knows About My Good Thing; and more. Promotone. Pub. at $8.95

**CD 4917239 THE TOMMY DORSEY ORCHESTRA:**
The Hits Collection 1935-58. This 146-track, six-CD set comprises most of his chart hits on the Victor, RCA-Victor and Decca labels during his career. Songs include In the Mood; Months Are Like Months; Oh! Indian Reservation; Bewildered; Yearning; Are You Having Any Fun; Dolores; Embraceable You; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $29.99

**CD 4934652 GERRY MULLIGAN:**
The Rare Albums Collection. Featuring eight original studio albums, this two-CD set contains some of the jazz pioneer's finest work. Collects 56 tracks including Mud Bug; Sweet and Lovely; Round Midnight; and more. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 1959751 ELTON JOHN:**
Tokyo 1971. Two CDs, overwriting with 20 tracks present the entire 1971 Tokyo concert. Songs include I Think You Need; Your Song; Me When He's Gone; Come Down in Time; Skyline Pigeon; Rollin' Peaches; Indian Sunset; Country Comfort; Honey; and more. Wicker Man. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 4992228 EAGLES:**
Midnight Flyer. This 11-track, ten-CD set consists of various live performances across the U.S. from 1974 to 1993. Songs include Hotel California; Take It Easy; James Dean; Good Day in Hell; Already Gone; Tequila Sunrise; and more. Includes multiple versions of $31.95

**CD 4858387 BLACK SABBATH:**
Steel City Blues. Presents a live 1978 FM broadcast recorded in Pittsburgh, PA, on 10 tracks. Includes song titles like Snowblind; Black Sabbath; Dirty Women; and more. X-Ray. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 485845X JEFF BECK:**
Blowing in Detroit. A live FM broadcast recorded in Detroit in 1975 presents some 9 tracks that include I Put a Spell On You; Free; All Right; Definitely Maybe; Superstition; Cause We've Ended As Lovers; Power; Got the Feeling; Diamond Dust; and You Know What I Mean. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 1964445 BUDDY RICH:**
The Classic 1964-1969. This 57-track, three-CD set features eight LPs including The Swingin' Buddy Rich; Buddy and Sweet; The Lester Young Story; The Lionel Hampton Art Tatum Buddy Rich Trio; Buddy Rich in Miami; Rich Versus Roach; and Burnin' Beat. Enlightenment. Pub. at $17.99

**CD 1974661 BING CROSBY MEETS ELVIS PICKFORD:**
Heads, Tails, Pictures. December 23, 1946 saw Bing Crosby and Elvis Pickford make their first radio duets. The music sold for $15.95

**CD 4868375 STEVEN HALPERN:**

**CD 4868503 STEELY DAN:**
Mobile Homes. Presents a live 1974 FM broadcast recorded in Seattle, WA, on 14 tracks. Includes Bodhisattva; The Boston Rag; Do It Again; Brooklyn; King of the World; Hikki Don't Lose That; Logic; Band Introductions; My Old School; Dirty Work; Your Gold Teeth; Reelin' in the Years; Show Biz Kids; and This All Too Mobile Home. Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 4898873 TRAFFIC:**
Transmission Impossible. This triple CD set contains material recorded from legendary live performances from the 1960s & 1970s on 42 tracks. Includes Paper Sun; House for Everyone; Hole in My Shoe; Feeling Good; Electric Lady; and more. Pub. at $17.95

**CD 1939335 THE WHO:**
Back at the Fillmore. On October 22nd, 1969 The Who performed at Fillmore East in New York City. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 14 tracks including Heaven and Hell; Fortune Teller; We're Not Gonna Take It; Shakin' All Over; Sparks; 21; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 4858549 PETE TOWNSHEND:**

**CD 1957473 BAD COMPANY:**
Suing. From a live FM broadcast at Capital Center, Landover, MD in 1979, this 15-track set collects the music of this iconic 1970s rock bands. Songs include In the City; Bad Movin'; Gone, Gone, Gone; Shooting Star; Oh, Atlanta; Raincheck; Feel Like Makin' Love; Ready For Love; Simple Man; She Brings Me Love; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 1957479 BUDDY RICH:**
On the Road in Paris. This 10-track set features the music of Buddy Rich in Paris, France. Songs include I Put a Spell On You; I'm Drinflin' Blues; Save It for Later; Eyesight to the Blind; Boogie Stop Shuffle; Night Train; and more. Wicker Man. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 1957487 NEIL YOUNG:**
Boston 1976. This live 1976 FM broadcast from Boston, MA, comes 14 tracks that include Country Home; Don't Cry No Tears; Drive Back; Cowgirl in the Sand; Rust Never Sleeps; and more. X-Ray. Pub. at $15.95

**CD 7687828 ELVIS COSTELLO & THE ATTRACTIONS:**
Heatwave Festival 1980. On August 23rd, 1980, Elvis Costello and the Attractions performed at the Heatwave Festival in Bowmanville, Ontario, Canada. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 19 tracks including Accidents Happen; The Beat; High Fidelity; Lipstick Vogue; Clubland; Olivers Army; and more. Gossip. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 7687347 PETER GABRIEL:**
Paris in the Rain. On October 24th, 2002, Peter Gabriel performed at Maison De La Radio in Paris, France. This performance was recorded from a live FM broadcast. Collects 10 tracks including Darkness; Red Rain; Growing Up; Mercy Street; My Head Sounds Like That; More Than This; and more. Sutra. Pub. at $15.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/350
**CD 4686285 THE DOORS: Transmission Impossible.** This three-CD set compiles legendary broadcast recordings from the 1960s and 1970s. A total of 45 tracks, including Back Door Man/Love Hides; Break on Through; Breaking Through; Going Down; Hello, Good Morning; Hello, Goodbye; Lady Madonna; Across the Universe; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. EMI Music. $17.95

**CD 4686372 THE ROLLING STONES: Goats Head Soup.** Collects ten songs from the legendary British rock band, including Dancing With Mr. D; 100 Years Ago; Coming Down Again; Angie; Silver Train; Can You Hear the Music; Star Star; and more. Universal Music. $13.95

**CD 4902274 BOB DYLAN: Man on the Street.** This ten-CD set consists of various live performances from 1961 to 1965. Songs include Talking Columbia; Man on the Street; Pretty Peggy G; Candy Man; Baby Please Don't Go; Smokestack Lightning; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Reel to Reel. $31.95

**CD 1959983 YES: Transmission Impossible.** Focusing on live session recordings from 1969 to 1970, this three-CD set features their finest live and studio rarities. Collects 41 tracks including Something's Coming; Everydays; Sweetness; Every Little Thing; Images of You and Me; Dear Dad; Opportunities Necessary; Re-Entry; and more. Universal Music. $24.95

**CD 1923266 SIMON & GARFUNKEL: The Broadcast Collection 1965-1993.** This 57-track, five-CD set collects various live broadcasts of Simon and Garfunkel from 1965 through 1993. Songs include A dont Say Goodbye; The Boxer; The Happening; The Sound of Silence; and more. EMI Music. $17.95

**CD 1923324 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: The Broadcast Collection 1973-1993.** This 52-track, five-CD set collects broadcasts of live Bruce Springsteen performances from the years of 1973-1993. Songs include Mountain of Love; Stain Doll; Glory Days; Because the Night; Born in the U.S.A.; Born to Run; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Cult Legends. $19.95

**CD 1905104 THE BEATLES: Anthology 2.** The Beatles were immersed in 45 collections, including Real Love; Yes It’s Me; You’ve Got to Hide Your Love Away; That Means a Lot; Strawberry Fields; Penny Lane; Through the Window; Good Morning; Hello, Goodbye; Lady Madonna; Across the Universe; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. EMI Music. $24.95

**CD 1923277 RUSH: The Broadcast Collection 1974-1980.** This 59-track, five-CD set collects various live broadcasts of the Eagles from 1974 through 1980. Songs include Hotel California; Good Day in Hell; Take It Easy; James Dean; Tequila Sunrise; Life in the Fast Lane; Wasted Time; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Cult Legends. $19.95

**CD 1923280 EAGLES: The Broadcast Collection 1974-1994.** This 57-track, five-CD set collects various live broadcasts of the Eagles from 1974 through 1994. Songs include Hotel California; Good Day in Hell; Take It Easy; James Dean; Tequila Sunrise; Life in the Fast Lane; Wasted Time; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Cult Legends. $19.95

**CD 1905139 ZAPPA ’88: The Last U.S. Show.** On March 25th, 1988, Franz Zappa and his group performed their last show at Nassau Coliseum in Uniondale, New York. This performance was recorded on three CDs including Ain’t Got No Heart; Love My Life; Inca Roads; Lonesome Cowboy Burt; City of Tiny Lites; and more. Universal Music. $19.95

**CD 1923242 DAVID BOWIE: The Broadcast Collection 1972-1997.** This 36-track, four-CD set collects various live broadcasts of David Bowie from 1972 to 1997. Songs include Hang on to Yourself; Changes; Dirt; Turn Blue; Terrible Lie; Under Pressure; Scary Monsters; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Cult Legends. $19.95

**CD 1923218 AC/DC: The Broadcast Collection 1977-1979.** This 36-track, four-CD set collects various live broadcasts of AC/DC during the years of 1977 to 1979. Songs include Live Wire; Hell Ain’t a Bad Place to Be; Problem Child; High Voltage; Highway to Hell; Baby, Please Don’t Go; and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Cult Legends. $19.95

**CD 487238X THE ULTIMATE ROCK BALLADS COLLECTION.** Includes 150 classics that will bring countless memories back including White Wedding; Layla; Satisfaction; Who’s been Sleeping; Kind of Blue; All Along the Watchtower; Somewhere Under the Sun; and many more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Cult Legends. $19.95

**CD 4931157 CONNIE SMITH: Latest Shade of Blue.** Nine full albums are collected on 4 CDs, including Connie Smith Sings Hank Williams Gospel; The Sound of Joy; Joy to the World; and more. The CDs collect 96 tracks. The accompanying LP-sized hardcover book features a treasure trove of pictures, album covers, labels and ephemera liner notes and more. Bear Family Productions. **Pub. at $14.99**

**CD 484065X NEXT STOP IS VIETNAM: The War on Record, 1961-2008.** A stunning, years in the making anthology of the Vietnam War’s musical landscape. Presented on 13 CDs with a 300-page book illustrated with numerous archival photographs, this collection examines the war in a powerful and unprecedented way. Over 300 songs and spoken word tracks take the listener through a guided tour of this epochal period of modern history. Tour guides include Bob Dylan, Joan Baez, Pete Seeger, Bruce Springsteen, Johnny Cash, John Lennon, and many more. Bear Family Recordings. **Pub. at $29.99**
Order all you want for one low $4.00 Postage & Handling charge.
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